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VOLUME II
APPENDIX IV
Artifact Inventory
Old Towne Village I, General Collection (FS 162)

**Ceramics**
1. Hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated
2. Pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3. Whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 slightly scalloped plate rim (1820-1900+, South; Miller 1992)
5. Clear cylindrical bottle fragments, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
6. Orange amber cylindrical bottle fragment
7. White milk glass jar lid liner fragment, stamped (post 1862)
8. Clear sheet glass fragments
9. Cut nail fragment (post 1790)

**Miscellaneous**
1. Bone/tooth fragment

STP I, Fill horizon (FS 183)

**Ceramics**
1. Whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820 - 1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

**Miscellaneous**
1. Clear square/rectangular bottle fragment
2. Cut nail fragment (post 1790)

STP I, Ab horizon (FS 184)

**Ceramics**
1. Whiteware sherd, undecorated
2. Potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
3. 20d wire nail (post 1890)
4. 7d wire nail (post 1890)

STP 2, Fill horizon (FS 181)

**Ceramics**
1. Pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2. Aqua cylindrical bottle fragment
3. Potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
4. 2 clear sheet glass fragments

STP 3, Fill horizon (FS 185)

**Ceramics**
1. Whiteware sherds, undecorated
2. Citron cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
3. Clear square/rectangular bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (post 1910)
4. 7 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
5. 4 clear sheet glass fragments
6. Unidentified nail fragments
7. 5 grams oyster shell
8. 1.9 grams brick

STP 3, Ab horizon (FS 186)

**Ceramics**
1. Whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2. Creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3. 2 pearlware sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
4. Bennington/American Rockingham sherd, molded decoration, tea pot (1) (1812 - 1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
5. Gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, hollow vessel
Glass
1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (post 1910)
1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
3 clear sheet glass fragments

Metal
2 unidentified nail fragments

Miscellaneous
11.5 grams oyster shell
2 bone fragments

STP 4, Fill horizons 1 and 2 (FS 407)

Ceramics
3 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue black and brown annular decoration, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1875+; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)
1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
2 clear manganese sheet glass fragments (1880-1915)

Metal
2 cut nail fragments, 1 bent (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
55.3 grams oyster shell

STP 4, Fill horizon 3 (FS 405)

Ceramics
6 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 2 rims (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, purple transfer printed, floral motif (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875+, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 terra cotta flowerpot fragment
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed

Glass
1 clear square/rectangular bottle fragment
1 lime soda windowpane fragment, tempered (post 1874)
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)
4 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
2 windowpane fragments, stained
1 clear cylindrical glass fragment, ground lip, stained (pre 1910)
4 clear curved glass fragment

Metal
2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
1 bone fragment
1 slate fragment, (2" x 2 3/4")
1.7 grams oyster shell fragments
4.8 grams brick fragments
1 black plastic disc

STP 5, Fill horizons 1 and 2 (FS 406)

Ceramics
1 refined white earthenware sherd, undecorated
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, unglazed, hollow vessel

Glass
1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, stained
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)
1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
3 clear manganese curved glass fragments
2 clear sheet glass fragments

Metal
1 ferrous metal round head bolt, (3/16" x 1/2")
25 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
Miscellaneous
  2 putty fragments
  1 plaster fragment

**STP 5, Fill horizon 3 (FS 404)**

**Glass**
  1 lime soda windowpane fragment, tempered (post 1874)

**Metal**
  1 threaded brass pipe collar, 1 1/2" diameter
  9 cut nail fragments, 2 bent (post 1790)

**STP 5, Fill horizon 3/B1 interface (FS 408)**

**Ceramics**
  1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)

**Glass**
  3 clear sheet glass fragments

**Metal**
  2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

**STP 6, Level 1 (FS 187)**

**Ceramics**
  6 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel (1820-1900, South 1977; Miller 1992)

**Glass**
  1 dark amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment
  1 light aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
  1 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (post 1910)
  7 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
  1 clear manganese curved glass fragment
  1 clear glass fragment

**Metal**
  3 unidentified nail fragments

**Miscellaneous**
  1 slate fragment
  32.7 grams oyster shell

**STP 6, Fill 2/Fill 3 Interface (FS 188)**

**Miscellaneous**
  16.8 grams brick fragments

**Test Unit 7, Ao/Fill horizon 1 (FS 193)**

**Ceramics**
  1 yellowware sherd, undecorated (1830-1900, Miller 1992, 130-1930?, Magid 1990)

**Glass**
  1 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, stained
  2 clear cylindrical/oval bottle fragments, automatic bottle machine (post 1910)
  3 clear sheet glass fragments

**Metal**
  2 unidentified nail fragments

**Miscellaneous**
  1 rubberized floor tile fragment
  3.1 grams oyster shell

**Test Unit 7, Fill horizon 2 (FS 194)**

**Ceramics**
  1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted
  1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
  1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

**Glass**
  1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
  1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)
  1 clear sheet glass fragment

**STP 8, Ao horizon (FS 189)**

**Ceramics**
  1 hard paste porcelain sherd, pink wash, hollow vessel

**Metal**
  1 ferrous metal # 9 wire fragment, 4" long

3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STP 8, Fill horizon 1 (FS 190)</th>
<th>Ceramics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 refined white earthenware sherd, undecorated, burned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 refined redware (?) sherd, black glaze, molded decoration, burned, hollow vessel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 clear glass fragment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>1 coal fragment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 grams oyster shell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.9 grams brick</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STP 8, Fill horizon 2 (FS 191)</th>
<th>Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment, stained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 aqua wired sheet glass fragment, fine ribbed surface, pressed (post 1899)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>2 grams oyster shell</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STP 8, Fill horizon 3 (FS 192)</th>
<th>Ceramics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>1 aqua square/rectangular bottle fragment, chamfered corners, contact mold (1810-1830)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 citron cylindrical liquor bottle fragments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 clear manganese curved glass fragment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 clear sheet glass fragments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 unidentified nail fragments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STP 9, Ao/Fill horizon 1 (FS 195)</th>
<th>Ceramics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 redware sherd, unglazed (1813-1900+, South 1997; 1840-1900+, Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel (1813-1900+, South 1997; 1840-1900+, Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 whiteware sherd, overglaze polychrome floral decal (post 1890)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 hard paste porcelain sherds (mend), gilt rim band and decoration (probably 20th century)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>1 orange amber cylindrical bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (post 1908)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 clear manganese cylindrical ca. quart bottle or jar fragments, semi-automatic bottle machine (1910-1915)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, embossed with &quot;...D...&quot;, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 clear manganese square/rectangular bottle fragments, automatic bottle machine (1910-1915)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 clear manganese lamp chimney fragments, beaded lip, blown/tum mold (?) (post 1891)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 unidentified clear glass fragment, curved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>1 coal fragment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 roofing slate fragment?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 bone button</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.5 grams brick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 bone 4-hole button with recessed center - 1.7 cm diameter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STP 9, Fill horizon 1 and Fill horizon 2 Interface, (FS 196)</th>
<th>Ceramics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 ironstone sherd, gilt decoration (1890-present)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1966; Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, geometric/cross and dagger border motif 1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+, Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 refined white earthenware sherds, 1 from saucer, stained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>2 clear magnesia oval medicinal bottle fragments, embossed triangle on base, chilled iron mold (1900-1915)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 clear sheet glass fragment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Metal**

1 ferrous metal flat disc button, embossed top, floral motif, two piece, wire eye, 1.2 cm diameter
5 cut nail fragments

**STP 9, Fill horizon 2 (FS 197)**

**Ceramics**

1 redware sherd, unglazed exterior, brown glaze interior
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated, 1 with engine turning (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
2 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)

**Glass**

1 pale green oval (?) bottle fragment, stained
1 clear glass fragment

**Miscellaneous**

3.5 grams oyster shell
36.8 grams brick

**STP 10, Ao/Fill horizon 1 (FS 198)**

**Ceramics**

1 terra cotta flower pot fragment
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown interior and exterior glaze
18 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 2 from flat vessel, 1 from hollow vessel, 5 rims (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, burned (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel with handle (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, polychrome floral decal (post 1890)
1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, green scalloped shell edge 911780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, single blue hand painted line
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel, rims
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, polychrome floral decal, low embossed decoration (post 1890)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, overglaze polychrome enameled, flat vessel (20th century)

**Glass**

1 orange amber cylindrical beer bottle fragment, unidentifiable embossing, automatic bottle machine (?)
12 orange amber cylindrical pint beer bottle fragments, embossed "22" on heel, semi-automatic bottle machine (1907-1930)
1 orange amber cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
2 amber cylindrical bottle fragment, stained
1 dark citron cylindrical bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (?)
1 cobalt cylindrical bottle fragment (post 1880)
5 clear manganese square/rectangular medicinal bottle fragments, tooled rolled lip, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
5 clear manganese large square/rectangular bottle fragments, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
2 clear manganese square/rectangular bottle fragments, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
1 clear manganese small square/rectangular bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
1 clear manganese wide mouthed bottle or jar fragment, rolled lip, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
4 clear manganese cylindrical bottle fragments, valve mark, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
3 clear manganese oval bottle fragments, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
1 clear manganese cylindrical bottle fragment, stained (1880-1915)
13 clear manganese cured glass fragments (1880-1915)
15 "ball blue" cylindrical canning jar fragments, embossed [Ba]"LL"/[Mason], automatic bottle machine (1909-1926)
1 clear manganese cylindrical jam jar fragment, interior ribbing, pressed (1880-1915)
1 clear manganese bowl fragment, rayed base, pressed
1 clear faceted sew through button, 1.7 cm diameter, pressed
3 clear manganese lamp chimney fragments, fire polished lip, blown (1880-1915)
4 clear sheet glass fragments
36 lime soda windowpane fragments, tempered (post 1874)
5 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
11 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
5 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
22 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)

**Metal**

1 brass tag with attached wire, stamped "101"
1 ferrous metal furniture caster with porcelain wheel
1 insulated copper wire, No. 9
1 ferrous metal machine cut bolt, 3/8" x 1 1/2"
3 unidentified nail fragments
1 wire 7d nail (post 1890)
1 wire 8d nail (post 1890)

**Miscellaneous**
1 coal fragment
1 bone fragment
8 slate fragments
70.8 grams oyster shell
9.1 grams brick

**STP 11, Fill horizon 1 (FS 199)**

**Ceramics**
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

**Glass**
1 orange amber bottle fragment
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)
1 soda/potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
2 clear glass fragments

**Metal**
1 ferrous metal machine cut bolt, 3/8"

**Miscellaneous**
1.7 grams brick

**STP 11, Fill horizon 2/middlen? (FS 200)**

**Ceramics**
2 whiteware sherds, embossed decoration and green hand painted, hollow vessel
3 whiteware sherds, low embossed rim decoration (1845-1885+, Miller 1992)
9 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, unidentified blue decoration, possibly flow blue
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 redware (?) sherd, burned
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, pink wash, 1 stamped with "erm..."
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, gilt decoration
1 pamplin style reed stem pipe bowl fragment

**Glass**
8 orange amber cylindrical medicinal whiskey bottle fragments, embossed [Duffy Malt...]
"COMPANY/DMLCO/monogram/[Roche]"STER N.Y. U.S.A., tooled tapered lip, chilled iron mold (1887-1930)
1 dark amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1918)
1 citron cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
9 orange amber cylindrical beer bottle fragments, embossed "ROBERT" [Portner], crown cap closure, semi-automatic bottle machine (1908-1916)
13 orange amber cylindrical beer bottle fragments, embossed "R 419" on heel, crown cap closure, automatic bottle machine
1 aqua cylindrical beer or soda bottle fragment, semi-automatic bottle machine (1908-1930)
1 aqua ice cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 clear manganese rectangular medicinal (laxative) bottle fragment, embossed [California]"FIG" [Syrup], chilled iron/automatic bottle machine (1890-1896)
1 aqua square/rectangular bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
2 clear cylindrical soda or beer bottle fragments, embossed "SAML.C.PA.../WA..", chilled iron mold clear multi-sided catsup bottle fragment, chilled iron mold
3 "ball blue" cylindrical canning jar fragments, automatic bottle machine (1910-1930)
1 clear manganese square/rectangular bottle fragment (1880-1915)
1 clear manganese oval/rectangular bottle fragment (1880-1915)
4 pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, automatic bottle machine (post 1908)
1 pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, stained
4 clear cylindrical bottle fragments, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 clear square/rectangular bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 clear square/rectangular bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (post 1910)
2 clear manganese tumbler fragments, interior vertical ribs, pressed
1 clear tumbler fragment, unidentified pattern, pressed
1 clear bowl (?) fragment, sawtooth rim, pressed
1 clear lamp chimney fragment, crimped lip, blown (post 1866)
1 clear manganese oval (?) bottle or tableware fragment, pressed (?) (1880-1915)
11 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
2 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
8 soda/potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
6 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
6 unidentified clear glass fragments

Metal
1 coiled copper wire fragment
14 unidentified nail fragments
2 wire nail fragments (post 1890)
1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment

Miscellaneous
1 celluloid hair comb tooth (post 1869)
1 plastic electrical plug fragment
7 bone fragments
2 coal fragments
82.3 grams oyster shell
4 grams clam shell
12.2 grams brick

STP 14, Fill horizon 2 (FS 129)

Ceramics
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, hollow vessel
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware spall

Glass
1 amber square/rectangular quart liquor or bitters bottle fragment, contact mold (pre 1880)
2 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
4 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
2 clear sheet glass fragments

Metal
3 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
13 unidentified nail fragments

Miscellaneous
2.8 grams oyster shell

STP 15, Fill horizon 1 (FS 127)

Ceramics
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
2 olive green cylindrical beer or soda bottle fragments, turn mold (post 1887)
2 orange amber cylindrical beer bottle fragments, Duraglas stippling, automatic bottle machine (post 1940)
8 clear cylindrical beer bottle fragments, automatic bottle machine (modern)
2 clear cylindrical gallon bottle or jug fragments, Duraglas stippling, automatic bottle machine (post 1940)
1 very pale green bottle fragment, applied band lip
1 clear cylindrical quart bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (modern)
1 clear oval (?) bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (modern)
8 clear cylindrical bottle fragments, automatic bottle machine (modern)
3 clear cylindrical bottle fragments, stained
1 clear square/rectangular bottle fragments
2 clear manganese cylindrical bottle fragments, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
3 clear cylindrical bottle fragments, automatic bottle machine (post 1910)
1 clear bottle fragment, applied color label (post 1933)
1 clear medicinal applicator fragment, pressed
5 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
2 clear manganese cylindrical/globular container fragments, rolled lip, pressed (1880-1915)
11 clear curved glass fragments
3 clear sheet glass fragments
2 white milk glass fragments
2 clear glass fragments, heat melted

**Metal**
- 1 ferrous metal cap
- 4 unidentified nail fragments
- 1 ferrous metal mill file, 12" long

**Miscellaneous**
- 1 coal fragment
- 2 bone fragments
- .6 grams oyster shell
- 100.8 grams brick
- 1 plastic letter "C"

**STP 15, Fill horizon 2 (FS 128)**

**Ceramics**
- 1 refined white earthenware spall
- 3 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, polychrome hand painted, fine line floral motif (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1860+, Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, flow blue decoration with gilt hand painted, low embossing, rim
- 2 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 2 redware sherds, brown glaze

**Glass**
- 3 amber cylindrical beer bottle fragments, embossed "PORTAB[ello], chilled iron mold
- 1 light green sauce bottle stopper, embossed "LEA & PERRINS", stamped (1874-1920)
- 1 olive amber bottle fragment
- 1 aqua cylindrical ca. quart bottle or jar fragment, chilled iron mold (pre 1930)
- 4 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragments
- 3 clear manganese cylindrical bottle fragments, automatic bottle machine (1910-1915)
- 4 clear manganese cylindrical bottle or jar fragments, automatic bottle machine (1910-1915)
- 2 clear manganese cylindrical bottle fragments, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
- 1 clear bottle or jar fragment, Duraglas stippling, automatic bottle machine (post 1940)
- 2 clear square/rectangular bottle fragments, automatic bottle machine (post 1910)
- 17 clear cylindrical bottle or jar fragments, chilled iron mold (pre 1930)
- 2 clear cylindrical bottle or jar fragments, automatic bottle machine (post 1910)
- 2 clear tumbler fragment, pressed
- 5 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
- 3 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
- 5 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
- 2 clear manganese glass fragments, curved (1880-1915)
- 1 white milk glass fragment
- 6 clear glass fragments, curved, thin
- 3 clear glass fragments, thick, crazed
- 10 clear glass fragments, curved
- 11 clear sheet glass fragments

**Metal**
- 20 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
- 14 unidentified nail fragments
- 1 center fire shotgun shell base, stamped "U.M.C. Co." - Union Metallic Cartridge Company, trademarked 1884 (Hurst 1988)

**Miscellaneous**
- 2 coal fragments
- 17.7 grams oyster shell
- 3 roofing slate fragments

**STP 16, Fill horizon 1 (FS 111)**

**Ceramics**
- 2 pearlware sherds, undecorated, 1 base of hollow vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, possibly part of child's toy tea set
- 1 hard paste porcelain sherd, luster (?) decoration, stained, hollow vessel rim
- 1 redware sherd, brown glaze

**Glass**
- 3 orange amber cylindrical bottle (glass can) fragments, automatic bottle machine (modern)
2 honey amber oval bottle (glass can) fragments, automatic bottle machine (modern)
4 amber cylindrical bottle fragments, stained
1 aqua large cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
2 light green skirted bottle fragments, Coca-Cola, automatic bottle machine (post 1923)
3 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, automatic bottle machine (post 1908)
10 clear cylindrical bottle fragments, automatic bottle machine (post 1910)
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)
2 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
11 clear beaker (?) fragments, embossed "LEV.XXV1/PHILA.", chemical residue in base
1 clear glass stirring rod fragment, cased
63 clear glass fragments, curved
4 white milk glass fragments, curved

Metal
1 unidentified ferrous metal machine part (?) fragment

Miscellaneous
44.5 grams oyster shell fragments

STP 16, Fill horizon 2 (FS 130)

Ceramics
2 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated

Glass
1 dark honey amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, stained
1 orange amber cylindrical bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (modern)
2 aqua cylindrical beer or soda bottle fragments, automatic bottle machine (post 1910)
1 clear manganese square/rectangular bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
1 clear cylindrical bottle or jar fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
2 white milk glass vase or lamp shade fragment, pressed
4 clear glass fragments, curved, stained

Metal
4 unidentified nail fragments

Miscellaneous
20.3 grams brick

STP 16, Fill horizon 3 (FS 131)

Ceramics
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, polychrome stenciled, hollow vessel (1820-1840, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 refined redware sherd, black glaze, Jackfield like (1800-1840, Magid 1990)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, overglaze enameled shadow, China Trade (1790-1825, South 1977)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted

Glass
1 olive green cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, contact mold (pre 1880)
1 amber cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 pale aqua medicinal bottle fragment, applied double collared lip (1840-1890)
1 clear manganese square/rectangular bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
1 clear manganese cylindrical bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (1910-1915)
1 clear glass tubing fragment, blown
1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
1 clear beaker (?) fragment, enameled "U.S.A."
3 clear glass fragments

Metal
3 unidentified nail fragments

STP 17, Ao/Ap horizon (FS 123)

Ceramics
10 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, polychrome hand painted (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1860+, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 dark amber cylindrical bottle fragment
1 amber cylindrical bottle fragment, stained
5 clear sheet glass fragments
1 clear glass fragment, crazed

**Metal**
1 cut nail fragment (post 1790)

**Miscellaneous**
1 coal fragment

**STP 17, Ap2 horizon (FS 124)**

**Ceramics**
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

**STP 18, Ao/Ap horizon (FS 125)**

**Ceramics**
6 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 redware sherd, unglazed
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, possibly part of a plate from a child’s toy tea set

**Glass**
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)
2 clear manganese glass fragments (1880-1915)
1 aqua sheet glass fragment
4 clear sheet glass fragments

**Metal**
2 unidentified nail fragments

**Miscellaneous**
1 coal fragment
1 bone fragment
25 grams oyster shell
35.7 grams brick

**STP 18, Ap2 horizon (FS 126)**

**Ceramics**
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown salt glazed, hollow vessel
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed, floral motif, rim (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

**Glass**
1 olive amber liquor bottle fragment
1 very pale green cylindrical bottle fragment, worn/etched
1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (post 1910)
2 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
2 very pale green glass fragments

**Miscellaneous**
45.7 grams oyster shell
166.5 grams brick

**STP 19, Ao/Ap horizon (FS 121)**

**Ceramics**
1 kaolin pipe stem and bowl fragment
1 ironstone spall, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)

**Glass**
2 clear square/rectangular bottle fragments
2 clear cylindrical bottle fragments, automatic bottle machine (post 1910)
2 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
8 clear sheet glass fragments
1 aqua glass fragment
2 clear glass fragments
1 white frosted glass fragment

**Miscellaneous**
1 coal fragment
1 slag fragment
STP 19, Ap2 horizon (FS 120)

Ceramics

1 kaolin pipe bowl fragment
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, black transfer printed, floral motif (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875+, Miller 1992)

Glass

1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)
1 clear glass fragment

Metal

2 unidentified nail fragments

Miscellaneous

1 slag fragment

STP 20, Ap2 horizon (FS 119)

Ceramics

1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, black transfer printed, floral motif (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875+, Miller 1992)
1 redware sherd, mottled brown glaze
1 refined redware sherd, clear glaze (1800-1840, Magid 1990)
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, incised and cobalt hand painted decoration, hollow vessel

Glass

1 olive amber square/rectangular liquor bottle fragment, stained
1 clear glass fragment

Miscellaneous

1.7 grams oyster shell

STP 20, Ao/Ap horizon (FS 122)

Ceramics

1 redware sherd, brown glazed
1 refined white earthenware spall, burned
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
6 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+, Miller 1992)

Glass

1 very pale green cylindrical bottle fragment, stained
2 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 clear cylindrical bottle or tumbler fragment
6 clear sheet glass fragments
2 clear glass fragments

Miscellaneous

34.3 grams oyster shell
2 grams brick

Square 3, Ap horizon (FS 11)

Glass

1 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)

Miscellaneous

4 cinders
2.4 grams brick

Square 7, Fill horizon 2 (FS 109)

Ceramics

1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, saucer fragment from child's tea set
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, flat vessel (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, low embossing (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1845-1885+, Miller 1992)

Glass

1 amber cylindrical medicinal/liquor bottle fragment, embossed [Du]"FFY M" [alt], contact mold (?)
2 orange amber cylindrical beer bottle fragments, embossed "THIS BOTTLE...", automatic bottle machine (modern)
2 clear/white enamel thermometer fragments
1 clear bottle fragment, ribbing on neck, automatic bottle machine (modern)
2 dark amber cylindrical bottle fragments
1 aqua cylindrical bottle or jar fragment, chilled iron mold (post 1880)
1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (post 1910)
1 clear oval/rectangular bottle or flask fragment, chilled iron mold (post 1880)
1 clear mug fragment, embossed "STOLEN FROM RANDALL" on base, pressed (modern)
3 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
1 clear sheet glass fragment

**Metal**
- 1 ferrous metal strap iron fragment, (1/4" x 4 1/2")
- 1 cast iron hinge/bracket fragment with holes and a brass collar on one end
- 4 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
- 1 cut 12d nail (post 1790)

**Miscellaneous**
- 23.3 grams oyster shell

**Square 7, Fill horizon 3 (FS 110)**

**Ceramics**
- 1 hard paste porcelain doll arm with attachment hole, pink wash/painted
- 1 hard paste porcelain figurine base fragment, polychrome painted
- 1 hard paste porcelain sherd, paneled, hollow vessel
- 1 hard paste porcelain sherd, overglaze polychrome decal, female and male figures; attire and hair style of female appear to be Gibson era (post 1890)
- 1 hard paste porcelain sherd, polychrome floral decal with gilt rim band, cup (post 1890)
- 2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 from hollow and 1 from flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 2 ironstone sherds (mend), undecorated, saucer, 1 with partial black printed maker's mark - unicorn with crown (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
- 1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
- 1 ironstone sherd, paneled, hollow vessel (1840-1855+, Miller 1992)
- 1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, molded/embossed decoration, Bristol slip, hollow vessel (late 19th/early 20th century)

**Glass**
- 1 amber cylindrical pint beer bottle fragment, embossed "...BREWING CO./RICHMOND, VA...", contact mold (?)
- 5 amber cylindrical pint beer bottle fragment, embossed "...G CO...", automatic bottle machine (post 1910)
- 2 aqua cylindrical bottle or jar fragments, automatic bottle machine (post 1910)
- 1 aqua cylindrical (?) food or medicinal bottle fragment, tooled single banded collared lip, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
- 1 light green cylindrical beer or soda bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
- 2 clear selenium bottle fragments, automatic bottle machine (1911-1930)
- 1 clear cylindrical bottle or jar fragments, embossed "...E...")
- 1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (post 1910)
- 1 clear manganese cylindrical bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (1910-1915)
- 1 clear manganese cylindrical bottle fragment, air vents, chilled iron mold (1890-1915)
- 1 white milkglass cylindrical/jar fragment, scalloped base or rim, pressed
- 4 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)

**Metal**
- 1 copper wire fragment
- 4 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

**Miscellaneous**
- 3 bone fragments
- 133.4 grams oyster shell
- 1 bone disc with center hole - 3.2 cm diameter, may be button back

**Square 7, Fill horizon 5 (FS 113)**

**Ceramics**
- 2 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 5 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 bone china sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1795-present, Magid 1990)

**Glass**
- 2 unidentified clear glass fragments
Miscellaneous
1 cow bone, sawed
2.7 grams oyster shell fragments

Square 17, Fill horizon 4 (FS 112)

Ceramics
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
2 refined white earthenware spalls, stained
1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
6 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel, 1 from hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, underglaze blue hand painted (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860+, Miller 1992)
3 ironstone sherds, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, floral decal shadow, saucer (post 1890)
2 soft paste porcelain sherds, overglaze polychrome decal (?)
3 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed exterior, brown glaze interior, hollow vessel, 1 from crock rim and 1 basal sherd

Glass
5 clear manganese cylindrical bottle fragments, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
1 clear manganese rectangular bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (1910-1915)
2 clear manganese square/rectangular bottle fragments, automatic bottle machine (1910-1915)
1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
7 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
1 unidentified clear glass fragment, curved

Metal
1 ferrous metal cap
20 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
1 cut 9d nail (post 1790)
1 cut 30d nail (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
5 bone fragments
1 coal fragment
75.4 grams oyster shell
25.6 grams brick

Trench B, General Collection (FS 151)

Ceramics
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, saucer
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, scalloped rim plate, 9" diameter (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, plate/platter rim (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds (mend), low rim embossing, gilt hand painted, ribbon and floral motif, plate or saucer (1890-1930, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware/ironstone sherds (mend), blue wash/hand paint, gill hand painting, attached handle, washing pitcher (?)
1 whiteware/ironstone sherd, undecorated, wash basin (?)

Glass
2 clear manganese cylindrical quart whiskey bottle fragments, tooled tapered collared lip (1880-1915)
2 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, stained
1 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
2 clear manganese cylindrical bottle fragments, stained (1880-1915)
1 clear manganese cylindrical bottle fragment (1880-1915)
2 clear tumbler/shot glass fragments, nine sided, arched panels, pressed
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)

Miscellaneous
1 large cow bone, sawed

Trench B, General Collection (FS 174)

Ceramics
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, condiment jar or sugar bowl lid, stained(1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 yellowware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1830-1900, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
1 yellowware sherd, white and blue annular decoration (1830-1900, Miller; 1845-1930? Magid 1990)
Trench G, Feature 97, East Half (FS 202)

**Ceramics**
- 1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)

**Glass**
- 2 clear manganese lamp chimney fragments, fire polished lip (1880-1915)
- 1 clear glass fragment, curved

**Metal**
- 3 unidentified nail fragments
- 1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment

**Miscellaneous**
- 1 coal fragment
- 2 bone fragments

Trench G, Feature 97, West Half (FS 220)

**Ceramics**
- 4 ironstone sherds (mend), undecorated, circa 8-9" plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900+, Miller 1992)

**Glass**
- 1 pale aqua square/rectangular bottle fragment, embossed "..V..", chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
- 1 light aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, stained/worn
- 1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
- 6 clear manganese tubular vessel fragments (1880-1915)
- 3 clear sheet glass fragments

**Metal**
- 2 cut 8d nails (post 1790)
- 7 unidentified nail fragments

Trench G, Apb horizon (FS 203)

**Ceramics**
- 2 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed (1790-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+, Miller 1992)
- 1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, lid fragment (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)

**Glass**
- 1 dark honey amber square/rectangular liquor bottle fragment, embossed "..T..", contact mold (1840-1880)

Trench G, Feature 98, East Half (FS 204)

**Ceramics**
- 1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 pearlware sherd, blue shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)

**Glass**
- 1 clear manganese/magnesia glass fragment, curved, thin, blown
- 1 clear sheet glass fragment

**Metal**
- 1 cut 41/2d nail (post 1790)
- 2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

**Miscellaneous**
- 1 fish scale
- 1 bone fragment
- .2 grams oyster shell

Trench G, Feature 98, West Half (FS 205)

**Ceramics**
- 1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
- 1 yellowware sherd, undecorated (1830-1900, Miller 1992, 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
- 1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, saucer (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
- 1 ironstone sherd, low embossed, wheat and floral motif, plate, 7" diameter (1850-1870+, Miller 1992)
- 1 refined white earthenware sherd, undecorated

**Glass**
- 1 cobalt cylindrical bottle fragment, etched (post 1880)
- 7 clear tumbler fragments, vertical arched ribbing, pressed
- 5 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
- 18 clear manganese/magnesia glass fragments, curved, thin, blown
- 8 clear glass fragments, curved
Metal
1 cut 6d nail (post 1790)
1 cut 4d nail (post 1790)
12 unidentified nail fragments

Miscellaneous
1 coal fragment
12 grams oyster shell
1 wood fragment

Trench G, Feature 99, East Half (FS 206)

Ceramics
1 refined white earthenware spall
5 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 redware spall, brown glaze
2 redware sherds, unglazed
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glazed, possibly bottle
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, hollow vessel rim
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, milk pan rim

Glass
3 olive amber blackglass cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, stained
1 dark honey amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 amber square/rectangular liquor bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 citron cylindrical liquor bottle fragment
1 aqua oval (?) bottle fragment, worn
2 clear glass fragments
1 windowpane fragment, stained

Metal
3 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
1 bone fragment
2.4 grams oyster shell
42.7 grams brick

Prehistoric
1 chert cobble fragment, flaked

Trench G, Feature 99, West Half (FS 207)

Ceramics
1 refined white earthenware sherd, undecorated
1 whiteware sherd, mulberry transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, polychrome hand painted (1795-1815, South 1977; 1780-1835, Miller 1992)
2 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 redware spalls, brown glaze
1 redware sherd, unglazed, hollow vessel

Glass
1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
1 clear glass fragment

Miscellaneous
1 coal fragment
13.7 grams brick

Trench I, General Collection (FS 201)

Ceramics
2 kaolin pipe stem fragments
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, floral decal shadow, flat vessel (post 1890)
4 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 refined white earthenware spall
2 opaque porcelain sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel (post 1880, Magid 1990)
9 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, molded decoration, handle attachment (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, flat vessel, stamped maker's mark - "...BATES (?)..."
in circle with crown above
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, rim (1840-1900, Miller 1992)
2 redware sherds, brown glaze
1 unidentified sherd, burned

Glass
2 olive green cylindrical champagne/wine bottle fragments, stained
1 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 pale aqua bottle fragment, stained
7 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 windowpane fragment, heat crazed
1 clear glass fragment, curved
1 unidentified clear glass fragment
1 clear sheet glass fragment

Metal
1 unidentified nail fragment

Miscellaneous
.3 grams oyster shell

Trench 1, Feature 89 (FS 230)

Glass
1 dark amber cylindrical ca. quart liquor bottle fragment, post bottom, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 aqua square/rectangular medicinal bottle fragment, tooled single banded collared lip

Ceramics
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Trench 1, Feature 100 (FS 231)

Glass
3 aqua square/rectangular bottle fragments, stained

Ceramics
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, purple transfer print, floral motif (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875+, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, green sponged (?) decoration

Metal
1 cut 20d nail, bent (post 1790)
1 cut 8d nail, bent (post 1790)
1 cut 10d nail (post 1790)
2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
1 wire 50d nail (post 1890)
1 railroad spike

Miscellaneous
3.8 grams clam shell fragments

Trench 3, Ab horizon (FS 238)

Ceramics
4 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 handle, 1 jar/pot (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, blue transfer print, 1 probably willow - flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, molded body, bright blue transfer print and polychrome hand painted (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+, Miller 1992) - same as Trench 3, Fill 1
1 whiteware sherd, green hand painted
1 whiteware sherd, blue sponged, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+, South 1977)
1 pearlware sherd, green scalloped shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
4 creamware sherds, undecorated, 1 foot ring from hollow vessel (?) (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 creamware sherds, scalloped edge plate, Royal pattern (post 1766-1820, Brown 1982)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, cup (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, molded decoration, handle (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, low embossed decoration, floral motif, flat vessel (1850-1870+, Miller 1992)
1 yellowware sherd, white annular decoration, hollow vessel (1830-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1930? Magid 1990)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, unglazed, molded/embossed decoration, eagle with shield and stripes - may be military
1 hard paste porcelain, underglaze blue hand painted, oriental, hollow vessel
1 brown bodied coarse stoneware sherd, glossy brown glaze, globular vessel
1 buff/pink coarse earthenware sherd, salt (?) glazed, hollow vessel
1 clay marble

Glass
1 olive amber cylindrical spirits bottle fragment
1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 18640

Metal
2 unidentified nail fragments, may be spikes

Miscellaneous
1 bone fragment
6.5 grams oyster shell

Trench 3, General Collection (FS 239)

Ceramics
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat, 1 from hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 clear stopper, ground base, pressed
1 entire, early machine made, blue and opalescent glass marble (1905-1926)

Metal
1 ferrous metal machine bolt (5/8" x 3 1/2"

Trench 3, North end, Fill horizon 2 (FS 173)

Metal
1 large cent (?), ground into a square with rounded corners

Trench 3, Fill horizon 1, 0-30' (FS 178)

Ceramics
2 yellowware sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel (1830-1900, Miller 1992, 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
1 refined white earthenware sherd, plate, stained
1 refined white earthenware sherd, overglaze transfer printed (?) decoration, flat vessel, stained
1 terra cotta flowerpot fragment
1 gray/buff bodied stoneware sherd, salt (?) glazed, hollow vessel
7 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat, 1 from hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, handled vessel, cup/sugar bowl/creamer (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
4 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed, willow pattern, flat vessel (1830-1865+, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, flow blue (?) decoration, flat vessel
1 whiteware sherd, polychrome hand painted, fine line floral motif, saucer (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1860+, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, bright blue transfer print and hand painted (?), lid (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue scalloped shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, embossed decoration with blue hand painting
2 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, embossed rim decoration, octagonal plate (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, chamber pot or basin (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, lid (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, chamber pot (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel, 1 from hollow (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, molded decoration, handles (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 soft paste porcelain sherd, overglaze decal shadow, plate/saucer (1895-present, Magid 1990)
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, bowl from child’s tea set

**Glass**
1 amber blackglass cylindrical spirits bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
3 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)

**Metal**
1 wire 30d nail (post 1890)

**Miscellaneous**
27 grams oyster shell
1 piece slate, (4 1/2” x 3 1/4” x 1/8”)

**Trench 3, Fill horizon 1, 30’-60’ (FS 177)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ceramics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 from hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, probably oval serving dish (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 whiteware sherd, blue and brown annular decoration, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1875+, Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 whiteware sherd, blue shell edge, flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860+, Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 whiteware sherd, blue sponged decoration, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+, Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 pearlware sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel, 1 from hollow vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted (1780-1820, South 177; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 pearlware sherd, embossed edge and blue rim band, hollow vessel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer print (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 creamware sherds, undecorated, 1 from hollow vessel (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 yellowware sherds, 1 from flat vessel (1830-1900, Miller 1992, 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glaze, hollow vessel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, cup/tea bowl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 hard paste porcelain sherd, possibly overglaze enameled, hollow vessel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 hard paste porcelain sherds, underglaze blue hand painted, flat vessel, Canton (1800-1830, South 1977; 1800-1835, Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Glass**
2 olive-amber blackglass cylindrical wine-champagne bottle fragments, refiled pontil, kick up (pre 1860)
1 light green cylindrical bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 clear non-lead oval (?) flask/decanter fragment, small vertical ribs, refiled pontil, pressed/molded (pre 1860)
3 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)

**Metal**
1 ferrous metal pin tail hinge
1 cut 8d nail (post 1790)

**Miscellaneous**
1 bone fragment
12 grams oyster shell

**Trench 3, Ab horizon, 66’ (FS 179)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ceramics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, chinoiserie motif (1780-1820; South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Trench 3, Ab horizon sample, 81’, NE of trench (FS 214)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 windowpane fragment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 unidentified clear glass fragments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Trench 3, Ab horizon, North Half (FS 215)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ceramics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 pearlware sherds, undecorated, 1 from hollow vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 pearlware sherds, underglaze hand painted (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1820, Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Metal**
1 unidentified nail fragment

**Miscellaneous**
4 grams oyster shell
Trench 3, South end, General Collection (FS 216)

**Ceramics**
1. kaolin pipe stem fragment
2. whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 handle fragment (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3. whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed, 1 rim, 1 flat vessel with floral motif (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+, Miller 1992)
4. whiteware sherd, purple transfer print with polychrome hand painting, floral motif (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875+, Miller 1992)
5. pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
6. creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
7. buff bodied coarse earthenware sherd, mottled brown glaze
8. hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated
9. hard paste porcelain sherd, overglaze enameled, China Trade (1790-1825, South 1977)

**Glass**
1. amber blackglass cylindrical spirits bottle fragments, contact mold (1810-1880)
2. white milk glass 4-hole button, 1.2 cm diameter, pressed (post 1840)
3. cobalt circular tableware base rim, fire polished, freeblown (pre 1850)
4. soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
5. lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
6. lime soda windowpane fragment, tempered (post 1874)
7. unidentified clear, curved glass fragment
8. clear sheet glass fragment

**Metal**
8 unidentified nail fragments

**Miscellaneous**
1. cut bone

Trench 3, Square 10, Ab horizon (FS 233)

**Ceramics**
1. refined redware sherd, clear glaze, hollow vessel (1800-1840, Magid 1990)
2. creamware sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3. pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)

**Glass**
1. heavily opalized cylindrical spirits (?) bottle fragments
2. soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)

**Metal**
6 unidentified nail fragments

**Miscellaneous**
8 bone fragments
23.8 grams oyster shell
1 slate fragment

Trench 3, Square 10, Ab/B Interface (FS 234)

**Ceramics**
1. redware sherd, brown glazed interior and exterior
2. redware sherd, dark brown glazed interior and exterior, thin
3. refined white earthenware sherd
4. creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
5. pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)

**Glass**
1. soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
2. unidentified glass fragments

**Metal**
5 unidentified nail fragments

**Miscellaneous**
12 bone fragments
46.4 grams oyster shell
4.8 grams brick/burned clay

Trench 3, North end, Ab horizon, under board (FS 235)

**Ceramics**
8 pearlware sherds, undecorated, flat vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 creamware sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
Trench 4, East Extension, General Collection (FS 153)

Ceramics
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
1 clear lamp chimney fragment, fire polished, lip, freeblown
2 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
5 potash windowpane fragments, (pre 1864)
1 clear sheet glass fragment

Miscellaneous
1 cow bone, sawed

Trench 4, East Extension, South end (FS 208)

Ceramics
1 coarse stoneware sherd, Bristol slipped exterior, Albany slipped interior, brown decoration on exterior, hollow vessel (late 19th/early 20th century)
1 pamplin-style reed stem pipe bowl fragment,

Trench 4, East Extension, East Half, Feature 49 (FS 161)

Ceramics
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
1 7-Up green cylindrical beer or soda bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (post 1933)
1 peacock square/rectangular bottle fragment, blown pattern mold (pre 1860)
3 clear sheet glass fragments

Trench 4, East Extension, Feature 53 (FS 209)

Ceramics
1 creamware sherd, undecorated, flat vessel (1820-1900, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze hand painted, hollow vessel (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)

Trench 4, East Extension, Square 8, Fill horizon (FS 210)

Ceramics
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, cup
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment, stamped "McDougall" (made in Glasgow, firm operated from 1847-1968, Jack 1986:126)

Glass
2 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
2 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
2 clear sheet glass fragments

Metal
2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
5 unidentified nail fragments

Trench 4, East Extension, Square 8, Fill horizon 3 (FS 211)

Ceramics
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, molded decoration, cauliflower type (circa 1759-1775, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed, floral motif, flat vessel 1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+, Miller 1992)

Glass
3 lime soda windowpane fragments, tempered (post 1874)
2 unidentified windowpane fragments
1 clear sheet glass fragment
1 unidentified clear glass fragment

Miscellaneous
1 linoleum (?) fragment

Trench 4, East Extension, Square 8, Rodent Burrow, Sample (FS 212)

Ceramics
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed, cup or bowl (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)

Miscellaneous
27.7 grams oyster shell
1 brick fragment
1 coal fragment
Trench 4, East Extension, Square 8, Dark level just above B horizon (FS 213)

Ceramics
- 5 pearlware sherds, green scalloped shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)

Glass
- 1 clear square/rectangular bottle fragment, embossed "...", contact mold (1820-1880)
- 7 unidentified windowpane fragments
- 1 unidentified clear, curved glass fragment

Metal
- 1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment
- 1 unidentified nail fragment

Miscellaneous
- 1 coal fragment

Trench 4, East half, Orange fill below gravel fill (FS 105)

Ceramics
- 1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
- 1 ironstone sherd, low embossed decoration, leaf motif, lid (1850-1870+, Miller 1992)

Glass
- 1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
- 1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)

Metal
- 1 cut nail fragment (post 1790)

Trench 4, General Collection (FS 403)

Ceramics
- 1 whiteware sherd, light blue transfer printed, flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+, Miller 1992)
- 3 whiteware sherds (2 spalls) polychrome hand painted (?)

Glass
- 1 olive green cylindrical 1/2 pint wine bottle fragment, kick up
- 1 entire clear manganese cylindrical 2 oz. perfumer bottle, embossed "LUNDBORG/PARFUMEUR", rolled lip, chilled iron mold (post 1880)
- 2 aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, tooled single banded collared lip, chilled iron mold (post 1880)
- 1 clear tumbler fragment, nine panels, pressed (modern)

Miscellaneous
- 1 coal fragment
- 2 bone fragments
- 1 clay marble

Trench 4, General Collection (FS 136)

Ceramics
- 1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer print (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+, Miller 1992)
- 2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 from, plate, 10" diameter (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, partial green printed maker's mark, plate, 7" diameter (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
- 1 ironstone sherd, molded body, flow blue decoration, hollow vessel (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
- 1 opaque porcelain/ironstone sherd, molded, footed hollow vessel, probably bowl, brown printed maker's mark:
  "SEMI-PORCELAIN" in banner
  "TRADE MARK" with globe in center
  "W.H. GRINDLEY & CO. ENGLAND" in banner
  (ca. 1891-1914, Kovel and Kovel 1986:63k)
- 1 buff and gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, hollow vessel
- 1 clay marble

Miscellaneous
- 1 coal fragment
- 2 bone fragments

Trench 4, Clay Surface (FS 108)

Glass
- 15 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)

Trench 4, Brown Level

Metal
- 2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
Trench 4, A horizon (FS 118)

Ceramics
1 ironstone sherd, brown transfer printed, floral motif, saucer (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900+, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 clear tableware fragment, unidentified pattern, pressed
1 clear glass fragment, automatic bottle machine (post 1910)

Metal
1 aluminum can fragment

Miscellaneous
4 bone fragments

Trench 4, Black fill horizon (FS 102)

Glass
1 aqua jar lid liner, embossed with patent dates ("1856-1868") around Maltese cross, pressed (1884-1909)

Metal
1 unidentified brass object (3/4" x 1 1/4")

Miscellaneous
1 carbon rod (1/2" x 7")

Trench 4, Above Slate (FS 23)

Glass
2 clear selenium oval flask fragments, embossed "WARRANTED/7 OZ. FLASK", double collared lip, Owens scar, early automatic bottle machine (1910-1911)
1 clear selenium cylindrical quart bottle or jug fragments, embossed "...MFG. CO." on base, Owens scar, automatic bottle machine (1911-1930)

Metal
1 strap iron fragment, (30" x 1")

Trench 4, Black surface, slate (FS 22)

Ceramics
1 terra cotta/redware sherd, unglazed, hollow vessel
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer print, floral motif, cup rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+, Miller 1992)

Glass
6 clear rectangular pint flask fragments, shorted tapered collared lip, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
2 clear manganese square medicinal bottle fragments, embossed triangle on base, chilled iron mold (1900-1915)
1 clear oval medicinal bottle fragment, air vents, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
5 clear oval/rectangular medicinal type bottle fragments, air vents, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, cup mold, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 clear oval/rectangular bottle fragment, chilled iron mold/automatic bottle machine
1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold/automatic bottle machine
9 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
6 clear sheet glass fragments
2 unidentified clear curved glass fragments

Metal
1 cut nail fragment (post 1790)
3 wire 10d nails (post 1890)

Miscellaneous
1 coal fragment
1 rodent tooth
117.3 grams oyster shell

Trench 4, Brown layer below slate (FS 106)

Ceramics
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, hollow vessel
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware, brown glazed, hollow vessel
1 bone china, embossed decoration and hand painted, grape motif, sugar bowl or creamer lid (1795-present, Magid 1990)
1 ironstone sherd, low embossed decoration, plate/platter (1850-1870+, Miller 1992)
4 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 3 from flat vessel, 1 rim (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, small bowl or saucer, rim (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, saucer (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, 10” diameter, plate (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, saucer (1820-1900+ South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, plate, unknown diameter (1820-1900+ South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue color glaze, hollow vessel (late 19th/20th century (Magid 1990)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, partial black printed maker’s mark
1 whiteware sherd, red hand painted, broad floral motif, cup
2 refined white earthenware sherds, undecorated, burned, flat vessel, 1 rim

Glass
3 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
1 olive green cylindrical spirits bottle fragment, improved pontil, contact mold (1840-1860)
1 dark citron cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, kick up
1 amber square/rectangular paneled medicinal bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
2 unidentified clear curved glass fragments

Miscellaneous
1 bone fragment
21.9 grams oyster shell

Trench 4, 3.2' Below Surface (FS 101)

Glass
1 amber cylindrical beer bottle fragment, embossed "...ER BREW...", crown cap closure, automatic bottle machine
2 amber cylindrical quart liquor bottle fragments, turn mold (post 1887)

Ceramics
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
1 redware sherd, brown glazed
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated
1 bond china, molded body, probably sugar bowl or creamer (1795-present, Magid 1990)
3 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
6 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 from hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
4 whiteware sherds (1 spall), blue transfer printed, 1 rim from flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+ Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified blue decoration, probably flow blue
1 whiteware sherd, green transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875+, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, black transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875+, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, brown transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875+, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, flow blue decoration, flat vessel (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, paneled body, cup (1840-1855+, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 clear square/rectangular bottle fragment, embossed "...AL..." in English script, chilled iron mold (circa 1880)
1 dark citron liquor bottle fragment, applied banded lip (pre 1890)
1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
4 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
2 pale aqua/green windowpane (?) fragments, heat melted
8 clear sheet glass fragments
3 unidentified clear glass fragments

Metal
11 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
4 cinders
7 bone fragments
34.4 grams oyster shell
4.3 grams brick

Trench 4, Feature 41, Brown sandy clay (FS 140)

Glass
1 dark citron cylindrical quart champagne-wine bottle fragment, kick up, freeblown (pre 1860)

Trench 4, Feature 41 (FS 141)

Ceramics
1 coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, hollow vessel
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Metal
1 wrought ferrous metal pintail hinge

Trench 4, Sandy fill within brick, Feature 48 (FS 156)

Ceramics
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, chinoiserie motif, hollow vessel (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, dark blue transfer print, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+, Miller 1992)
1 redware sherd, white slip, clear glaze, handle (?) fragment

Glass
1 dark honey amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment
1 aqua medicinal bottle fragment, tooled tapered lip (1880-1930)
1 7-Up green cylindrical beer or soda bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (post 1933)
1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment
18 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
3 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
11 clear sheet glass fragments

Metal
1 cut 6d nail (post 1790)
4 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
3 plaster fragments

Trench 4, Sandy Fill, Feature 48, Builder's Trench (FS 157)

Ceramics
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel

Trench 4, East Extension, Feature 50, West Half (FS 155)

Glass
3 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
5 clear sheet glass fragments

Metal
3 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

Trench 4, East Extension, Feature 50, East Half (FS 158)

Ceramics
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 yellowware sherd, spout fragment (1820-1900, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)

Glass
2 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
2 clear sheet glass fragments

Metal
1 cut nail fragment (post 1790)

Trench 4, East Extension, Features 51, 48, and 50, Floor Cleaning (FS 169)

Ceramics
1 tile fragment, unglazed, possibly drain tile
1 pearlware sherd, brown and black annular decoration (1790-1820, South 1977; 1790-1839, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, single hand painted black line on interior, hollow vessel
1 ceramic (?) sherd, burned

Glass
3 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
12 clear sheet glass fragments

Metal
5 ferrous metal can (?) fragments
5 cut nail fragments, 1 bent (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
1 coal fragment

Trench 4, Clay Surface at East End

Ceramics
1 redware sherd, mottled brown interior glaze, crock
1 refined redware sherd, black glaze (1800-1840, Magid 1990)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze polychrome decoration (1800-1840)

1 creamware (?) sherd, overglaze hand painted rim band, hollow vessel

Trench 4, Black fill, 16' along trench (FS 132)

**Glass**

1 entire very pale green cylindrical 6 oz. baking soda bottle, embossed "DAVIS' OK BAKING POWDER" around shoulder, large air vents, tooled single banded collared lip, cup mold, chill iron mold (circa 1878)

**Ceramics**

1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, rim

1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, molded body

1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, stained

1 cobalt sheet glass fragment

2 lime soda windowpane fragments, tempered (post 1874)

4 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)

2 red flash sheet glass fragments

3 clear sheet glass fragments

3 unidentified clear glass fragments

2 unidentified white milk glass fragments

**Metal**

1 flat ferrous metal plate fragment, 2 1/2" x 3"

1 ferrous metal bolt head (?)

1 cut 20d nail (post 1790)

1 cut nail fragment (post 1790)

**Miscellaneous**

1 slate pencil fragment

1 animal tooth fragment

7.8 grams clam shell fragments

Trench 4, West end below black interface with underlying tannish yellow fill (FS 104)

**Ceramics**

1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, saucer (1813-190+, South 1977; 1840-1900+, Miller 1992)

1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1813-190+, South 1977; 1840-1900+, Miller 1992)

1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

1 whiteware sherd, light blue transfer print, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+, Miller 1992)

1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, rim

1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, molded body

1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, stained

1 cobalt sheet glass fragment

2 lime soda windowpane fragments, tempered (post 1874)

4 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)

2 red flash sheet glass fragments

3 clear sheet glass fragments

3 unidentified clear glass fragments

2 unidentified white milk glass fragments

**Metal**

1 flat ferrous metal plate fragment, 2 1/2" x 3"

1 ferrous metal bolt head (?)

1 cut 20d nail (post 1790)

1 cut nail fragment (post 1790)

**Miscellaneous**

1 slate pencil fragment

1 animal tooth fragment

7.8 grams clam shell fragments

Trench 4, Below black at interface (FS 103)

**Ceramics**

3 coarse stoneware sherds, drain pipe, 1 burned

2 redware tile fragments

1 hard paste porcelain sherd, unglazed, hollow vessel/figurine

1 whiteware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860+, Miller 1992)

1 whiteware sherd, underglaze red hand painted, probably polychrome, broad floral motif, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1860+, Miller 1992)

2 ironstone sherds (mend), low embossed, gilt hand painted, hollow vessel (late 19th/20th century)

2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 1 rim (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)

1 refined white earthenware sherd, burned

1 refined white earthenware sherd, undecorated, soup plate, 10" diameter

2 yellowware sherds, 1 with blue and white annular decoration (1830-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1930? Magid 1990)

**Glass**

1 amber cylindrical beer or liquor bottle fragments, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)

1 amber square/rectangular medicinal (?) bottle fragment, post bottom, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)

1 light green lime juice bottle fragment, Rose's Lime Juice, applied double collared lip (pre 1890)

2 clear manganese rectangular medicinal bottle fragments, rolled lip, chilled iron mold (1900-1915)

1 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, embossed "RU.." on shoulder

1 white milk glass cylindrical jar fragment, oak leaf pattern, pressed

15 lime soda windowpane fragments, 1 with a frosted surface on one side (post 1864)

1 red flash sheet glass fragment

2 clear sheet glass fragments

2 unidentified clear curved glass fragments

**Metal**

1 cut 16d nail (post 1790)

5 unidentified nail fragments
**Miscellaneous**
- 1 mortar fragment
- 1 bone fragment
- 19.2 grams oyster shell

**Trench 4, Brown sandy fill at 20' east of board (FS 107)**

**Ceramics**
- 1 yellowware sherd, undecorated (1830-1900, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
- 1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated
- 1 hard paste porcelain sherd, molded decoration, luster decoration with gilt
- 2 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, polychrome hand painted, fine line floral (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1860+, Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, mulberry transfer print (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875+, Miller 1992)
- 2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
- 1 refined white earthenware sherd, hollow vessel, burned

**Glass**
- 1 clear magnesia (?) small cylindrical bottle fragment, open pontil, contact mold (1810-1860)
- 1 pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, cup mold, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
- 1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment
- 2 white milk glass cylindrical bottle or jar fragments, shield panel pattern, pressed
- 1 clear cylindrical lantern globe fragment, ground base, blown (pre 1910)
- 1 clear tumbler fragment, rectangular panels, pressed (post 1860)
- 1 clear bowl lid (?) fragment, unknown pattern, pressed
- 7 white milk glass oval footed bowl fragments, paneled, scalloped rim, ball feet, pressed
- 1 emerald green sheet glass fragment, cut corner
- 1 cobalt sheet glass fragment
- 3 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)

**Metal**
- 1 unidentified nail fragment

**Miscellaneous**
- 4 bone fragments

**Trench 4, Olive brown clayey silt lens above grayish brown level (FS 410)**

**Ceramics**
- 9 coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed, crock, 1 stamped "J. KEIST... STRASBU." Jeremiah Keister Pottery Co. in Strasburg, Virginia, operated from 1880-1885 (Rice and Stoudt 1974)
- 1 coarse stoneware spall
- 1 whiteware sherds, brown annular decoration (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1875+, Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, blue shell edge, flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860+, Miller 1992)
- 2 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed, 1 slightly embossed scalloped rim with geometric border motif, 1 flat vessel with palm tree in cartouche on marley (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+, Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, black printed - "M...
  [P]REPAIRED BY.."
  cow or bull, flat sherd, slightly burned
- 1 bone china sherd, embossed decoration, hand painted, grape motif, plate or saucer (1795-present, Magid 1990)- see FS 106

**Glass**
- 2 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, stained
- 6 peacock square/rectangular bottle fragments, contact mold (1840-1880)
- 2 lime soda windowpane fragments, tempered (post 1874)
- 1 clear square/rectangular (?) container fragment, opalized

**Metal**
- 7 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
- 1 flat ferrous metal fragment, (1 1/4" x 2")
- 1 T-head ferrous metal spike, larger than 20d
- 1 unidentified nail

**Miscellaneous**
- 1 coal fragment
- 1 bone fragment, sawed
111.6 grams oyster shell
17.6 grams brick
3 leather shoe fragments

Trench 4, Brown sandy ash, Sample (FS K19)

Ceramics

1 stoneware Pamplin style pipe bowl fragment, molded decoration
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, cup (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherd, mend, saucer (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
7 ironstone sherd, scalloped rim plate, 10" diameter, 2 with partial black printed maker's mark - "ROYAL IR."

Lion and unicorn
W.H. GRINDLEY & CO.
ENGLAND (post 1880; Kovel and Kovel 1986)

13 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 1 rim (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
4 ironstone sherds, undecorated, flat vessel, 1 rim, 1 base (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel, base (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, embossed/molded decoration, shamrock motif, hollow vessel (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, paneled, scalloped rim, bowl or basin (1840-1855+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, paneled, flat vessel ca. 8" diameter (1840-1855+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, slight blue wash on rim (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, low embossed decoration (1850-1870+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, molded body (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, gilt rim band, overglaze decoration, possibly decal, bowl
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
4 creamware sherds, undecorated, 2 rims, flat vessel (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
6 stained whiteware/creamware sherds, undecorated
2 whiteware sherds, underglaze blue hand painted, 1 lid finial (1820-1900+, South 1877; 1830-1860+, Miller 1992)
8 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue wash/possible flow blue decoration (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 yellowware sherd, undecorated (1830-1900, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
1 refined redware sherd, undecorated (1800-1840, Magid 1990)
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glazed, hollow vessel
3 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated, 1 rim
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel, child's toy tea set
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, flat vessel (plate or saucer, child's toy tea set
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, molded body or handle attachment, undecorated, hollow vessel

Glass

1 entire clear rectangular 2 oz. medicinal bottle, tooled flared lip, chilled iron mold (1890-1930)
1 clear manganese lamp chimney fragment, fire polished lip, blown (1880-1915)
1 clear tableware fragment, vertical bands, pressed
2 amber bitters bottle fragments, Petzold German Bitters, chilled iron mold (post 1886)
2 clear square/rectangular medicinal bottle fragments, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 very pale aqua bottle fragment, wide single banded collared lip
2 clear cylindrical bottle fragments
1 white milk glass footed bowl fragment, pressed
1 clear tableware fragment, oak leaves (?) pattern, pressed
1 clear manganese tableware fragment, scalloped rim, pressed (1880-1915)
2 clear tumbler fragments, oval medallion pattern, pressed (1850s)
1 clear goblet fragment, pressed
1 clear tumbler/goblet fragment, fire polished lip, stained
1 clear tableware fragment, vertical bands, pressed
4 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
15 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
11 unidentified clear glass fragments, thin, blown
3 unidentified clear manganese curved glass fragments
6 unidentified clear glass fragments
2 dark amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, contact mold (1810-1880)
2 amber rectangular/oval bottle fragments, stained
1 aqua oval bottle fragment, worn
1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
2 pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, stained
1 pale green square/rectangular bottle fragment
1 very pale aqua bottle fragment, applied string lip (pre 1850)
1 very pale green square/rectangular bottle fragment
1 cornflower cylindrical bottle fragment
3 aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, opalized
6 very pale aqua/green cylindrical bottle fragments, stained
2 clear manganese bowl fragments, forget-me-not type pattern, dotted lip, pressed
2 clear tumbler/celery vase fragment, vertical bands, pressed
1 clear tableware fragment, small hobnail pattern, pressed
9 clear manganese lamp chimney fragments, fire polished lip, blown (1880-1915)
32 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
4 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 unidentified peacock glass fragment, heat melted
1 unidentified clear selenium (yellow) glass fragment, curved (1911-1930)
15 unidentified clear curved glass fragments

Metal
1 unidentified ferrous metal object
1 ferrous metal bolt (2 3/8" x 4")
2 ferrous metal can fragments
10 unidentified thin ferrous metal fragments
1 cut 60d nail, bent (post 1790)
4 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
3 wire nail fragments (post 1890)
46 unidentified nail fragments

Miscellaneous
1 slate pencil
1 wooden lead pencil
10 bone fragments
1 cut rib bone fragment
3 coal fragments
18.3 grams oyster shell
46.2 grams brick fragments

Prehistoric
1 chert flake

Trench 4, Brown sandy level, Sample (FS 400)

Ceramics
5 whiteware sherds (3 mend), blue transfer print, cup (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer print, flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, red hand painted rim band with thin black line
1 whiteware sherd, black transfer print with green hand painted, molded, handle
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, plate, indecipherable impressed maker's mark (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 brown bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, hollow vessel

Glass
3 dark honey amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, stained
1 dark honey amber liquor bottle fragment
1 dark amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, heavily opalized
1 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
3 peacock square/rectangular bottle fragments, beveled corners, contact mold (1840-1880)
1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment, contact mold (1820-1880)
2 clear tumbler fragments, oval panels, pressed (1850s)
2 unidentified clear, curved glass fragments
Metal
1 ferrous metal handle (?)
2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
7 leather shoe fragments
11 bone fragments
221.2 grams oyster shell
200.1 grams brick

Trench 4, 2nd black layer (FS 168)

Ceramics
4 whiteware sherds (3 mend), blue transfer printed, geometric/cross and dagger motif on rim, plate (1830-1865) - appears to be same as E. Challinor vessel from Van Dorn which was romantic motif (1840-1860, Coysh and Henrywood 1982)
5 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 2 from hollow vessel (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, cup base (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, molded decoration, handle (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glazed exterior, dark brown glazed interior, crock

Glass
1 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, stained
1 amber blackglass cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, kick up

Trench 4, Ash at East end of West extension (FS 133)

Ceramics
1 opaque porcelain sherd, gilt decoration, saucer (1880-present, Magid 1990)

Metal
1 ferrous metal handle fragment

Miscellaneous
11 bone fragments
221.2 grams oyster shell fragments
200.6 grams brick fragments
7 leather fragments

Trench 4, Below 2nd black layer above brick layer (FS 165)

Ceramics
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, plate, 9" diameter (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified purple decoration (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, molded decoration, leaf motif, hollow vessel (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, scalloped rim, (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 amber blackglass cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, kick up, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 soda/transitional windowpane fragment (circa 1865)
2 potash/soda (?) windowpane fragments (pre 1864)

Metal
1 ferrous metal can (?) fragment
1 cut 16d nail (post 1790)
1 cut nail fragment (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
3 bone fragments

Trench 4, Shale and clay interface (FS 167)

Ceramics
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed, possibly Willow pattern, flat vessel (1795-1840, South 1977; if Willow, 1794-1840, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, flow blue transfer print, flat vessel (South 1820-1900+, South 1835-1870+, Miller 1992)

Glass
2 olive amber cylindrical champagne/wine bottle fragments, chilled iron mold/automatic bottle machine (post 1880)
1 peacock square/rectangular bottle fragment
1 white milk glass square/rectangular pot (?) fragment, pressed
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)

Metal
1 brass plated sheet fragment, (1 3/8" x 1 3/4")
Trench 5, General Collection (FS 152)

Ceramics
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, flat vessel (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
3 ironstone sherds, undecorated, saucer (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, 1 with decal shadow (post 1890)

Glass
1 amber oval strap sided flask fragment, tooled double collared lip, chilled iron mold (1890-1918)
1 amber square bitters bottle fragment (Drakes Plantation) (post 1862)
1 white milk glass cosmetic/toiletry bottle fragment, tooled single banded collared lip, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
2 aqua cylindrical (?) bottle fragments, stained
2 white milk glass oval dish fragments, soap box give a away, pressed (1940s-1950s)
2 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
1 clear sheet glass fragment

Metal
2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
1 bone fragment
29.3 grams oyster shell fragments

Trench 5, North end, black fill (FS 159)

Ceramics
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, cup (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, handle, possibly from chamber pot or pitcher (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)

Trench 5, North end, orange clay (FS 164)

Ceramics
1 pearlware sherd, green scalloped shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)

Trench 5, North half, black/brown sandy clay interface (FS 170)

Ceramics
4 terra cotta flower pot fragments
6 gray bodied stoneware sherds, brown interior and exterior glaze, bottle
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, brown salt glaze, hollow vessel, 1 from crock
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown salt glaze on rim, Albany slip below rim, crock
1 whiteware sherd, blue painted shell edge (1850s-1870s, Miller 1980)
4 whiteware sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, flat vessel, rims (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, flat vessel, base (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds (mend), undecorated, chamber pot (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, cup with handle (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds (mend), undecorated, plate, 9" diameter (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
4 ironstone sherds (3 mend), undecorated, 2 cups (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 opaque porcelain, undecorated, plate rim, 10" diameter (post 1880, Magid 1990)

Glass
6 aqua oval medicinal bottle fragments, embossed ". . .ES...& 12th S.../[Phila]"DA", contact mold (?)
2 aqua oval medicinal bottle fragments, applied single banded collared lip, contact mold (1850-1880)
3 pale aqua oval medicinal bottle fragments, stained
1 entire clear oval pharmaceutical bottle, embossed "JANNEY & CO./DRUGGISTS/ALEXANDRIA, VA.",
   tooled single banded collared lip, chilled iron mold (1870-1883)
1 clear oval pharmaceutical bottle fragment, embossed [JJ]"ANNEY &
   CO./[Dr]"UGGIST"[s]/[Alexan]"DR"[ia], VA., chilled iron mold (1870-1883)
3 clear rectangular medicinal bottle fragments, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 clear oval bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment
1 clear cylindrical quart bottle fragment, opalized
1 clear manganese cylindrical quart bottle fragment (1880-1915)
2 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)

Metal
1 ferrous metal can fragment
3 unidentified ferrous metal fragments

1 10-gauge center fire shotgun shell base, stamped "U.M.C. Co." - Union Metallic Cartridge Company, trademarked 1884 (Hurst 1988)

**Miscellaneous**
32.6 grams oyster shell
1 bone toothbrush handle fragment

**Trench 5, Black layer, 35' - 40' from North end (FS 172)**

**Ceramics**
1 whiteware (?) sherd, undecorated, burned (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel, 1 with partial black printed maker's mark - "MPIRE..." Empire Pottery Company, Trenton, New Jersey, in operation from 1868-ca. 1914 (Kovel and Kovel 1986:11)
2 whiteware sherds (mend), undecorated, shallow, oval bowl or serving dish/gravy boat (?) (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, saucer (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 gray bodied stoneware sherd, brown glazed exterior, bottle
1 Bennington/American Rockingham sherd (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)

**Glass**
1 entire aqua cylindrical medicinal vial, embossed "SALVATION OIL/A.C. MEYER & CO./BALTIMORE MD. U.S.A."
1 aqua cylindrical quart bottle or jar fragment, embossed "HA...", stained
1 clear manganese bottle fragment, tooled single banded collared lip, stained (1880-1915)
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)
1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)

**Miscellaneous**
12.7 grams oyster shell fragments

**Trench 5, Black layer, 40' from North end (FS 171)**

**Ceramics**
4 ironstone sherds, undecorated, handled cup (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, flat vessel (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, molded decoration, paneled plate (1840-1855+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, chamber pot rim (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, gilt rim band, slightly fluted, cup
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, molded decoration, blue and green hand painted, handle

**Glass**
1 entire aqua cylindrical sample baking soda bottle, embossed "RUMFORD" around shoulder, embossed "4" on base, air vents, tooled single banded collared lip, cup mold, chilled iron mold (1890-1930)
1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, opalized

**Trench 5, Fill, South end (FS 149)**

**Glass**
1 aqua soda bottle fragment, embossed "E.P. CUMMINGS/BOTTLER/POCAHONTAS/VA.", Hutchinson stopper closure, slug plate, contact mold
2 aqua cylindrical soda bottle fragments, embossed "E.O. RAMMEL CO./ALEXANDRIA, VA" on front and written diagonally on the reverse in script, "7 FLUID OZS." on heel, "A.G.W./94-1" on base, crown cap closure, Owens scar, automatic bottle machine (ca. 1915)
1 aqua square medicinal bottle fragment, tooled string lip, opalized
1 entire peacock insulator, embossed "HEMINGRAY-4/MADE IN U.S.A", petticoat lip, drip points on base, pressed (1893-1919)

**Metal**
1 ferrous metal wheel
1 ferrous metal axle with spokes

**Trench 5, Feature 54 (FS 150)**

**Ceramics**
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, lug handle, rim

**Prehistoric**
1 quartz projectile point fragment, re-sharpened, stemmed

**Trench 5, Brown sandy layer/B interface, 45' from North end (FS 166)**

**Ceramics**
1 gray bodied stoneware sherd, brown exterior glaze, bottle
2 whiteware sherds (mend), blue painted shell edge, 11-12" diameter, probably platter (1850s-1870s, Miller 1980)

**Metal**
1 cut spike fragment
Trench 6, Feature 33 (FS 114)

Ceramics
5 refined white earthen sherd, undecorated, burned/stained
1 pearlware sherd, green and brown annular decoration, hollow vessel (1790-1820, South 1977; 1790-1839, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+, Miller 1992)
1 redware sherd, black glaze
1 redware sherd, mottled brown glaze

Glass
1 black glass button with sew through on back, pressed floral design - 1.2 cm diameter, hand pressed
1 clear sheet glass fragment
3 clear manganese glass fragments (1880-1915)

Metal
1 brass furniture tack
2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
2 coal fragments
14.4 grams oyster shell
6.4 grams brick

Trench 6, Feature 34 (FS 115)

Ceramics
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
1 clear glass fragment, curved

Trench 6, Feature 36 (FS 134)

Ceramics
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, brown glazed interior, hollow vessel
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 amber square/rectangular bottle fragment, stained
1 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, stained
1 clear glass fragment

Metal
3 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
17.9 grams oyster shell fragments

Trench 6, Feature 39 (FS 116)

Ceramics
5 refined white earthenware sherds, undecorated
1 whiteware sherd, paneled, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
4 ironstone sherds, paneled, cup (1840-1855+, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 1 rim (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 buff bodied coarse earthenware sherd, brown glaze
1 redware sherd, brown glaze

Glass
2 aqua oval historical type flask fragments, open pontil, stained
1 very pale green bottle fragment, blown pattern mold (pre 1860)
1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
2 clear unidentified glass fragments

Metal
1 wrought (?) 9d nail
1 cut 6d nail (post 1790)
2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
4 unidentified nail fragments

Miscellaneous
1 coal fragment
1 bone fragment
5.7 grams oyster shell
1.6 grams clam shell
11 grams brick
1 slate fragment
Trench 6, Feature 40, Fill level (FS 142)

Ceramics
- 2 refined white earthenware sherds, undecorated, burned
- 4 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
- 6 aqua oval historical flask fragments, embossed "WASHINGTON"/bust, "GEN. E. TAYLOR" on reverse, blown pattern mold (1845/1846)
- 1 cobalt cylindrical bottle fragment

Metal
- 3 cut 7d nails (post 1790)
- 7 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
- 7.8 grams oyster shell
- 3.2 grams brick

Trench 6, Feature 40, SE corner (FS 401)

Ceramics
- 12 refined white earthenware sherds, undecorated, 1 base of hollow vessel, burned
- 3 creamware sherds, undecorated, 1 burned (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed, slightly burned (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
- 1 pearlware sherd, polychrome hand painted (1795-1815, South 1977; 1780-1835, Miller 1992)
- 1 refined redware sherd, black glaze, hollow vessel (1800-1840, Magid 1990)
- 1 redware sherd, brown interior glaze, hollow vessel
- 1 hard paste porcelain sherd, burned, hollow vessel

Glass
- 1 olive amber liquor bottle fragment
- 1 aqua bottle fragment
- 5 potash windowpane fragments
- 1 clear, curved glass fragment

Metal
- 7 cut nail fragments, 1 bent (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
- 1 coal fragment
- 12 bone fragments
- 20.6 grams oyster shell
- 12.4 grams brick

Trench 6, Feature 40, SE Bisection (FS 143)

Ceramics
- 1 refined white earthenware sherd, brown and black annular (?) decoration, burned

Glass
- 2 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
- 1 clear sheet glass fragment

Miscellaneous
- 1 wood chip
- 1.4 grams brick fragments

Trench 6, Feature 40, SW corner (FS 144)

Ceramics
- 1 kaolin pipe bowl fragment
- 1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel
- 1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+, Miller 1992)

Glass
- 1 olive amber liquor bottle fragment

Metal
- 1 cut nail fragment (post 1790)

Trench 6, Feature 44, Post hole B (FS 402)

Ceramics
- 2 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
- 1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)

Miscellaneous
- .8 grams brick
Trench 6, Feature 44, Post hole C (FS 409)

**Miscellaneous**
- .2 grams brick
- 3 coal fragments

**Trench 6, West end, Fill/B interface (FS 145)**

**Ceramics**
- 1 hard paste porcelain sherd, overglaze decal or hand painted shadow, scalloped rim
- 1 whiteware sherd, bright blue transfer printed, floral motif (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+,
  Miller 1992)

**Trench 6, Wall cleanup (FS 146)**

**Ceramics**
- 1 whiteware/creamware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel, stained
- 1 pearlware sherd, undecorated, flat vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 pearlware sherd, green scalloped shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)

**Glass**
- 1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)

**Metal**
- 1 cut nail fragment (post 1790)

**Trench 7, Feature 57, Post hole (FS 163)**

**Glass**
- 1 green bottle fragment
- 1 clear sheet glass fragment

**Trench 7, Ab horizon (FS 217)**

**Ceramics**
- 1 redware sherd, unglazed
- 1 redware sherd, mottled brown glazed exterior and interior
- 1 pearlware sherd, brown annular decoration, geometric motif (1790-1820, South 1977; 1790-1839, Miller 1992)
- 4 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 Bennington/American Rockingham sherd, molded decoration, handle (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
- 1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, hollow vessel
- 1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown salt (?) glazed, hollow vessel
- 1 kaolin pipe bowl fragment

**Glass**
- 1 unidentified clear magnesia glass fragment
- 2 unidentified clear curved glass fragments

**Metal**
- 2 unidentified nail fragments, 1 bent

**Trench 7, Square 9, Fill horizon 1 (FS 218)**

**Ceramics**
- 3 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 creamware sherd, unidentified green decoration

**Glass**
- 1 aqua bottle fragment
- 1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
- 1 clear sheet glass fragment

**Metal**
- 1 unidentified nail
- 1 unidentified nail fragment

**Miscellaneous**
- 4 bone fragments
- 87.4 grams oyster shell
- 1.5 grams brick

**Trench 7, Feature 57, Post Hole**

**Glass**
- 1 clear sheet glass fragment

**Trench 7, Square 9, Ab horizon (FS 219)**

**Ceramics**
- 4 pearlware sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 pearlware sherd, green shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830 Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed, floral motif (?), handle fragment (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue and white annular decoration (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1820-1875+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 redware sherd, brown glazed
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, over glaze enamel shadow, floral motif (?)
1 hard paste porcelain, underglaze blue hand painted, oriental

Glass
2 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
1 very pale aqua square/rectangular bottle fragment

Metal
7 unidentified nail fragments

Miscellaneous
39.4 grams oyster shell
6.5 grams brick

Trench 7, Feature 59 (FS 160)

Metal
1 ferrous metal hook type hanger

Miscellaneous
1 bone fragment
1 brick fragment

Trench 7, Feature 61, Tan silty clay (FS 175)

Ceramics
6 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 2 from hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, polychrome hand painted (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1860+, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, flow blue decoration (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1835-1870+, Miller 1992)
2 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820; South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
3 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 clear non lead sheet glass fragment
1 clear non lead curved glass fragment, stained

Metal
2 ferrous metal can fragments
5 cut nail fragments, 2 bent (post 1790)
10 unidentified nails

Miscellaneous
2 coal fragments
2 bone fragments, rodent?
182.3 grams oyster shell

Trench 7, Feature 61, Brown silty clay (FS 236)

Ceramics
4 pearlware sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted (1780-1820, South 177; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)
4 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
4 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, yellow hand painted
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, probably willow pattern, rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+, Miller 1992)

Glass
2 aqua square/rectangular bottle fragments, embossed...t.., opalescent
1 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment
1 dark amber bottle fragment
1 aqua square/rectangular bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 clear magnesia cylindrical bottle or tableware fragment, rough pontil, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
1 unidentified clear magnesia curved glass fragment
3 clear sheet glass fragments
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Metal</strong></th>
<th>1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14 cut nail fragments (post 1790)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17 unidentified nail fragments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Miscellaneous** | 1 bone fragment                      |
|                   | 121.6 grams oyster shell             |
|                   | 11 grams brick                       |

**Trench 7, Feature 61, Black charcoal soil (FS 237)**

| **Ceramics** | 1 refined white earthenware sherd, undecorated, burned |
|              | 2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, flat vessels (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) |
|              | 1 redware sherd, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, hollow vessel |

| **Glass** | 1 amber cylindrical bottle fragment |
|           | 1 aqua umbrella ink bottle fragment, contact mold (1840-1880) |

| **Metal** | 1 cut 12d nail (post 1790) |
|           | 1 cut 7d nail, bent (post 1790) |
|           | 1 cut nail fragment (post 1790) |
|           | 12 unidentified nail fragments |

| **Miscellaneous** | 3 clinker fragments |
|                   | 2 plaster fragments  |
|                   | 59.1 grams oyster shell |

**Trench 7, Feature 61, Black slag (FS 176)**

| **Glass** | 1 pale aqua cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, embossed "..OT..", blown pattern mold (pre 1860) |
|           | 2 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864) |

| **Metal** | 7 cut nail fragments (post 1790) |

| **Miscellaneous** | 19.5 grams oyster shell |

**Trench 8, .4 - .9 just inside of brick wall, east side (FS 221)**

| **Glass** | 24 green cylindrical soda/mineral bottle fragments, embossed "J.M. ROSEBERRY/ALEXANDRIA/VA.", Eagle on shield on reverse, applied blob top, graphite pontil, contact mold (1854-1859) |
|           | 1 clear tableware fragment, waffle (?) pattern, pressed |

| **Trench 8, Around bricks (FS 222)**
| **Ceramics** | 1 redware sherd, clear glaze |
|              | 1 refined redware sherd, black glaze, hollow vessel, Jackfield-like (1800-1840, Magid 1990) |
|              | 1 yellowware sherd, undecorated (1830-1900, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990) |
|              | 1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992) |
|              | 1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted (1790-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992) |
|              | 2 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat, 1 from hollow vessel |
|              | 1 hard paste porcelain sherd, overglaze floral decal shadow, gilt decoration (post 1890) |
|              | 1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, oriental |
|              | 2 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherds, clear glaze, hollow vessel |
|              | 1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glaze, cobalt hand painted, spout, milk pan |

| **Glass** | 1 citron cylindrical liquor bottle fragment |
|           | 1 green demi-john fragment, applied tapered lip (pre 1890) |
|           | 1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment |

| **Miscellaneous** | 1 bone fragment |

**Trench 8, Fill above Ab horizon, west of bricks (FS 223)**

| **Ceramics** | 2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds (mend), cobalt hand painted, stamped "B.C. M.. ALE.. 9" (Benedict Milburn Pottery of Alexandria, 1846-1867) |

36
Trench 8, South end, dark fill (FS 224)

Ceramics
2 ironstone sherds (mend), low embossing on rim, polychrome floral decal with gilt hand painting, plate, 10" diameter (post 1890)
1 ironstone sherd, low embossing on rim, polychrome floral decal, saucer, 6" diameter (post 1890)
2 ironstone sherds (mend), low embossing on rim, polychrome floral decal, gilt rim band, saucer (post 1890)
3 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 1 from saucer (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, partial green printed maker’s mark - may be Potter’s Co-Operative Co., East Liverpool, Ohio circa 1905 (Kovel and Kovel 1986:73F)
3 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 2 from flat vessel, 1 scalloped rim with embossing (182-1900+, South 1877; Miller 1992)

Glass
1 clear selenium cylindrical quart jar fragment, valve mark (1911-1930)
2 clear tableware foot fragments, beaded/stippled background, 4 section mold

Trench 8, South end, fill horizon (FS 225)

Ceramics
4 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 2 from flat vessel, 1 with black printed partial maker’s mark - unicorn with shield and "HINA" (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, hollow vessel
5 buff bodied coarse earthenware sherds, Albany slip on exterior and interior, hollow vessel (post 1805)

Glass
1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)

Metal
1 cut 12d nail (post 1790)
1 unidentified nail fragment

Miscellaneous
1 bone fragment
32 grams oyster shell

Trench 8, General Collection (FS 226)

Ceramics
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, underglaze blue hand painted, 1 rim, Canton (1800-1830, South 1977; 1800-1835, Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed, possibly Willow pattern (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830 Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, green scalloped edge decoration, probably shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1797; 1830-1865+, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, purple transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875+, Miller 1992)
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown salt glazed, hollow vessel
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, paneled (1840-1855+, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 citron cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, turn mold (post 1887)
2 clear manganese cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, chilled three section mold (1880-1910)
1 orange amber cylindrical glass fragment, vertically ribbed, pressed/automatic bottle machine
4 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
4 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
2 soda windowpane fragments, crown (pre 1853)
3 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
1 clear sheet glass fragment

Metal
2 cut 20d nails (post 1790)
9 unidentified nail fragments

Miscellaneous
2 bone fragments
5.9 grams oyster shell

Trench 8, General Collection (FS 227)

Ceramics
1 unidentifiable ceramic sherd, burned
2 creamware sherds, undecorated, 1 from hollow vessel (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 cup rim, stained (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer print, slightly scalloped rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+; Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, embossed rim, polychrome floral decal, flat vessel (post 1890)

**Glass**
1 citron cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 puce square bitters bottle fragment (Drake's Plantation), contact mold (1862-1880)
1 clear bottle fragment
7 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
1 clear sheet glass fragment

**Metal**
1 unidentified nail fragment

**Miscellaneous**
12 grams oyster shell

**Trench 8, Feature 87, builder's trench (FS 228)**

**Ceramics**
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
1 whiteware (?) spall, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, brown transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875+, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, brown transfer printed and polychrome hand painted (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875+, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, brown hand painted
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze hand painted, oriental

**Glass**
3 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)

**Miscellaneous**
3 bone fragments
46.1 grams oyster shell

**Trench 8, Ab horizon, trench hole exposing brick wall (FS 229)**

**Ceramics**
6 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, underglaze blue hand painted, probably floral motif (1780-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
1 pearlware sherd, mocha decoration (1795-1890, South 1977; 1799-1830, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 redware spall, unglazed (?) 1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glaze (?)
1 kaolin pipe bowl fragment

**Glass**
2 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)
1 potash mirror fragment (pre 1864)
1 clear manganese glass fragment, horizontal ribbing, curved (1880-1915)

**Metal**
5 unidentified nail fragments

**Miscellaneous**
1 bone fragment
8.8 grams oyster shell

**Trench 8, Interface of Ap and B horizon, 36 Feet Along Trench**

**Ceramics**
1 creamware sherd, undecorated, foot ring (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)

**Trench 9, East Profile, 0-9 Level (FS 21)**

**Metal**
1 wrought nail fragment, rosehead (?)

**Trench 9, Square 6, Apb and E horizon (FS 19)**

**Ceramics**
2 refined white earthenware sherds, undecorated, burned
2 refined white earthenware sherds, blue transfer printed, burned
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel

---
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Glass
1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)

Metal
3 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
1 cut 41/2d nail (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
2.8 grams oyster shell

Trench 9, Feature 31, soil around wood beams (FS 24)
Ceramics
1 refined white earthenware sherd, brown annular decoration, hollow vessel, burned
1 refined white earthenware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted decoration, burned
1 ironstone sherd, low embossed decoration, rim (1850-1870+, Miller 1992)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel

Glass
1 amber cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 clear non-lead or very pale aqua glass fragment, worn/etched

Miscellaneous
1 coconut shell fragment
1 sawed bone fragment
16 grams oyster shell

Feature 31, E horizon, 2' North of Feature 31 at 36', Base Of Trench (FS 117)
Ceramics
2 refined white earthenware sherds, green and brown annular decoration, engine turned, hollow vessel, burned- probably pearlware

Trench 9, Around Feature 31 (FS 17)
Glass
1 amber square log cabin bitters (Drakes Plantation) bottle fragment, contact mold (1862-1880)

Trench 9, Ab horizon near North end (FS 20)
Miscellaneous
1 leather strap fragment, possibly from harness

Trench 9, Profile, 0-9 level
Metal
1 wrought nail fragment, may be rosehead

Trench 10, Fill horizon 2, Feature 32, North Half
Ceramics
1 redware sherd, clear glaze
1 redware spall

Glass
1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment, unidentified embossing

Miscellaneous
1 coal fragment
1 cinder

Trench 10, Feature 32, Postmold, South half (FS 25)
Glass
1 amber bottle fragment
1 clear glass fragment

Miscellaneous
18.4 grams brick

Trench 10, Feature 32 (FS 52)
Glass
2 clear curved glass fragment
5 clear sheet glass fragments

Trench 11, C2, South edge of wall intrusion (FS 18)
Metal
1 wire 30d nail/spike (post 1890)

Trench 11, Square 2, Ab horizon (FS 59)
Glass
1 aqua bottle fragment
1 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)
Trench 11, A horizon (FS 180)

**Glass**
1 amber cylindrical bottle fragment, embossed "...USC...", chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
2 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
1 clear sheet glass fragment

**Metal**
1 ferrous metal can fragment

**Miscellaneous**
.4 grams oyster shell

Trench 12, A horizon (FS 232)

**Glass**
2 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)

**Miscellaneous**
2 cinders

Trench 12, South of Feature 1, Gleyed clay (FS 3)

**Ceramics**
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, milk pan
2 red and gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed, base, hollow vessel
2 redware sherds, unglazed, 1 with lug (?)
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, stained (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

**Glass**
1 pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, embossed "...LD/ " chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 pale green cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 very pale aqua square/rectangular bottle fragment
1 clear sheet glass fragment
1 pale green sheet glass (plate?) fragment

**Metal**
1 wire 4d nail (post 1850)

Trench 12, Square 2, Ab horizon (FS 13)

**Miscellaneous**
1 sawed beef bone
1 bone fragment
2.7 grams oyster shell

Trench 12, Square 2, South end (FS 2)

**Ceramics**
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
3 opaque porcelain sherds (2 mend), undecorated (post 1880, Magid 1990)

**Miscellaneous**
5 cinders
11.6 grams oyster shell
2.3 grams brick

Trench 12, Square 5, Compact sandy clay directly under thin black layer (FS 19.1)

**Miscellaneous**
.7 grams oyster shell

Trench 12, Extended, South of RR tracks, A/B horizon interface (FS 9)

**Ceramics**
1 refined white earthenware sherd, undecorated, burned
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, possibly willow pattern (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 1 plate rim, circa 10/11" plate (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, hollow vessel rim

Trench 12, South Extension, Gleyed soil (FS K2)

**Miscellaneous**
53.4 grams oyster shell

Trench 12, South Extension, Gleyed soil (FS K7)

**Ceramics**
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, base, flat vessel
1 creamware (?) sherd, undecorated

Trench 12, South Extension, Gleyed soil (FS K8)

**Ceramics**
1 whiteware (?) sherd, undecorated, stained, rim, hollow vessel possibly cup

Trench 12, South Extension, 12' (FS K12)
Ceramics
7 ironstone sherds (3 mend), undecorated, 3 from paneled 9-10" plate (1840-1855+, Miller 1992)

Trench 12, South Extension, 13' (FS K11)
Ceramics
2 whiteware sherds (1 spall), undecorated, 1 from flat vessel, burned/stained (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 1 rim, 1 from flat vessel (stained) (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
3 ironstone sherds (mend), paneled, circa 12" or more diameter, oval/octagonal platter (1840-1855+, Miller 1992)

Metal
1 round ferrous metal object, possible bolt head

Trench 12, South Extension, 13.8' (FS K15)
Ceramics
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 1 paneled with slightly scalloped rim (1840-1855+, Miller 1992)

Glass
3 light green square bottle fragments, embossed "B/15' on base, chilled iron mold (pre 1930)

Trench 12, South Extension, 14.5' (FS K4)
Ceramics
1 whiteware/ironstone sherd, undecorated, stained/burned, rim

Glass
1 clear glass fragment

Trench 12, South Extension, 15-16' (FS K9)
Ceramics
8 whiteware/ironstone sherds, undecorated, burned, 1 from flat vessel with black printed maker's mark—shield with unicorn or lion

"GRINDLEY & CO.
ENGLAND"

(1880-present, Kovel and Kovel 1986)

Trench 12, South Extension, Gleyed soil, 15'+
Glass
2 honey amber liquor bottle fragments, screw threaded closure, automatic bottle machine (modern)
1 pale aqua medicinal bottle fragment, tooled single banded collared lip (pre 1930)

Trench 12, South Extension, 16.5' (FS K16)
Glass
1 clear sheet glass fragment

Miscellaneous
1 coal fragment
3 slate fragments

Trench 12, South Extension, 23.6'-24' (FS K14)
Glass
2 clear manganese medicinal bottle fragments, tooled flared lip, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, stained

Trench 12, South End, Gleyed soil (FS 1)
Miscellaneous
16 shoe leather fragments, at least two shoes

Trench 12, South Extension, Gleyed soil (FS K5)
Ceramics
1 yellowware sherd, undecorated, rim spall (1830-1900, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)

Trench 12, South ext., bottom (FS 137)
Metal
1 ferrous metal bolt and nut, 10" long

Trench 12, East Extension (FS K13)
Miscellaneous
2.9 grams oyster shell

Trench 12, East Extension, Gleyed horizon, 5.9'
Ceramics
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Trench 12, East Extension, Gleyed horizon, 7.8'
Glass
1 aqua cylindrical pint beer bottle fragment, embossed [This Bot]"TTLE"/[Never]"SOLD", contact/chilled iron mold
Trench 12, East Extension, Gleyed horizon, 16.5' (FS K16)

**Miscellaneous**
1 coal fragment

**Trench 12, West Extension, Gleyed Clay (FS 12)**

**Ceramics**
1 redware sherd, unglazed, rim, hollow vessel

**Metal**
1 ferrous metal bar, round stock, 3/4" x 2 1/2"

**Trench 12 West Extension, Gleyed soil (FS 10)**

**Ceramics**
1 ironstone sherd, purple/flow purple transfer printed, hollow vessel (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)

**Metal**
1 ferrous metal washer, 1/4"
1 ferrous metal washer, 3/4"

**Prehistoric**
1 quartz projectile point fragment, distal portion

**Trench 15, Square 1, Ab horizon (FS 8)**

**Glass**
1 clear sheet glass fragment

**Metal**
1 unidentified nail fragment

**Miscellaneous**
12.5 grams brick fragments

**Trench 15, Feature 18 (FS 5)**

**Ceramics**
4 ceramic drain pipe fragments

**Glass**
1 clear plate glass fragment (post 1870)

**Trench 15, East end, Ab horizon, West Extension (FS 6)**

**Ceramics**
3 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed, floral motif, cup or tea bowl (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830 Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865+, Miller 1992)

**Trench 15, West Extension, West End of Trench, Ab horizon (FS 7)**

**Ceramics**
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted (17901-820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)

**Trench 15, West Extension, West end, Base of fill (FS 4)**

**Glass**
1 pale aqua rectangular medicinal bottle fragment, embossed "..S & CO."",[Cu]"RE", slug plate, contact mold (?) (1874-1906)
1 very pale green square/rectangular pickle/pepper sauce bottle fragment, crosshatching and arches, contact mold (post 1850s-1880)
2 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
10 white milk glass sheet glass fragments
1 clear sheet glass fragment

**Metal**
1 ferrous metal hitch pin, railroad spike
1 2 1/4" ferrous metal bolt
1 3/8" ferrous metal bolt fragment
1 ferrous metal chain link
1 brass handle/lever machine part

**Miscellaneous**
1 shoe heel fragment
2 clinker fragments
16.8 grams oyster shell

**Trench 16, Square 4, Fill horizon (FS 14)**

**Ceramics**
2 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, polychrome hand painted, 1 rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1860+, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue shell edge (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860+, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1780-130, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed (?)  
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)  
1 refined white earthenware sherd, burned  
1 redware sherd, brown glaze  
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, hollow vessel 

Glass  
2 olive amber liquor bottle fragments, stained  
5 amber cylindrical bottle fragments, stained  
2 aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, stained  
1 pale green cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)  
1 green cylindrical bottle fragment  
1 peacock bottle fragment  
9 clear cylindrical bottle fragment, stained  
3 clear tumbler fragments, wheel engraved, fire polished lip, freeblown  
1 potash mirror fragment, lead backing (pre 1864)  
2 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)  
5 pale aqua sheet glass fragments  
13 clear sheet glass fragments 

Metal  
1 brass fragment, curved  
3 cut 8d nails (post 1790)  
13 cut nail fragments (post 1790) 

Miscellaneous  
8 mortar fragments  
13 bone fragments  
1 nut hull, hickory?  
23.7 grams oyster shell  
7.5 grams brick  
163.4 grams oyster shell  
441.3 grams brick 

Trench 16, East Extension, Ab horizon  

Ceramics  
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment  
1 coarse stoneware sherd, glazed on 1 surface, rectangular, kiln batt  
1 unidentifiable ceramic sherd, unidentified blue decoration, burned  
1 tin glazed earthenware sherd, sifted powder decoration, rim, hollow vessel (1671-1780s, Magid 1990)  
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel  
1 refined redware sherd, black glaze, hollow vessel (1800-1840, Magid 1990)  
3 creamware sherds (1 spall), undecorated, 1 rim, 1 from flat vessel (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)  
1 creamware sherd, undecorated, base, hollow vessel (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)  
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)  
1 pearlware sherd, blue hand painted rim band  
6 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel, 1 from hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)  
3 whiteware sherds, red transfer printed, floral motif (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875+, Miller 1992)  
1 whiteware sherd, polychrome hand painted (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1860+, Miller 1992)  
1 whiteware sherd, blue shell edge, rim, flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860+, Miller 1992)  
1 whiteware sherd, flow blue decoration (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1835-1870+, Miller 1992) 

Metal  
3 cut nail fragments (post 1790) 

Miscellaneous  
4 bone fragments  
116.1 grams oyster shell 

Trench 16, East End, Ab horizon Interface Beneath Fill  

Ceramics  
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment 

Glass  
1 olive green spirits bottle fragment  
2 clear cylindrical bottle fragments  
7 clear globular lantern globe fragments, embossed "..RYY..", ground lip, pressed (pre 1910)  
3 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864) 
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4 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 clear/frosted tableware (?) fragment, curved, pressed
2 clear sheet glass fragments
1 clear glass fragment, heat melted

Trench 16, West Half, Ab horizon-Ab/Fill interface (FS 15)

Ceramics
1 ceramic drain pipe fragment
2 unidentified ceramic sherds, burned
2 creamware sherds, undecorated, flat vessel (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, Whieldon ware, flat vessel (1740-1770, South 1977; 1740-1780, Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated, 1 from hollow vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, embossed decoration, fish scale motif, scalloped rim, flat vessel, burned (1800-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, chinoiserie motif, rim (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue scalloped shell edge, flat vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
4 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed (?) (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, mocha decoration (1795-1890, South 1977; 1799-1830, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
1 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
3 clear cylindrical bottle fragments
1 clear tumbler fragment, ground pontil, blown
3 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)
1 clear sheet glass fragment

Miscellaneous
1 hog tooth
1 bone fragment

Trench 18A, General Collection from Fill horizon (FS 138)

Glass
1 aqua cylindrical pint soda bottle fragment, embossed "THE NORTH."/"W", tooled crown lip, chilled iron mold
1 clear cylindrical gallon handled soda syrup fragment, printed "THE COCA-COLA COMPANY/COCA-COLA/REG. US PAT. OFF" on metal cap (DES. Pat/184991) (post 1959)

Trench 18A (FS 139)

Glass
1 amber cylindrical pint beer bottle fragment, embossed "ROBERT PORTNER BREWING/TRADE-TIVOLI-MARK" inside diamond,"ALEXANDRIA, VA.", tooled crown lip, post bottom, chilled iron mold (1898-1916)

Trench 21, Fill horizon (FS 16/K 1)

Ceramics
1 opaque porcelain sherd, undecorated, plate, 6” diameter (post 1880, Magid 1990)
1 opaque porcelain sherd, red rim band, plate, 6” diameter (post 1880, Magid 1990)
OLD TOWN VILLAGE
PHASE II/III BLOCK INVESTIGATIONS

Trench 1, General Provenience (FS 288)

**Metal**
- 1 brass flat disc type button, wire eye, stamped on back "GPLD.."

**General Surface**

By Well (No FS)

**Ceramics**
- 1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, small cosmetic (?) jar (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Block 1, Apb Horizon, General Collection, South of Makeley House (FS 400)

**Ceramics**
- 2 kaolin pipe stem fragments
- 1 refined white earthenware spall
- 2 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated
- 4 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, blue and brown annular decoration, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1875, Miller 1992)
- 2 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed, 1 from flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
- 1 pearlware sherd, blue scalloped shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 2 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 6 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed and cobalt hand painted exterior, brown glazed interior, dairy pan, unidentified stamped maker's mark, "ALEXA"
- 1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd, undecorated (1812-900+, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
- 1 redware/terra cotta sherd, unglazed, flower pot base
- 1 limestone/calcareous stone (?) marble - 2.3 cm diameter

**Glass**
- 5 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
- 1 clear manganese rectangular bottle fragment, embossed "B.P.B." on base, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
- 1 aqua rectangular medicinal bottle fragment, open pontil, opalized (1840s-1860)
- 1 aqua small cylindrical bottle fragment, open pontil (pre 1860)
- 1 very pale aqua medicinal type bottle fragment, flared lip, freeblown (pre 1860)
- 1 aqua square/rectangular/oval bottle fragment, opalized

**Metal**
- 1 brass sheet fragment, possible lamp part

**Miscellaneous**
- 6 bone fragments

Block 1, Apb Horizon, General Surface (FS 414)

**Ceramics**
- 1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
- 2 American Rockingham/Bennington sherds, molded decoration, sheep's head, pitcher (1812-900+, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
- 1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, Canton (1800-1830, South 1988; 1800-1835, Miller 1992)
- 1 yellowware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
- 6 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 3 from flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, single black hand painted line
- 1 whiteware sherd, blue color glaze or blue annular decoration
- 1 whiteware sherd, blue shell edge (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, blue and green annular decoration, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1875, Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, polychrome hand painted (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1860, Miller 1992)
- 1 pearlware sherd, undecorated, handle (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 redware sherd, clear glaze, flat (?) vessel
- 2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 1 hollow vessel, 1 lid fragment (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

**Glass**
- 1 clear lamp chimney or tumbler rim sherd
**Miscellaneous**

1 black hard rubber (?) fragment

**Block 1, Sample, Apb Horizon (FS 356)**

**Ceramics**

1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, American Blue and Gray (1775-1900, Miller 1992)
1 unidentified ceramic sherd, burned
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated
1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 creamware (?) sherd, unidentified gold decoration
6 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue shell edge, plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, plate/platter (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, blue rim band
5 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977 Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1877-1830, Miller 1992)

**Glass**

3 olive amber spirits bottle fragments, applied brandy lip, worn (pre 1890)
1 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
3 dark aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, automatic bottle machine (?)
2 very pale aqua bottle fragments, worn
5 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)

**Metal**

1 cut nail fragment (post 1790)
13 unidentified nail fragments
1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment

**Miscellaneous**

4 clinkers
6 coal fragments
24 bone fragments
5 egg shell fragments
70.4 grams oyster shell fragments

**Prehistoric**

1 quartz chunk

**Block 1, Sample, Apb Horizon (FS 401)**

**Ceramics**

1 redware/terra cotta sherd, unglazed, probably flower pot
1 refined redware sherd, clear glazed exterior, white slipped and clear glazed interior, hollow vessel (1800-1840, Magid 1990)
1 redware sherd, brown glazed interior and exterior, hollow vessel
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, under glaze blue hand painted
7 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 2 from flat vessel, 1 bowl or chamber pot rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
1 whiteware sherd, green transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
9 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, polychrome hand painted (1795-1815, South 1977; 1780-1835, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, green scalloped edge decoration
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
3 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)
1 refined white earthenware spall, yellow glazed or painted
1 refined white earthenware spall, gold glazed or painted

**Glass**

1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, stained
1 very pale green bottle fragment, opalized
2 clear magnesia (?) tumbler fragments, oval panel pattern, pressed, opalized
1 unidentified ribbed glass fragment, blown pattern mold, opalized (1750-1860)
8 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
2 unidentified glass fragments, opalized
3 unidentified clear glass fragments
1 unidentified glass fragment, heat crazed

**Metal**
11 unidentified nail fragments
10 thin brass sheet fragments, possibly lamp reflector

**Miscellaneous**
4 coal fragments
9 bone fragments
93.1 grams oyster shell fragments
1 egg shell fragment
77.8 grams brick fragments

**Block 1, Apb Horizon, South of Makeley House (FS 402)**

**Ceramics**
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
1 creamware sherd, undecorated, flat vessel (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
4 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed, 1 from 9" plate with slightly scalloped rim (1795-1840, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed, oval or square serving dish (1795-1840, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue shell edge, plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, black rim band, cup
2 whiteware sherds, light blue transfer printed, flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed exterior and interior, cobalt hand painted, small crock/pan, American Blue and Gray (1775-1900, Miller 1992)

**Glass**
1 clear magnesia 8-sided tumbler fragment, pressed (1848-1860)

**Miscellaneous**
3 bone fragments
4 egg shell fragments

**Block 1, Backdirt Collection (FS 375)**

**Ceramics**
1 red bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear/salt glazed exterior, hollow vessel
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed and cobalt hand painted exterior, brown glazed interior, hollow vessel, American Blue and Gray (1775-1900, Miller 1992)

**Miscellaneous**
1 sawed, shaped stone fragment

**Block 1, West of Building, Apb Horizon (FS 387)**

**Ceramics**
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
1 pearlware sherd, blue scalloped shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, green scalloped shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, brown annular decoration (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1875, Miller 1992)
1 refined white earthenware spall, bright yellow decoration
1 redware sherd, mottled brown glaze on interior and exterior, bowl or pan rim
1 redware sherd, brown glaze on interior and exterior, jar rim
1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd, bowl rim (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear glaze, strap handle
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear glaze, jar rim
1 gray and red bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown salt glaze, hollow vessel rim

**Glass**
1 clear selenium cylindrical quart whiskey bottle fragment, tooled tapered collared lip, chilled iron mold (1911-1918)
1 amber blackglass cylindrical pint ale/porter bottle fragment, heavily worn base, graphite pontil, contact mold (1850s)

**Block 1, West of Building, E Horizon (FS 383)**

**Ceramics**
1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
Block 1, Fill horizon, Backhoe Trench (FS 348)

Ceramics
1 white porcelain marble, painted with blue and green intersecting lines - 1.6 cm diameter
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, clear glaze, miniature pitcher, toy
1 hard paste porcelain handle fragment, drilled hole on end, stamped "4" possibly for scoop or ladle
1 hard paste porcelain doll leg fragment, blue painted garter
1 hard paste porcelain doll's head, painted features
1 refined redware sherd, dark brown/black glaze, embossed decoration, lid fragment
1 whiteware sherd, flow blue transfer print, rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1835-1870, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, plate, black printed "LA FRANCAISE PORCELAIN"

Glass
1 entire clear manganese cylindrical pint soda bottle, embossed "REGISTERED/RAMMEL MFG CO/ALEXANDRIA, VA. THIS BOTTLE/NOT TO BE SOLD" on heel, crown cap closure, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
1 entire cylindrical circa 3 oz perfume bottle, single banded collared lip, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 entire oval circa 3 oz medicinal bottle, flared lip, air vent on base, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 aqua medicinal bottle fragment, flared lip
1 clear manganese medicinal or extract bottle fragment, single banded collared lip (1880-1915)
1 clear stopper fragment, mushroom top, worn

Metal
1 pewter or silver plated brass weight (?)
1 brass strip
1 brass plate ferrous metal triangular identification tag, hand stamped - "AC 332"

Block 1, N2.5E2.5, Apb Horizon (FS 401)

Metal
10 brass lamp fragments

Block 1, N67.5E132.5, Gray Fill Above Apb Horizon (FS 346)

Ceramics
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, unglazed
3 yellowware sherds, undecorated (1830-1900, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
1 refined white earthenware spall
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified brown decoration, probably annular
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
5 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, molded decoration, probably fish scale
1 pearlware sherd, polychrome hand painted (1795-1815, South 1977; 1780-1835, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue rim band
5 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, brown transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
2 creamware sherds, undecorated, (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
2 olive amber blackglass bottle fragments
1 clear square/rectangular bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
15 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
27 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
16 clear sheet glass fragments
1 unidentified clear glass fragment, curved

Metal
2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
8 unidentified nail fragments
2 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
Miscellaneous

9 bone fragments
2.3 grams brick fragments

Block 1, N45E135, Level 2 (FS 307)

Ceramics

1 kaolin pipe bowl fragment
1 buff bodied earthenware marble - 1.5 cm diameter
5 unidentifiable ceramic sherds, burned
6 creamware sherds, undecorated, 1 rim (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel
12 pearlware sherds, undecorated, 1 rim, 2 from flat vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, single brown hand painted line
1 pearlware sherd, brown annular decoration (1790-1820, South 1977; 1790-1839, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, brown and green annular decoration, rouletting, hollow vessel (1790-1820, South 1977; 1830-1875, Miller 1992)
5 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed, 1 floral pattern (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
23 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 3 rims (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
8 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 rim, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, gold and brown annular decoration (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1875, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, polychrome hand painted, broad floral motif, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1860, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, brown transfer printed with hand painting
1 whiteware sherd, mulberry transfer print with hand painting, scalloped rim
7 whiteware sherds (3 mend), blue transfer printed, probably willow pattern, plate or platter (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
4 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed, 2 rims (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed, rims, flat vessel, 1 with small floral border pattern (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, blue hand painted (?), 1 rim, hollow vessel
2 yellowware sherds, undecorated, 1 from shallow pan, 1 from hollow vessel (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930, Magid 1990)
1 red and gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, hollow vessel
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware spall, salt glazed
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware fired clay fragment, salt glazed, kiln furniture
2 redware/terra cotta sherds, unglazed exterior and interior, hollow vessel
1 redware sherd, brown glazed
4 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated, 2 rims
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, polychrome overglaze enamelled, scalloped rim, saucer
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, rim

Glass

1 white milk glass 4-hole sew through button - 1.1 cm diameter
1 dark honey amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 amber blackglass cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, thin, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, embossed "...H...", opalized
1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, thin, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, opalized
1 clear tumbler fragment, arched pattern, pressed (post 1850s)
109 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
65 clear sheet glass fragments
6 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved
4 unidentified clear glass fragments, heavily opalized

Metal

4 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
15 unidentified nail fragments
1 brass collar with ornamental leaf, possibly lamp part
1 brass leaf, probably goes to above
1 brass shirt stud

Miscellaneous
1 gram brick fragments
1 cinder
150.8 grams oyster shell fragments
60 bone fragments
2 fish scales
1 bone/wood 5-hole sew through button, recessed center - 1.8 cm diameter

Block 1, North of Building, Apb Horizon (FS 349)

Ceramics
3 yellowware sherds, blue and brown annular decoration, hollow vessel (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1840-1930, Magid 1990)
1 redware sherd, mottled brown glaze on interior and exterior, hollow vessel
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt blue hand painted, possibly a milk pan/pan, American Blue and Gray (1775-1900, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 amber cylindrical circa pint beer (?) bottle fragment, Owens scar, automatic bottle machine (post 1907)

Block 1, Apb Horizon West of House (FS 364)

Ceramics
1 yellowware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel, rim (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1840-1930, Magid 1990)
1 refined white earthenware sherd, undecorated, burned
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated, flat vessel
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, blue shell edge decoration, 2 plate, 1 from 6" plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, green and blue simple banded annular decoration, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1875, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, brown and blue simple banded annular decoration, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1875, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, floral border pattern, scalloped rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1875, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, molded body, pitcher or tea/coffee pot fragment (1813-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, overglaze enameled shadow, floral pattern, saucer

Glass
1 olive amber brandy bottle fragments, applied brandy lip (1840-1880)
1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)

Block 1, N35E145, Level 3, Dark Stain 1 (FS 388)

Ceramics
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, 10" plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 refined white earthenware spall, blue transfer printed

Glass
2 clear lead tumbler fragments, paneled, pressed (post 1848)
1 potash mirror fragment (pre 1864)
3 soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
1 cobalt sheet glass fragment, crown glass (?)

Miscellaneous
1 egg shell fragment

Block 1, N35E145, Level 3, Dark Stain 2 (FS 389)

Ceramics
1 yellowware sherd, brown, blue and white annular decoration, probably pitcher (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1840-1930, Magid 1990)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherds, unidentified blue decoration

Glass
1 amber demijohn fragment, applied brandy lip (pre 1890)
I clear selenium cylindrical bottle fragment, automatic boule machine (1911-1930)
1 pale aqua square/rectangular medicinal type bottle fragment, embossed "E...", stained
3 clear sheet glass fragments

Metal
1 unidentified nail fragment

Block 1, N40E100, Apb Horizon (FS 337)

Ceramics
1 gray bodied stoneware kiln stilt fragment
2 kaolin pipe stem fragments
2 kaolin pipe bowl fragments
1 hard paste porcelain sew through type button fragment - circa 1.4 cm diameter
2 refined white earthenware spalls
3 refined white earthenware sherds, undecorated, burned
1 refined white earthenware sherd, unidentified yellow decoration
2 refined white earthenware sherds, blue transfer printed
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware spall, brown glazed
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, rim
1 gray and red bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glazed exterior, probably bottle
1 redware sherd, mottled brown glazed interior, unglazed exterior
2 redware sherds, unglazed exterior and interior, 1 lip
1 redware sherd, brown glazed
1 redware spall
1 buff/gray bodied coarse earthenware sherd, unglazed
1 buff bodied coarse earthenware sherd, brown glazed interior, unglazed and burned (?) interior
1 buff bodied coarse earthenware spall
1 refined redware sherd, white slipped and clear glazed interior, white slipped annular decoration on exterior, hollow vessel (1800-1840, Magid 1990)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, thick, slightly burned?
3 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated, 1 rim
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, molded body, green hand painted rim band or edge decoration
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, underglaze blue hand painted, flat vessel
5 ironstone sherds, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Magid 1990)
4 ironstone sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Magid 1990)
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, flat vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Magid 1990)
1 ironstone sherd, molded decoration, paneled, 10 inch plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1855, Magid 1990)
20 creamware sherds, undecorated, 2 rims, 1 base of hollow vessel (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 creamware sherds, undecorated, flat vessel (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
22 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified brown decoration
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue edge decoration
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified yellow and brown decoration
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified annular decoration, probably finger painted
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, blue shell edge decoration (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, green scalloped shell edge decoration (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)
13 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed, base of flat vessel (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed, floral border motif, rim, hollow vessel (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
29 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 2 rims, 1 handle fragment (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified red decoration
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified brown decoration
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
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5 whiteware sherds, purple/violet transfer printed, 2 rims, 1 handle fragment (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
4 whiteware sherds, brown transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, red transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, single black hand painted line, hollow vessel
1 whiteware sherd, single green hand painted line, plate/platter
3 whiteware sherds, light blue transfer printed, 1 from plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, light blue transfer printed, geometric border motif, flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, light blue transfer printed, cross and dagger and geometric border motif, 1 from 9/10 inch plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified blue decoration, probably shell edge, flat vessel
1 whiteware sherd, brown and blue annular decoration (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1870, Miller 1992)

Glass
15 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, freeblown (pre 1860)
2 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, freeblown (?)
1 olive amber bottle fragment
1 dark honey amber cylindrical bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 dark honey amber cylindrical bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 amber blackglass cylindrical bottle fragment, unidentified embossing,
15 aqua cylindrical food bottle fragments, inverted lip, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 pale aqua square/oval bottle fragment
3 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, stained
3 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, worn
9 very pale aqua square/rectangular bottle fragments, unidentified embossing, worn
3 aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, etched/worn
2 very pale aqua square/rectangular bottle fragments, worn
1 dark aqua cylindrical (?) bottle fragment
1 aqua square/rectangular bottle fragment, paneled, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 light green cylindrical bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 clear square/rectangular bottle fragment, freeblown (1818-1860)
1 clear square/rectangular (?) bottle (?) fragment, unidentified embossing, blown pattern mold (1750-1850)
4 clear cylindrical bottle fragments (post 1818)
1 clear square/rectangular bottle fragment, contact mold (1818-1880)
1 clear square/rectangular bottle fragment, chilled iron mold or automatic bottle machine (post 1880)
1 clear manganese goblet fragment, tulip (?) pattern, pressed (1880-1915)
3 clear magnesia tumbler fragments, blocked panel pattern, pressed (1848-1860)
2 clear magnesia tumbler fragments, raised oval pattern, pressed (1848-1860)
1 clear tumbler fragment, recessed oval pattern, pressed (post 1848)
3 clear tumbler (?) fragments, unidentified embossing, pressed
1 clear tableware fragment, Sandwich type fine stippling, flat, beaded rim, pressed (1831-1850)
1 clear tableware fragment, draped oval pattern, cylindrical pressed (post 1848)
1 clear tableware fragment, small recessed diamond pattern, pressed (post 1848)
3 clear tableware fragments, cut snowflake and (?) pattern, blown/cut (post 1818)
1 clear non-lead tableware fragment, unidentified embossing, medallion type pattern, pressed
2 clear tableware fragments, rolled lip, freeblown
1 clear tableware fragment, unidentified wheel engraving
1 clear tableware fragment, raised circle pattern (?), pressed (post 1848)
121 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 potash windowpane fragment, crown glass (pre 1853)
11 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
1 clear/black cased sheet glass fragment
88 clear sheet glass fragments
15 unidentified clear glass fragments
27 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved
4 unidentified clear/aqua glass fragments, heat melted
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Metal
50 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
1 cut 16d nail, bent (post 1790)
1 cut 12d nail (post 1790)
1 cut 8d nail (post 1790)
67 unidentified nail fragments
1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment
1 ferrous metal button, wire eye attachment - 1.2 cm diameter
4 unidentified ferrous metal fragments

Miscellaneous
5 coal fragments
70 bone fragments
234 grams oyster shell fragments
1 1-hole bone button - 1.7 cm diameter
1 slate fragment
27.9 grams brick fragments, 1 glazed
2.8 grams mortar fragments
5.7 grams plaster fragments

Block 1, N40E100, Apb Horizon (FS 338)

Ceramics
2 kaolin pipe stem fragments
2 kaolin pipe bowl fragments
1 kaolin pipe bowl fragment, fluted
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glazed interior and exterior, crock or jar rim
2 redware sherds, brown glazed interior and exterior, hollow vessel
2 redware sherds, unglazed interior and exterior, hollow vessel
1 redware sherd, unglazed interior
1 redware sherd, clear (?) glazed
3 refined redware sherds, dark brown glaze with white slipped annular decoration on exterior,
white slip with clear glaze interior, globular vessel (1800-1840, Magid 1990)
1 refined white earthenware sherd, light tan/brown all over glaze/wash
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, molded decoration, hollow vessel
6 ironstone sherds, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
10 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, green scalloped edge decoration
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
8 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
6 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue annular decoration with brown transfer print, hollow vessel (1820-
1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, light blue transfer printed, cross and dagger motif (1820-1900+, South
1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
1 whiteware sherd, light brown annular decoration (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1875,
Miller 1992)
1 refined white earthenware spall, burned
1 refined white earthenware spall, blue transfer printed (?)

Glass
5 olive amber cylindrical spirits bottle fragments, worn
1 amber blackglass cylindrical spirits bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
2 very pale aqua square/rectangular bottle fragments, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 very pale aqua cylindrical/oval bottle fragment, stained
4 aqua square/rectangular bottle fragments, stained
1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 citron bottle fragment
1 clear square/rectangular bottle fragment, contact mold (1818-1880)
1 clear tumblers fragment, paneled, pressed
33 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
5 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
15 clear sheet glass fragments
21 unidentified clear glass fragments
1 unidentified clear glass fragment, heat melted
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 cut 20d nail (post 1790)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 cut 7d nail (post 1790)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 cut nail fragments (post 1790)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 unidentified ferrous metal fragments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 ferrous metal fragment, possibly part of a lock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 thin brass sheet fragment, rolled, molded, painted black (? 1/2 x 3/4&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 ferrous metal finial disc, slightly domed with hole in center, 2 1/4 x 1/2&quot; with 3/4&quot; hole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Miscellaneous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 cinder fragment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 coal fragment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.5 grams oyster shell fragments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 bone fragments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.8 grams brick fragments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block 1, N40E100, Fill 2 Horizon (FS 500)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ceramics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 kaolin pipe bowl fragments, 1 with molded decoration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, hollow vessel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 unidentifiable ceramic sherds, burned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 buff paste coarse earthenware sherd, brown glaze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 yellowware sherds, undecorated (1830-1940, South 1977; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 redware sherds, unglazed interior and exterior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 redware spall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 redware sherd, clear glazed exterior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 creamware sherds, undecorated, 1 rim (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 pearlware sherds, undecorated, 1 base from flat vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue decoration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 pearlware sherd, blue scalloped shell edge decoration (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 1 rim (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 2 rims (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 whiteware sherds, unidentified blue decoration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed decoration, 2 probably from willow pattern (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 whiteware sherd, flow blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1835-1870, Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 whiteware sherds (5 mend), violet transfer printed, plate or saucer, 1 rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 soft paste porcelain sherd, overglaze enameled (?) shadow, plate or saucer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 olive amber cylindrical bottle fragment, worn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 light aqua square/rectangular bottle fragments, opalized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, worn/opalized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 clear square/rectangular bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 clear manganese goblet fragment, unidentified tulip (?) pattern embossing, pressed (1880-1915)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 red cased sheet glass fragment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 clear sheet glass fragments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 unidentified clear glass fragment, curved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 unidentified pale aqua/potash glass fragment, heat melted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 cut 10d nail (post 1790)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 cut 8d nail (post 1790)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 cut 5d nail (post 1790)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 cut nail fragments (post 1790)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 unidentified nail fragments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Miscellaneous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 coal fragments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.2 grams oyster shell fragments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 bone fragments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 cut marble fragment, 4 x 4 x 1/2&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Block 1, N30E140, Clean-up (FS 321)

Ceramics
5 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue decoration, probably transfer printed
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd polychrome hand painted, fine line floral motif (1795-1815, South 1977; 1780-1835, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, single blue hand painted line
3 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, plate rim (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

Glass
4 amber blackglass cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, worn
1 entire blue milk glass 2-hole sew through button - 1.2 cm diameter
9 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
2 lime soda windowpane fragments, tempered (post 1874)
4 clear sheet glass fragments

Miscellaneous
3 brick fragments, 4.5 grams
4 coal fragments
1 bone fragment
64.4 grams oyster shell fragments

Block 1, N40E130, Interface between Level 1 Fill and Level 2 (FS 293)

Glass
1 light green cylindrical pint beer bottle fragment, embossed "..MARK/REGISTERED/F.H. FINLEY...1894-190...", chilled iron mold (1902)
2 light green cylindrical pint beer bottle fragments, embossed "F.H."[Fin]"LEY & SON/1894-1902/BOTTLERS/10-12 MASS. AVE. N. /[Was]"HIN"/[gton], "..B & C CO." on base, chilled iron mold (1902)
1 dark honey amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, etched

Metal
1 copper penny, stamped "ONE CENT", otherwise unidentifiable

Block 1, N40E130, Level 2 (FS 294)

Ceramics
1 redware sherd, brown glazed interior, unglazed exterior
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated, 1 slightly burned rim
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, handle fragment
1 refined white earthenware sherd, burned
8 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, brown annular (?) decoration
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, light blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue shell edge (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, polychrome hand painted, fine line floral motif (1820-1900+, South 1966; 1825-1860, Miller 1992)
3 ironstone sherds, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1966; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
5 pearlware sherds, undecorated, from tea pot spout strainer (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, green scalloped shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)
3 creamware sherds, undecorated, 1 from hollow vessel (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
1 dark honey amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, worn/opalized
1 dark honey amber bottle fragment
1 pale green beer or soda bottle fragment, crown cap closure (post 1898)
1 clear square/rectangular bottle fragment, embossed "..RE..."
2 clear lead multi-sided tumbler fragments, pressed
38 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
12 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
32 clear sheet glass fragments
4 unidentified clear glass fragments

--
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**Metal**
1 brass door key, skeleton type
1 brass ornamental object, embossed, hook on one end, may be lamp part
1 brass cufflink or tack fragment (?)
16 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
4 unidentified nail fragments

**Miscellaneous**
1 calcined bone fragment
11.7 grams oyster shell fragment
9 bone fragments
1 tooth fragment

**Block 1, N40E130, Level 3 (FS 295)**

**Ceramics**
1 kaolin pipe bowl fragment
1 burned ceramic sherd, base of hollow vessel
1 yellowware sherd, undecorated, plate or platter (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
2 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, unidentified blue decoration
1 pearlware sherd, blue shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, underglaze blue hand painted (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, willow or chinoiserie pattern, flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)

**Glass**
1 light green square/rectangular (?) bottle fragment, etched
1 clear tumbler (?) fragment
27 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 olive green sheet glass fragment
6 clear sheet glass fragments
5 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved

**Metal**
1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment
1 thin brass fragment
12 unidentified nail fragments

**Miscellaneous**
3 coal fragments
8 bone fragments
4.6 grams oyster shell fragments

**Block 1, N40E130, Level 4 (FS 296)**

**Ceramics**
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
5 redware/terra cotta flower pot fragments
5 yellowware sherds, undecorated, 2 from flat vessel (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel (1813-1900+; South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
18 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel, 1 rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
4 whiteware sherds, undecorated, sugar bowl or mug (?) base (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
1 whiteware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted decoration (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified gray/green decoration
1 whiteware sherd, polychrome hand painted, floral motif (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1860, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, brown transfer printed, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, green transfer printed, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-
3 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, soup plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
5 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed, flat vessel, 1 rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, light blue transfer printed, flat vessel, rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware (?) sherds (mend), undecorated, flat vessel, stained
1 whiteware (?) sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel, stained
6 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, green shell edge, 1 scalloped (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, polychrome hand painted, floral motif, hollow vessel (1795-1815, South 1977; 1780-1835, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified violet/magenta decoration
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed, flat vessel (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed, floral pattern, flat vessel, rim (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
3 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed, chinoiserie or willow pattern, flat vessel (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
2 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, Canton (1800-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated, 1 from hollow vessel
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, unglazed, bisque/Parian
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
1 unidentified ceramic sherd, burned
2 unidentified ceramic sherds (mend), burned, flat vessel
3 refined white earthenware sherds, unidentified blue decoration, burned
1 refined white earthenware spall

Glass
1 clear tableware fragment, embossed sunburst (?) on base, pressed
1 clear non-lead tumbler (?) fragment, pressed
36 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)
21 clear sheet glass fragments
5 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved

Metal
7 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
1 1/8 x 7/8" brass tube fragment
2 cut 9d nails (post 1790)
16 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
12 unidentified nail fragments

Miscellaneous
1 coal fragment
56 bone fragments
122.2 grams oyster shell fragments
1 4-hole sew through button fragment, unknown material, burned
1 micaceous schist fragment

Block 1, N40E130, Level 5 (FS 304)

Ceramics
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
1 redware spall
1 redware sherd, mottled brown glaze
1 redware sherd, brown glaze
1 redware sherd, black glazed interior and exterior
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, hollow vessel
22 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds (mend), undecorated, large vessel handle fragment (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified red decoration
2 whiteware (?) sherds, light tan glaze, 1 with engine turning
1 whiteware sherd, light blue transfer printed, rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)
5 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed, flat vessel, probably willow pattern (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)
23 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated, molded body, mug or tankard (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1990)
2 pearlware sherds, unidentified blue edge decoration
1 pearlware sherd, slightly scalloped blue shell edge decoration (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated, underglaze blue hand painted decoration (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)
40 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, undecorated, flat vessel (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel, possibly small bowl, base (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
5 soft paste porcelain sherds, overglaze enameled shadow, broad floral design, flat vessel
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, rim

Glass
3 olive amber blackglass cylindrical spirits bottle fragments, etched
2 citron cylindrical bottle fragments
1 clear lead tableware fragment, engraved floral (?) pattern
1 clear lead multi-sided tumbler fragment, pressed
42 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
3 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
7 clear sheet glass fragments
4 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved

Metal
2 cut 9d nails (post 1790)
8 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
12 unidentified nail fragments
1 brass ferrule with ferrous insert

Miscellaneous
3 coal fragments
36 bone fragments
176.9 grams oyster shell fragments

Block 1, N40E130, Level 6, Apb Horizon (FS 313)

Ceramics
1 kaolin pipe bowl fragment
1 kaolin (?) fragment
1 refined white earthenware sherd, undecorated, burned
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted
2 soft paste porcelain sherds, red overglaze enameled, floral motif, 1 stained
15 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
12 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified green scalloped edge decoration, probably shell edge
1 pearlware sherd, green scalloped edge decoration (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed, floral motif, rims (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
2 refined white earthenware spalls, purple/magenta spatter (?) decoration
3 yellowware sherds, undecorated, 1 rim, hollow vessel (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
2 redware sherds, brown interior, unglazed exterior
1 redware sherd, unglazed exterior and interior, may have had brown glaze on exterior, worn
1 redware sherd, clear glaze
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glazed interior, unglazed exterior, base of crock
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glazed interior and exterior, hollow vessel
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Glass
22 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
4 clear sheet glass fragments
2 unidentified clear glass fragments

Metal
2 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
10 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
1 brass scrap fragment

Miscellaneous
4 bone fragments
38.8 grams oyster shell fragments

Block 1, N40E140, Level 2, Light Sand, South Half (FS 297)
Ceramics
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1840, Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 from hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, blue shell edge decoration, plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment
7 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)

Metal
1 ferrous metal rivet (?), 1/8 x 1”

Miscellaneous
3 bone fragments
1 gram brick fragments

Prehistoric
1 quartz flake

Block 1, N40E140, Level 2, Dark Sand, North Half (FS 298)
Ceramics
2 creamware sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
7 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 2 rims and 1 sherd from flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, brown simple banded annular decoration, rim, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1875, Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, unidentified blue decoration
2 whiteware sherds (mend), blue shell edge decoration, plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, purple transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
2 refined white earthenware sherds, brown wash (?) or stained, hollow vessel
1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)

Glass
4 honey amber blackglass cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 cobalt cylindrical bottle (?) fragment, chilled iron mold or automatic bottle machine (post 1880)
1 clear tumbler (?) fragment, pressed
3 potash mirror fragments (pre 1864)
43 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
6 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
6 clear sheet glass fragments
1 unidentified clear glass fragment, degraded

Metal
8 unidentified nail fragments
4 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
1 ferrous metal bolt fragment
1 brass handle fragment?, probably from furniture
Block 1, N40E140, Level 3, Northwest Corner (FS 299)

Ceramics
1 refined white earthenware spall
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, light blue transfer printed, 1 rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, floral pattern, plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware (? sherd, light tan glaze/wash
2 creamware sherds, undecorated, (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, polychrome hand painted (1795-1815, South 1977; 1780-1835, Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds (mend), finger painted (1790-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 buff paste coarse earthenware sherd, dark brown glazed interior and exterior
1 redware sherd, unglazed interior and exterior
1 red and gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed exterior, hollow vessel

Glass
1 clear tumbler fragment, arched panel pattern, pressed
2 clear tableware fragments, unidentified cut pattern, curved, cut
2 soda mirror fragments (pre 1864)
27 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
12 clear sheet glass fragments
5 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved
2 unidentified clear glass fragments, heat melted

Metal
1 cast metal fragment, possibly from pot/kettle
10 unidentified nail fragments

Miscellaneous
3 coal fragments
1 plaster/mortar fragment
7 bone fragments
2 fish bone fragments
58.6 grams oyster shell fragments

Block 1, N40E140, Level 3 (FS 300)

Ceramics
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 whiteware (?) sherds, undecorated, stained
3 refined white earthenware sherds, brown wash, hollow vessel
2 pearlware sherds (mend), underglaze blue hand painted, flat vessel (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)
3 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)

Glass
12 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 unidentified clear glass fragment

Metal
4 unidentified nail fragments

Miscellaneous
1 coal fragment
6 bone fragments
2.6 grams oyster shell fragments
Block 1, N40E140, Level 4, Apb Horizon (FS 301)

Ceramics

1 tin glazed earthenware sherd, undecorated, rim (1640-1800, South 1977; 1640-1802, Miller 1992)
10 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 redware sherd, brown interior glaze, unglazed exterior, crock/bowl rim
1 refined redware sherd, undecorated (1800-1840, Magid 1990)
3 refined white earthenware spalls
1 refined white earthenware sherd, unidentifed yellow decoration
7 pearlware sherds, undecorated, 1 handle fragment (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
9 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, unidentified blue decoration
1 pearlware sherd, blue scalloped shell edge, worn 1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, brown transfer printed, hollow vessel (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified green edge decoration
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, rim, Canton (1800-1830, South 1977; 1800-1835, Miller 1992)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, polychrome overglaze enameled, China Trade (1790-1825, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 hard paste porcelain, molded decoration, hollow vessel

Glass

1 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, etched/opalized
23 soda/potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)

Metal

1 brass thimble fragment, crown portion
13 unidentified nail fragments

Miscellaneous

2 hard rubber comb teeth (post 1851)
1 slate pencil fragment
4 coal fragments
12 bone fragments
10.7 grams oyster shell fragments
4.1 grams mortar fragments

Block 1, N40E140, Apb Horizon (FS 305)

Ceramics

2 refined white earthenware spalls
3 whiteware sherds, tan glaze/wash or stained
7 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 rim (worn), 1 base of plate/platter (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed, 1 rim with floral border pattern (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, brown transfer print, geometric border pattern, rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
1 yellowware sherd, undecorated, rim, hollow vessel (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, burned, jar fragment (?)
3 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, rim
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, unidentified blue decoration, burned
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted
7 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 creamware sherds, undecorated, plate or saucer (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 creamware sherds, undecorated, rims (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
9 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, engine turned otherwise undecorated, hollow vessel
3 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed, 1 rim (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed, floral border motif, plate (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, blue shell edge, 1 scalloped, plate (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, brown and green annular decoration with rouletting (1790-1820, South 1977; 1790-1839, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 citron bottle fragment
1 light aqua cylindrical bottle fragment
52 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
12 clear sheet glass fragments
3 unidentified clear (?) glass fragments, worn
3 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved

Miscellaneous
1 clinker
1 coal fragment
284.6 grams oyster shell fragments
37 bone fragments
4.9 grams mortar fragments

Block 1, N40E140, Apb Horizon, North Half (FS 302)
Ceramics
1 kaolin pipe bowl fragment
1 whiteware sherd, light blue transfer printed interior and exterior, rim, hollow vessel, probably cup (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, polychrome hand painted (1795-1815, South 1977; 1780-1835, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
1 unidentified clear glass fragment, curved

Metal
5 brass fragments, molded/embossed
1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment

Miscellaneous
3 bone fragments

Block 1, N40E140, Apb/E Horizon (FS 309)
Miscellaneous
1 bone fragment

Block 1, N40E140, E Horizon (FS 503)
Ceramics
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
1 clear sheet glass fragment

Miscellaneous
3 bone fragments
14.6 grams brick fragments

Block 1, N45E135, Level 1 and Interface with Level 2 (FS 292)
Ceramics
4 yellowware sherds, blue, white and brown annular decoration, hollow vessel (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
1 yellowware sherd, undecorated, possibly part of chamber pot rim (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
1 redware spall
2 redware sherds, unglazed, rim, crock or flower pot
1 redware sherd, brown mottled glaze, lid with finial
1 refined redware sherd, dark brown/black glaze, finial or handle fragment
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, handle fragment
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, possibly part of toy tea cup
4 hard paste porcelain sherds, gilt rim band
4 hard paste porcelain sherds, low embossing, polychrome decal, floral (violet) motif, gilt decoration, saucer (1890-present)
3 refined white earthenware sherds, burned
1 refined white earthenware sherd, unidentified magenta decoration, flat vessel, burned
1 whiteware sherd, magenta transfer printed with polychrome hand painting, floral motif, circa 6-7” plate
6 whiteware sherds, undecorated, plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, low embossed decoration, unidentified motif, saucer (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1845-1885, Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, polychrome hand painted, rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1860, Miller 1992)
10 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 2 rims (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed, floral motif (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, polychrome hand painted, rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1782-1860, Miller 1992)
6 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 2 rims (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed, floral motif (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
5 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 2 rims (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

Glass

1 olive amber liquor bottle fragment
3 aqua cylindrical beer bottle fragments, embossed [This] "BOTTLE/NOT TO/BE SOLD", stained (post 1870s)
1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, chilled iron mold or automatic bottle machine (post 1880)
6 light aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 aqua square/rectangular bottle fragment, worn
2 clear tumbler fragments, plain
4 clear tumbler fragments, paneled, pressed
2 clear tumbler fragments, wheel engraved floral pattern, fire polished lip, freeblown
5 potash mirror fragments, circular (pre 1864)
2 entire white milk glass 4-hole sew through buttons - 1.01 cm diameter
40 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
10 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
18 clear sheet glass fragments
8 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved
1 unidentified clear glass fragment, flat, blown pattern mold (pre 1860)
1 unidentified clear glass fragment, curved, thin, blown

Metal

1 large circular iron sheet fragment
1 unidentified thin ferrous sheet metal fragment
5 unidentified thin ferrous metal fragments
2 cut 8d nails (post 1790)
1 cut 10d nail (post 1790)
18 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

Miscellaneous

1 slate pencil fragment
2 black hard rubber comb teeth (post 1851)
1 black hard rubber 4-hole sew through button, stamped on back "I.R.C. CO.)/GOODYEAR 1851" below - 1.9 cm diameter (post 1851)
1 shell 2-hole (?) button fragment
1 shell 4-hole sew through button - 1 cm diameter
1 coal fragment
33 bone fragments
13.6 grams oyster shell fragments

Block 1, N45E135, Level 2 (FS 307)

Ceramics

2 kaolin pipe stem fragments
6 yellowware sherds, undecorated (1830-1940, South 1977; 1830-1930, Miller 1992)
5 yellowware sherds, undecorated, plate or platter (1830-1940, South 1977; 1830-1930, Miller 1992)
2 yellowware sherds, white annular with blue dendritic decoration (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1840-1900, Magid 1990)
1 coarse buff paste earthenware sherd, dark brown glaze
3 redware sherds, unglazed, flower pot
1 redware sherd, brown glazed interior and exterior
1 redware sherd, salt glazed exterior
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown salt glazed exterior
1 gray bodied clay lump with finger prints, kiln waster
7 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, hand painted gilt decoration
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, rim
3 refined white earthenware sherds, green scalloped shell edge, burned
3 refined white earthenware sherds, burned, hollow vessel
10 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, undecorated, flat vessel (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, undecorated, perforated, part of coffee/tea pot (?)
18 pearlware sherds, undecorated, 2 from flat vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated, tea or coffee pot spout strainer fragment (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, green scalloped shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)
3 refined white earthenware sherds. burned, hollow vessel
10 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, undecorated, nat vessel (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, undecorated, perforated, part of coffee/tea pot (?)
18 pearlware sherds, undecorated, 2 from flat vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated, tea or coffee pot spout strainer fragment (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, green scalloped shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)
3 pearlware sherds, blue scalloped shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, green, brown and white annular decoration with rouletting, hollow vessel (1790-1820, 1790-1839, Miller 1992)
7 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1777-1830, Miller 1992)
24 whiteware sherds, undecorated, stained (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, large vessel handle fragment (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, black rim band
2 whiteware sherds, unidentified green decoration
1 whiteware sherd, blue sponge decoration (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, black printed partial maker's mark or transfer print
1 whiteware sherd, polychrome hand painted, fine line floral, bowl (1820-1900+, South 1777-1825-1860, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, polychrome hand painted, broad line floral, bowl or cup (1820-1900+, South 1777-1825-1860, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, black transfer printed with polychrome hand painted
4 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed, 1 from flat vessel, Coral Border pattern (1828-1859, Coysh and Henrywood 1982: 93, 107)
9 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed, willow pattern, plate or platter (1820-1900+, South 1777-1830-1865, Miller 1992)
4 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed, 1 rim (1820-1900+, South 1777-1830-1865, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds (mend), blue transfer printed, scenic/historical pattern on rim (1820-1900+, South 1777-1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed exterior and interior, floral pattern on interior, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1777-1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, plate (1820-1900+, South 1777-1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, cross and dagger border and geometric pattern, saucer (1820-1900+, South 1777-1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, cup base (1820-1900+, South 1777-1830-1865, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds (mend), blue transfer printed, stylized floral pattern on exterior, cup or small bowl (1820-1900+, South 1777-1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, brown transfer printed exterior and interior (1820-1900+, South 1777-1825-1875, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 citron cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 olive amber cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 olive amber bottle fragment, heat melted
1 pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold or automatic bottle machine (post 1880)
1 amber (?) bottle fragment, stained
1 clear magnesia (?) tumbler fragment, oval panel pattern, pressed (1850s-1860?)
1 potash mirror fragment (pre 1864)
95 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
8 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
32 clear sheet glass fragments
3 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved

**Metal**
1 brass lamp fragment
1 cut 10d nail (post 1790)
1 cut 3d nail (post 1790)
19 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
10 unidentified nail fragments

**Miscellaneous**
4 coal fragments
250.8 grams oyster shell fragments
82 bone fragments
1 fish scale

**Block 1, N45E135, Level 2 (FS 308)**

**Ceramics**
3 kaolin pipe stem fragments
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware spall
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, small hollow vessel
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glazed, jug or bottle lip
2 yellowware sherds, blue and white annular decoration (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1840-1930, Magid 1990)
2 redware spalls
1 redware sherd, unglazed exterior and interior
1 redware sherd, brown glazed exterior and interior
1 redware sherd, brown glazed exterior, unglazed interior
1 redware sherd, brown glazed interior, unglazed exterior
1 redware sherd, mottled brown glazed interior, unglazed exterior
1 refined redware sherd, brown glazed exterior, white slipped and clear glazed interior
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, blue transfer printed, floral motif, saucer
7 refined white earthenware sherds, burned
1 refined white earthenware sherd, red and black annular or polychrome hand painted, rim, etched/worn
1 refined white earthenware spall, unidentified brown decoration
1 refined white earthenware sherd, tan decoration or staining
6 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
16 pearlware sherds, undecorated, 1 foot ring from hollow vessel, probably cup (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 pearlware sherds, undecorated blue decoration
2 pearlware sherds, blue scalloped edge decoration
1 pearlware sherd, green scalloped shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)
3 pearlware sherds, brown decoration on exterior, probably annular
8 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed decoration (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified green and brown decoration
1 pearlware sherd, green rouletted decoration, rim
1 pearlware sherd, polychrome hand painted (1795-1815, South 1977; 1780-1835, Miller 1992)
14 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, plate base (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, handle fragment (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, saucer rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
5 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, brown transfer printed with green hand painting
1 whiteware sherd, black rim band
4 ironstone sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel, 2 cup rims (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, plate rim (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 dark honey amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 olive amber cylindrical tobacco jar fragment, flared lip, freeblown (pre 1860)
3 aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, opalized/stained
1 clear tableware fragment, wheel engraved, flat
1 white milk glass 4-hole sew through button - .9 cm diameter
57 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 soda windowpane fragment, crown glass (pre 1853)
9 clear sheet glass fragments
1 unidentified clear magnesia glass fragment, curved (pre 1860)
2 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved

Metal
1 brass/copper rivet, painted red (?)
3 brass strip fragments
1 3/4 x 1/8 x 2 1/2" strap iron fragment
1 cut spike fragment
24 unidentified nail fragments

Miscellaneous
2 clinkers
3 coal fragments
117.8 grams oyster shell fragments
23 bone fragments
6.6 grams plaster/mortar fragments
1 shell 4-hole sew through button - 1 cm diameter
1 clay marble - 2 cm diameter
1 white stone or unglazed porcelain marble - 2.3 cm diameter

Block 1, N45E135, Level 2 (FS )
Ceramics
2 kaolin pipe stem fragments

Miscellaneous
5 coal fragments
26 bone fragments
8.3 grams oyster shell fragments
1 coral fragment

Block 1, N45E135, Level 3 (FS 320)
Ceramics
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, molded decoration, rim, hollow vessel
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, applied decoration and handle attachment, grape motif, hollow vessel
1 soft paste porcelain (?) sherd, blue transfer printed
3 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, floral border pattern, cup (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
8 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue rim band
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified green scalloped edge decoration, probably shell edge
4 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
4 creamware sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
1 clear 10-sided tumbler fragment, paneled pattern, pressed (post 1850s)
14 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
2 clear sheet glass fragments
1 unidentified clear glass fragment, curved, heat melted (?)

Metal
5 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
7 unidentified nail fragments
**Miscellaneous**

- 2 coal fragments
- 56.8 grams oyster shell fragments
- 8 bone fragments
- 2 fish scales
- 6 grams plaster/mortar fragments

**Block 1, N67.5E132.5, Apb Horizon (FS 347)**

**Ceramics**

- 1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
- 1 kaolin pipe bowl fragment
- 1 calcareous stone marble, weathered - 1.5 cm diameter
- 11 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated, 3 rims, 1 handle fragment
- 1 redware sherds, mottled brown glazed interior and exterior, hollow vessel
- 1 redware sherd, dark brown glaze
- 3 redware sherds, clear glazed
- 1 redware sherd, clear glazed interior, unglazed exterior, remnants of white slip on interior
- 2 redware sherds, unglazed exterior
- 1 pinkish buff coarse earthenware sherd, unglazed exterior
- 1 pinkish buff coarse earthenware spall
- 3 pinkish buff coarse earthenware sherds, greenish glazed exterior and interior, 1 crock rim
- 1 pinkish buff coarse earthenware, yellow glazed exterior, remnants of white slip on interior
- 3 gray and red bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, hollow vessel
- 3 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior
- 2 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherds (mend), salt glazed exterior with cobalt hand painting, brown glazed interior, hollow vessel, American Blue and Gray (1775-1900, Miller 1992)
- 1 gray coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed exterior with cobalt hand painting, brown glazed interior (1775-1900, Miller 1992)
- 1 gray coarse stoneware spall, salt glazed exterior with cobalt hand painting (1775-1900, Miller 1992)
- 1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown salt glazed, probably bottle
- 15 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 27 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 2 pearlware sherds, undecorated, flat vessel, base (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 pearlware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel, rim (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
- 1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue edge decoration, flat vessel
- 1 pearlware sherd, polychrome hand painted (1795-1815, South 1977; 1780-1835, Miller 1992)
- 5 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
- 18 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 3 whiteware sherds, undecorated, flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 6 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
- 2 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed, hollow vessel, may match set above (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
- 2 ironstone sherds, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
- 3 refined white earthenware spalls
- 1 refined white earthenware sherd, red slip
- 1 refined white earthenware sherd, yellowish glaze with blue decoration, hollow vessel
- 1 soft paste porcelain, overglaze enameled interior rim band shadow, hollow vessel, cup or bowl rim

**Glass**

- 4 olive amber blackglass cylindrical spirits bottle fragments, worn
- 1 amber blackglass spirits bottle fragment
- 1 amber cylindrical bottle fragment, turn mold (post 1887)
- 1 citron cylindrical bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
- 1 clear square/rectangular bottle fragment
- 1 citron bottle fragment
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1 clear magnesia no-neck cylindrical bottle fragment, flared lip, freeblown (pre 1850)
1 clear tableware fragment, raised diamond pattern, pressed
69 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
72 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
52 clear sheet glass fragments
10 unidentified clear glass fragments

### Metal
3 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
1 brass sheet fragment

### Miscellaneous
3 coal fragments
49.4 grams oyster shell fragments
43 bone fragments
1 fish scale
4.2 grams brick fragments, discarded
1 chert gunflint spall

### Block 1, Apb Horizon Sample
8 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
9 unidentified nail fragments

### Block 1, Apb Horizon below Feature 236 (FS 328)

#### Ceramics
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, broad floral design (bowl or soup plate (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)

#### Glass
1 pale aqua cylindrical/oval bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)

### Block 1, Apb Horizon Around Feature 238 (FS 342)

#### Ceramics
1 whiteware sherd, blue shell edge, circa 8” plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue and brown annular decoration, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified blue color glaze/decoration, hollow vessel
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified brown decoration
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel
1 buff paste earthenware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1850-1870, Magid 1990)
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment

#### Metal
1 white metal flat disc button, eye missing - 1.8 cm diameter

### Block 1, Selected Artifacts from near Feature 239 from the Apb Horizon (FS 333)

#### Ceramics
2 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherds (mend), brown glazed, bottle
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, hollow vessel
1 light gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, light brown slip dipped, clear glazed, hollow vessel
1 redware sherd, clear glaze, hollow vessel
1 redware sherd, dark brown glaze
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, slightly scalloped rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, violet transfer printed, floral motif, rim , hollow vessel, possibly cup (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, saucer, partial black printed maker's mark "...CHINA" (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated, flat vessel, plate or platter (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, bowl or chamber pot rim (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 soft paste porcelain (?) sherd, undecorated, flat vessel, possibly saucer
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated
1 hard paste porcelain doll, "Frozen Charlotte" type, brown hand painted hair and painted face, arms missing but would have been attached with wire, 4.7 cm long (1850s-1914/1920, Davis 1993).

Block 1, Artifacts Directly Above Feature 250 (FS 362)

**Ceramics**

1. ironstone sherd, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
2. whiteware sherds, undecorated, partial unidentifiable black maker’s mark (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
7. whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1. whiteware sherd, undecorated, cup base (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
5. whiteware sherds, undecorated, flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1. soft paste porcelain sherd, molded decoration, painted blue, plate or saucer
1. hard paste porcelain sherd, polychrome decal, floral (rose) motif, plate or saucer (1890-present, Miller 1992)
1. hard paste porcelain sherd, polychrome decal, floral (rose) motif, hollow vessel (1890-present, Miller 1992)
1. gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, crock
1. buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear (?) glaze, burned

**Glass**

2. orange amber cylindrical bottle fragments, automatic bottle machine (post 1907)
1. clear manganese square/rectangular bottle fragment, embossed "D.D." on base, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
1. clear selenium square bottle fragment, embossed "B" on base, chilled iron/semi-automatic bottle machine (1911-1930)
1. clear selenium cylindrical bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (1911-1930)
1. clear cylindrical jam jar fragment, contemporary sure seal closure, pressed (post 1909)
3. lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
2. potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
2. lime soda plate glass fragments (post 1870)

**Metal**

3. unidentified nail fragments
1. brass 12 gauge shotgun shell case

Block 1, Apb Horizon Base Near Feature 252 (FS 374)

**Ceramics**

1. pearlware sherd, brown hand painted, hollow vessel
1. whiteware spall, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Block 1, N116E132.8, Ap Horizon Sample, North Trench (FS 358)

**Ceramics**

1. kaolin pipe bowl fragment
3. refined white earthenware spalls
1. refined white earthenware sherd, unidentified brown decoration
7. pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1. pearlware sherd, molded decoration, probably handle fragment (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1. pearlware sherd, yellow and brown annular (?) decoration
2. pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
6. creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1. whiteware (?) sherd, unidentified blue decoration, stained
1. whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1. redware sherd, mottled brown glaze on interior and exterior
1. redware sherd, white slip on interior and exterior, flat vessel

**Glass**

4. olive amber blackglass cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, worn
2. clear lead cylindrical bottle fragments, open pontil, freeblown (1818-1860)
9. potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
5. clear sheet glass fragments

**Metal**

1. unidentified ferrous metal fragment
2. wrought 7d nails, rosehead
1. wrought 6d nail, rosehead
1. wrought nail fragment, rosehead
7. unidentified nail fragments
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## Miscellaneous
- 1 coal fragment
- 4 bone fragments
- 2.5 grams oyster shell fragments
- 1 slate fragment
- 2.4 grams brick fragments
- 89 grams plaster/mortar fragments

### Block 1, Northeast, Apb Horizon (FS 398)

#### Ceramics
- 2 kaolin pipe stem fragments
- 2 ironstone sherds, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 4 yellowware sherds, undecorated (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930, Magid 1990)
- 8 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, brown annular decoration (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1875, Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, brown transfer printed, flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
- 4 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 2 pearlware sherds, molded body
- 4 pearlware sherds, underglaze blue hand painted (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)
- 4 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
- 5 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 brown bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glazed

#### Glass
- 1 olive green cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
- 1 citron liquor bottle fragment
- 1 amber cylindrical/oval bottle fragment, worn
- 1 dark aqua bottle fragment
- 6 clear tumbler fragments, oval panel pattern, pressed (post 1848)
- 13 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)

#### Metal
- 4 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
- 1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment
- 1 unidentified brass fragment

#### Miscellaneous
- 1 egg shell fragment
- 13 bone fragments
- 1 calcined bone fragment
- 2.9 grams oyster shell fragments
- 1 coal fragment

### Trench 4, Overburden (NO FS)

#### Miscellaneous
- 1 roofing slate fragment

### Trench 4, Surface (No FS)

#### Metal
- 1 copper/brass disc type rouge compact, embossed "THREE FLOWERS/RICHARD HUDNUT" around side, 3.8 cm diameter (post 1895)

### Trench 4, Extension East, Fill 2 Interface, South Square 15' following foundation (FS 4)

#### Ceramics
- 1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, soap dish/toothbrush holder fragment
- 1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, hollow, possibly part of a figurine or toy dish
- 1 terra cotta/redware flowerpot fragment, unglazed
- 1 redware sherd, brown exterior glaze, small bowl base
- 2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 rim from hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 2 ironstone sherds, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

#### Glass
- 1 olive amber cylindrical spirits bottle fragment, stained (pre 1916)
- 1 dark honey amber cylindrical spirits bottle fragment, opalized (pre 1916)
- 1 apple green cylindrical beer bottle fragment, embossed "4/5 PINT 20" around heel, duraglas stippling on base, automatic bottle machine (modern)
- 1 light green cylindrical soda bottle fragment, embossed "PLUTO" on base, Owen's scar,
automatic bottle machine (post 1908)
1 clear manganese square/rectangular bottle fragment, embossed "...U.S./...& SON", chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
1 clear manganese small square/rectangular medicinal bottle fragment, tooled single banded collared lip, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
1 7-up green cylindrical bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (post 1933)
1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, semi-automatic bottle machine (1908-1930)
1 light green cylindrical bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (post 1908)
3 very pale green cylindrical bottle fragments
1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (post 1910)
2 clear cylindrical tableware fragments, bowl or vase, scalloped and cube rim, pressed
4 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)

Metal
1 brass key or handle fragment
1 cast iron fragment, possibly part of a stove
3 cut nail fragments
4 zinc fragments
1 strap iron fragment, 1/8" x 1/2" x 6"

Miscellaneous
28.6 grams clam shell fragments

Trench 4, East Section, Feature Overburden (FS 5)

Ceramics
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, gilt rim band, cup
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, slight embossed decoration, rim
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted decoration, cup/tea bowl rim
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel, 1 rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
4 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 2 from flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, unidentiffied blue decoration
1 whiteware sherd, polychrome hand painted, floral motif, sprig type, saucer (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1860, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue painted shell edge, plate/platter (1850s-1870s, Miller 1980)
2 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, green transfer printed, hollow vessel (1820-1900+ South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue scalloped shell edge, standard type
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated, flat vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 1 burned, 1 rim from flat vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, hollow vessel, stamped "...TK", burned
1 redware sherd, unglazed, rim, hollow vessel

Glass
1 clear lead cylindrical soda bottle fragment, embossed "CR...Y" on shoulder
1 light green cylindrical soda or beer bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (post 1908)
1 entire clear manganese rectangular 3 1/2 oz. medicinal bottle, embossed "3 1/2" on shoulder, tooled single banded collared lip, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
1 very pale green cylindrical bottle fragment, cup mold, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 clear manganese cylindrical bottle fragment (1880-1915)
1 olive amber brandy bottle fragment, tooled brandy lip, chilled iron mold (1880-1916)
1 light green soda (Coca-cola) bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (post 1923)
1 light green soda bottle fragment, crown cap closure, automatic bottle machine (post 1920)
1 light green soda bottle fragment, cylindrical ribbed shoulder, automatic bottle machine (post 1920)
1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment, embossed "...NUT FARM"
1 aqua cylindrical beer or soda type bottle fragment, opalized
1 selenium-peach cylindrical bottle fragment (1911-1930)
2 clear cylindrical bottle fragments, automatic bottle machine (post 1910)
3 clear manganese sheet glass fragments (1880-1915)
1 clear sheet glass fragment
7 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
9 potash windowpane fragments, crown glass (pre 1853)
1 potash/soda windowpane fragment, cylinder glass (pre 1864)
1 potash/soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
8 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
2 soda windowpane fragments, crown glass (pre 1853)
1 potash/lime soda windowpane fragment, heavily worn
1 clear drawer handle/bottle stopper (?), 5 cm diameter, ground top, brass and cork (?) base, pressed
1 unidentified clear glass fragment

Metal
1 cast iron fragment, listed as shovel handle hardware fragment
2 wire 30d nails (post 1890)
2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
30 grams oyster shell fragments
1 bone fragment
1 dry cell carbon battery fragment

Trench 4, East Block, General Surface Collection (FS 6)
Ceramics
1 bone china sherd, molded decoration, handle fragment (1795-present, Magid 1990)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, handled cup (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, red and green transfer printed

Glass
1 olive amber blackglass squat cylindrical spirits bottle fragment, everted strap lip, freeblown (1690-1750)
2 aqua cylindrical soda bottle fragments, embossed "R" inside triangle on base, Owen's scar, automatic bottle machine (post 1908)
2 clear lead barrel mustard jar fragments, embossed "WAS...CO" on base, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)

Miscellaneous
1 bone fragment

Trench 4 Extended, Block 3, Ap Horizon + Fill Horizon Below (FS 14)
Ceramics
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, hand painted, doll's head
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, underglaze blue hand painted, 1 rim
2 hard paste porcelain sherds (mend), slightly embossed decoration, saucer
2 hard paste porcelain sherds (mend), paneled body, cup/mug
1 bone china sherd, undecorated, cup (1795-present, Magid 1990)
1 pearlware sherd, blue scalloped shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 1 small plate/saucer rim (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
11 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, molded decoration, handle attachment, stained (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1845-1885, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, molded/sprig decoration, grape vine motif, blue wash over embossing
5 whiteware sherds, light blue transfer printed, 1 rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992; 1828-present, Magid 1990)
1 whiteware sherd, light blue transfer printed, floral motif (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992; 1828-present, Magid 1990)
1 whiteware sherd, light blue transfer printed, vermicelli border pattern, rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992; 1828-present, Magid 1990)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, flow blue transfer printed, rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1835-1870, Miller 1992)
1 white salt glazed stoneware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1720-1805, South 1977; 1740-1775, Magid 1990)
1 redware sherd, mottled brown glaze exterior and interior, hollow vessel
1 gray bodied stoneware sherd, brown glazed exterior, possibly ink bottle (1820-1900, South 1977; Miller 1992; Magid 1990)

Glass
1 clear selenium oval/rectangular flask fragment, tapered collared lip, automatic bottle machine (1910-1916)
1 amber cylindrical bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 amber cylindrical pint beer bottle fragment, embossed "R[obert Portner]/"ALEXA"[andria],
automatic bottle machine (1908-1916)
1 light green cylindrical quart beer bottle fragment, embossed "WASHING TO BE SOLD/...MPTLY WHEN EMPTY" above heel, automatic bottle machine (1908-1916)
3 aqua cylindrical quart beer bottle fragments, automatic bottle machine (1908-1916)
1 clear selenium cylindrical soda bottle fragment, embossed "NUGRAPE" on shoulder, automatic bottle machine (1923-1930)
2 clear rectangular 8 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, embossed "O.D." on base, rolled lip, automatic bottle machine (post 1910)
1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment
2 clear frosted goblet base sherds, pressed
1 entire white milk glass 4-hole button, 1.5 cm diameter, pressed
1 entire white milk glass 4-hole button, 1.3 cm diameter, pressed
6 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
2 potash windowpane fragments, crown (pre 1853)
7 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
3 clear sheet glass fragments
1 unidentified clear glass fragment, burned

Metal
4 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
1 Sharp's carbine .52 caliber bullet
1 melted lead fragment
5 brass eyelets
1 strap iron fragment, 5" x 1 1/4" x 1/8"
2 cut 16d nails (post 1790)
6 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
1 wire 30d nail (post 1890)
24 unidentified nail fragments

Miscellaneous
116 grams oyster shell fragments
16 bone fragments, sawed
3 plaster/mortar fragments
3 leather fragments

Block 3, Trench 4 Extended, North End, 7.5' BS, Apb (?) Horizon (FS 18)

Ceramics
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Trench 8, Uncovering Foundation, Artifacts from directly on top of bricks - Fill Horizon (FS 2)

Ceramics
1 refined redware sherd, white interior slip, blue annular decoration on exterior, handle attachment, sugar bowl/mug (1800-1840, Magid 1990)
4 yellowware sherds (2 spalls), undecorated, 2 from flat bottomed vessel (1830-1940, Miller 1992, 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed exterior, brown interior slip, crock base
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, hand painted gilt decoration on interior, hollow vessel
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, overglaze enameled decoration, rim
4 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 2 rims from hollow vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 base from hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, polychrome hand painted, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1860, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, light blue transfer printed, vermicelli like border pattern, rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 hard paste porcelain button inset in copper/brass base, wire eye attachment - 2 cm diameter

Glass
1 dark honey amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1916)
1 entire aqua cylindrical medicinal vial, embossed "MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP/THE ANGLO AMERICAN DRUG CO./SUCCESSORS TO/CURTIS & PERKINS/PROPRIETORS", tooled single banded collared lip, embossed "12" on base, chilled iron mold
1 white milk glass 2-hole button, 1.3 cm diameter, pressed (post 1840)
Metal
1 10d cut nail (post 1790)
1 6d cut nail, bent (post 1790)
1 unidentified nail fragment

Miscellaneous
1 bone fragment
1 hard rubber hair comb (post 1851)
1 carbon battery or carbon arc light fragment

Trench 8 Expanded to 15 x 15', Top of Ab Horizon (FS 1)

Ceramics
1 whiteware sherd, blue shell edge decoration, octagonal/oval platter (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)

Trench 8, General Collection, Fill Horizon (FS 3)

Ceramics
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
1 hard paste porcelain, electric insulator
6 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, gilt hand painted (?)
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, underglaze blue hand painted, 1 slight scalloped rim, Canton 1800-1830, South 1977; 1800-1835, Miller 1992
1 hard paste porcelain, underglaze blue hand painted, geometric/oriental symbol motif, rice bowl
2 refined redware sherds, black glazed exterior and interior, 1 sherd may have had rouletting or engine turning, hollow vessel, Jackfield like
1 refined redware sherd (?), rouletted (?) decoration, hollow vessel, burned
2 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherds, brown salt glazed exterior, clear glazed interior, hollow vessel
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, dark brown glazed interior and exterior, thick, drain/sewer pipe
1 coarse stoneware sherd, rim, burned
1 redware sherd, unglazed exterior, mottled brown glaze on interior
1 redware sherd, cobalt hand painting (?) on exterior, clear glazed interior
1 redware sherd, unglazed exterior and interior, hollow vessel/crock
1 redware spall, dark brown glaze
1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd, tea pot spout (1812-1900, Miller 1992, 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
2 yellowware sherds, white annular with blue dendritic decoration (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1840-1900, Magid 1990)
3 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed, willow pattern, flat vessel (1795-1840, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified green decoration
1 pearlware sherd, brown and green annular decoration, rouletted, hollow vessel (1790-1820, South 1977; 1790-1839, Miller 1992)
4 pearlware sherds, undecorated, 2 from hollow vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, gold annular or hand painted decoration, hollow vessel
1 whiteware/pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed, unidentified motif, flat vessel, worn
7 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, undecorated, plate base (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, cup base (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel, 1 rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1830-1860, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, brown annular decoration, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1875, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, overglaze polychrome decal decoration, floral motif, cup (1890-present, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, light blue transfer printed, unidentifiable pattern (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed, rim from plate/platter, probably willow pattern (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, light blue transfer printed, geometric/cross and dagger border motif, rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, light blue transfer printed, geometric border motif, rim, slightly molded,


plate or saucer (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds (mend), light blue transfer printed, vermicelli like border pattern with floral design, rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone shard, undecorated, plate rim (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone shard, undecorated, hollow vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

Glass

1 green cylindrical spirits bottle fragment, heavily opalized
1 honey amber cylindrical quart liquor bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1916)
1 dark honey amber cylindrical beer bottle fragment, crown cap closure, stained/worn (post 1900)
3 orange amber cylindrical quart liquor or beer bottle fragments, chilled iron mold (1880-1916)
2 orange amber cylindrical bottle fragments, automatic bottle machine (post 1908)
1 very pale aqua square/rectangular medicinal bottle fragment, embossed "...TIN..." on side panel
1 clear lead square/rectangular bottle fragment
1 clear lead square/rectangular bottle fragment, Owen's scar, automatic bottle machine (post 1910)
2 clear lead cylindrical jar fragments, snap top closure, semi-automatic or automatic bottle machine (post 1910)
1 clear round bowl or lid fragment, fire polished lip, freeblown
1 clear manganese stopper, pressed (1880-1915)
1 white milk glass 4-hole button, 1.1 cm diameter, pressed (post 1840)
1 clear and milk glass marble, 1.8 cm diameter, worn/cracked
1 yellow milk glass and clear marble, 1.5 cm diameter, machine made
3 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved
1 red flash sheet glass fragment
3 clear sheet glass fragments
36 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
2 lime soda windowpane fragments, tempered (post 1874)

Metal

1 ferrous metal solid tube connected to a ferrous metal hollow tube, almost like a piston
1 3/4 x 5" ferrous metal pipe fragment
1 brass sheet fragment - 2.6 x 3.2"
1 brass tag, drilled hole, stamped "62" 1.5 x 1.6"
2 cut 16d nails, 1 bent (post 1790)
1 cut 30d nail, bent (post 1790)
1 ferrous metal cutlery handle
1 wire fragments
1 brass .22 caliber cartridge case (post 1846)
1 1953 Lincoln Head penny
1 brass slightly domed flat disc button, wire eye attachment, no boss - 1.8 cm diameter

Miscellaneous

2 thin shell 4-hole buttons - 1 cm diameter
19 bone fragments
53.7 grams oyster shell fragments

Trench 8, Foundation, Uncovering Artifacts Found Southwest of Wall. Fill Horizon (FS 11)

Ceramics

2 hard paste porcelain sherds (mend), undecorated, saucer, 6" diameter
3 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 rim from cup/small bowl (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware shard, blue transfer printed, geometric border motif, circa 10" diameter plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 refined white earthenware shard, unidentified tan/buff decoration
1 pearlware shard, edge embossed, slightly scalloped rim, swag motif with rope border (1800-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992; Magid 1990)

Glass

1 light aqua cylindrical beer bottle fragment, embossed "R./26" on base, post bottom (post 1876)
1 light green cylindrical bottle fragment, applied tapered lip, freeblown (pre 1860)
3 pale aqua oval bottle fragments, stained
1 clear magnesia tumbler fragment, arched panel pattern, acid etched (pre 1860)
5 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
2 clear sheet glass fragments

Miscellaneous
- 0.3 grams oyster shell fragments
- 1 roofing slate fragment

Trench 8, Square 1, Brick Rubble Layer (FS 7)

Ceramics
- 1 whiteware/ironstone sherd, undecorated, burned

Glass
- 5 dark amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, contact mold (1810-1880)
- 1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, worn
- 1 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, shoulder air vent, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
- 1 very pale aqua square/rectangular bottle fragment, worn
- 5 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragments
- 5 clear manganese cylindrical bottle fragments (1880-1915)
- 2 clear manganese square/rectangular bottle fragments, thick (1880-1915)
- 4 clear manganese square/rectangular bottle fragments (1880-1915)
- 1 clear tableware fragment, vertically ribbed, pressed
- 6 unidentified clear glass fragments
- 1 blue, red, yellow and green swirl marble, 1.1 cm diameter, handmade (?)
- 4 clear manganese sheet glass fragments (1880-1915)
- 97 potash windowpane fragments, small (pre 1864)

Metal
- 1 ferrous metal crown cap fragment (post 1892)
- 1 ferrous metal hook/blind hanger
- 4 cut 9d nails (post 1790)
- 2 cut 7d nails, bent and clinched (post 1790)
- 24 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
- 1 wire 4d nail (post 1850)
- 1 1/2" wood screw

Miscellaneous
- 6.1 grams oyster shell fragments
- 2 bone fragments
- 1 plaster/mortar fragment

Trench 8 Extended, Square 1, Level 2 (FS 8)

Ceramics
- 1 redware spall
- 2 whiteware spalls, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, light blue transfer printed, rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
- 1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel, cup or small bowl, burned (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

Glass
- 1 honey amber cylindrical bottle fragment
- 1 clear small cylindrical bottle fragment
- 2 clear manganese cylindrical bottle fragments (1880-1915)
- 1 clear manganese elongated oval, faceted bead, pressed (1880-1915)
- 1 clear faceted bead, pressed
- 1 clear manganese disc bead or button fragment, pressed (1880-1915)
- 23 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
- 9 clear sheet glass fragments
- 4 clear manganese glass fragments (1880-1915)
- 1 clear glass fragments, curved, worn
- 9 unidentified clear glass fragments

Metal
- 2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
- 1 1 1/2" wood screw

Miscellaneous
- 6.1 grams oyster shell fragments
- 1 bone

Trench 8 Extended, Square 1, Level 3 (FS 9)

Ceramics
- 1 refined white earthenware spall
- 2 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
5 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds (mend) blue transfer printed, willow pattern, flat vessel (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, embossed (?) decoration
1 refined redware sherd, black glaze
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, rim, flat vessel

**Glass**
1 olive amber bottle fragment
3 clear tumbler fragments, arched panel pattern, pressed
7 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
2 clear sheet glass fragments

**Metal**
1 cut 8d nail (post 1790)
2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

**Miscellaneous**
169.8 grams oyster shell fragments
28 bone fragments
2 cinders

### 5 x 5' Southwest of Trench 8, Fill Horizon (FS 12)

**Ceramics**
1 refined white earthenware sherd, undecorated, burned
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed, willow pattern (1795-1840, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, slightly embossed rim, everted rim, bowl (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1845-1885, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified overglaze polychrome decoration
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, lid, to large vessel such as a tureen (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, overglaze polychrome decal, floral motif, embossed rim, gilt rim band (1890-present, Miller 1992)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, overglaze gilt lettering, Old English script, slightly embossed rim, cup (?)
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glaze, hollow vessel
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Bristol slipped exterior and interior, black printed lettering "...MAD.R/BVE..."

**Glass**
1 clear manganese oval/rectangular whiskey flask fragment, tooled tapered collar lip, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
1 clear manganese cylindrical whiskey bottle fragment, tooled tapered collar lip, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
1 amber cylindrical beer bottle fragment, crown cap closure, automatic bottle machine (1908-1916)
2 olive amber cylindrical beer bottle fragments, turn mold (1887-1916)
3 very pale aqua cylindrical beer bottle fragments, tooled crown cap closure, chilled iron mold (1900-1916)
1 light green beer or soda bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 entire clear manganese cylindrical 3 oz. medicinal pill bottle, rolled lip, Arbogast mold (1893-1915)
1 clear manganese medicinal bottle fragment, tooled rolled lip, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
1 clear manganese rectangular medicinal or extract bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
1 clear manganese small rectangular medicinal or extract bottle fragment, embossed "DD' on base, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
1 clear manganese cylindrical bottle fragment, post bottom, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
2 clear manganese rectangular/multi-sided bottle fragments, chilled iron mold (?) (1880-1915)
2 unidentified clear manganese glass fragments (1880-1915)

**Miscellaneous**
1 bone fragment

### Trench 8 Expanded (FS 13)

**Glass**
1 red flash glass fragment, curved
2 clear sheet glass fragments, crazed
Block 2, Backdirt from Excavating Well (FS 156)

Metal
1 horseshoe, from large work horse

Block 2, Basement, Southwest Corner, 2.5 x 2.5', Sample Screening Under Herringbone Pattern Brick, Level 1 (FS 146)

Glass
1 clear cylindrical soda (?) bottle fragment, contact mold (pre 1880)
1 potash mirror fragment (pre 1864)
2 clear sheet glass fragments

Metal
1 cut nail fragment (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
5.4 grams oyster shell fragments
2 rodent jaws
1 bone fragment

Block 2, Basement, Southwest Corner, 2.5 x 2.5', Sample Screening Under Herringbone Pattern Brick, Level 2, Sandy Soil (FS 134)

Ceramics
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, overglaze polychrome enameled, floral (?) motif, bowl rim
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, black overglaze enameled, rim, China Trade (?)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
1 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 olive amber (?) cylindrical bottle fragment, opalized
1 very pale aqua cylindrical (?) bottle fragment
8 potash and soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 unidentified clear glass fragment, curved

Metal
2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
1 bone fragment

Block 2, Basement, Southwest Corner, 2.5 x 2.5', Sample Screening Under Herringbone Pattern Brick, Level 3, Clay (FS 145)

Ceramics
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, black overglaze enameled, rim, China Trade (?)
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Metal
1 cut nail fragment (post 1790)

Block 2, N260E175, Builders Trench on South of East-West Trending Wall (FS 87)

Metal
2 unidentified nail fragments

Miscellaneous
1 wood fragment, unmodified

Block 2, N270E195, Interface Fill/Apb Horizons (FS 138)

Ceramics
6 terra cotta/redware flower pot fragments, large, folded and crimped lip and combed decoration (1790-1810?, Magid 1990)

Block 2, N270E205, Fill above Apb Horizon (FS 162)

Glass
1 clear selenium globular lantern globe fragment, ground lip (circa 1910)
1 entire white milk glass 4-hole sew through button - 1.1 cm diameter, pressed
1 entire white milk glass 4-hole sew through button - 1.6 cm diameter, pressed

Metal
5.8 grams brick fragments
1 slate pencil fragment

Block 2, N270E205, N270E195, Apb Horizon (FS 100)

Ceramics
3 hard paste porcelain sherds, 2 from flat vessel
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, possible overglaze enameled, flat vessel
1 redware sherd, mottled brown glazed interior and exterior, bowl base
1 creamware sherd, undecorated, plate, base (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
9 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue slightly scalloped shell edge, flat vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed, rim, hollow vessel (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)

**Glass**
1 olive amber cylindrical spirits bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
1 unidentified clear glass fragment, thin, blown, curved

**Miscellaneous**
6.7 grams oyster shell fragments

**Block 2, N280E175, Very Sandy Clay Fill, Northwest Section of Unit (FS 121)**

**Ceramics**
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)

**Glass**
1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)

**Block 2, N280E175, Apb Horizon, Northwest Section of Unit, Between Features 46, 47, 55 and 179 (FS 126)**

**Ceramics**
2 pearlware sherds, underglaze blue hand painted, 1 from cup or tea bowl (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)
4 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)

**Glass**
1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)

**Miscellaneous**
1 glazed brick fragment
1 gram oyster shell fragments
1.7 grams plaster/mortar fragments
1 vulcanized rubber fragment (post 1839)

**Block 2, N280E175, Apb Horizon, Inside Wall (FS 129)**

**Ceramics**
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)

**Glass**
1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
2 clear sheet glass fragment

**Miscellaneous**
1 gram oyster shell fragments
1.7 grams plaster/mortar fragments
1 vulcanized rubber fragment (post 1839)

**Block 2, N280E175, Apb Horizon, Outside Wall (FS 128)**

**Ceramics**
1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)

**Glass**
2 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)
2 unidentified clear glass fragments

**Metal**
1 cut nail fragment (post 1790)
3 unidentified nail fragments

**Miscellaneous**
6 grams oyster shell fragments
1.3 grams brick fragments
25.5 grams mortar fragments

**Block 2, N280E185, North Half Bounded by Baulk and Brick Walls, Apb Horizon (FS 141)**

**Miscellaneous**
6 rib bones, sawed

**Block 2, N280E185, E Horizon**

**Glass**
1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
1 unidentified clear glass fragment
Block 2, 4.5 x 3' Unit Along East Wall of Basement (Interior) (FS 127)

Ceramics
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, hollow vessel
1 pearlware sherd, green scallped shell edge, standard type, circa 8.9" plate (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)

Glass
4 green blackglass square/rectangular liquor bottle fragments, contact mold (1810-1860)
1 cylindrical bottle fragment, opalized
3 dark honey amber square/rectangular bottle fragments, contact mold (1810-1880)
2 honey amber square/rectangular bottle fragments, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 light aqua bottle fragment
1 clear tableware fragment, unidentified pattern, stippled background, curved, pressed
6 potash and soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 unidentified clear glass fragment, curved
1 clear sheet glass fragment

Metal
1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment
8 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
1 coal fragment
7 bone fragments
1 rodent tooth
1 egg shell fragment
16.1 grams mortar fragments

Block 2, Surface Collection Near N230E185 (FS 124)

Ceramics
1 pearlware sherd, brown hand painted, cup
2 white ware sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, probably willow pattern, flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, saucer, partial unidentifiable black printed maker's mark (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 green cylindrical liquor bottle fragment
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)

Block 2, Basement, North Wall Entrance, 3.4' x 2', Sample Screening Under Basement Floor, Level 1 (FS 152)

Glass
10 potash and soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
2 clear sheet glass fragments
2 magnesia/manganese (?) sheet glass fragments

Metal
1 cut nail fragment (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
1.7 grams oyster shell fragments
2.2 grams mortar fragments

Block 2, Basement Floor, Sample 3.4 x 2', Screening Under Floor, Level 2, Sandy Level (FS 148)

Ceramics
9 whiteware sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
7 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)

Metal
3 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

Block 2, Well Inside Basement, Black Gooey Coal Layer (FS 143)

Ceramics
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

Glass
5 clear oval banded flask fragments, chilled iron mold (1880-1916)
5 clear square/rectangular bottle fragments, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
9 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)
2 clear sheet glass fragments, crown (pre 1853)

**Metal**
1 ferrous metal barrel or keg band fragment

**Block 2, Sandy Silty Soil in Well (FS 132)**

**Glass**
1 clear non-lead container/lamp chimney fragment (?), ground lip, molded (pre 1910)
2 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
2 clear sheet glass fragments

**Metal**
3 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
1 ferrous metal bolt fragment

**Block 3, East Wall Profile (FS 58)**

1 brass Union Infantry (General Services) officer's button, unidentifiable stamping on back, inadvertently broken in lab

**Block 3, West Extension, Sample 2 x 2' Screening of Apb Horizon, East of Feature 142 (FS 84)**

**Ceramics**
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
1 refined white earthenware sherd, brown decoration, probably annular, engine turned
1 redware sherd, mottled brown glaze
1 redware sherd, dark brown/black glazed interior and exterior
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glaze
1 refined redware sherd, clear glazed, handle fragment (1800-1840, Magid 1990)
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, slightly burned (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, light blue transfer printed, slightly burned (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, slightly burned (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)
21 refined white earthenware sherds, undecorated, burned, 1 handle fragment
2 refined white earthenware sherds, blue transfer printed, 1 rim, burned
1 refined white earthenware sherd, blue scalloped shell edge, burned
1 refined white earthenware sherd, green scalloped shell edge, burned
1 refined white earthenware sherd, brown (?) rim band, hollow vessel, burned

**Glass**
8 clear cylindrical bottle fragments, chemically stained
1 clear bottle fragment
5 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 clear sheet glass fragment

**Metal**
1 cut 20d nail (post 1790)
4 unidentified nail fragments

**Miscellaneous**
6 bone fragments
23.5 grams oyster shell fragments
1 coal fragment

**Block 3, West Extension, Ashy Layer, 10 Feet Northwest of Feature 142 (FS 69)**

**Ceramics**
3 yellowware sherds (mend), undecorated, jardiniere or flower pot, blue printed maker's mark, made by Philadelphia City Pottery (J.E. Jeffords) of Philadelphia, PA, circa 1868 (Kovel and Kovel 1986:150)
3 yellowware sherds, undecorated, large bowl (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
1 white/buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Bristol slip (?), bottle
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, flat vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, large basin or bowl rim (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, partial black printed maker's mark, lion and unicorn made by Willets Manufacturing Co., Trenton, N.J. ca. 1879-1884 (Kovel and Kovel 1986:14)
Metal
1 silver plated ferrous metal serving spoon, stamped on back "STERLING SIL. PLT. CO."
1 sheet iron fragment, thin, 5 1/2 x 5 1/2"

Block 3, West Extension, Trench Running Northwest from Feature 142 (FS 68)
Ceramics
1 yellowware sherd, undecorated (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)

Glass
16 dark honey amber square liquor bottle fragments, applied double collared lip, diagonal mold seam on base, contact mold

Block 3, West Extension, Gray Soil Southwest of Feature 142 (FS 70)
Metal
4 ferrous metal mule shoes

Block 3, Basement From Gaps in Brick Floor and from Under Brick Floor, From West Wall Projection, Center (FS 133)
Ceramics
2 pearlware sherds (mend), undecorated, flat vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Block 3, Basement Fill, General Collection (No FS)
Ceramics
4 ironstone sherds, undecorated, saucer, partial black printed maker's mark - "...ENT IRONSTON."
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, plate (1830-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 amber blackglass spirits bottle fragment
3 light aqua oval bottle/flask fragments, stained
1 clear sheet glass fragment

Metal
2 ferrous metal half round rail pieces, 3 cm diameter, 56.5 cm long, 14.5 cm wide
1 ferrous metal half round rail piece, 2.8 cm diameter, 39.5 cm long
1 ferrous metal railroad spike
1 large ferrous metal bolt
1 ferrous metal wedge
1 ferrous metal heavy duty brace or coupling with 3 nuts and bolts
1 ferrous metal forge tong fragment, bent handle end
1 ferrous metal special purpose forge tool, hole through handle end
1 ferrous metal bar, 21 cm long, bent

Miscellaneous
1 coal fragment
133.4 grams clam shell fragments
4 marble slabs, 13. cm wide x 2.5 cm thick
1 leather man's high top boot, square toe, circa 26 cm long, hole in sole

Block 3, Basement, General Collection, From Gaps in Brick Floor, Southern End (FS 135)
Ceramics
1 whiteware sherd, blue sponge (?) decoration
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 clear sheet glass fragment

Block 3, North Extension, Backhoe Trench Down Slope, Apb Horizon (FS 63)
Ceramics
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, hollow vessel
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, hollow vessel, burned
1 redware sherd, unglazed exterior, brown glazed interior, hollow vessel
1 yellowware sherd, undecorated 91830-1900, Miller 1992; Magid 1990)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
5 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, undecorated, cup rim (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, undecorated, plate (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated, plate or platter (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, polychrome hand painted, hollow vessel (1795-1815, South 1977; 1780-1835, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, hollow vessel (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, cup or small bowl
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, flat vessel

**Metal**
1 unidentified nail fragment
1 cut 10d nail (post 1790)

**Miscellaneous**
1 glazed/burned brick fragment
1 bone fragment

**Block 3, Brick Level, 4.8’ BS, North End of Trench (FS 19)**

**Ceramics**
2 creamware sherds (mend), undecorated, hollow vessel (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, polychrome hand painted, floral motif, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1860, Miller 1992)

**Glass**
1 amber blackglass cylindrical standard spirits bottle fragment, rough pontil, freeblown (1834-1860)
1 orange amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1860)

**Block 3, Brick Layer, 5.0’ BS (FS 15)**

**Ceramics**
4 opaque porcelain/ironstone sherds (mend), paneled, green rim band, handled cup (post 1880, Magid 1990)

**Block 3, North End, 6.0’ BS (FS 16)**

**Ceramics**
1 whiteware sherd, light blue transfer printed, floral border motif, circa 9” plate (1820-1900+, South 1777; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)

**Block 3, 18’ from North End, 6’ BS (FS 17)**

**Ceramics**
1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd, cup rim (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)

**Glass**
2 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)

**Block 3, Yellow Clay Fill below Brick Rubble above B2 Horizon, 19-20’ along Block, 7-7.5’ BS (FS 22)**

**Ceramics**
3 whiteware sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
4 whiteware sherds (2 spalls), flow blue transfer printed, plate or platter (1820-1900+, South 1777; 1835-1870, Miller 1992)
2 American Rockingham/Bennington sherds, hollow vessel, 1 base (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)

**Glass**
6 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)

**Metal**
1 brass or copper butterfly nut
1 silver plated thimble, stamped decoration on base, stamped “P” at base, crownless, .75” diameter

**Block 3, Yellow Clay Fill below Brick Rubble above B2 Horizon, 19-20’ along Block, 7-7.5’ BS (FS 22)**

**Miscellaneous**
2 leather shoe fragments

**Block 3, Black Fill with Brick Rubble (large pit feature), South End of Block, East Extension, Sample (FS 23)**

**Ceramics**
2 coarse stoneware sherds, brown glazed, sewer/drain pipe fragments
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glaze, hollow vessel, probably bottle
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, Canton, 1800-1830, South 1977; 1800-1835, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, bowl rim (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, handled cup/mug (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
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3 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, mulberry transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 clear manganese rectangular flask fragments (pre 1916)
1 aqua cylindrical pint beer bottle fragment, embossed "REGISTERED" above heel, "A.B.G.M. CO/2" on base, post bottom, chilled iron mold (1886-1928)
1 clear manganese cylindrical olive/onion bottle, embossed ring around shoulder and heel, chilled iron mold or automatic bottle machine
1 amber cylindrical bottle fragment, worn
1 dark honey amber cylindrical beer (?) bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1916)
1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, cup mold, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 clear manganese cylindrical bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (1910-1915)

Metal
2 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
2 unidentified nail fragments

Block 3, North/Northwest Wall Profile (FS 59)

Ceramics
2 creamware sherds, undecorated, flat vessel (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Block 3, East Wall, Apb Horizon (FS 53)

Ceramics
2 whiteware sherds, light blue transfer printed, 1 rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, single red hand painted line
2 whiteware sherds, polychrome hand painted, 1 broad floral motif, 1 fine line floral motif (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1860, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware spall, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated, flat vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 creamware (?) sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Metal
1 unidentified nail fragment

Block 3, Basement Fill, Fill 1 Horizon (FS 130)

Glass
1 amber cylindrical half pint beer bottle fragment, tooled crown lip, cup mold, chilled iron mold (1898-1916)
1 entire clear manganese rectangular medicinal bottle, tooled rolled lip, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
1 clear manganese cylindrical quart dairy bottle fragment, embossed "B 9/10" inside "B" on base, chilled iron mold (post 1908)
1 clear hourglass cylindrical culinary bottle fragment, embossed "J. HEINZ CO/PATENTED" on base, tooled tapered collared lip, chilled iron mold
1 clear manganese cylindrical quart bottle fragment, cup mold, contact mold (circa 1880)
6 clear manganese cylindrical quart bottle fragments, three section mold (1880-1910)

Metal
1 ferrous metal spoked wheel - 7.3 cm diameter

Basement Fill (Black) (FS 82)

Ceramics
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glaze, tile or drain pipe
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, saucer (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

Glass
2 aqua cylindrical half pint medicinal bottle fragments, cup mold, contact mold (1860-1880)
1 unidentified clear glass fragment, curved

Metal
1 1/2" x 6" bolt fragment
1 1/2" x 1/16" x 11" strap iron fragment
1 brass oil lamp burner
2 unidentified ferrous metal fragments

Miscellaneous
1 pig tooth
4 leather glove fragments, fine machine stitching, small scalloped cuff
**Basement Fill, Tan Sandy Fill (FS 115)**

**Glass**
1. entire clear tubular medicinal bottle, embossed "E99" in diamond on base, rolled lip, automatic bottle machine (1910-1913)
2. ruby red cylindrical lantern globe fragment, paste mold (post 1892)

**Metal**
1. brass stirrup
3. unidentified nail fragments
1. 1/4" x 4" ferrous metal bolt and washer
1. 1/2" x 6" ferrous metal bolt and washer
1. 4" ferrous metal log bolt
1. 8" rolled ferrous metal rod
1. 8" x 1/2" ferrous metal bolt and nut
1. ferrous metal nut with washer

**Miscellaneous**
6. leather glove fragments, fine machine stitching

**Basement Fill, Block 3, Sandy Fill under Black Fill and Brick Rubble on top of Brick Floor (FS 116)**

**Ceramics**
1. pearlware sherd, brown hand painted, bowl or cup rim

**Glass**
1. entire hourglass mustard bottle fragment, tooled single banded collared lip, chilled iron mold (1880s)
1. potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)

**Metal**
4. cut nail fragments (post 1790)
2. wire spikes (post 1890)

**Basement, Brick Rubble (FS 83)**

**Ceramics**
1. terra cotta/redware sherd, flower pot base
2. ironstone sherds, undecorated, plate rims -1 from 8 inch plate, 1 from 10 inch plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

**Glass**
1. amber rectangular flask fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1916)
1. clear selenium cylindrical pint soda or beer bottle fragment, embossed "D.S/RHODE ISLAND AV. & 7TH ST. N.W./WASHINGTON, D.C./REGISTERED" "THIS BOTTLE NOT TO BE SOLD" on reverse heel
1. clear square/rectangular bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (post 1910)
1. clear manganese square/rectangular bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
2. aqua cylindrical soda or beer bottle fragments, automatic bottle machine (post 1908)

**Metal**
2. brass discs with chains, embossed with human profile and Greek lettering, possibly belt or lamp part
3. unidentified nail fragments
1. unidentified ferrous metal fragment, possibly knife tip (?)

**Block 5, North/south Trench Associated with Wooden Boxed Pipe (FS 37)**

**Ceramics**
1. kaolin pipe stem fragment, molded decoration
1. ironstone sherd, embossed decoration, rope motif with circular panel below, green tinted, hollow vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1850-1870, Miller 1992)

**Metal**
1. brass sheet/scrap fragment
1. unidentified nail fragment

**Block 5, North/south Trench, South, General Provenience, Fill Level, South End (FS 21)**

**Ceramics**
1. gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glazed, handle

**Block 5, North/south Trench (FS 20)**

**Miscellaneous**
1. carbon fragment, from carbon arc light

**Block 5, Hardpan to North of Track (FS 42)**

**Ceramics**
1. whiteware sherd, undecorated, stained, plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

---
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Glass

2 puce barrel bitters bottle fragments, embossed "Bourbon's WHISKEY"/Bitters", refired pontil, contact mold (early 1860s)
7 pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragments freeblown (pre 1860)

Block 5, North-South Trench (FS 26)

Glass
1 entire clear cylindrical 6 oz. medicinal bottle, embossed "1" in diamond on base, single banded collared lip, automatic bottle machine (1910-1929)

Block 5, Pipe F (FS 28)

Glass
1 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, etched/worn

Block 5, IF (FS 25)

Glass
1 amber oval banded flask fragment, tooled double collared lip, no air vents (1870s)

Block 5, 30', Elevation 7.70', I.H. 5.23 (FS 29)

Ceramics
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, bowl base, probably serving bowl (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Block 5, Fill (FS 41)

Glass
1 aqua cylindrical pint beer bottle fragment, embossed "ARLINGTON BOTTLING CO., WASHINGTON, D.C." around "TRADE/A.B.CO./MARK/REGISTERED", Owen's scar, automatic bottle machine
1 amber cylindrical pint beer bottle fragment, embossed "ROBERT PORTNER BREWING CO./ALEXANDRIA, VA." around "TRADE/TIVOLI/MARK" inside diamond, crown cap closure, Owen's scar, automatic bottle machine (1908-1916)

Block 6, Surface Collection After Rain (FS 43)

Ceramics
7 whiteware sherds (mend), blue transfer printed, willow pattern, platter (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
3 ironstone sherds, paneled, saucer (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1855, Miller 1992)

Block 6, West Edge of Stepped Floor

Ceramics
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel
Metal
3 wrought 40d nails
8 wrought nail fragments, large, heavy

Block 6, North Side on Wooden Wall, 6' below

Ceramics
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 refined redware sherd, black glaze, basal sherd form hollow vessel
Metal
2 unidentified ferrous metal fragments

Block 6, Trench B, Clay/Brick Layer Above Boards

Ceramics
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, overglaze polychrome hand painted, floral motif, blue underglaze rim band, saucer
2 whiteware sherds (mend), flow blue transfer printed, 9 inch plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1835-1870, Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds (mend) blue transfer printed, willow pattern, octagonal platter (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, scalloped rim, 8-9 inch plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
2 late pearlware/early whiteware sherds, undecorated
1 pearlware sherd, polychrome hand painted (1795-1815, South 1977; 1780-1835, Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds (mend), green scalloped shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 dark honey amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, improved pontil, contact mold (1810-1860)
1 honey amber blackglass square/rectangular liquor bottle fragment, embossed "OL...", contact mold (1850s)
1 green cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1860)
1 clear lead rectangular vegetable dish lid fragment, lacy stippling, fan motif, probably Boston Sandwich, ribbed rim, early pressed (1830-1850s)
1 robin's egg blue opalescent vase/art glass fragment, freeblown

Block 6, Soil Directly Above Wood Floor (FS 45)

Ceramics
2 whitrerwe sherds, blue transfer printed, landscape or romantic motif, partial unidentifiable blue printed maker's mark on base, plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, flow blue decoration, rim, plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
2 potash windowpane fragments, cylinder (pre 1864)
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)

Metal
1 unidentified nail fragment

Block 6, Trench B, Yellow Clay Level above Boards (FS 27) and Trench B, Yellow Clay Level above Boards (FS 34)

Ceramics
4 whiteware sherds (2 mend), blue transfer printed, willow pattern, octagonal platter, maker's mark impressed on base "DRESDEN IRONSTONE CHINA" within a rectangle (Brunt, Bloor, Martin and Company/Potter's Cooperative Company of East Liverpool, Ohio, post 1875/1876, Kovel and Kovel 1986:171, Lehner 1988:60)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, willow pattern, rim, octagonal platter (see marked pieces, FS 27)
2 whiteware/pearlware sherds (mend), green shell edge, flat vessel, stained
1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd, molded decoration, tea/coffee pot spout (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)

Block 6, Interface with Floor Boards (FS 44)

Ceramics
1 ironstone sherd, low embossed decoration (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1850-1870, Miller 1992)
1 redware sherd, unglazed

Metal
1 cut nail fragment (post 1790)

Block 6, Fill Surrounding Feature 60 (FS 74)

Ceramics
2 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed, probably willow pattern, platter (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)

Glass
3 amber blackglass cylindrical spirits bottle fragments, freeblown (pre 1860)

Block 6, Brown and Red Fills Above Orange-Yellow Fill at South Central Side of Feature 60 (FS 46)

Ceramics
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)

Miscellaneous
14 bone fragments, possibly chicken

Block 6, Brown Fill Above Orange-Yellow Fill At South Central Side of Feature 60, Above Elevated Portion of Feature (FS 47)

Ceramics
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed, hollow vessel
2 yellowware sherds, undecorated (1830-1900, Miller 1992; Magid 1992)
2 yellowware sherds, white slip on rim, flat vessel (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1992)
1 yellowware sherd, hollow vessel with strap handle, white slipped decoration near handle, probably annular, probably chamber pot (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed, 1 floral motif, 1 unidentified motif (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue edge decoration, flat vessel
2 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed, 1 cup or small bowl rim (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 soft paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, cup

Glass
2 aqua small multi-sided medicinal bottle fragments, contact mold (1845-1880)
1 clear magnesia five-sided tumbler fragment, rough pontil, pressed (1850s)

Miscellaneous
1 bone fragment, sawed

Block 10, Midden Collection (FS 315)

Ceramics
3 gray bodied coarse stoneware drain or sewer tile fragments
11 refined white earthenware sherds, undecorated, burned
2 refined white earthenware sherds, blue rim band, burned
3 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, violet transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, black transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
1 creamware sherd, beaded rim, slightly burned
1 redware sherd, brown glazed
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated

Glass
4 dark honey amber square/rectangular liquor/gin/bitters bottle fragments, freeblown (?)
5 clear cylindrical bottle fragments, chilled iron mold (post 1880)
1 amber bottle fragment, degraded
11 aqua threadless telegraph insulator fragments, embossed "LEFFERT", contact mold (post 1847)
42 pale aqua threadless telegraph insulator fragments, embossed "..EST../..NY..", contact mold (1865-1866)
2 green telegraph insulator fragments, contact mold
11 aqua threadless telegraph insulator fragments, contact mold
38 peacock threadless telegraph insulator fragments, contact mold
6 peacock threadless telegraph insulator fragments, umbrella skirt, contact mold
12 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
3 clear sheet glass fragments
17 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved

Metal
6 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
6 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
10 coal fragments
1 wood fragment
1 tooth
1 bone fragment
33.5 grams oyster shell fragments

Block 10, Midden Collection (FS 316)

Ceramics
1 kaolin pipe bowl fragment
5 refined white earthenware sherds, undecorated, burned
2 refined white earthenware sherds, unidentified blue decoration, burned
1 refined white earthenware sherd, blue painted shell edge, burned
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware (?) sherd, green scalloped shell edge
1 redware sherd, brown glazed interior and exterior, hollow vessel
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted

Glass
2 amber cylindrical bottle fragments, opalized
1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, embossed ".L.O..", opalized
1 pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold or automatic bottle machine (post 1880)
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12 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
4 clear sheet glass fragments

**Metal**
1 ferrous metal and wood cutlery or utensil handle
1 wrought 7d nail, rosehead
14 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

**Miscellaneous**
282.5 grams amorphous, calcium carbonate fragments
262.5 grams oyster shell fragments
5 bone fragments
2.8 grams brick fragments
1 slate fragment
1 leather fragment, shoe

**Block 10, Interface of Midden and Railroad Fill, 3' Below Ground Surface, General Collection (FS 314)**

**Ceramics**
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware, brown salt glazed drain or sewer tile fragment
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
6 refined white earthenware sherds, undecorated, burned
2 refined white earthenware sherds, undecorated, stained
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 1 rim (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, polychrome hand painted, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1860, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, orange and brown annular decoration, rim, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1875, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, brown annular decoration, geometric (checkerboard) pattern, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1875, Miller 1992)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated
3 creamware sherds, undecorated, 1 flat vessel base, 1 rim, 1 burned (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 redware sherd, mottled brown glazed on interior and exterior, hollow vessel
1 redware sherd, mottled brown glaze

**Glass**
2 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, opalized
4 clear rectangular/oval liquor flask fragments, embossed "HERN..52 395/0-126/2 TM™/5" on base, duraglas, automatic bottle machine (1952)
1 dark citron cylindrical bottle fragment, degraded
1 aqua multi-sided (?) bottle fragment, contact mold (1840s-1880)
3 pale aqua cylindrical beer or soda (?) bottle fragments, contact mold (1870s-1880s)
1 light green cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold or automatic bottle machine (post 1880)
1 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, opalized
4 red cased drugstore/merchant display jar & lid fragments (?), curved ground lip on lid, cased
7 clear globular lantern globe fragments, ground lip, ground base, pressed/molded
2 aqua "pilgrim hat" threadless telegraph insulator fragments, contact mold (post 1847)
2 peacock "Laffers hook" threadless telegraph insulator fragments, contact mold (1849-1869)
3 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 clear sheet glass fragment
4 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved

**Metal**
2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

**Miscellaneous**
1 bone fragment
1 leather fragment
1 slate pencil fragment

**Block 10, Interface Between Railroad Fill and Second Midden**

**Miscellaneous**
1 leather boot/shoe fragment, row of oval holes with fine machine stitching along edge
1 leather boot/shoe sole fragment, double row of machine stitching

**Block 11, Trench 7, Apb Horizon, East Wall (FS 393)**

**Ceramics**
10 hard paste porcelain sherds, underglaze blue hand painted, Chinoiserie motif, large bowl (?), 4 sherds are scalloped rim which may or may not belong to same vessel, Canton (1800-1830, South 1977; 1800-1835, Miller 1992)
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, 2 parallel engine turned lines, jar/jug
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 buff bodied coarse earthenware sherd, salt glazed, lid (?)

Glass
1 light aqua cylindrical pint bottle fragment, applied single banded collared lip, contact mold (1810-1880)

Block 11, Old Trench 7, Ap Horizon (FS 399)

Ceramics
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, 2 parallel engine turned lines, jar/jug
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 buff bodied coarse earthenware sherd, salt glazed, lid (?)

Glass
1 light aqua cylindrical pint bottle fragment, applied single banded collared lip, contact mold (1810-1880)

Northeast bisecion of Feature 129, E Level in Profile (FS 38)

Ceramics
1 redware sherd, white slipped, clear glazed
1 pearlware sherd, brown and green annular decoration, engine turned (1790-1820, South 1977; 1790-1839, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed, 1 from flat vessel (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, flow blue decoration (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1835-1870, Miller 1992)
1 Pratt ware sherd, molded decoration, polychrome hand painted, crenellated rim (1790-1820, Magid 1990)

Glass
1 olive amber cylindrical spirits bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 pale aqua circa 6 oz. bottle fragment

Ceramics
1 refined white earthenware sherd, blue transfer printed, probably willow pattern, rim, burned

Area around Trench 16, Midden (?), Dark Gray Soil (FS 24)

Ceramics
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment

Glass
4 aqua cylindrical 5 oz. bottle fragments, three section mold (1821-1880)
2 clear lead cylindrical bottle fragments, rough pontil, freeblown (1820-1860)
1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
2 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved, stained black

Trench 16, East End, Ab Horizon Interface Beneath Fill

Ceramics
1 gray stoneware stacker/fire bar

Glass
3 aqua Pilgrim Hat telegraph insulator fragments, embossed "LEFFER"[ts], threadless (1847-1860s)
1 lime green telegraph insulator fragment, threadless (1850-1860s)
1 peacock Leffert's Hook telegraph insulator fragment, (ca. 1849)
1 green blackglass Pilgrim Hat telegraph insulator fragments, embossed "LITTLES", threadless (1846-1850s)

No Provenience

Metal
1 cast iron, embossed leg with attachment plate, sewing machine (?)
BLOCK 1
Feature 83, North of Building, Associated with Foundation (FS 351)

Ceramics
4 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 from plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue shell edge, plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, transfer printed, flat vessels (1795-1840, South 1977; 1781-1830, Miller 1992)
1 redware sherd, black glazed, hollow vessel
1 refined redware sherd, black glazed, embossed, hollow vessel (1800-1840, Magid 1990)

Glass
1 citron cylindrical brandy/wine bottle fragments, rough pontil with kick up, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 amber cylindrical bottle fragment
1 amber cylindrical beer bottle fragment, embossed "CHRISTIAN MOERLIN BREWING CO./CINCINNATI." around "M" inside crown monogram, chilled iron mold (1880-1918)
1 aqua cylindrical beer (?) bottle fragment, unidentified embossing, post bottom
1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
1 arsenic windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
1 clear sheet glass fragment

Metal
1 cut nail fragment (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
1 coal fragment
12 bone fragments
1 egg shell fragment
1 soft rubber square with triangular attachment

Feature 86, South Half (FS 395)

Ceramics
1 yellowware sherd, undecorated (1830-1940, Miller 1992, 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
1 buff and gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, cobalt hand painted and salt glazed exterior, hollow vessel, American Blue and Gray (1775-1900, Miller 1992)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, overglaze enameled shadow
1 refined white earthenware sherd, undecorated, burned
3 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
4 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+ South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue color glaze
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified green edge decoration
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
1 dark amber oval flask fragment, blown pattern mold (1818-1860)
19 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 unidentified clear glass fragment

Metal
9 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
7 unidentified nail fragments
3 unidentified ferrous metal fragments

Miscellaneous
3 coal fragments
4 bone fragments
22 grams oyster shell fragments

Block 1, Feature 86, West Half (FS 396)

Metal
6 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
5 unidentified nail fragments
1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment, possibly can

Miscellaneous
2 coal fragments
7 bone fragments
27.5 grams oyster shell fragments
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1.3 grams plaster fragments

Block 1, Feature 86, West Half (FS 397)

Ceramics

1 refined white earthenware spall
4 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
4 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)
4 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, geometric border pattern, plate or saucer (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 redware sherd, black glazed interior and exterior
1 buff paste coarse earthenware sherd, brown glazed interior and exterior

Glass

1 citron cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, worn
1 amber cylindrical (logs?) bottle fragment (bitters?), contact mold (1850s-1880)
1 olive amber bottle fragment
1 clear square/rectangular bottle fragment, contact mold (1818-1880)
26 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
8 unidentified clear glass fragments

Miscellaneous

2 clinkers
9 bone fragments
8 grams oyster shell fragments
7.7 grams brick fragments
1.1 grams mortar fragments

Feature 129, Northeast Bisection (FS 33)

Glass

1 clear cylindrical soda bottle fragment, swirled ribbing, crown cap closure, automatic bottle machine (post 1926)

Block 1, Feature 231, Level 1, Cap Under Rock (FS 303)

Ceramics

1 redware sherd, unglazed, rim, hollow vessel
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated
1 refined white earthenware sherd, burned
6 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, undecorated, perforated spout fragment (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
6 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed, floral motif, 2 from flat vessel (1 rim), 1 lid finial fragment (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1840, Miller 1992)
6 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
5 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 2 from flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1813-1900, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

Glass

1 amber cylindrical bottle fragment, worn
2 orange amber cylindrical bottle fragments, worn
1 green bottle fragment
1 citron bottle fragment
2 light olive green cylindrical bottle fragments, worn
1 aqua small cylindrical baking soda bottle fragment, embossed [R]"UMFO"[rd's], single banded collared lip (post 1867)
1 aqua bottle fragment, worn
1 clear arsenic (?) cylindrical bottle fragment
1 clear square/rectangular bottle fragment, chilled iron mold or automatic bottle machine (post 1880)
2 clear lead tumbler fragments, paneled, pressed
1 potash mirror fragment (pre 1864)
22 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
3 potash windowpane fragments, cylinder (pre 1864)
4 lime soda windowpane fragments, tempered (post 1874)
2 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
2 clear manganese sheet glass fragments (1880-1915)
1 peacock sheet glass fragment
5 clear sheet glass fragments
15 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved
4 unidentified clear manganese glass fragments (1880-1915)
1 unidentified clear glass fragment, heat melted

**Metal**
- 1 1 x 2" strap iron fragment
- 2 cut 9d nails (post 1790)
- 5 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
- 12 unidentified nail fragments

**Miscellaneous**
- 2 coal fragments
- 6 bone fragments
- 82.9 grams oyster shell fragments
- 1 blue glass slag fragment

**Block 1, N40E130, Level 2, Feature 231 (FS 306)**

**Ceramics**
- 1 refined redware sherd, clear glaze, handle fragment (1800-1840, Magid 1990)
- 1 yellowware sherd, undecorated (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
- 1 redware sherd, brown glazed interior and exterior
- 1 refined white earthenware sherd, burned
- 4 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 5 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed, floral pattern, plate (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
- 1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 soft paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, rim

**Glass**
- 2 dark citron cylindrical (?) bottle fragments
- 1 clear tumbler fragment, paneled, pressed
- 1 clear lead tumbler or bottle base fragment (post 1818)
- 11 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
- 3 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
- 3 clear sheet glass fragments
- 1 unidentified clear glass fragment, curved

**Metal**
- 1 lead fragment
- 1 brass wheel with gears, possibly part of a clock
- 1 small brass bracket with hole in center and two holes on either end
- 3 cut 10d nails (post 1790)
- 2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
- 3 unidentified nail fragments

**Miscellaneous**
- 5 bone fragments, 1 calcined
- 12.8 grams oyster shell fragments
- 23.5 grams brick fragments
- 22.3 grams mortar fragments
- 1 3/8" hard rubber collar/ring (post 1851)

**Block 1, N140E130, Feature 231 (FS 379)**

**Ceramics**
- 1 red earthenware marble - 1.8 cm diameter
- 1 refined white earthenware sherd, undecorated, burned
- 1 refined white earthenware sherd, tan glaze/stained
- 1 refined white earthenware spall, unidentified blue glaze/decoration
- 4 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 6 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 10 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed, plate or saucer (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
- 1 pearlware sherd, green scalloped shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)
- 6 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 saucer, 1 handle fragment (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 2 whiteware sherds, blue shell edge (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)
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3 whiteware sherd s, blue transfer printed, 1 from flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherd s, light blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
3 ironstone sherd s, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
3 hard paste porcelain sherd s, underglaze blue painted
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, molded decoration, plate
2 redware sherd s, unglazed, hollow vessel

Glass
1 white milk glass dome type button fragment, wire eye attachment
1 blue glass marble, opalized and worn - circa 1.7 cm diameter

Glass
5 citron cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, freeblown (pre 1860)
2 very pale aqua bottle fragments
1 light green cylindrical bottle fragment
1 clear tumbler fragment
2 clear lamp chimney fragments, freeblown
1 potash mirror fragment (pre 1864)
43 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 red flash sheet glass fragment
20 unidentified clear glass fragments

Metal
14 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
22 unidentified nail fragments
1 brass flat disc, possibly button - 1.4 cm diameter

Miscellaneous
4 cinders
3 coal fragments
14 bone fragments, 1 calcined
1 egg shell fragment
199 grams mortar fragments
14.6 grams brick fragments
1 roofing slate fragment

Block 1, N40E140, Feature 232 (FS 311)

Ceramics
1 refined white earthenware sherd, stained

Miscellaneous
15.2 grams brick fragments
2 coal fragments
1.1 grams oyster shell fragments

Block 1, N 40E140, Feature 233 (FS 310)

Ceramics
1 kaolin pipe bowl fragment
1 pearlware sherd, brown annular decoration, hollow vessel (1790-1820, South 1977; 1790-1839, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)

Metal
11 unidentified nail fragments
1 brass tack fragment

Miscellaneous
14 bone fragments

Block 1, N35E145, Feature 234, Builder's Trench (FS 396)

Ceramics
1 whiteware spall, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
4 creamware sherd s, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
5 pearlware sherd s, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherd s, green scalloped shell edge, plate (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, brown hand painted
1 pearlware sherd, polychrome finger painted (1790-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 refined redware sherd s, black glazed, Jackfield (1740-1780, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, overglaze enameled shadow

**Glass**
- 12 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
- 2 unidentified clear glass fragments

**Metal**
- 2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
- 10 unidentified nail fragments
- 1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment

**Block 1, Builder's Trench, Feature 234 (FS 312)**

**Ceramics**
- 1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)

**Glass**
- 1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)

**Block 1, Feature 234, Builder's Trench, East Part (FS 317)**

**Ceramics**
- 2 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
- 1 refined redware sherd, black glazed, lid fragment, burned (1800-1840, Magid 1990)

**Glass**
- 1 amber blackglass cylindrical bottle fragment, stained
- 8 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
- 1 clear sheet glass fragment

**Miscellaneous**
- 2 bone fragments

**Block 1, Feature 234, Builder's Trench, West Half (FS 318)**

**Ceramics**
- 1 yellowware sherd, undecorated (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
- 2 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 gray and red bodied coarse stoneware, salt glazed, jog (?) base
- 1 kaolin pipe bowl fragment

**Metal**
- 1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment
- 3 unidentified nail fragments

**Miscellaneous**
- 1 bone fragment

**Block 1, N40E140, Feature 235 (FS 319)**

**Ceramics**
- 1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)

**Glass**
- 3 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
- 1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)

**Block 1, Feature 236, Level 1 (FS 501)**

**Glass**
- 1 amber liquor or beer bottle fragment, bulgy neck, automatic bottle machine (post 1933)
- 1 7-up green cylindrical bottle fragment, embossed "ROJ/CO" around "3" "O-I" inside diamond, "3" on base, duraglas, automatic bottle machine (1943)
- 2 light green cylindrical skirted Coca Cola bottle fragments, heat melted (post 1923)
- 1 clear selenium cylindrical quart milk bottle fragment, dairy seal closure, automatic bottle machine (1911-1930)
- 1 clear cylindrical half pint food bottle fragment, conventional screw threaded closure, automatic bottle machine (post 1924)
- 1 entire clear cylindrical medicine vial/tube, fire polished lip, freeblown (1930s and later)
- 6 clear laboratory tubing/pipe fragments, drawn
- 2 white spun milk glass laboratory funneling fragment, drawn

**Metal**
- 1 metal electrical socket, stamped "NORBITT"
  - PATS PEND.
  - 660 W.
  - 250 V.
  - C.H. & CO.
- 1 brass light bulb socket with glass filament and black amethyst glass contact button (post 1920)
2 flat, thin brass strips
1 wire nail fragment (post 1890)

**Block 1, Feature 236, Level 2 (FS 327)**

**Ceramics**
- 1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, flat vessel
- 1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, mug or bowl base, green printed maker's mark lion and unicorn with "MELLO..." below (Cook Pottery Co. of Trenton, N.J. - similar to one used 1893-1926 except does not have "IRONSTONE CHINA", company began operation 1893)
- 1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)
- 1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
- 1 pearlware sherd, undecorated green scalloped edge decoration, probably shell edge
- 1 redware sherd, dark brown glazed interior and exterior

**Glass**
- 1 aqua cylindrical beer or soda bottle fragment, embossed "HENRY...640...", contact mold (1810-1880)
- 1 clear cylindrical beer or soda bottle fragment, embossed "...CO.VA.", chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
- 1 clear cylindrical soda bottle fragment, white applied color label, "...OUNCES/UNDER AUTHOR...DIXI-COLA COMPANY...BALTIMORE, MD.", automatic bottle machine (post 1934)
- 1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, embossed "...12/29" on base, single banded collared lip, semi-automatic bottle machine (1910-1930)
- 2 aqua cylindrical pint food bottle/jar fragments, sheared/rolled lip, open pontil, freeblown (pre 1860)
- 1 clear manganese cylindrical 6 oz. jelly jar fragment, sure seal closure, unidentified embossed pattern on both sides, pressed (1880-1915)
- 2 clear cylindrical bottle fragments, automatic bottle machine (post 1910)
- 2 white spun milk glass laboratory funneling fragments, drawn
- 1 clear arsenic globular laboratory beaker fragment, fire polished lip, freeblown (post 1930s)
- 1 clear sheet/plate glass fragment (post 1870)
- 1 unidentified clear manganese glass fragment, tubular (1880-1915)
- 1 unidentified clear glass fragment

**Metal**
- 5 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
- 1 thin brass wire fragment, possibly hair pin

**Miscellaneous**
- 1 slate fragment,
1 ferrous metal square headed bolt fragment

Miscellaneous
7 coal fragments
62.5 grams oyster shell fragments
7.8 grams clam shell fragments
1 bone fragment

Block 1, Feature 237, East Half, Level 1, Orange Sand (FS 339)

Ceramics
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
1 redware/terra cotta flowerpot fragment
1 redware sherd, brown glazed interior and exterior
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
5 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, green shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed, rim (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, multi-colored applied clay chips on exterior, clear glaze clays applied to exterior
2 creamware sherds, undecorated, 2 rims (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, possible brown rim band
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated
2 soft paste porcelain sherds, overglaze enameled shadow, floral motif

Glass
1 citron liquor bottle fragment, tooled lip (pre 1930)
1 aqua bottle fragment
1 white milk glass jar lid (?) fragment, pressed
7 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
9 clear sheet glass fragments
8 unidentified clear glass fragments

Metal
2 cut 12d nails (post 1790)
2 cut 8d nails (post 1790)
19 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
24 unidentified nail fragments
4 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
1 ferrous metal 4-hole sew through button fragment - 1.6 cm diameter

Miscellaneous
5 coal fragments
1.3 grams clam shell fragments
5 bone fragments
1 hard rubber comb tooth fragment (post 1851)

Block 1, Feature 237, Level 2, East Half (FS 340)

Ceramics
4 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, green scalloped edge decoration
1 pearlware sherd, geometric annular decoration (1790-1820, South 1977; 1790-1830, Miller 1992)
1 refined white earthenware spall, blue transfer printed
1 brown bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed exterior, Albany slip on interior (post 1805)
1 brown bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed exterior, cobalt hand painted or stenciled maker's mark on exterior, Albany slip on interior, hollow vessel (post 1805)

Glass
2 citron cylindrical bottle fragments
1 amber square/rectangular bottle fragment
1 olive amber bottle fragment, degraded
2 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, worn
2 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
8 clear sheet glass fragments
3 unidentified clear glass fragments

Metal
5 cut 10d nails (post 1790)
21 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
49 unidentified nail fragments
21 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
3 ferrous metal tacks (?)
1 ferrous metal button (?), domed - 1.5 cm diameter
1 ferrous metal washer, 3/8 x 1 1/2"

Miscellaneous
15 bone fragments
2 egg shell fragments
1 small snail shell
7 coal fragments
4.6 grams brick fragments

Block 1, Feature 237, East Half, Level 2 (FS 353)

Ceramics
1 redware spall, clear glaze
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated
5 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 citron cylindrical bitters bottle fragment, embossed [H]"EBE", contact mold (1888)
1 clear non-lead goblet or tableware base fragment, pressed
1 clear lead tableware fragment, star and ? pattern, pressed
2 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)

Metal
1 cut 20d nail (post 1790)
2 cut 12d nails (post 1790)
15 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
9 unidentified nail fragments
5 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
2 ferrous metal button (?) fragments

Miscellaneous
1 coal fragment
3 bone fragments
26.6 grams oyster shell fragments

Block 1, Feature 237, Level 2, Black Clayey Sand (FS 330)

Ceramics
1 yellowware sherd, undecorated (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
2 refined white earthenware sherds, undecorated, 1 burned, 1 with ferrous metal adhering
1 gray and red bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glazed, cobalt hand painted
1 gray and red bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glazed
1 gray and brown bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, cobalt hand painted
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glazed interior and exterior, base
4 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, single brown hand painted line
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, light blue transfer printed, rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 foot ring fragment (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, unidentified blue decoration, hollow vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 white milk glass sew through button fragment
2 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, stained
1 green cylindrical bottle fragment, freeblown (?)
2 honey amber strap sided flask fragments, contact mold (1865-1880)
1 aqua square/rectangular bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
2 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
13 clear sheet glass fragments
1 citron sheet glass fragment, freeblown
1 red cased sheet glass fragment
2 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved, thin, blown
9 unidentified clear glass fragments
Metal
7 cut 9d nails (post 1790)
3 cut 6d nails (post 1790)
29 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
72 unidentified nail fragments
37 unidentified ferrous metal fragments

Miscellaneous
8 coal fragments
92.4 grams oyster shell fragments
8 bone fragments

Block 1, Feature 237, West Half, Very Bottom of Level 2 (FS 341)
Ceramics
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
1 refined white earthenware spall
1 refined white earthenware sherd, burned
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
5 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
2 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
Glass
4 unidentified clear glass fragments
1 unidentified pale aqua glass fragment, heat melted

Metal
11 unidentified nail fragments

Miscellaneous
4 grams shell fragments
1 bone fragment

Block 1, Feature 237A, East Half (FS 354)
Miscellaneous
27.6 grams oyster shell fragments

Block 1, Feature 238, Level 1, Fill (FS 331)
Ceramics
5 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 yellowware spall, undecorated (1830-1900, Miller 1992; 1830-1930, Magid 1990)
1 yellowware spall, white annular with blue dendritic decoration (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1840-1900, Magid 1990)
1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 buff paste earthenware sherd, brown slip (?)
1 redware sherd, clear glaze
1 refined redware sherd, clear glaze and engine turning, hollow vessel (1800-1840, Magid 1990)
Glass
1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
1 clear sheet glass fragment

Block 1, Feature 238, Level 1, Fill, South Half (FS 343)
Ceramics
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
Glass
1 unidentified aqua glass fragment
Metal
1 unidentified nail fragment

Miscellaneous
1 coal fragment
8 bone fragments
4.4 grams brick fragments
1 slate pencil fragment
1 hard rubber comb tooth (post 1851)
Block 1, Feature 238, Fill, Level 2 (FS 332)

Ceramics
3 refined white earthenware spalls
1 refined white earthenware sherd, burned
1 refined white earthenware sherd, hand painted decoration, floral motif, burned
3 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated
5 yellowware sherds, undecorated (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
1 redware sherd, clear glaze
1 redware sherd, mottled brown glazed exterior and interior
1 refined redware sherd, black glazed interior and exterior, Jackfield like (1800-184, Magid 1990)
1 red and gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glazed exterior, hollow vessel
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
4 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, edge embossed (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
10 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
4 pearlware sherds, green shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, brown rim band
3 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue edge decoration
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, almost shell edge like rim band (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 aqua bottle fragment, aged
3 clear magnesia tumbler fragments, oval paneled pattern, pressed (1850s)
10 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
2 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved

Metal
3 unidentified ferrous metal fragments

Miscellaneous
1 bone fragment
5.1 grams oyster shell fragments

Block 1, Feature 238, Level 2, Fill, South Half (FS 344)

Ceramics
7 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
6 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
7 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, polychrome hand painted (1795-1815, South 1977; 1780-1835, Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified black/blue decoration
1 gray and red bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
1 gray and red bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, hollow vessel
1 yellowware spall (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
7 yellowware sherds, white and blue annular decoration with blue dendritic decoration (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1840-1900, Magid 1990)
1 kaolin pipe bowl fragment

Glass
1 dark honey amber liquor bottle fragment
1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment
11 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
4 clear sheet glass fragments

Metal
1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment

Miscellaneous
2 coal fragments
3 bone fragments
1.1 grams brick fragments
Block 1, Feature 238, Post mold, South Half (FS 345)

Ceramics
- 1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)

Glass
- 5 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
- 8 clear sheet glass fragments

Metal
- 1 brass .22 short, rim fire, stamped with "U" (Union Metallic, trademarked 1887, used since 1885, Hurst 1988:14)
- 13 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
- 2 bone fragments
- 3.3 grams oyster shell fragments
- 3.3 grams brick fragments

Block 1, Feature 238, Post mold (FS 502)

Ceramics
- 1 refined white earthenware spall
- 1 refined white earthenware sherd, undecorated, burned
- 4 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 2 rims (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)
- 6 pearlware sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 pearlware sherd, undecorated, large lid fragment (?) 1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 pearlware sherd, polychrome hand painted (1795-1815, South 1977; 1780-1835, Miller 1992)
- 3 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 redware sherd, mottled brown glazed interior, unglazed exterior
- 1 redware sherd, brown glazed exterior

Glass
- 10 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
- 6 clear sheet glass fragments

Metal
- 10 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
- 1 cut 20d spike
- 1 unidentified staple or bent nail

Block 1, Feature 238, Post mold, Level 1 (FS )

Metal
- 2 unidentified nail fragments

Block 1, Feature 238, Post mold, Level 2 (FS )

Metal
- 7 unidentified nail fragments

Block 1, Feature 239, Found In Association with the Rock and Brick (FS 335)

Ceramics
- 8 redware/terracotta sherds, unglazed, flower pot
- 2 redware spalls
- 2 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 pearlware sherd, mocha decoration, hollow vessel (1795-1890, South 1977; 1799-1830, Miller 1992)
- 2 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
- 1 citron cylindrical bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
- 6 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)

Miscellaneous
- 1 coal fragment
- 92.7 grams oyster shell fragments
- 2 bone fragments

Block 1, Feature 239 (FS 336)

Ceramics
- 1 redware sherd, dark brown/black glazed
- 1 yellowware spall, undecorated (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
- 1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated
1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd, undecorated, cup?
5 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified green decoration
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)

**Glass**
1 olive amber cylindrical bottle fragment, worn
1 aqua bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
2 pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
2 clear magnesia tableware (?) fragments, curved, sheared lip, worn (pre 1860)
1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
4 clear sheet glass fragments
1 unidentified clear glass fragment

**Metal**
11 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment

**Miscellaneous**
.2 grams shell fragments
4 bone fragments
.9 grams brick fragments

**Block 1, Feature 239, West Bisection (FS 334)**

**Ceramics**
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, hollow vessel
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed exterior, Albany slip on interior (post 1805)
1 redware sherd, unglazed exterior, may have had glaze on interior, eroded
1 redware sherd, dark brown/black glaze
1 refined white earthenware spall
1 refined white earthenware sherd, blue shell edged, burned
2 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 creamware sherd, undecorated (1780-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)

**Glass**
4 light aqua oval (?) bottle fragments
2 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
2 soda (?) windowpane fragments, crown glass (pre 1853)
1 clear sheet glass fragment
2 unidentified clear/pale aqua glass fragments

**Metal**
5 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

**Miscellaneous**
2 bone fragments
1 coal fragment

**Block 1, West, Feature 240 (FS 350)**

**Ceramics**
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, hollow vessel, stamped ".MILBUR"[N]
   [A]"LEXA. (1821-1876, Magid 1990:27)
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, hollow vessel with lug handle
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue hand painted (?)
1 redware sherd, brown glazed interior and exterior
2 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, Canton (1800-1830, South 1977;
   Miller 1992)

**Glass**
1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)

**Miscellaneous**
1 bone fragment

**Block 1, Feature 240 (No FS)**

**Miscellaneous**
2 brick fragments, 2744 grams
Block 1, Feature 240, Bisection, South Half (FS 352)

Ceramics
1. redware sherd, brown glazed
2. brown glazed
3. refined white earthenware sherd, undecorated, burned
4. refined white earthenware sherd, blue transfer printed, burned
5. whiteware sherd, blue and brown annular decoration, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1877; 1830-1875, Miller 1992)
6. whiteware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
7. 10 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
8. pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
9. 3 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
4. clear manganese cylindrical ca. quart bottle fragments, embossed "..ASHED/RETURNED", chilled iron mold or automatic bottle machine (1880-1915)
5. entire oval half pint relish type bottle, embossed "BLONDHEIM 7 SWIFT/BS" monogram/"CITY MARKET/ALEXANDRIA/VA.", "O.D." on base, single banded collared lip, chilled iron mold
6. potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
7. lime soda windowpane fragments, tempered (post 1874)
8. 1 clear sheet glass fragment

Metal
9. 13 unidentified ferrous metal fragments

Miscellaneous
10. 2 bone fragments
11. 1.8 grams brick fragments

Feature 241, Northern Half (FS 355)

Ceramics
1. pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2. pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
3. 4 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
4. 2 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
5. 1 whiteware sherd, green transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
6. 1 whiteware sherd, unidentified brown decoration
7. ironstone sherd, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

Glass
8. olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, stained
9. aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
10. aqua square/rectangular bottle fragment, contact mold (1830s-1880)
11. pale aqua square/rectangular paneled bottle fragment, contact mold (1840s-1880)
12. 15 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
13. 7 clear sheet glass fragments

Metal
14. 9 unidentified nail fragments
15. 1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment
16. 1 copper wire fragment, 1/4"

Miscellaneous
17. 1 bone fragment
18. 5.1 grams brick fragments
19. 21.2 grams mortar fragments

Feature 241, South Half (FS 357)

Glass
20. orange amber cylindrical liquor or beer bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (post 1907)
21. 1 citron cylindrical bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (post 1907)
22. 1 clear magnesia bottle fragment, everted lip (pre 1860)
23. 2 clear square/rectangular bottle fragments, automatic bottle machine (post 1910)
24. 11 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
25. 2 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
26. 15 unidentified clear glass fragments

Metal
27. 3 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
28. 2 unidentified nail fragments
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Block 1, Feature 242, North Bisection (FS 377)

**Ceramics**

4 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, green hand painted
2 whiteware sherds, brown annular decoration (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1875, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds (mend), blue color glaze with "...the dillige... as a la...
New."

5 pearlware sherds, undecorated, 1 base of flat vessel, 1 molded handle (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted (1780-1820, South 1977, 1780-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
3 ironstone sherds, undecorated, flat vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

**Glass**

2 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
6 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
8 unidentified clear glass fragments

**Metal**

2 cut 16d nails, 1 bent (post 1790)
5 unidentified nail fragments

**Miscellaneous**

4 coal fragments
5 grams oyster shell fragments

---

Block 1, Feature 242, South Half (FS 392)

**Ceramics**

2 hard paste porcelain sherds, underglaze blue hand painted rim band
1 redware sherd, unglazed exterior, brown glazed interior, hollow vessel
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, flat vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900+, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, molded handle attachment (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, light blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware (?) sherd, polychrome finger trailed, hollow vessel
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1835, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, brown hand painted, hollow vessel
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed, hollow lidded vessel (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
5 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)

**Glass**

4 orange amber cylindrical ale/malt liquor/beer bottle fragments, contact mold (1870s)
1 light cylindrical bottle fragment
1 pale aqua square/rectangular bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 amber bottle fragment, opalized
1 puce bottle fragment, worn (1855-1865)
1 clear tumbler fragment, paneled, pressed (post 1848)
6 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
16 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
7 clear sheet glass fragments
4 unidentified clear glass fragments
3 unidentified opalized glass fragments

**Metal**

10 unidentified nail fragments

**Miscellaneous**

4 bone fragments
Block 1, Feature 243, South Half (FS 376)

Ceramics
1 redware sherd, black glazed interior and exterior
1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd, undecorated hollow vessel (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
1 terra cotta sherd, unglazed, probably flower pot
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, Canton (1800-1830, South 1977; 1800-1835, Miller 1992)
3 creamware sherds, undecorated (1862-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1877; Miller 1992)
4 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed, 1 from flat vessel, 1 from hollow vessel (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
8 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel, 1 from hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, single brown hand painted line, hollow vessel
5 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
6 whiteware sherds, brown and gray annular decoration, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1875, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, underglaze blue hand painted (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1860, Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, yellow glaze, lid
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 unidentified clear magnesia glass fragment, curved (pre 1860)
9 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)

Metal
2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
8 unidentified nail fragments

Miscellaneous
3 clinkers
1 coal fragment
12 bone fragments
167.2 grams oyster shell fragments

Block 1, Feature 244, West Half (FS 359)

Ceramics
2 unidentifiable ceramics sherds, burned, platter
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 bowl or hollow vessel base (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
4 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
2 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved

Metal
2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
1 roofing slate fragment

Block 1, Feature 244, East Bisection (FS 360)

Ceramics
1 soft paste porcelain sherd, overglaze enameled shadow, saucer
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977, Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, green and blue annular decoration (1820-1900+, South 1977, 1830-1875, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, black transfer printed, cup or bowl rim (1820-1900+, South 1977, 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, polychrome hand painted, cup rim (1820-1900+, South 1977, 1825-1860, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed, flat vessel (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Glass</strong></td>
<td>4 ironstone sherds, undecorated, flat vessel, 1 with partial black printed lion and unicorn maker's mark (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900+, Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Glass</strong></td>
<td>2 olive amber bottle fragments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Glass</strong></td>
<td>1 clear selenium square/rectangular bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1911-1930)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Glass</strong></td>
<td>5 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Glass</strong></td>
<td>3 clear sheet glass fragments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Glass</strong></td>
<td>1 pale aqua bottle (?) fragment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Glass</strong></td>
<td>1 unidentified clear glass fragment, degraded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metal</strong></td>
<td>4 unidentified nail fragments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Miscellaneous</strong></td>
<td>2 bone fragments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Block 1, Feature 245, South Half (FS 361)</strong></td>
<td>Ceramics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ceramics</strong></td>
<td>1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ceramics</strong></td>
<td>1 hard paste porcelain sherd, molded decoration, scalloped edge, gilt rim band</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ceramics</strong></td>
<td>2 refined white earthenware sherds, burned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ceramics</strong></td>
<td>1 hard paste porcelain sherd, burned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ceramics</strong></td>
<td>1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ceramics</strong></td>
<td>1 red bodied coarse stoneware sherd, unglazed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Glass</strong></td>
<td>10 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metal</strong></td>
<td>3 unidentified clear glass fragments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Miscellaneous</strong></td>
<td>2 unidentified ferrous metal bolt fragments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Block 1, Feature 246, South Half (FS 370)</strong></td>
<td>Ceramics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ceramics</strong></td>
<td>2 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Glass</strong></td>
<td>8 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metal</strong></td>
<td>1 cut 8d nail (post 1750)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metal</strong></td>
<td>1 cut 10d nail (post 1790)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metal</strong></td>
<td>6 cut nail fragments (post 1790)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metal</strong></td>
<td>1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Miscellaneous</strong></td>
<td>2 clinkers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Miscellaneous</strong></td>
<td>2 coal fragments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Miscellaneous</strong></td>
<td>1 bone fragment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Miscellaneous</strong></td>
<td>72 grams brick fragments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Miscellaneous</strong></td>
<td>5.4 grams mortar fragments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Block 1, Feature 250, West Half Associated with Brick (FS 363)</strong></td>
<td>Ceramics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ceramics</strong></td>
<td>1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ceramics</strong></td>
<td>4 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 rim from cup or bowl, 1 burned (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ceramics</strong></td>
<td>2 whiteware sherds, purple transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ceramics</strong></td>
<td>2 whiteware sherds, blue and white annular decoration, burned (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1875, Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ceramics</strong></td>
<td>1 whiteware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ceramics</strong></td>
<td>1 ironstone sherd, possible molded decoration (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ceramics</strong></td>
<td>3 yellowware sherds, undecorated (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 redware sherd, brown glazed, bowl
1 redware spall
1 redware sherd, unglazed interior and exterior, hollow vessel
3 brown and gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, brown glazed exterior, salt glazed interior, hollow vessel

Glass
2 aqua cylindrical pint or larger bottle fragments, opalized
2 amber blackglass cylindrical spirits bottle fragments, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 aqua cylindrical quart bottle or jar fragments, opalized
1 aqua square/rectangular medicinal bottle fragment, embossed "...[A]'GEN'[t]...., opalized
15 clear non-lead tubular lamp chimney fragments, freeblown
1 potash mirror fragment (pre 1864)
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)
2 clear sheet glass fragments
1 unidentified clear lead glass fragment, flat
2 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)

Metal
1 ferrous metal machine bolt fragment
3 unidentified nail fragments
2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
2 thin brass (?) sheet fragments, cut and embossed floral pattern, possibly furniture hardware

Miscellaneous
1 clinker
2 coal fragments
1 bone fragment
239.6 grams oyster shell fragments
1 brown hard rubber (?) ladies comb fragment

Block 1, Feature 251 (FS 365)
Ceramics
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
1 refined white earthenware sherd, unidentified yellow decoration
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
1 olive amber cylindrical bottle fragment, worn
5 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
2 clear sheet glass fragments

Miscellaneous
8 grams shell fragments
4 bone fragments
2.3 grams brick fragments, discarded

Block 1, Feature 252 (FS 369 and 373)
Ceramics
1 yellowware sherd, undecorated (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glazed
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, red overglaze enameled
5 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified blue edge decoration
1 whiteware sherd, flow blue decoration (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1835-1870, Miller 1992)
3 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
4 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, green shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, plate or platter (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 dark green cylindrical bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment
1 clear square/rectangular bottle fragment, stained
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6 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)  
27 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)  
28 unidentified clear glass fragments

**Metal**

12 cut nail fragments (post 1790)  
4 unidentified ferrous metal fragments  
7 unidentified ferrous metal fragments  
1 ferrous metal strip  
1 cut 6d nail (post 1790)

**Miscellaneous**

5 bone fragments  
9.4 grams oyster shell fragments  
1 roofing slate fragment  
3 bone fragments  
1 peanut shell fragment

**Block 1, Feature 253, North Half (FS 366)**

**Ceramics**

4 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 from hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)  
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, knob  
1 whiteware sherd, flow blue decoration (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1835-1870, Miller 1992)  
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)  
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, child's toy plate  
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, molded body  
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed and cobalt hand painted exterior, brown glazed interior, American Blue and Gray (1775-1900, Miller 1992)  
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glazed exterior

**Glass**

1 clear selenium oval bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (1911-1930)  
1 pale aqua square/rectangular bottle fragment, worn  
1 clear tableware fragment, etched floral leaf (?) pattern, curved  
1 clear tableware fragment, signature (?), curved, wheel engraved  
4 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)  
8 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)  
3 unidentified clear glass fragments

**Metal**

1 cut 12d nail (post 1790)  
4 cut 6d nails (post 1790)  
6 cut nail fragments (post 1790)  
8 unidentified nail fragments  
1 brass hinge  
1 ferrous metal square bolt head, 1"

**Miscellaneous**

14 bone fragments

**Block 1, Feature 253A, Level B (FS 367)**

**Ceramics**

1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)  
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)

**Glass**

4 aqua square/rectangular bottle fragments, stained  
2 clear non-lead globular goblet fragments, pressed  
3 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)  
2 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)  
3 clear sheet glass fragments  
2 unidentified clear glass fragments

**Metal**

11 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

**Miscellaneous**

3 bone fragments

**Block 1, Feature 254, Level 1 (FS 368)**

**Ceramics**

1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated  
1 refined white earthenware spall
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds (mend), molded decoration (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 buff bodied stoneware sherd, light brown glaze
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior

Glass
1 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, stained
2 clear selenium cylindrical bottle fragments (1911-1930)
8 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 unidentified clear glass fragment

Metal
5 unidentified nail fragments
2 unidentified ferrous metal fragments

Miscellaneous
6 bone fragments
1 roofing slate fragment

Block 1, N114E136, Feature 255, Bisection, North Half (FS 372)

Ceramics
3 redware spalls
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated (1813-1900+, 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue scalloped shell edge, platter (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)

Glass
4 amber cylindrical bottle fragments, air vent, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
3 light aqua cylindrical beer bottle fragments, chilled iron mold (1880-1916)
1 pale aqua cylindrical baking powder bottle fragment, embossed "R"[umford] on shoulder, opalized (post 1867)
1 clear cylindrical/oval bottle fragment, embossed "...IB...", slug plate (?)
1 very pale green cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold or automatic bottle machine (post 1880)
3 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
8 clear sheet glass fragments
3 unidentified clear manganese glass fragments, curved (1880-1915)
2 unidentified white milk glass fragments, curved

Metal
19 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
35 unidentified nail fragments
2 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
1 ferrous metal hinge fragment

Miscellaneous
4 coal fragments
4 bone fragments
522.1 grams oyster shell fragments
1 slate fragment

Block 1, N114E136, South Half, Feature 255 (FS 371)

Ceramics
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 1 rim (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, opalized
1 green cylindrical bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
2 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, freeblown (pre 1860)
2 amber cylindrical bottle fragments, opalized
1 very pale aqua square/rectangular bottle fragment, embossed ".TH.", chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment
1 clear manganese small cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron or semi-automatic bottle machine (1880-1915)
4 very pale aqua bottle fragments
1 very pale aqua cylindrical (?) bottle fragment
2 clear square/rectangular bottle fragments, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 aqua bottle fragment, opalized
2 potash mirror fragments (pre 1864)
4 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
10 clear sheet glass fragments
3 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved, thin, blown
7 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved
1 unidentified white milk glass fragment
1 unidentified red cased glass fragment, heat melted

Metal
2 cut 10 nails (post 1790)
39 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
1 ferrous metal hinge fragment
1 small unidentified tack
38 unidentified nail fragments

Block 1, Feature 260, Rubble (FS 378)

Ceramics
1 terra cotta/redware sherd, unglazed, hollow vessel
7 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated, saucer
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, blue transfer printed decoration, rim
5 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 yellowware sherds (mend), blue and white annular decoration with blue dendritic design (1830-1940, Miller 1992: 1840-1900, Magid 1990)
3 pearlware sherds, engine turned
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
3 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed, willow pattern, flat vessel (1795-1840, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
5 aqua cylindrical pint beer bottle fragments, worn/etched (post 1850s)
1 entire black amethyst bead or button fragment, faceted, cut
10 clear lead globular goblet fragments, oval and panel pattern, pressed (post 1848)
1 clear tableware handle fragment, drawn
27 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)

Metal
4 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
6 unidentified nail fragments
1 brass strip fragment with drilled hole
1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment

Miscellaneous
2 coal fragments
27 bone fragments
19.6 grams oyster shell fragments
30 grams brick fragments

Block 1, West of Building, Feature 261 (FS 385)

Ceramics
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, undecorated, impressed triangle (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, brown hand painted line
1 whiteware sherd, light blue transfer printed, multi-sided vessel
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue decoration

Glass
3 olive amber blackglass cylindrical pint ale/beer/porter bottle fragments, applied brandy lip, contact mold (1830s-1880)
1 unidentified clear glass fragment, curved

Metal
3 unidentified nail fragments

Miscellaneous
3 clinkers
3 coal fragments
1 bone fragment
Block 1, Feature 261, South Half (FS 380)

Ceramics
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 yellowware sherd, undecorated (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
1 redware sherd, unglazed
2 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
5 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 cup base, 2 from flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, molded handle attachment, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, 7” plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified brown decoration
2 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, green scalloped shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)

Glass
3 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
5 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
2 clear sheet glass fragments

Metal
1 cut 10d nail (post 1790)
4 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
9 unidentified nail fragments
5 cast iron fragments

Miscellaneous
3 coal fragments
13 bone fragments
66 grams oyster shell fragments
111.5 grams brick fragments

Block 1, Feature 262 (FS 386)

Ceramics
8 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 7 from plate or platter (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment, stamped "PETER DORNI"

Glass
1 amber blackglass cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 aqua bottle fragment
6 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
3 unidentified clear glass fragments

Metal
1 cut 7d nail (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
2 bone fragment
20.8 grams oyster shell fragments

Block 1, Feature 263, West Half (FS 382)

Ceramics
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, red overglaze hand painted, lid

Metal
2 cut 9d nails (post 1790)
8 unidentified nail fragments

Miscellaneous
7.9 grams brick fragments

Block 1, Feature 263, East Half (FS 381)

Ceramics
3 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 bowl rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 redware spall, brown glazed
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated
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Glass
- 2 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
- 2 unidentified clear glass fragments

Metal
- 6 unidentified nail fragments
- 1 ferrous metal wrought door hinge or latch fragment, large

Miscellaneous
- 3.6 grams brick fragments

Block 1, Feature 264, Level 1 (FS 384)
Ceramics
- 1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, molded body, hollow vessel; (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, light blue transfer printed, plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)

Glass
- 1 buff paste coarse earthenware sherd, light brown glaze

Metal
- 2 unidentified nail fragments

Miscellaneous
- 2 coal fragments
- 29.9 grams oyster shell fragments
- 1 slate fragment
- 1.5 grams brick fragments

Block 1, Feature 265, South Half (FS 380)
Glass
- 1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)

Miscellaneous
- 0.9 grams brick fragments

Block 1, Feature 266, A & B (FS 390)
Ceramics
- 1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
- 3 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)

Miscellaneous
- 1 bone fragment

Block 1, Feature 281 (FS 413)
Glass
- 4 light green skirted soda bottle fragments, embossed "COCACOLA TRADEMARK REGISTERED/CONTENTS 6 FL. OZ." on shoulder, "WASHINGTON" on base, automatic bottle machine (post 1923)
- 2 aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, stained
- 2 pale aqua cylindrical quart canning jar fragments, embossed "73/8." on base, lip seal closure, stained (1873-1910)
- 3 unidentified aqua glass fragments, stained

BLOCK 2
Block 2, N280E175, NW Section of Unit, Feature 46
Glass
- 3 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
- 1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
- 1 clear sheet glass fragment

Block 2, N280E185, Possible Builder's Trench of Feature 179 (FS 98)
Ceramics
- 1 agateware door knob fragment

Metal
- 1 brass straight pin fragment

Block 2, N280E195, SE Corner, Feature 179, Fill (FS 88)
Glass
- 1 clear manganese cylindrical bottle fragment, 3 section chilled iron mold (1880-1910)
- 1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment, embossed "...VA...", chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 unidentified clear glass fragment, curved
13 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
1 lime soda windowpane fragment, tempered (post 1874)
5 lime soda (?)/clear windowpane fragments, tempered (post 1874)
8 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
11 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
12 clear sheet glass fragments

**Metal**
1 unidentified nail fragment
1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment

**Miscellaneous**
9.1 grams brick fragments
20.6 grams plaster fragments

**Block 2, N280E185, Feature**

**Ceramics**
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)

**Glass**
1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)

**Block 2, N280E185, Feature 180, Post hole and mold, South 1/2 (FS 154) and Block 2, N270E185, Feature 180 (FS 122)**

**Ceramics**
1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed, hollow vessel (1795-1840, South 1977; 16787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, green scalloped shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, undecorated, rust/ferrous metal adhering (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)

**Glass**
8 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
2 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)

**Metal**
1 cut 10d nail (post 1790)
14 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment
1 cut 8d nail (post 1790)
5 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

**Miscellaneous**
1 coal fragment

**N280E195, Feature 186, Fill (Builders Trench Associated with Feature 47) (FS 113)**

**Ceramics**
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted

**Glass**
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)

**Metal**
3 unidentified nail fragments

**Block 2, N28E185, Feature 187, Posthole (FS 117)**

**Glass**
1 clear sheet glass fragment, stained

**Metal**
1 1976 Lincoln Head penny

**N280E175, Feature 190 Fill, Level 1 (FS 86)**

**Ceramics**
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

**Glass**
33 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
15 lime soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
10 clear sheet glass fragments

**Metal**
1 cut 6d nail (post 1790)
**Miscellaneous**

12.8 grams brick fragments
107 grams plaster fragments

**Block 2, N280E175, Feature 193 (FS 85)**

**Metal**

2 unidentified nail fragments

**Block 2, N270E205, Feature 195, Level 1 (FS 112)**

**Ceramics**

1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, rim
3 pearlware sherds, undecorated. 2 from flat vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 redware/brick spall, very small

**Glass**

2 amber blackglass cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, worn
1 olive amber blackglass cylindrical liquor bottle fragment
1 olive amber cylindrical bottle fragment
3 clear very small vial fragments, freeblown
20 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
6 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
9 clear sheet glass fragments

**Metal**

5 unidentified nail fragments
1 crown cap (post 1892)
1 3/4" x 11/2 ferrous metal fragment

**Miscellaneous**

7 coal fragments

**Block 2, N270E205, Feature 195, Level 2 (FS 94)**

**Glass**

1 unidentified clear glass fragment

**Metal**

1 cut 6d nail (post 1750)

**Block 2, N280E175, Feature 209, Builder's Trench (FS 125)**

**Glass**

1 unidentified clear glass fragment

**Metal**

2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

**Miscellaneous**

26.4 grams oyster shell fragments
14.9 grams mortar fragments
3.7 grams brick fragments

**Block 2, N280E185, Feature 210, East Half (FS 144)**

**Glass**

2 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 clear sheet glass fragment

**Metal**

2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

**Miscellaneous**

17.2 grams brick fragments

**Block 2, N280E185, Feature 211 (FS 139)**

**Ceramics**

1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

**Glass**

1 clear nubber (?) fragment, pressed
2 lime soda windowpane fragments, tempered (post 1874)
4 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
13 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
12 clear sheet glass fragments
9 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved

**Metal**

1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment
2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
Miscellaneous
2.3 grams oyster shell fragments, burned
1 bone fragment
1 coal fragment

Block 2, N260E205, Feature 212, Builder's Trench Around Pier (Feature 199) (FS 123)
Ceramics
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, polychrome hand painted, floral motif, hollow vessel (1795-1815, South 1977; 1780-1835, Miller 1992)
Glass
3 clear lamp chimney fragments, blown
2 clear tableware fragments, wheel engraved leaf, curved
2 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)
4 clear sheet glass fragments
1 unidentified clear glass fragment

Metal
4 unidentified nail fragments

Miscellaneous
3 clinkers
2.4 grams oyster shell fragments
1 bone fragment

Block 2, N280E175, Feature 216 (FS 131)
Ceramics
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
Glass
1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
1 unidentified clear glass fragment

Miscellaneous
16.7 grams brick fragments

Block 2, Feature 218, Post Hole (FS 140)
Ceramics
1 redware sherd, brown glazed interior, rim, hollow vessel
1 redware sherd, clear glazed
2 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 refined white earthenware spall, brown glaze/decoration
Glass
1 olive amber bottle fragment, worn
1 clear bottle fragment
2 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)

Metal
3 unidentified nail fragments

Miscellaneous
1 large mortar (?) fragment, smoothed on exterior - could be light pink bodied earthenware, crude with multiple pebble inclusions - if ceramic then could be drain pipe
2 coal fragments
3 bone fragments
24.1 grams oyster shell fragments

Block 2, Feature 219, Post Hole (FS 149)
Metal
1 unidentified nail fragment

Block 2, Feature 221 (FS 153)
Ceramics
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated
Glass
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)

Metal
1 cut nail fragment (post 1790)
Miscellaneous
1.8 grams clam shell fragments
1.4 grams oyster shell fragments
2.7 grams brick fragments

Block 2, Feature 222, Basement, NE Corner, Level 1 (Sand) (Surface) (FS 151)

Ceramics
2 ironstone sherds (mend), molded body, paneled, hollow vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1855, Miller 1992)
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown salt glaze, hollow vessel
1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd, undecorated, spout fragment (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)

Glass
1 dark honey amber square/rectangular bitters bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)

Miscellaneous
2 bone fragments
1 coal fragment

Feature 222, Basement, NE Corner, Level 2 (Black Ash below sand level) (FS 137)

Ceramics
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, handle (?) fragment with blue hand painted, applied rolls
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
1 olive amber blackglass cylindrical spirits bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
2 peacock tall cylindrical olive oil bottle fragments, rough pontil, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 clear sheet glass fragment

Miscellaneous
18.4 grams oyster shell fragments
2 charcoal fragments

Feature 222, Northeast Corner of Basement, Southwest Corner of Feature (Clay Pocket), Artifact Concentration, Level 1 (FS 142)

Ceramics
1 pearlware sherd, green scalloped shell edge, standard type (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed, I rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 brick/redware fragment
1 ironstone sherd, molded body (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

Glass
16 amber blackglass cylindrical spirits bottle fragments, skirted/ring lip, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 dark amber liquor bottle fragment, applied tapered lip (1850-1890)
5 olive amber square/rectangular liquor or bitters bottle fragments, embossed "..H..", contact mold (1850-1880)
1 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, opalized
1 honey amber banded flask (?) fragment, contact mold (pre 1880)
1 aqua medicinal bottle fragment, inverted lip (pre 1860)
4 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)

Metal
1 ferrous metal key fragment
1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment, possibly part of hinge
3 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
1 wire nail (post 1890)

Miscellaneous
107.9 grams oyster shell fragments

BLOCK 3

Block 3, Trench between Trench 6 and Trench 4, Feature 143 (FS 56)

Ceramics
8 pearlware sherds, blue shell edge, at least two plates, 1 scalloped (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
28 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
4 whiteware sherds, blue shell edge, plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)
9 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
2 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Metal
2 unidentified nail fragments

Block 3, Trench between Trench 6 and Trench 4, Feature 143 (FS 57)

Ceramics
10 pearlware sherds, blue shell edge, plate (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
51 pearlware sherds, undecorated - probably part of shell edge plate listed above (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Block 3, West Extension, Feature 143 (FS 60)

Ceramics
18 pearlware sherds, blue shell edge, plate (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
35 pearlware sherds, undecorated - probably part of shell edge plate listed above (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Block 3, West Extension, Feature 143 (FS 61)

Ceramics
2 pearlware sherds, blue shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
7 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)

Block 3, Feature 144, Level 1 (FS 67)

Ceramics
1 whiteware sherd, light blue transfer print, cup base (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, green and brown annular decoration with engine turning (1790-1820, South 1977; 1790-1839, Miller 1992)

Miscellaneous
3 bone fragments
.3 grams brick fragments

Block 3, Feature 144, Level 3 (FS 66)

Ceramics
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Miscellaneous
4 bone fragments

Block 3, Feature 145, Postmold (FS 55)

Ceramics
1 whiteware sherd, blue sponge decoration (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)

Miscellaneous
.4 grams oyster shell fragments
.5 grams brick fragments

Block 3, Feature 145, Posthole (FS 62)

Metal
1 unidentified nail fragment

Miscellaneous
1 bone fragment
.5 grams oyster shell fragments

Block 3, Feature 150, Post mold (FS 73)

Ceramics
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, rim

Block 3, West Extension, Feature 160A (FS 71)

Ceramics
1 refined white earthenware spall, burned

Miscellaneous
11.2 grams oyster shell fragments
3 bone fragments
.8 grams brick fragments
Block 3, West Extension, Feature 161 (FS 72)

Ceramics
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified blue decoration

Glass
1 unidentified aqua glass fragment

Metal
4 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
1 coal fragments
1.5 grams oyster shell fragments
11 bone fragments
2.2 grams brick fragments

Block 3, West Extension, Feature 172 (FS 89)

Ceramics
1 creamware sherd, undecorated, flat vessel rim (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Block 3, West Extension, Feature 173 (FS 111)

Metal
1 ferrous metal file fragment, 8" x 1"

Block 3, West Extension, Feature 174, Post Hole (No FS)

Ceramics
1 refined white earthenware sherd, undecorated, burned

BLOCK 4

Block 4, Builder's trench associated with Brick Feature (FS 39)

Ceramics
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, plate or saucer (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

BLOCK 5

Block 5, Feature 131, 23-25' (FS 32)

Ceramics
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, plate/saucer

Feature 131 (FS 31)

Miscellaneous
1 entire brick with mortar attached, 8.8" long, 4" wide, 3.3" high, marked "GRAVES/B'HAM, ALA."
2 clinkers
1 bone fragment, burned
1 brick fragment

Block 5, North-South trench, Feature 131, postmold (FS 31)

Ceramics
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, saucer (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 light green cylindrical bottle fragment
1 cornflower cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold or automatic bottle machine
1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
4 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)

Block 5, Feature 131, Posthole (FS 40)

Glass
1 amber cylindrical bottle fragment
1 light green cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)

Metal
1 3/4" ferrous metal hex nut

Miscellaneous
1 brick fragment

BLOCK 6

Block 6, Feature 40 (should be 60), Central Post hole in West Wall) FS 90

Ceramics
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Metal
1 unidentified nail fragment
Block 6, South Side, Feature 40-A (60-A), East Wall (FS 48)

**Metal**
- 1 wrought 16d nail
- 2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

**Block 6, Feature 40-A (60-A), FS 49**

**Metal**
- 1 ferrous metal block, 4 x 8 x 2", possibly railroad related

**BLOCK 7**

**Block 7, Feature 10, North End**

**Metal**
- 1 ferrous metal 1/2" hex nut

**BLOCK 8**

**Block 8, Feature 31, Northeast Side Around Orange Sand (FS 289)**

**Ceramics**
- 1 kaolin pipe stem fragment

**Block 8, Feature 31, North End around wood chips (FS 290)**

**Ceramics**
- 1 refined white earthenware sherd, burned

**Miscellaneous**
- 1 bone fragment

**Block 8, Trench 9, Feature 31 Fill (No FS)**

**Ceramics**
- 4 refined white earthenware sherds, undecorated, burned
- 1 refined white earthenware sherd, unidentified blue decoration, burned
- 1 kaolin pipe stem fragment

**Metal**
- 1 cut 6d nail (post 1790)

**Miscellaneous**
- 2 bone fragments
- 50.6 grams oyster shell fragments
- 1 leather strip fragment, 1.3 cm wide, 7.9 cm long

**BLOCK 9**

**Block 9, Trench 4, Feature 225 (FS 322)**

**Miscellaneous**
- 1 large fire brick embossed

**BLOCK 11**

**Block 11, Feature 61 (FS 441)**

**Miscellaneous**
- 2324 grams brick fragments

**Block 11, Feature 61, Fill (FS 430)**

**Ceramics**
- 1 hard paste porcelain doll arm
- 1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glazed, hollow vessel

**Glass**
- 1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
- 1 unidentified clear glass fragment, thin, blown

**Block 11, Feature 61, General Fill (FS 438)**

**Ceramics**
- 1 whiteware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
- 1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
- 2 creamware sherds, undecorated, 1 from plate (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 refined white earthenware sherd, blue transfer printed (?) burned

**Glass**
- 2 aqua cylindrical beer or liquor bottle fragments, embossed "...WOR...[ks], stained

**Miscellaneous**
- 1204 grams brick fragments
- 1 bone fragment
- 1 peach pit
Block 11, Feature 61, East Half, Level 1 (FS 405)

Ceramics

1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
1 refined white earthenware sherd, undecorated, bowl (?) base, burned
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, molded decoration
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated
1 white salt glazed stoneware sherd, undecorated (1720-1805, South 1977)
1 soft paste porcelain (?) sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel
5 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified green decoration
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified green and brown decoration, probably annular
4 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
10 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified blue edge decoration
1 whiteware sherd, polychrome hand painted (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1860, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, magenta transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
3 yellowware sherds, undecorated, 1 bowl rim (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 redware sherd, unglazed, hollow vessel
1 redware sherd, brown glazed
1 refined redware sherd, clear glazed (1800-1840, Magid 1990)
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, rim
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware spall, salt glazed and cobalt hand painted exterior, brown glazed interior, American Blue and Gray (1775-1900, Miller 1992)
1 brown bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear glazed, burned

Glass

1 unidentified white milk glass fragment, curved
2 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, refiled pontil, worn
1 olive green cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (post 1907)
2 orange amber bottle fragments
1 citron bottle fragment
1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 very pale aqua small cylindrical bottle fragment, cup mold, contact mold (1860-1880)
1 very pale aqua square/rectangular medicinal type bottle fragment, embossed "..A.."
1 pale green bottle fragment, single banded collared lip
1 very pale green cylindrical bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (post 1907)
8 pale aqua bottle fragments
1 potash mirror fragment (pre 1864)
30 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
8 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
17 clear sheet glass fragments
4 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved
1 unidentified clear/frosted glass fragment, curved
17 unidentified clear manganese glass fragments (1880-1915)
1 unidentified clear glass fragment, heat crazed
1 unidentified white milk glass fragment

Metal

2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
2 ferrous metal bolt fragments
9 unidentified ferrous metal fragments

Miscellaneous

25 bone fragments
39.9 grams oyster shell fragments
Block 11, Feature 61, East Half, Level 2 (FS 404)

Ceramics

2 kaolin pipe stem fragments
1 kaolin pipe bowl fragment, embossed, large leaf design with small tulip above, star along rim
1 hard paste porcelain marble - 1.8 cm diameter
2 unidentifiable burned ceramic sherds
5 refined white earthenware spalls
5 refined white earthenware sherds, undecorated, burned
1 refined white earthenware sherd, unidentified blue decoration, burned
1 refined white earthenware sherd, brown rim band, burned
1 refined white earthenware spall, brown annular decoration
1 yellowware sherd, brown annular decoration (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
1 yellowware sherd, unidentified blue decoration (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
24 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, molded decoration, multi-sided vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
90 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel, 2 from hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, flow blue decoration (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1835-1870, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, probably flow blue decoration
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified green decoration
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified blue edge decoration
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified red decoration
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified brown decoration
10 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, Coral Border pattern
2 whiteware sherds, red transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, brown transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, green transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, tureen or large bowl base (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, embossed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1845-1885, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, blue embossed (1820-1900+, South 1977)
45 creamware sherds, un decidated, 1 from flat vessel, 1 handle fragment (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, polychrome overglaze enameled (1765-1810, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, black overglaze transfer printed (1765-1815, South 1977; Miller 1992)
44 pearlware sherds, undecorated, 2 from flat vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted line
2 pearlware sherds, brown hand painted
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, floral motif, flat vessel (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted(1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue scalloped shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, unidentified green decoration
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified brown decoration
1 pearlware sherd, brown rim band
3 pearlware sherds, blue and brown annular decoration (1790-1820, South 1977; 1790-1839, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, edge embossed (1800-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue edge embossed (1780-1830, South 1977)
4 pearlware sherds, unidentified blue decoration
1 pearlware sherd, brown stenciled (?) decoration
11 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 tin glazed earthenware sherd, un decorated
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, un decorated, drawer pull (?)
6 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, gilt hand painted, hollow vessel
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, underglaze blue hand painted
3 hard paste porcelain sherds, overglaze red enameled
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, American Blue and Gray (1775-1900, Miller 1992)
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear glazed, hollow vessel base
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glazed exterior
1 red bodied coarse earthenware sherd, salt glazed exterior
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
1 pink bodied coarse earthenware sherd, salt glazed (?) and cobalt hand painted exterior, brown slip on interior
2 buff paste earthenware sherds, mottled brown glaze
3 buff paste earthenware sherds, brown glaze
1 refined redware sherd, brown glazed exterior and interior (1800-1840, Magid 1990)
1 refined white earthenware sherd, bright yellow glaze
2 redware sherds, dark brown glazed interior and exterior
2 redware sherds, unglazed exterior, clear glazed interior
1 redware sherd, clear glazed
1 redware sherd, unglazed exterior, brown glazed interior
1 redware spall, unglazed
1 redware sherd, unglazed exterior, clear glazed interior, hollow vessel
1 redware sherd, trailed slip decoration, brown glazed
1 redware sherd, burned
1 redware/terra cotta sherd, unglazed, probably flower pot
1 terra cotta flower pot fragment

**Glass**
2 white milk glass sew through button fragments
3 dark honey amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, freeblown (pre 1860)
2 dark honey amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, stained
2 honey amber cylindrical bottle fragments, worn
1 olive amber liquor bottle fragment
3 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, stained
2 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, worn
1 dark olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, stained
1 amber blackglass cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, etched
1 dark amber bottle fragment
1 dark amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, worn
1 amber bottle fragment
1 amber barrel (?) bitters (?) bottle fragment, contact mold (1860-1880)
1 citron cylindrical bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 citron bottle fragment
1 citron square/rectangular bottle fragment, stained
2 dark citron liquor bottle fragments
2 green bottle fragments, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 light green square/rectangular bottle fragment, stained
1 olive green cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, worn
1 very pale aqua bottle fragment
1 very pale aqua oval bottle or flask fragment, stained
3 very pale aqua square/rectangular/oval bottle fragments, stained
2 pale aqua cylindrical 6 oz. medicinal bottle fragment, single banded collared lip, contact mold (1858-1880)
1 light aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
48 aqua bottle fragments
2 aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 aqua small cylindrical bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
2 aqua cylindrical 6 oz. medicinal bottle fragment, single banded collared type lip, contact mold (1858-1880)
2 aqua cylindrical 6 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, stained
1 aqua small cylindrical bottle fragment, blown pattern mold (1750-1860)
1 clear bottle or tumbler fragment, opalized
1 clear lead square bottle fragment, pontil mark, contact mold (1818-1880)
1 clear manganese small cylindrical bottle fragment, embossed "M.A.", chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
1 clear small cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 clear cylindrical jam jar fragment, contemporary sure seal closure, pressed (post 1909)
3 clear selenium cylindrical bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (1911-1930)
1 clear selenium square/rectangular bottle fragment (1911-1930)
1 clear selenium cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1911-1930)
1 potash mirror fragment (pre 1864)
122 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
67 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
2 unidentified clear magnesia glass fragments, curved (pre 1860)
79 unidentified clear selenium glass fragments (1911-1930)
5 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved
20 unidentified clear glass fragments
1 unidentified white milk glass fragment
13 clear sheet glass fragments

Metal
1 brass locket frame (?) with embossed rope design on edge, 3 cm diameter
3 wrought 8d nails, rosehead, bent
8 wrought 7d nails, 7 rosehead, 1 T-head, 3 bent
2 wrought 3d nails, rosehead
5 wrought nail fragments
1 cut 2d nail (post 1790)
1 brass 2d cut nail
1 cut 7d nail (post 1790)
2 cut 10d nails (post 1790)
7 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
204 unidentified nail fragments
2 unidentified spikes
1 railroad spike
63 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
1 brass tack with leather (?) attached
8 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
1 melted brass strip fragment
1 ferrous metal cap
2 brass tacks

Miscellaneous
1 cinder
8 clinkers
10 coal fragments
121 bone fragments
1 bone/tooth fragment
38.6 grams oyster shell fragments
308 grams brick fragments
32.2 grams plaster/mortar fragments
9.4 grams mortar fragments
1 black hard rubber comb fragment (post 1851)
1 black hard rubber comb tooth (post 1851)
1 slate pencil fragment
1 brown plastic (?) fragment
2 bone button fragments
1 4-hole sew through type button, with centering depression, recessed center - 1.6 cm diameter
2 black bakelite (?) hair comb fragments
1 dry cell or arc lamp carbon fragment

Block 11, Feature 61, East Half, Level 2 (FS 404B)

Metal
5 unidentified ferrous metal fragments, possibly can
1 brass wire fragment, 2 x 1/16”

Miscellaneous
1 cinder
31 bone fragments
48.1 grams oyster shell fragments

Block 11, Feature 61, Level 3, East Half (FS 415)

Ceramics
4 kaolin pipe stem fragments
2 refined white earthenware spalls
1 refined white earthenware spall, unidentified blue decoration
1 unidentifiable ceramic sherd, burned
1 refined white earthenware sherd, blue hand painted decoration, handle fragment, burned
1 refined white earthenware sherd, undecorated, burned
31 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 2 from flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
4 whiteware sherds, unidentified blue decoration
2 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, light blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue spatter/sponged, cup rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, brown transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
19 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
4 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 2 plates (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
18 pearlware sherds, undecorated, 2 with engine turning (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified green decoration, burned
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
1 pearlware sherd, blue shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, green scalloped shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted 1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue, white and brown annular decoration (1790-1820, South 1977; 1799-1830, Miller 1992)
5 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, overglaze enameled shadow
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, probably Canton
1 buff paste coarse earthenware sherd, brown glazed
1 buff paste coarse earthenware sherd, clear glazed
1 yellowware sherd, unidentified brown decoration (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior
1 red and gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
1 redware sherd, unglazed interior and exterior, rim

Glass

1 olive amber blackglass cylindrical spirits bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, stained
1 dark amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 amber blackglass cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, stained
1 olive green cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
2 citron cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 dark citron cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, stained
3 amber log cabin bitters bottle fragments, contact mold (late 1850s-1880)
1 aqua small cylindrical medicinal type bottle fragment, open pontil, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, cup mold, worn (post 1860)
1 pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, worn
1 aqua square/rectangular bottle fragment, worn
2 green bottle fragments
13 aqua bottle fragments
1 aqua cylindrical half pint bottle or jar fragment, ground lip, worn (1840s-1850s)
1 clear magnesia bottle or decanter fragment, flared lip (pre 1860)
1 clear magnesia square/rectangular bottle fragment, worn (pre 1860)
1 clear non-lead tableware fragment, thumb print pattern, early pressed (post 1836)
2 clear magnesia tumbler fragments, unidentified pattern, band around lip, pressed (1830s-1860)
1 clear tableware or bottle fragment, blown pattern mold (pre 1860)
1 potash mirror fragment (pre 1864)
1 clear mirror fragment
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)
81 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
30 unidentified clear glass fragments
19 unidentified clear magnesia glass fragments (pre 1860)

Metal
2 cut 10d nails (post 1790)
4 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
83 unidentified nail fragments
1 ferrous metal flat washer, 3/4 x 2 1/4"
11 unidentified ferrous metal fragments

Miscellaneous
8 clinkers
1 coal fragment
108 grams oyster shell fragments
2.5 grams brick fragments
1 slate fragment
1 slate pencil fragment
1 D cell carbon fragment
2 bone fragments, 1 burned

Block 11, Feature 61, Level 3, East Half, 2.5 Feet From Top of Level (FS 416)

Ceramics
2 ironstone sherd, undecorated, saucer (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherd, undecorated, 1 from plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, cup (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, molded decoration, tureen lid (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 from saucer, 1 from hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 redware sherd, black glazed interior and exterior, hollow vessel
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, spout, dairy pan

Glass
1 aqua rectangular 4 oz. medicinal bottle fragment, embossed "COMPOUND PECTORAL" "J. W. BULL'S/BALTIMORE" in side panels, diagonal mold seam, contact mold (1850s)

Block 11, Feature 61, West Wall Profile, Level 3 (FS 419)

Ceramics
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, plate, blue printed pattern name on base "GENEVA", made by Joseph Heath & Co., Tunstall, Staffordshire, England (1845-1853, Coysh and Henrywood 1982:173)

Block 11, Feature 61, East Half, Level 6 (FS 417)

Ceramics
2 kaolin pipe stem fragments

Block 11, Feature 61, 8.2 Feet Below Grid Nail Within Well (FS 420)

Ceramics
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified blue edge decoration
2 ironstone sherd, undecorated, 1 from plate, 1 from 9" plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 very pale aqua ca. 6 oz. bottle fragment, embossed "3" on base
1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment

Block 11, Feature 61, 25' B.S., Gray Gleyed Soil (FS 439)

Ceramics
5 refined white earthenware sherds, undecorated, 1 rim, burned
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
2 light aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 light aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold or automatic bottle machine (post 1880)
1 aqua square/rectangular bottle fragment, beveled corners, contact mold (1850-1880)
1 light green square/rectangular bottle fragment, chilled iron mold or automatic bottle machine (post 1880)
2 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
1 clear magnesia (?) heavy, thick, large, bottle/container fragment, refired pontil, freeblown (pre 1860)
5 unidentified clear glass fragments

Metal
1 cut 10d nail (post 1790)
1 cut 8d nail (post 1790)
2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
3 tin plated can fragments
1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment
1 tin plated ferrous metal 4-sided tag

Miscellaneous
1 clinker

Block 11, Feature 81, Southeast Half (FS 409)

Ceramics
1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 redware sherd, clear glaze

Glass
1 aqua oval (?) bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
4 soda/potash windowpane fragments (pre 1860)
2 unidentified clear glass fragments

Metal
1 unidentified nail fragment

Miscellaneous
2 bone fragments

Block 11, Feature 81, Northwest Half (FS 412)

Ceramics
3 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted
1 redware sherd, unglazed
1 redware sherd, brown glaze
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed and cobalt hand painted exterior, brown glazed interior, American Blue and Gray (1775-1900, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 olive amber liquor bottle fragment, worn
1 unidentified aqua (?) glass fragment, opalized, curved, thin, blown
1 unidentified clear glass fragment
4 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)

Metal
2 unidentified nail fragments

Miscellaneous
3 bone fragments

Block 11, Feature 267, West half (FS 391)

Ceramics
2 creamware spalls, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware spall, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Metal
2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
9 unidentified nail fragments

Block 11, Feature 269, General Provenience (No FS)

Glass
7 clear magnesia small cylindrical medicinal bottle fragments, rough pontil, freeblown (pre 1860)
2 clear magnesia tumbler/flip glass fragments, rough pontil, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 clear magnesia tableware fragment, oval fluted pattern, blown pattern mold (pre 1860)
1 unidentified clear magnesia glass fragment, curved (pre 1860)
95 potash/soda windowpane fragments, crude earlier windowpane (pre 1864)
Block 11, Feature 269, Level 1 (FS 408)

Ceramics

3 kaolin pipe stem fragments
1 refined white earthenware spall
1 unidentified ceramic sherd, burned
11 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
46 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, molded body
1 whiteware sherd, blue scalloped shell edge (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed, 1 from flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue annular decoration (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1875, Miller 1992)
12 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
1 pearlware sherd, embossed fish scales (1800-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, blue shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted (1780-1820, South 1977; 1870-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, mocha decoration (1795-1890, South 1977; 1799-1830, Miller 1992)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, underglaze blue hand painted
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, underglaze blue hand painted, Canton (1800-1830, South 1977; 1800-1835, Miller 1992)
1 buff paste coarse earthenware sherd, brown glaze
1 American Rockingham/Bennington (?) sherd
1 redware sherd, black glaze
1 redware sherd, white slip and brown glaze
1 red and gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear glazed exterior, brown glazed interior
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear glazed and cobalt hand painted exterior, light brown glazed interior, small pan

Glass

1 citron liquor bottle fragment, applied band lip (pre 1890)
1 olive green bottle fragment, worn
1 olive amber bottle fragment
3 orange amber cylindrical bottle fragments, automatic bottle machine (post 1907)
1 dark amber bottle fragment, worn
1 amber cylindrical bottle fragment, worn
2 honey amber square/rectangular bottle fragments, chilled iron mold or automatic bottle machine (post 1880)
1 puce square/rectangular bottle fragment, embossed "...AD..", contact mold (1860-1880)
1 dark aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, worn
3 aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, worn
1 very pale aqua square/rectangular bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 very pale aqua bottle fragment, blown pattern mold (pre 1860)
7 very pale aqua bottle fragments
1 clear manganese cylindrical bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (1910-1915)
2 clear selenium cylindrical milk bottle fragments, dairy seal closure, automatic bottle machine (1911-1930)
1 dark aqua cylindrical canning jar fragments, shoulder seal closure, semi-automatic bottle machine (post 1898)
1 clear magnesia tumbler fragment, rough pontil, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 clear tumbler fragment, arched panel pattern, pressed (post 1848)
1 clear small cylindrical bottle or tumbler/flip glass fragment, pressed (?)
16 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
33 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
3 vault light fragments, fine ribbing (post 1890s)
1 clear manganese vault light fragments, fine ribbing (1890s-1915)
4 unidentified clear manganese glass fragments (1880-1915)
69 unidentified clear glass fragments
16 unidentified nail fragments
1 brass .22 caliber long cartridge case, rim fire, stamped "U", Union Metallic Cartridge Company (post 1885, Hurst 1988:14)

Miscellaneous
5 bone fragments
3.49 grams clam shell fragments
1 slate fragment
1 slate pencil fragment
1 hard rubber (?) handle (?) fragment
1 leather button?

Prehistoric
1 quartzite cobble fragment with cortex
1 quartz flake

Block 11, Feature 269, Level 1, East Half (FS 421)

Ceramics
1 redware sherd, brown glaze
4 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 2 from hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, purple transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
2 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, green scalloped shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 citron cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, worn
1 aqua oval historic flask fragment, Eagle/Tree in Foliage pattern (pre 1865)
4 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 clear sheet glass fragment
3 unidentified clear glass fragments

Metal
4 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
1 brass grommet

Miscellaneous
2 bone fragments

Block 11, Feature 269, Level 1, West Half (FS 418)

Ceramics
1 kaolin pipe bowl fragment, molded decoration
1 yellowware sherd, undecorated (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
7 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
25 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, violet transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue spatter/sponge (?) decoration
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
1 refined white earthenware sherd, unidentified yellow decoration
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, gilt rim band
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, red overglaze enameled
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, probably Canton
1 redware sherd, clear glazed interior, unglazed exterior
1 redware sherd, clear glazed interior and exterior
3 redware sherds, brown glazed interior and exterior, 1 burned
1 redware sherd, clear glazed and white slipped
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, brown glazed exterior and interior
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior
Glass
1 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, worn
2 amber cylindrical bottle fragments
2 orange amber cylindrical bottle fragments
1 pale aqua square/rectangular bottle fragment, worn
6 very pale aqua bottle fragments, worn
4 pale green cylindrical bottle fragments, worn/opacity
1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment, embossed "EN..."
3 clear manganese square/rectangular medicinal type bottle fragments, rolled lip, chilled iron mold or automatic bottle machine (1880-1915)
1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 clear bottle fragment, unidentified embossing
1 clear lead square/rectangular bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 clear small cylindrical bottle fragment, worn
1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment, automatic bottle machine (post 1910)
3 clear cylindrical bottle fragments
1 clear tableware fragment, oval panel with diamond pattern, flat, pressed
1 clear tumbler (?) fragment, partial ribbing, pressed
11 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
45 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 clear vault light (?) fragment, fine ribbing
21 unidentified clear glass fragments

Metal
6 cut nail fragments, 1 L-head (post 1790)
4 unidentified nail fragments
1 1/16" copper wire fragment, 15 " long
1 1/32" copper wire fragment, 2 " long
1 brass chain fragment

Block 11, Feature 269, Level 2 (FS 406)
Ceramics
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 buff bodied coarse earthenware sherd, brown glaze
Glass
1 pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold or automatic bottle machine (post 1880)
1 clear goblet base rim fragment (?), pressed
2 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
10 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)

Metal
1 unidentified nail fragment
1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment

Miscellaneous
1 coal fragment

Block 11, Feature 269, Level 2, East Half (FS 422)
Ceramics
1 redware sherd, unglazed
1 yellowware sherd, undecorated (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-19007, Magid 1990)
3 ironstone sherds, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, embossed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1845-1885, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted
Glass
1 dark amber liquor bottle fragment
1 light aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, worn
1 dark aqua bottle fragment
1 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 clear tumbler fragment, worn
3 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
3 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 clear sheet glass fragment
2 unidentified clear glass fragments
Metal
5 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
4 unidentified nail fragments
3 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
1 brass plated ball type, civilian "Zouave" style button (Civil War era)

Miscellaneous
7 bone fragments

Block 11, Feature 269, Level 3 (FS 407)
Ceramics
8 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, molded decoration
2 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
3 creamware (?) sherds, undecorated
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, hollow vessel
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated

Glass
1 amber blackglass liquor or bitters bottle fragment, applied tapered lip (pre 1890)
1 dark honey amber bottle fragment, worn/stained
1 dark honey amber cylindrical bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 very pale aqua small cylindrical bottle fragment
5 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
3 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
3 unidentified clear glass fragments

Metal
41 unidentified nail fragments

Miscellaneous
1 slate pencil fragment

Block 11, Feature 269, Level 3, East Half (FS 434)
Ceramics
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, drilled hole (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
1 olive amber cylindrical liquor or ale/porter bottle fragment, stained/worn
1 amber blackglass cylindrical spirits bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 pale aqua bottle fragment
10 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
1 unidentified glass fragment, opalized
1 clear sheet glass fragment

Metal
3 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
1 bone fragment

Block 11, Feature 269, Level 4, East Half (FS 423)
Ceramics
3 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, drilled hole (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified black decoration
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, willow pattern, plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, black staining on exterior, red slipped interior

Glass
1 entire aqua rectangular 4-5 oz. bottle, applied double collared lip, diagonal mold seam on base, contact mold (1850/1851-1880)
2 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)
1 clear sheet glass fragment
1 clear magnesia sheet glass fragment (pre 1860)
2 citron sheet glass fragments

Metal
2 unidentified nail fragments

130
Miscellaneous
2 bone fragments

Block 11, Feature 269, East Half, Level 5 (FS 424)

Ceramics
1 kaolin pipe bowl fragment, embossed human figures (?) 
1 tin glazed earthenware sherd, undecorated (1640-1800, South 1977; 1640-1802, Miller 1992)
1 redware spall
1 redware sherd, clear glazed, hollow vessel
3 creamware sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
4 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, single brown hand painted line
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, brown mocha decoration, hollow vessel (2795-2890, South 1977; 1799-1830, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 from hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified blue edge decoration, flat vessel
3 whiteware sherds, flow blue decoration (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1835-1870, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
1 clear sheet glass fragment

Metal
5 unidentified nail fragments
2 ferrous metal horseshoe fragments
4 strap iron fragments

Miscellaneous
1 coal fragment
6 bone fragments

Block 11, Feature 269, East Half, Level 6 (FS 425)

Ceramics
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, brown transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
3 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 yellowware sherd, undecorated (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, small handle fragment (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

Glass
2 dark honey amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 clear sheet glass fragment

Metal
2 unidentified nail fragments
1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment
2 brass wire or straight pin fragments

Miscellaneous
3 bone fragments
39.2 grams oyster shell fragments

Block 11, Feature 269, Level 7, East Half, Clay Around the Outer Circumference (FS 426)

Ceramics
1 yellowware sherd, undecorated (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
1 amber blackglass cylindrical bottle fragment, worn
1 cobalt cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
1 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved, freeblown
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Metal
2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
4 bone fragments

Prehistoric
1 quartz flake

Block 11, Feature 269, Level 7, East Half, Orange Fill (FS 427)

Ceramics
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 from large bowl or chamber pot (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 redware sherd, mottled brown glazed

Glass
1 olive amber bottle fragment, degraded

Block 11, Feature 269, Level 8, 9.25-10.22' B.S. (FS 428)

Ceramics
3 refined white earthenware spalls
1 refined white earthenware sherd, undecorated, burned
2 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed, 1 slightly burned (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, single hand painted black line
7 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
11 pearlware sherds, undecorated, 1 slightly burned, 2 mend from flat vessel (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, green scalloped shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue edge decoration
2 pearlware sherds, polychrome hand painted (1795-1815, South 1977; 1780-1835, Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, underglaze blue hand painted (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed, rim (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, embossed decoration (1800-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 yellowware sherd, undecorated (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
1 refined redware sherd, clear glaze with white slip on interior and exterior (1800-1840, Magid 1990)
1 redware sherd, clear glazed interior, brown glazed exterior, hollow vessel
1 buff and gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, hollow vessel with lug handle
1 buff and gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
1 brown and gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, hollow vessel
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed interior and exterior, hollow vessel
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, rim, Canton (1800-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, overglaze polychrome enameled, small floral motif

Glass
2 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 olive amber blackglass cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, opalized
1 olive green cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, worn
1 aqua? (citron) bottle fragment, heat melted
1 clear lead tumbler fragment, freeblown (post 1818)
1 clear tableware fragment, very small diamond quilted pattern, curved, pressed
2 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 aqua sheet glass fragment, opalized

Metal
1 cut 10d nail (post 1790)
1 cut 8d nail (post 1790)
3 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
7 unidentified nail fragments

Miscellaneous
1 coal fragment
25 bone fragments
Block 11, Feature 269, Level 9, 10.2-11.22' B.S. (FS 429)

Ceramics
2 kaolin pipe stem fragments
1 kaolin pipe bowl fragment
1 kaolin fragment
6 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
16 pearlware sherds, undecorated, 1 rim (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, blue shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, polychrome hand painted (1795-1815, South 1977; 1780-1835, Miller 1992)
6 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed, 1 rim, 1 from hollow vessel (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
9 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 handle fragment (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, green hand painted
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified blue decoration
1 whiteware sherd, black transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
1 refined white earthenware sherd, undecorated, burned
1 refined white earthenware sherd, blue shell edge, burned
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, part of lug handle
1 yellowware sherd, undecorated (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
1 redware sherd, brown glazed, handle fragment
2 redware sherds, brown glazed interior, unglazed exterior, 1 rim
1 redware fired clay fragment, brown glazed, possibly kiln furniture
1 refined redware sherd, black glazed, Jackfield like (1800-1840, Magid 1990)

Glass
1 amber blackglass cylindrical spirits bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 dark honey amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, stained
1 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, worn
1 olive green bottle fragment
1 clear lead tumbler/goblet (?) fragment, fire polished lip, freeblown (post 1818)
1 clear lead tableware fragment, wheel engraved, Jacobite rose pattern (?)
2 potash windowpane fragments, crown glass (pre 1853)
6 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
2 unidentified clear glass fragments
1 unidentified pale aqua glass fragment, heat melted
1 unidentified white milk glass fragment, curved

Metal
1 cut 30d nail, bent
1 cut 12d nail, bent (post 1790)
4 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
2 unidentified nail fragments
3 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
1 strap iron fragment with bolt
1 strap iron fragment, 1 1/2 x 1/2 x 12"

Miscellaneous
4 coal fragments
17 bone fragments
1 carved bone finial

Block 11, Feature 269, Level 9 (FS 431)

Ceramics
1 creamware sherd, undecorated, large handle (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, lid (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, cup or small bowl
1 refined redware sherd, clear glazed (1800-1840, Magid 1990)

Glass
1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
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**Metal**

- 1 unidentified nail fragment
- 1 ferrous metal bar fragment, 3/4 x 7. 1 1/2"

**Block 11, Feature 269, Level 10, 11.75-12.05' (FS 432)**

**Ceramics**

1. **Hard paste porcelain sherds**
   - Underglaze blue hand painted, cup rim

2. **White body sherds, undecorated**
   - Undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)

3. **Pearlware sherds**
   - Undecorated, 1 from plate (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)

**Glass**

1. **Olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment**, worn

2. **Clear magnesia small cylindrical medicinal type bottle fragments**, free blown (pre 1860)

**Miscellaneous**

1. 1-hole bone buttons - 1.1 cm diameter

2. **Quartz flake**
2 pearlware sherds, green scalloped shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)
12 pearlware sherds, brown annular decoration, leaf and dot motif, engine turned, mug/hankard (1790-1820, South 1977; 1780-1835, Miller 1992)
11 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
27 creamware sherds, undecorated, 2 chamber pots (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware (?), sherd, undecorated, chamber pot rim
2 whiteware (?), sherds, undecorated, large handle fragments
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 redware sherd, unglazed
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, pitcher, J. Swann, Alexandria (1820-1825, B. Magid personal communication, 1997)

Glass
1 aqua small cylindrical bottle fragment, thin, blown (?)
20 clear magnesia goblet fragments, small fluted pattern, blown pattern mold (pre 1860)
94 dark potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
14 light potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
2 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
15 dark soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 unidentified clear magnesia glass fragment, flat (pre 1860)
1 clear non-lead tubular lamp chimney (?) fragment, freeblown

Metal
1 brass handle fragment?, hollow on one end
1 brass button, flat disc type, shank attachment - 2.8 cm diameter
2 bar iron fragments
3 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
8 unidentified nail fragments
13 triangular shaped ferrous metal fragments
1 ferrous metal wrought hook, 7"
1 ferrous metal cap or button fragment
48 strap iron fragments
1 silver plated spoon or fork handle fragment
1 pewter lid/cap, molded circles, hole in center - 4.5 cm diameter

Miscellaneous
1 chalcedony fragment
1 1-hole bone button - 1.7 cm diameter
1 4-hole sew through bone button - 1.8 cm diameter
1 5-hole sew through bone button - 1.6 cm diameter
1 tortoise shell comb
73 peach pits
4 unidentified seeds
19.6 grams oyster shell fragments
25 bone fragments
2 slate pencil fragments
1 coarse hand made brick fragment (?)

Block 11, Feature 269, Level 12 (FS 435)

Ceramics
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated, 1 from plate or platter (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)

Glass
1 unidentified sherd, undecorated
1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)

Metal
1 brass spigot or valve fragment
1 cut 4 1/2d nail (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
8 bone fragments
9 peach pits

Block 11, Feature 269, Level 13 (FS 436)

Ceramics
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
6 creamware sherds, undecorated, 2 from plate, 1 from hollow vessel (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, overglaze enameled shadow (1765-180, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 entire creamware bowl (2 pieces) 5" diameter (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 pearlware sherds, polychrome hand painted, hollow vessel (1795-1815, South 1977; 1780-1835, Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, transfer printed, 1 from flat vessel (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed, overglaze red enameled, plate
2 pearlware sherds, blue scalloped shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, underglaze blue hand painted, floral motif, ball type lid finial (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)
4 pearlware sherds, green scalloped shell edge - 12” diameter platter (?) (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)
8 pearlware sherds, undecorated, 4 from flat vessel, 1 with impressed "L" (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 refined white earthenware sherd, molded, polychrome hand painted, figurine of horse
4 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, black overglaze enameled, 1 from cup
5 hard paste porcelain sherds, overglaze enameled shadow, 3 from flat vessel
7 hard paste porcelain sherds (4 mend), molded body, overglaze enameled shadow, cup or small bowl
6 hard paste porcelain sherds, underglaze blue hand painted, flat vessel (at least two vessels)
1 redware sherd, unglazed
1 redware sherd, clear glazed
1 red bodied stoneware sherd, brown glazed, probably bottle

Glass
1 olive amber cylindrical liquor/spirit bottle fragment, large open pontil, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 olive green cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 peacock cylindrical bottle fragment, etched
2 cobalt cylindrical bottle fragments
1 clear non-lead goblet stem fragment, plain, rough pontil, pressed (pre 1860)
3 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
16 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 unidentified light green (?) glass fragment, heat melted
1 unidentified goblet base, rim sherd (?), heavily stained

Metal
4 unidentified nail fragments
1 brass drawer pull
1 brass disc, possibly button - 3 cm diameter
5 strap iron fragments
2 copper wire fragments

Miscellaneous
20 bone fragments
1 1-hole disc bone button - 1.7 cm diameter
1 1-hole disc bone button - 1.75 cm diameter
1 bone 1-hole flat disc button - 1.5 cm diameter
3 thin steatite/schist (?) strips
1 slate pencil fragment
1 leather fragment
1 coconut hull halve
280 grams burned clay (?)
32 peach pits
6 turtle shell fragments
67 peach pits
4 melon seeds
1 whelk shell, 44.5 grams
4.9 grams oyster shell fragments
1 leather fragment
1 thin wooden plank fragment, sawn
3 unidentified wood fragments, 2 sawn

Block 11, Feature 269, Level 14 (FS 437)

Ceramics
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
1 pearlware sherd, green scalloped shell edge, serving bowl (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, green scalloped shell edge, plate (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830,
1 pearlware sherd, green scalloped shell edge, plate (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)
8 pearlware sherds, green scalloped shell edge, plate (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)
*note: each of the above represents a different vessel
1 pearlware sherd, polychrome hand painted, eagle with shield and arrows in right claw, may have had shell edge (1795-1815, South 1977; 1780-1835, Miller 1992) - similar to one illustrated in Noel Hume 1976:133)
1 pearlware sherd, polychrome hand painted, floral motif, cup (1795-1815, South 1977; 1780-1835, Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed
3 pearlware sherds, blue transfer printed, 2 from hollow vessel (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
2 pearlware sherds (mend) blue transfer printed rim, floral motif, small bowl (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
3 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 creamware sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 creamware sherd, undecorated, plate or platter (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 buff paste coarse earthenware sherds, brown glaze
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, kiln stacker from stoneware kiln
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glazed exterior and interior, pitcher/bowl base fragment
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel
1 calcareous stone (?) marble - 1.5 cm diameter
1 gray stoneware (?) marble - 1.8 cm diameter

Glass
1 light green small cylindrical bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
3 light green tubular candle or lamp chimney (?) fragments, thin, blown
1 unidentified pale aqua glass fragment, slightly curved, thin, blown
35 soda/potash windowpane fragments, thin, blown (pre 1864)
1 potash windowpane fragment, crown glass (pre 1853)
9 clear sheet glass fragments

Metal
2 unidentified nail fragments
1 large unidentified ferrous metal fragment
3 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment, possibly knife blade
1 ferrous metal handle fragment, inserted in wood dowel
1 molded brass fragment, possible suspender hook
1 brass flat disc button, thin ribbing, wire eye attachment - 1.8 cm diameter
2 brass thimble fragments
1 brass disc or lid, embossed, concentric circles - 4.5 cm diameter
1 brass flat disc type button, shank attachment (?) - circa 1.7 cm diameter
1 brass flat disc type button, wire eye attachment - circa 1.5 cm diameter
1 brass disc or button - 3.5 cm diameter
1 brass wire fragment, 1/8 x 4"

Miscellaneous
3 unidentified hollow concretion (?) fragments
140 peach pits
4 bone fragments
1 slate pencil fragment
1 leather belt or harness strap, 9 punched holes, 21.4 cm long, 2.4 cm wide
1 wooden spatulate shaped tool, small handle length, circa 6 cm wide, 19.5 cm long
4 coconut hull fragments
3 wood fragments
1 wooden knob fragment, hollow
1 wooden dowel fragment, 3.5 cm diameter
3 leather fragments
3 bone toothbrush fragments, burned/stained
1 1-hole flat disc bone button - 1.1 cm diameter
1 bone fan support (?)
Block 11, Feature 275, Sample (FS 411)

**Ceramics**
- 1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, light brown glazed exterior, clear glazed interior, bottle (?)  
**Glass**
- 1 dark citron cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, worn  
- 2 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)  
- 1 soda/lime soda windowpane fragments, worn  
**Miscellaneous**
- 9 coal fragments  
- 1 cinder  
- 1 slate fragment  
- 29 grams brick fragments

Block 11, Feature 278, East Half, Mottled Fill Around Dark Stain (FS 403)

**Ceramics**
- 3 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)  
**Glass**
- 1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)  
- 1 unidentified clear glass fragment  
**Metal**
- 4 unidentified nail fragments

Block 11, Feature 278, Southeast half, Black Stain (FS 410)

**Ceramics**
- 1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed (1795-1840, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)  
- 1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)  
- 2 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)  
**Glass**
- 2 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)  
**Metal**
- 1 unidentified nail fragment

Block 11, Feature 282, Apb Horizon/Feature Interface (FS 444)

**Ceramics**
- 2 pearlware sherds, underglaze blue hand painted (1780-1820, South 1977; 1780-1830, Miller 1992)  
- 1 creamware sherd, undecorated, chamber pot rim (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)  
- 1 yellowware sherd, white annular decoration, brown and white cat's eye, pitcher (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1840-1930, Magid 1990)  
**Glass**
- 1 soda windowpane fragment (pre 1864)  
- 1 clear sheet glass fragment
### OLD TOWN VILLAGE
### FEATURE 142 INVENTORY

#### Block 3, Feature 142, Remnants in Screen Before Starting New Bucket (FS 155)

**Ceramics**
- 1 gray bodied coarse stoneware spall, salt glazed

**Glass**
- 1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, opalized
- 1 puce blackglass square/rectangular bottle fragment
- 3 unidentified clear glass fragments, yellow stained, curved, thin, blown
- 1 unidentified clear glass fragment

**Metal**
- 1 cut 7d nail, bent (post 1790)
- 2 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

**Miscellaneous**
- 1 plastic fragment
- 2 coal fragments
- 6 fish scales
- 1 wood bark fragment, unmodified
- 4 wood fragments, unmodified

#### Block 3, West Extension, Fill Above Feature 142 (FS 64)

**Ceramics**
- 1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, crock, stamped "LOMON BELL..BURG", made by Solomon Bell of Strasburg, VA. (1834-1882, Rice and Stoudt 1974)
- 1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 ironstone sherd, molded body, plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

**Miscellaneous**
- 1 bone fragment

#### Block 3, West Extension, Possibly Feature 142 Fill (FS 54)

**Ceramics**
- 5 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds (mend), salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, handled jar, American Blue and Gray (1775-1900, Miller 1992)

**Trench 3 West Extended, Feature 142 (FS 51)**

**Ceramics**
- 1 whiteware sherd, paneled, possibly part of a mug (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware/ironstone sherd, undecorated, flat vessel, part of black printed maker's mark, burned/stained, made by Edwin Bennett Pottery Co., Baltimore, Maryland, post 1884 (Kovel and Kovel 1986:62)
- 1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, rim (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

**Metal**
- 2 unidentified ferrous metal fragments, 1 may be part of a can
- 7 cut nail fragments (post 1790)

**Miscellaneous**
- 52 grams oyster shell fragments
- 2 leather fragments

#### Feature 142, Privy, General Provenience (FS 99)

**Ceramics**
- 1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd, molded decoration, pitcher or coffee/tea pot (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
- 1 ironstone sherd, paneled, cup, blue paint (?) inside (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1855, Miller 1992)

**Glass**
- 1 entire clear cylindrical 3/4 quart food bottle fragment, cup mold
- 1 clear sugar shaker (?) handle fragment, small rectangular panels

#### Feature 142, Privy, General Collection (FS 158)

**Ceramics**
- 1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd, undecorated, coffee/tea pot (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
- 5 ironstone sherds (mend), molded body, chamber pot (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
3 ironstone sherds, undecorated, chamber pot (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, low embossing, leaf motif, pitcher (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1850-1870, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds (mend), molded body, paneled, cup, blue paint (?) on interior (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1855, Miller 1992)
12 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 3 from flat vessel, 2 from hollow vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, molded decoration, handle fragment (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
3 ironstone sherds, undecorated, saucer, 1 with partial black printed, unidentifiable maker's mark (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, molded decoration, handle fragment (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900; 1850-1870, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, flat vessel
1 ironstone sherd, molded body, base of bowl, basin or chamber pot, partial black printed maker's mark, globe in circle with "WAR"anted, Edwin Bennett Pottery Co. of Baltimore, Maryland (post 1884, Kovel and Kovel 1986:62)
1 refined white earthenware sherd, undecorated, cup, burned
4 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, cup (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, bowl rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, purple transfer printed, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, overglaze polychrome hand painted, gilt rim band (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1890-1930, Miller 1992)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, molded decoration, hollow vessel
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, gilt rim band, probably creamer
1 pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed, chinoiserie/willow pattern (1795-1840, South 1977; 1787-1830, Miller 1992)
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed and cobalt hand painted exterior, hollow vessel
1 redware sherd, brown glazed, base to hollow vessel
1 redware terra cotta sherd, drain pipe (?)

Glass
1 entire aqua cylindrical soda bottle, embossed "SUMMERS & ALLEN/ALEXANDRIA, VA", Hutchison stopper closure, round bottom, contact mold (circa 1881/1882)
1 entire aqua cylindrical pint medicinal bottle, embossed "C. ELLIS & CO./PHILADELPHIA", double collared lip, opalized
6 aqua cylindrical quart canning jar fragments, embossed "WHIT"[all's Patent/Ju]"NE 18, 1861", "MILL"[ville Atmospheric/Fruit Jar] on reverse, grooved tooled lip, opalized (post 1861)
1 aqua rectangular medicinal bottle fragment, embossed "INVIG...", worn
1 aqua rectangular medicinal bottle fragment, embossed "...AN...", contact mold (1810-1880)
2 aqua square/rectangular medicinal bottle fragments, single banded collared lip, stained (post 1858)
6 aqua cylindrical 5 1/2 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, single banded collared lip, opalized (post 1858)
1 aqua oval bottle fragment, opalized
2 aqua small cylindrical bottle fragments
2 aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, thin, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 aqua square/rectangular bottle fragment, opalized
1 aqua cylindrical sample baking soda bottle fragment, embossed "RUMF"[ord] around shoulder (post 1867)
1 aqua cylindrical canning jar fragment, embossed [Pat]"NOV. 26/../[Pa]"T" FEB 7...", Hero (1867-1909)
1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 aqua square/rectangular bottle fragment, opalized
1 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment
1 pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, worn
1 aqua multi-sided medicinal bottle fragment, contact mold (1840s-1880)
5 aqua very small cylindrical medicinal bottle fragments, flared lip, freeblown (pre 1860)
15 aqua bottle fragments
2 clear square bottle fragments, opalized
1 clear square/rectangular bottle fragment, stained
1 clear cylindrical half pint bottle fragment, embossed "P" on base, post bottom, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 clear small oval bottle perfumer fragment, embossed "...ER/COLOGNE/W.J. AYSTEN/...”, opalized
1 clear small square/rectangular bottle fragment, embossed "...EM..."
1 clear cylindrical quart bottle fragment
1 clear square/rectangular bottle fragment, stained
2 clear cylindrical half pint jam jar fragments, embossed "GOOD LUCK" inside horseshoe on base, pressed (1880-1891)
2 clear cylindrical half pint jam jar fragments, plain, base, pressed
1 clear oval jar fragment, wide banded on lip, stained
1 clear tapered cylindrical sugar shaker (?) fragment, small rectangular panels around shoulder, ground lip, rayed base, pressed (pre 1910)
1 clear tumbler fragment, vertically ribbed, pressed
1 clear tumbler fragment, arched panels and ribs, pressed
5 clear tubular lamp chimney fragments, ruffled and pinched rim, freeblown
4 clear globular (?) lamp chimney fragments, fire polished lip and base, freeblown
1 clear lamp chimney fragment, ground base, freeblown
30 clear lamp chimney fragments, freeblown
7 clear square/rectangular bottle fragments, opalized
2 clear cylindrical bottle fragments, opalized
2 amber cylindrical pint bottle fragments, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
7 amber cylindrical bottle fragments, three section contact mold (1821-1880)
1 red amber cylindrical bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 amber cylindrical bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
2 amber cylindrical medicinal bottle fragments, embossed [L]"ouis RIO...CHE..", tooled rolled lip, stained
2 olive amber cylindrical bottle fragments, contact mold (1810-1880)
3 green cylindrical bottle fragments, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 pale green cylindrical bottle fragment, opalized
2 very pale green cylindrical canning jar fragments, embossed "THE G"[em], contact mold (1867-1909)
1 cobalt small cylindrical bottle fragment, embossed "...E.../...H.../..."
1 Vaseline glass tableware fragment, pressed
4 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved, thin, blown
1 unidentified clear (?) glass fragment, curved, stained
6 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved, stained
4 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved
3 unidentified clear glass fragments
75 soda/lime soda windowpane fragments, stained
3 clear sheet glass fragments

Metal
3 ferrous metal can fragments
2 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
1 cut 6d nail (post 1790)
1 cut 8d nail (post 1790)
1 cut 9d nail (post 1790)
5 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
1 silver plated (?) flat disc button/insignia, embossed with star with 'GREAT SEAL OF THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA 1807/1907(?)” around with rope design on edge - 1.4 cm diameter
6 brass eyelets
7 ferrous metal chain links

Miscellaneous
3 coal fragments
10 bone fragments
1 shell button fragment
1 vulcanized rubber hose fragment (post 1839)
1 brown silk pocket (?) fragment, wreath monogram, finished edges top and bottom, machine stitched sides, 8.8 cm long, 7.5 cm wide
6 leather fragments
1 leather satchel handle
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I wooden sewing thread spool
I wooden tool handle
45 wooden keg staves, gallon size
5 wooden match sticks, machine made
11 milled lumber/furniture fragments
5 wood shingle fragments
2 wood frame fragments, grooved edges, milled and routered
25 wood shavings, planed
28 wood fragments, axed
7 wood fragments, cut or sawn ends
51 unmodified wood fragments
1 brick fragment, 10 cm wide, 5.3 cm thick
1 cattle horn, circa 22.5 cm long, filled with powdered red lead (?)
66.8 grams powdered red lead
23.5 grams oyster shell fragments

Block 3, Feature 142, Level 1, West Extension Fill (FS 95) - FILL

**Glass**

1 olive amber blackglass cylindrical pint liquor or ale bottle fragment, embossed "N" on base, dimpled base, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 entire aqua baking soda bottle, embossed "RUMFORD" on shoulder, single banded collared lip, cup mold, opalized (circa 1878)
1 entire clear oval 2-3 oz. medicinal bottle, flared lip, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 entire very pale aqua cylindrical 2-3 oz. medicinal bottle, single banded collared lip, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
5 clear cylindrical 6 oz. perfumer fragments, diamond quilted/diamond label pattern, rayed base, blown pattern mold (art glass type)
1 clear goblet fragment, "Bleeding Heart" pattern, three piece pressed (1875-1891)
1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
3 unidentified clear glass fragments

Block 3, Feature 142, Level 1 (FS 80)

**Ceramics**

1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, saucer, partial black printed maker's mark - lion and unicorn with "IRONSTONE CHINA J.M. & CO." (Glasgow Pottery Company/John Moses & Co., Trenton, N.J., in operation from 1859-1906 - similar to 1895 mark except does not have the & S for and sons, so possibly earlier (Kovel and Kovel 1986:11)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, 10" plate, partial black printed maker's mark - lion and unicorn with "IRONSTONE CHINA J.M. & CO." (Glasgow Pottery Company/John Moses & Co., Trenton, N.J., circa 1895 (Kovel and Kovel 1986:11)
2 ironstone sherds (mend), rim, burned or stained (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1855, Miller 1992)
2 American Rockingham/Bennington sherds, molded decoration (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, red transfer printed, cup or bowl (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (?), cup (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 refined white earthenware sherd, embossed decoration, green glaze, plate, burned

**Glass**

1 aqua cylindrical beer bottle fragment, lightening stopper closure, opalized (post 1874)
1 aqua cylindrical canning jar fragment, threaded closure, opalized
1 clear manganese bottle fragment, slight flared lip (1880-1915)
1 dark aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 clear manganese globular bowl or decanter (?) fragment, etched/engraved leaves and stems, pressed (?)
1 entire royal blue button - 1 cm diameter, hand pressed (post 1860s)
2 potash and soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)

**Metal**

1 copper band with three holes, 11/4" x 1/16" x 8"
Miscellaneous
19.1 grams oyster shell fragments

Block 3, Feature 142, Level 1 (FS 136)

Ceramics
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
1 refined white earthenware sherd, undecorated, burned/stained
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
3 whiteware/ironstone sherds, overglaze black and purple transfer printed, floral motif, plate, stained

Glass
1 clear cylindrical bottle (?) fragment
2 yellow chemical stained cylindrical tableware fragments, large diamond quilted pattern, pressed
9 clear lamp chimney fragments, thin, blown, chemically stained
1 unidentified clear/pale green glass fragment, curved, chemically stained
1 clear tubular syringe fragment, 1.3 cm diameter, freeblown
1 entire peacock syringe plunger, 9.0 cm long, cork adhering to base of syringe, pressed

Metal
1 cut nail fragment (post 1790)
1 brass sling and clamp for rifle
5 ferrous metal can fragments (post 1837)

Miscellaneous
1 shell/horn (?) 2-hole disc type button, covered with rust - 1.3 cm diameter
2 coal fragments
18.9 grams oyster shell fragments
29 bone fragments
1 fish scale
6.7 grams brick fragments
1 dark brown/black felt fragment
1 dark brown/black felt fragment, thin
1 brown rayon/silk (?) fabric fragment, circa 7.8 x 8.3 cm, fine twill weave
1 black rayon/silk (?) fabric fragment, mostly threads, warp faced
2 leather shoe/boot heels, stacked and nailed
1 leather scrap, cut
1 leather shoe/boot heel quarter fragment
1 leather strip fragment, thin, machine stitched edges, circa 4 cm wide, 43 cm long
1 half round lumber fragment, sawn end piece fragment, 1/2" wide, 3/4" thick, 1 3/8" long, milled
1 wood chip, axed
2 stick/twig fragments, unmodified
1 tree limb/twig fragment, unmodified
1 bark fragment, unmodified
1 rounded wood fragment, shovel handle (?), milled
1 wood slat fragment, 5 3/8" long x 3/10" thick, milled
1 vulcanized rubber hose plug (?), 3.2 cm diameter, hand cut (post 1839)

Block 3, Feature 142, Level 1 of Fill (FS 109)

Ceramics
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
1 whiteware sherd, brown transfer printed, rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated, flat vessel
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, embossed decoration, small oval plate
1 ironstone sherd, molded body, large bowl or basin (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 yellowware sherd, dark blue glaze on top of vessel, clear glaze below, jar or coffee/tea pot (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)

Glass
1 amber square/rectangular medicinal bottle fragment, embossed [Paines]."CHEMICAL CO", chilled iron mold (post 1882)
1 amber cylindrical 2-3 oz. medicinal bottle fragment, embossed "CRISWELLS/BROMO-PEPSIN/CURES HEADACHE/AND INDigestion", single banded collared lip, chilled iron mold (post 1885)
2 clear 9-sided paneled tumbler fragments, rayed base, pressed
2 clear manganese tableware fragments, nu-cut type, pressed
5 clear lamp chimney fragment, thin, blown

**Metal**
1 brass oil lamp burner
1 white metal fragment, 15.2 cm long

**Miscellaneous**
2 rib bones, sawed

**Block 3, West Extension Feature 142, Level 1 (FS 157)**

**Ceramics**
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

**Glass**
1 cobalt bottle fragment
1 clear manganese (?) tableware fragment, starburst on base, pressed
2 clear globular lamp chimney fragments, crimped lip, freeblown (post 1866)
9 clear lamp chimney fragments, freeblown
1 entire white milk glass 4-hole sew through button, ribbed edge - 1.1 cm diameter, pressed
1 unidentified yellow chemical stained glass fragment, curved
1 clear sheet glass fragment

**Metal**
1 cast iron door latch, embossed, spring type thumb latch
1 ferrous metal wheel with bolt and nut in center
1 brass circular disc with four screw holes and pulley on one end
1 ferrous metal ring, possibly with lead solder

**Miscellaneous**
1 paper fragment
1 thin wood slat fragment, 10 cm long, .8 cm wide, .2 cm thick, milled
1 wood chip, axed
1 outer limb/tree trunk fragment, cut end

**Block 3, Feature 142, Level 1 (FS 287)**

**Ceramics**
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glazed, crock, stamped maker's mark - "E.J. MILLER
ALEX
dam 4" (1865-1876, Magid 1990:27) - Miller was merchant not potter

**Metal**
1 copper coin or token

**Feature 142, Privy Level 2 (FS 277)**

**Ceramics**
4 buff paste coarse earthenware sherds, unglazed, drain pipe/flower pot fragments
2 hard paste porcelain sherds (mend), polychrome hand painted, broad floral motif, gilt rim band, creamer or small pitcher
1 yellowware sherd, undecorated, bowl base (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930 (?), Magid 1990)
2 American Rockingham/Bennington sherds, undecorated (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, molded decoration, leaf motif, polychrome slips/wash (green, brown and yellow) on exterior, pink wash/glaze on interior
1 ironstone sherd, molded decoration, handle, pitcher or chamber pot (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, molded body, ribbed near base, hollow vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
5 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 1 rim (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, flat vessel, 1 with partial unidentifiable black printed maker's mark (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, saucer rim (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, cup rim (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
3 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 2 from hollow vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
7 ironstone sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel like a small crock (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1840-1900, Miller 1992)

1 ironstone sherd, magenta and black rim band, vessel similar to small bean pot

**Glass**

8 amber blackglass cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, three section contact mold (1821-1880)
2 aqua oval flask fragments, slugged out embossing, applied double collared lip, hinge mold, contact mold (1830s-1860)
2 lime green oval flask fragments, sheared lip, freeblown (pre 1850)
4 aqua multi-sided cylindrical liquor (?) bottle fragments, fluted neck, applied double collared lip, contact mold (1840-1880)
2 aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, diamond arched panels, blown pattern mold (1750-1850)
1 lime green oval flask fragments, sheared lip, freeblown (pre 1850)
4 aqua multi-sided cylindrical liquor (1) bottle fragments, fluted neck, applied double collared lip, contact mold (1840-1880)
2 aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, diamond arched panels, blown pattern mold (1750-1850)
1 aqua cylindrical circa 3 oz. baking soda bottle fragment, embossed "RUMFORD" around shoulder, single banded collared lip, contact mold (circa 1868)
9 aqua cylindrical canning jar fragments, embossed "MA..ON/..ENT/..V 30...8.." [Mason's Patent 1858], shoulder seal (1862-1908)
4 aqua cylindrical canning jar fragments, embossed "WHITALL'S PATENT...MIL...FRUIT JAR"
1 aqua cylindrical canning jar fragment, embossed [Fru]"TT JA"][r] (post 1861)
2 aqua cylindrical canning jar fragments, embossed "PAT NOV. 26 67" around "218' on base (Gem jar), glass insert closure (1867-1909)
3 aqua cylindrical canning jar sherds
73 aqua cylindrical bottle or jar fragments
1 clear lamp chimney fragment, ruffled, hand pinched lip, blown
2 clear lamp chimney fragments, ruffled with diagonal decoration, hand pinched lip, blown
42 clear lamp chimney fragments
1 aqua tray fragment, Daisy and Button pattern, pressed (circa 1885)
2 yellow stained tableware fragments, diamond pattern, pressed
1 clear magnesia goblet stem and foot fragment, three piece mold (1821-1860)
1 clear square (?) individual salt cellar (?) fragment, 3.5 cm high, pressed
2 clear tumbler/jelly jar fragments, tapered oval paneled pattern, rolled seal lip, pressed
3 clear large tumbler fragments, plain, pressed
1 clear tableware fragment, wavy rim, pressed
1 clear tableware fragment, beaded rim, pressed
2 unidentified clear glass fragments, concave base, freeblown
1 unidentified cobalt glass fragment, flat/square/rectangular
1 entire white milk glass 4-hole sew through button - 1.07 cm diameter,
50 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)
9 clear sheet glass fragments
18 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved

**Metal**

1 Derringer type pistol butt/handle fragment, white metal/silver trim, wood is possibly walnut
1 silver plated serving spoon fragment, stamped "1847 ROGERS BROS."
2 cut 10d nails (post 1790), 1 bent
3 cut 7d nails (post 1790)
3 cut 4d nails (post 1790)
1 cut 2d nail (post 1790)
3 cut 9d nails (post 1790), 1 bent
12 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
10 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
8 corrugated and perforated ferrous metal sheet fragments
1 ferrous metal strip, backed and wrapped with brass bands
1 ferrous metal bucket bail handle
1 ferrous metal can rim fragment
1 thin tin fragment, possibly part of can
1 square ferrous metal tin lined can
1 ferrous metal split chain link
1 ferrous metal square 5/8" nut
2 thin ferrous metal strip fragments
1 ferrous metal strip fragment, coiled, possibly part of spring
1 ferrous metal handle fragment, tableware or tool
1 ferrous metal bail handle attachment with rivets and bail
2 thin ferrous metal sheet fragments
4 domed brass buttons, removed from chaps below

Miscellaneous
1 telegraph insulator pin
1 telegraph insulator pin fragment
7 vulcanized rubber fragments (post 1839)
1 circular vulcanized rubber fragment (post 1839)
1 vulcanized rubber hose fragment (post 1839)
3 thin vulcanized rubber fragments, 2 with knots (post 1839)
1 thick vulcanized rubber fragment (post 1839)
1 thin vulcanized rubber fragment (post 1839)
1 5" x 11/16" vulcanized rubber hose fragment (post 1839)
1 vulcanized rubber facing or cuff fragment, circa 6.5 cm wide and 14 cm long (post 1839)
1 mother of pearl 2-hole sew through button, recessed center - 1.4 cm diameter
1 cigar butt fragment, 4.7 cm long
1 sheet mica fragment, cut corner
9 twisted hemp twine fragments, 2 ply, circa 4 cm diameter
1 gold rayon (?) bias tape remnant, 4 cm wide, weft faced
1 dark gold rayon (?) plated ribbon fragment, 7.5 cm wide, weft faced
1 leather fragment with small brass tack
1 entire brown leather pocket/pocketbook fragment, 25 cm long, 10 cm wide, machine stitched across center and around edges, rough cut tabs at each end
1 dark brown leather chap (?) fragment, 38 cm long, 30+ cm wide (incomplete), machine stitched edge seams
1 dark brown leather chap (?) fragment, 39 cm long, 26+ cm wide (incomplete), machine stitched edge seams
1 entire scored leather heart shaped scissors case (?), 9.6 cm long, fine machine stitching around edge
1 entire small pleated leather purse, punched holes around top, no machine stitching
1 entire cork bottle stopper, quart sized container
1 cork bottle stopper fragment, pint sized container
3 brown paper/cardboard fragments
3 wood shavings
1 burned wood fragment
2 wooden sewing thread spool fragments
9 wooden match sticks
1 wooden newel-type end piece, decorative, 5 cm diameter, sawn end, routered
1 wood stick fragment, sawn end
1 unmodified wood limb or twig fragment
15 egg shell fragments
1 egg (rotten), 27.9 grams, discarded
113 bone fragments
7 fish bone fragments
22 fish scales
2 clinkers
3 coal fragments
305.29 grams oyster shell fragments
.3 grams clam shell fragments

Feature 142, Privy Level 2 (FS 279)

Miscellaneous
1 dark gold silk fabric fragment, floral pattern, circa 4 cm long, fine twill weave

Feature 142, Level 2 (FS 92)

Ceramics
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, saucer, partial black printed maker's mark - mark is from what later became Maryland Pottery Company (1879-1914, Lehner 1988:282)

Glass
1 cobalt bottle fragment, rolled lip (pre 1930)
1 entire clear oval 2 1/2 oz. medicinal bottle, embossed "JNO. T. COLE & CO/DRUGGISTS"/mortar and pestle"ALEXANDRIA, VA.", tooled single banded collared lip (circa 1880/1881)
1 clear tumbler fragment, vertically ribbed and plain, pressed
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1870-1S92
Block 3, Feature 142, Level 2, West Extension (FS 158)

Glass

1 entire aqua cylindrical pint beer bottle, embossed "R. PORTNER/WASHINGTON, D.C.", applied tapered lip, cup mold, contact mold (post 1860)
1 entire aqua square 4 oz. medicinal bottle, embossed "FREY’S/VERMIFUGE/BALTIMORE", tooled single banded collared lip, contact mold
1 entire aqua cylindrical half pint medicinal bottle, embossed "3" on base, rolled lip, contact mold (1858-1880)
1 entire aqua cylindrical half pint medicinal bottle, tooled single banded collared lip, contact mold (1858-1880)
1 entire aqua cylindrical half pint medicinal bottle, flared lip, contact mold (1858-1880)
1 entire aqua square 3 oz. medicinal bottle, tooled single banded collared lip, contact mold (1858-1880)
1 entire clear square 2 1/2 oz. medicinal bottle, tooled single banded collared lip, corked with some contents (1858-1880)
1 entire aqua cylindrical half pint baking soda bottle, embossed "RUMFORD’S" around shoulder, "R" on base, tooled single banded lip, cup mold, contact mold (circa 1867)
1 entire aqua cylindrical sample baking soda bottle, embossed "RUMFORD’S" around shoulder, "R" on base, tooled single banded lip, cup mold, contact mold (circa 1867) - associated with 4 sewing needles and paper
1 puce cylindrical bottle fragment, opalized
5 clear lamp chimney fragments, thin, blown
2 clear tumbler fragments, plain, pressed

Ceramics

3 ironstone sherds (2 mend), molded body, cup with ribs at bottom (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, molded decoration, Sydenham pattern, circa 8" plate impressed British Registry Mark on base, type of mark used between 1842-1867, "T & R Boote" above mark, "HAM SHAPE" below mark, made by T & R Boote Co. of Burslem, Staffordshire, England, registered in 1853, - see FS 118
4 ironstone sherds, molded body, heart panels with rope motif around rim, large bowl (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
5 ironstone sherds (4 mend), molded body, wide ribbed pattern with scallops around rim, chamber pot (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, lid possibly from chamber pot above, fits (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, saucer (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992) - 1 has blurred black printed maker's mark
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, rims, 1 from plate, 1 from saucer/plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
3 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 1 rim from hollow vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware/ironstone sherd, blue transfer printed, probably willow pattern, base of hollow vessel
1 whiteware sherd, brown overglaze hand painted (?) decoration, dogwood motif, 8" plate
1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd, paneled, hollow vessel (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
2 buff paste coarse earthenware sherds (mend), unglazed, small flower pot
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, molded leaf decoration by handle attachment, overglaze polychrome hand painted, floral (?) motif, gilt band around base, cup/sugar bowl/creamer
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, polychrome hand painted exterior, hollow vessel
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, hollow vessel
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, stamped maker's mark - "...ONNER "...BURG VA" in cartouche - either Samuel H. or John H. Sonner of Strasburg, Virginia - 1870-1892 (Rice and Stoudt 1974:105)

Glass

1 entire aqua cylindrical pint beer bottle, embossed "R. PORTNER/WASHINGTON, D.C.", applied tapered lip, cup mold, contact mold (post 1860)
1 aqua tray fragment, Daisy and Button pattern, pressed (circa 1885)
1 entire white milk glass button, domed, shank missing, pressed
1 white milk glass 4-hole sew through button fragment - 1.2 cm diameter, pressed
1 unidentified clear hole sew through button fragment - 1.2 cm diameter
6 potash and soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)

Metal
1 brass plate with two holes, embossed design
1 brass cap
3 ferrous metal fragments, possibly can
5 ferrous metal bail handles
2 cut 5d nails (post 1790)
4 ferrous metal sewing needles, 3.7 cm long

Miscellaneous
2 vulcanized rubber hose fragments (post 1839)
1 1 x 43/4 x 5 3/4" sawed lumber fragment
7 bone fragments
54.7 grams oyster shell fragments
5 wood fragments
6 light brown paper scraps - found with needles inside Rumford bottle
1 cork bottle stopper fragment

Block 3, West Extension, Feature 142, Level 2 (FS 96)

Ceramics
1 terra cotta/redware sherd, flower pot

Block 3, West Extension, Feature 142, Level 2 (FS 78)

Ceramics
1 redware sherd, unglazed, hollow vessel
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, small handled cup
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, possibly part of toy cup
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, overglaze polychrome enameled saucer
1 hard paste porcelain doll's head and part of shoulder, brown painted hair, circa 2.8 cm long, similar to 1850s style (Davis 1993:79)
1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd, hollow vessel (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
8 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 2 from hollow, 1 from flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, floral motif, rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
3 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 2 rims, 1 from flat vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, low embossed decoration, bowl or basin (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1850-1870, Miller 1992)

Glass
3 aqua cylindrical beer bottle fragments, opalized
1 amber cylindrical bottle fragment, opalized
1 honey amber square/rectangular bottle fragment, opalized
1 aqua square/rectangular (?) bottle fragment, opalized
1 amber cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, opalized
2 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, worn
3 clear cylindrical bottle fragments, worn
2 clear manganese tumbler (?) fragments (1880-1915)
1 clear tableware fragment, Daisy and Button pattern, curved, pressed (post 1885)
2 clear lamp chimney fragments, freeblown
15 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
12 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 potash windowpane fragment (pre 1864)
1 unidentified clear manganese glass fragment, curved (1880-1915)
1 unidentified white milk glass fragment, curved
6 clear sheet glass fragments

Metal
3 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
1 ferrous metal cap fragment
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Miscellaneous
6 bone fragments

Block 3, West Extension, Feature 142, Level 2, Fill (FS 75)

Ceramics
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, saucers (2 different) - both from what later became Maryland Pottery Company (1879-1914, Lehner 1988:282)
3 ironstone sherds (mend), undecorated, cup (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, saucer, partial black printed maker's mark - lion and unicorn (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, circa 11" plate/platter (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, light blue transfer printed, molded body, possibly pitcher fragment (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware/ironstone spall, undecorated
1 whiteware sherd, blue shell edge decoration, burned or stained, platter (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, pink luster decoration
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, saucer, partial black printed maker's mark - lion and unicorn (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, light blue transfer printed, molded body, possibly pitcher fragment (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue shell edge decoration, burned or stained, platter (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, pink luster decoration
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, plate or saucer
1 hard paste porcelain doll, "Frozen Charlotte" type - 4.5 cm long (1850s/1860s?)

Glass
1 light green cylindrical quart food bottle fragment, embossed "CB" on base, contact mold (1866-1922)
1 entire aqua tapered cylindrical 4 oz. sample liquor or grape juice (?) bottle, tooled double collared lip, cup mold
2 cobalt cylindrical bottle fragments, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 amber square/rectangular medicinal bottle fragment, embossed [Cele]"RY COMPOUND", opalized (post 1882)
1 aqua cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, single banded collared lip (1858-1930)
1 entire aqua cylindrical half pint medicinal bottle, single banded collared lip, cup mold, opalized (1875-1930)
1 entire aqua thin rectangular medicinal bottle, paneled, tooled tapered lip, opalized (1870s)
1 light cobalt cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, applied double collared lip, opalized (1870s-1880)
1 entire clear tapered cylindrical pickle bottle fragment, embossed "PATD JANY 13TH 1882/HEINZ/7" on base, fluted shoulders and heel, tooled tapered lip, chilled iron mold (1882-1910)
1 aqua canning jar lid fragment, embossed "PATD FEB 12 56 DEC 17 61 NOVE 4 62 DEC 6 64 JUNE 9 68 JAN 19 69/SEPT 8 68/DEC 22 68" around, stamped (post 1868)
1 entire aqua miniature demi-john perfumer, basket weave pattern, everted lip, open pontil, blown pattern mold, imported
1 clear cylindrical tableware fragment, embossed large daisy on base, pressed
1 clear oval tableware fragment, "Dew Drop" pattern, pressed (1878-1891)
1 clear lamp chimney fragment, fluted/ruffled rim, hand pinched, freeblown
1 clear globular lamp fount fragment, ground lip, pressed
1 white milk glass lamp shade fragment, plain, paste mold (?)
1 entire white milk glass lamp shade fragment, plain, paste mold (?)

Metal
3 cut 20d nails (post 1790)
3 cut 9d nails (post 1790)
6 cut 8d nails, 1 bent (post 1790)
9 cut 6d nails, 2 bent (post 1790)
32 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
1 wrought 4d nail
1 wrought 8d nail, bent
1 wrought 9d nail, bent
6 wire nail fragments (post 1890)
1 ferrous metal barrel band

Miscellaneous
1 wooden paint brush head with horsehair bristles and red paint
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Feature 142, Privy, Level 2 (FS 118)

Ceramics

- 2 kaolin pipe bowl fragments (mend)
- 1 ironstone sherd, molded body decoration, chamber pot (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
- 3 ironstone sherds, undecorated, saucer (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
- 1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, handle, probably from cup (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
- 6 ironstone sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
- 3 ironstone sherds, undecorated, plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
- 2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, circa 6.7" plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
- 4 ironstone sherds, molded decoration, Sydenham pattern, 8.9 inch plate (T & R. Boote, J. Clementson, registered 1853; Weatherbee 1985:51) - The T & R. Boote Company was in operation from 1842-1906 and Joseph Clementson operated from 1839-1864 (Weatherbee 1985:21)
- 1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, circa 8" plate, partial impressed British Registry Mark on base, type of mark used between 1842-1867, "SYDEN...", made by T & R Boote Co. of Burslem, Staffordshire, England, registered in 1853 - see FS 159
- 2 ironstone sherds (mend), undecorated, partial black printed maker's mark on base, flat vessel (the Edwin Bennett Pottery Company circa 1886, Lehner 1988:44)
- 1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, chamber pot base (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
- 4 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, black transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
- 1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, cup
- 1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, rim
- 1 yellowware sherd, undecorated (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930, Magid 1990)
- 1 buff/brown bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown salt glazed, hollow vessel
- 1 buff bodied earthenware sherd, brown glazed interior and exterior
- 3 unidentified burned ceramic sherds
- 1 gray bodied earthenware drain type pipe (?) fragment, unglazed

Glass

- 8 amber blackglass cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, 3 section contact mold (1821-1880)
- 2 amber oval bottle/flask fragments, opalized
- 1 amber rectangular/oval bottle fragments, opalized
- 1 moonglow cylindrical bottle fragment, opalized
- 15 pale lime green oval flask fragments, blown pattern mold (1750-1850)
- 2 aqua rectangular 3-4 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, embossed "JANNEY & CO. [Alex] ANDRIA, VA/[Druggi] STS" on sides, slug plates, opalized (circa 1870-1883)
- 4 aqua small cylindrical medicinal bottle fragments, single banded collared lip, opalized (post 1858)
- 2 aqua cylindrical 4-5 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, embossed "4" on base, opalized
- 1 aqua cylindrical 4-5 oz. medicinal bottle fragment, embossed "7" on base, contact mold (pre 1880)
- 1 aqua cylindrical 4-5 oz. medicinal bottle fragment, contact mold (pre 1880)
- 1 aqua small cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
- 1 aqua small cylindrical bottle fragment
- 1 aqua small cylindrical bottle fragment, opalized
- 1 aqua small cylindrical bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
- 1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, embossed star on base
- 1 clear oval (?) bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
- 1 clear square/rectangular bottle fragment, opalized
- 3 clear oval (?) bottle fragments, unidentified dots and ? pattern, blown pattern mold (pre 1860)
- 34 aqua bottle glass fragments
- 1 aqua cylindrical canning jar fragment, embossed "PAT. DEC 17.6.." around, "PAT NOV 25 47/232" on base (Gem jar), post bottom (1867-1909)
- 3 aqua cylindrical canning jar fragments (Gem jar) (1867-1909)
- 2 aqua cylindrical canning jar fragment, [Jun] "E 18" (1861) on side (Millville Atmospheric), plain base (post 1861)
- 22 aqua canning jar fragments
9 aqua cylindrical baking soda bottle fragments, embossed "RUMF" [ord's], opalized
1 clear bowl (?) fragment, inset panels with diagonal ribbing around rim, curved, pressed
2 aqua tray fragments, Daisy and Button pattern, scalloped rim, pressed (circa 1885)
2 clear small tumbler (?) fragments, vertically ribbed, pressed
1 clear tumbler lip fragment
1 clear applied handle fragments, blown/stretched
1 clear handle fragment, machine pressed
1 clear lamp globe fragment, poppies (?) and Greek key pattern, pressed
1 clear jelly jar fragment, sure seal closure, pressed (post 1874)
74 clear lamp chimney fragments, ruffled, hand fluted lip, thin, blown
33 clear lamp chimney fragments, small ruffled pattern with line decoration, hand fluted lip, thin, blown
1 clear lamp chimney (?) fragment, double horizontal ribs, thin, blown
1 unidentified clear rim fragment, pressed
1 unidentified clear rim fragment, fire polished, freeblown
1 clear small beaker (?) fragment, foot, pressed
3 unidentified clear glass fragments, convex base, freeblown
3 unidentified clear glass fragments, heat melted
1 entire white milk glass button, domed, shank attachment - 1.2 cm diameter
1 entire white milk glass 4-hole sew through button - 1.3 cm diameter
1 entire white milk glass 4-hole sew through button - 1.6 cm diameter,
2 entire white milk glass 4-hole sew through buttons - 1.7 cm diameter,
1 entire white milk glass 4-hole sew through button - 1.1 cm diameter
1 entire white milk glass 4-hole sew through button - 1.1 cm diameter, small violet roulette or floral design, floral enamel
105 potash and soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)
18 clear sheet glass fragments
30 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved
16 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved, blown

Metal
1 brass side plate from gun
1 brass gun hammer
1 cut 30d nail, bent (post 1790)
1 cut 10d nail (post 1790)
2 cut 8d nails, 1 bent (post 1790)
1 cut 6d nail (post 1790)
2 cut 3 nails (post 1790)
31 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
3 cut spike fragments (post 1790)
2 wire nails (post 1890)
1 wire finishing nail (post 1850)
33 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
15 can fragments (post 1837)
1 unidentified ferrous metal object, bracket like
4 thin strap iron fragments
3 narrow, thin strap iron fragments
1 ferrous metal wire (?) fragment
1 ferrous metal button, molded decoration, shank type closure or eye - 1.5 cm diameter
1 ferrous metal hand saw blade
2 ferrous metal barrel or keg bands
1 7/8" ferrous metal washer
1 13/4" ferrous metal washer

Miscellaneous
1 cork fragment
4 cork bottle stoppers
1 4-hole disc type bone button - 1.35 cm diameter
1 celluloid (?) fragment, cut in geometric shape (if celluloid post 1869)
1 entire 4-hole disc type shell button - 2.2 cm diameter
1 dark brown clump of human hair
22 egg shell fragments
220.8 grams oyster shell fragments
1 cinder
4 coal fragments
269 bone fragments
1 egg shell fragment
37 fish bone fragments
54 wooden match sticks, burnt
1 slate pencil
1 carbon electrode (?) fragment
6 paper fragments
1 entire rubber bottle stopper
1 dark brown felt fragment
2 gold silk fabric fragments, ascot/scarf (?), 10 cm wide, fine warp threads crossed at circa 1.5 cm intervals with 2 weft threads
1 fine gold cotton thread, circa spool full
1 medium dark brown cotton, thread, circa hank
1 dark brown/rust silk fragment, circa 15 x 26 cm, tabby weave
1 gold and brown silk striped fabric fragment, circa 9 x 15 cm, twill weave
1 gold silk (?) fabric fragment, dress sleeve (?), circa 35 x 18 cm, floral pattern, fine twill weave
2 dark gold silk fabric fragments, 54 x 50 cm, woven stripes at 3.5 cm intervals with floral sprig pattern, loose fine tabby weave
1 light brown silk, fabric fragment, handkerchief (?), finished edge, three rows of raised warp stripes at edge, fine twill weave
1 light brown silk fabric fragment, 8.5 x 9 cm, tabby weave
1 black silk fabric fragment, circa 14 cm long, finished edge, fine tabby weave
1 black silk fabric fragment, circa 8 cm long, brown thread machine stitching along edge, fine twill weave
13 leather scraps
1 leather scrap with small, cut, oval hole
1 leather man's right boot/shoe sole and heel, circa 26 cm long
1 leather child's right boot/shoe sole and heel, circa 14.5 cm long
2 leather man's low top boot quarters
10 leather boot/shoe sole and heel fragments
1 leather boot/shoe quarter fragment
14 leather boot/shoe top fragments
1 leather woman's boot, button-top row, scalloped edge, 8 button holes
1 leather belt fragment, thin, finished edges, 1 punched hole, 1.9 cm wide
1 leather strip fragment, crudely cut
1 leather strap fragment, 4 small wooden pegs in strap, 3.9 x 4.6 cm
1 hemp two-ply twisted cord/twine fragment, 61 cm long
2 oak (?) flooring fragments, cut end pieces, tongue and groove, 5/8" thick, milled
3 wood lumber fragments, cut ends, milled
6 (2 large, 4 small) fine grained hardwood wood shavings, planed
1 pine/soft wood shaving, planed
3 pine (?) wood pole/shovel handle fragments, various diameters
1 rough milled wood strip, 3/8" thick x 1/4" wide, sawn horizontal groove at one end
1 wood fragment, sawn end
2 wood lumber fragments
1 burnt/charred wood fragment
2 wooden bark fragments, unmodified
5 wooden inner bark fragments, unmodified
5 wood fragments, unmodified
1 rounded wood fragment, sawn end
5 fine grained rounded wood fragments, "bentwood" furniture type, cut marks, otherwise unmodified
1 small wooden case or container fragment, 3.6 cm high, hollowed interior

Feature 142, Privy, Level 2 (FS 102)

Ceramics
1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd, sugar bowl (?) lid (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, mug/tankard base, black printed maker's mark (from what later became Maryland Pottery Company 1879-1914, Lehner 1988:282)
1 earthenware (?) sherd, blue color glaze, mortar (?)
Glass
2 aqua cylindrical canning jar fragments, embossed "MILLVILLE ATMOSPHERIC", ground lip, opalized
1 clear knobbed bowl lid, serpentine pattern, six piece pressed
1 entire white milk glass 4-hole sew through button, 1.1 cm diameter,
1 entire white milk glass 4-hole sew through button, 1.4 cm diameter,
1 entire white milk glass 4-hole sew through button, 1.9 cm diameter

Metal
1 cast ferrous metal door latch part

Ceramics
1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd, molded decoration, "Rebecca at the Well" vessel (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, blue hand painted or glazed with possibly some overglaze hand painting

Block 3, West Extension, Feature 142, Level 2 (FS 76)
Ceramics
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, 9” plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, low embossed decoration, floral motif, saucer (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1850-1870, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, flat vessel, partial black printed maker’s mark - probably lion and unicorn with
[R]ROYAL
„IRONSTONE
„GODDARD” - similar to mark used by Turner, Goddard & Co. of Staffordshire, England; in business from 1867-1874 (Kovel and Kovel 1986:12).

Block 3, West Extension, Feature 142, Level 2 (FS 75)
Ceramics
1 barrel band fragment
1 wire nail (post 1890)

Metal
1 fish scale
1 egg shell
26 bone fragments
28.1 grams clam shell fragments
84.2 grams oyster shell fragments
31 cinders
6 coal fragments
28 clinkers
3.8 grams brick fragments
97 wood and wood shaving fragments
1 mortar fragment
7 wooden match sticks, machine made
1 thin plastic/hard rubber (?) strip
1 fragment of black and brown threads
1 shell flat disc type 2-hole button - 1.7 cm diameter

Ceramics
1 kaolin pipe bowl and stem fragment, molded decoration
Feature 142, Privy, Level 3, Water Screening (NO FS)

**Ceramics**
- 1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, hollow vessel, may be part of ginger jar - see FS 280

**Metal**
- 1 thin ferrous metal fragment, may be part of can

**Miscellaneous**
- 1 1/4" x 2" vulcanized rubber hose fragment (post 1839)
- 1 clinker
- 2 bone fragments
- 232.3 grams brick fragments
- 1 1" x 1/2" wooden handle fragment

Feature 142, Privy, Level 3, Water Screening (FS 170)

**Metal**
- 8 thin ferrous metal fragments, possibly can
- 1 .22 caliber short cartridge case, live

**Miscellaneous**
- 2 coal fragments
- 11 bone fragments
- 290.7 grams brick fragments
- 2 wooden match sticks, machine made
- 1 4 3/4 x 1/2" vulcanized rubber hose fragment (post 1839)
- 20 wood fragments, lumber
- 5 wood chips
- 1 pine knot
- 1 bark fragment

Feature 142, Privy, Level 3 (FS 280)

**Ceramics**
- 1 buff clay (or stained) pipe stem fragment
- 1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
- 2 refined white earthenware sherds, undecorated, burned
- 1 redware sherd, mottled glaze
- 1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd, molded decoration, pitcher (?) (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
- 2 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed, 1 from hollow vessel
- 1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 1 red bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown salt glazed, hollow vessel
- 1 whiteware sherd, light blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, light blue transfer printed, multi-sided hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
- 5 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 base from plate or saucer (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 2 whiteware sherd, undecorated, rims (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 15 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 1 base of flat vessel, 1 from hollow vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
- 12 ironstone sherds, undecorated, rims (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
- 2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, cup (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
- 2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, plate rims (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
- 5 ironstone sherds (mend), undecorated, circa 10" plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
- 1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, shallow bowl rim (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
- 2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, saucer rim (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
- 2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, platter rim (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
- 1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, flat vessel, unidentified partial black printed maker's mark - lion and unicorn with "IR..." above and "W...." below (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
- 1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, saucer (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
- 4 ironstone sherds (mend), undecorated, saucer, black printed maker's mark - lion and unicorn with "ROYAL IRONSTONE CHINA ABOVE" and "JOHNSON BROS"
LATE PANKHURST & CO.
ENGLAND” (Johnson Bros. established 1883, Kovel and Kovel 1986: 12)
4 ironstone sherds (mend), undecorated, saucer, black printed maker’s mark - what later became Maryland Pottery Co. 1879-1914, Lehner 1988:282)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, plate/platter, partial black printed maker’s mark - "...RANTED" with globe below (Edwin Bennett Co. of Baltimore, MD circa 1875 (Kovel and Kovel 1953:178)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, lid finial (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
5 ironstone sherds, undecorated, chamber pot (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, molded body, paneled with scallops above panels, chamber pot (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1855, Miller 1992)
3 ironstone sherds, undecorated, chamber pot lid (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
3 ironstone sherds, molded body, heart panel and rope motif around base of rim, large bowl (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
20 hard paste porcelain sherds, underglaze blue hand painted, ginger jar
1 hard paste porcelain (thick), polychrome overglaze enameled, floral motif, cup
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, polychrome hand painted (brown and gray), floral motif, hollow vessel
3 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, three green painted lines at rim, saucer
1 hard paste porcelain 4-hole sew through button, navy blue stars on face - 1.2 cm diameter
1 hard paste porcelain doll head, black painted hair (circa 1880s?, Davis 1993:86)
2 hard paste/opaque porcelain sherds, undecorated

Glass
5 entire white milk glass 4-hole sew through buttons - 1 cm diameter
3 entire white milk glass 4-hole sew through buttons - .8 cm diameter
1 entire white milk glass 4-hole sew through button, central circle - 1.4 cm diameter
1 entire white milk glass 4-hole sew through button, radiating lines - 1.3 cm diameter
1 entire brown glass 2-hole sew through button, 1.8 cm diameter, partially heat melted
1 entire black jet glass bead, oval, 1.8 cm long, wound
8 peacock cylindrical soda/mineral water bottle fragments, embossed "...N...BOSTON", post bottom, contact mold
3 amber blackglass cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, contact mold (1810-1880)
2 amber oval/rectangular flask fragments, contact mold (1860s-1880)
3 clear oval [Success to the Union] flask fragments, opalized (1865-1870)
1 amber oval (?) bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
12 oval/rectangular jar fragment, embossed “RELIABLE” on lip finish, ground collar, heavily stained
1 amber bottle fragment, stained
1 honey amber oval (?) bottle/flask fragment, opalized
5 amber oval bottle/flask fragment, embossed "...EP.L..." on shoulder, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 very pale green bottle/flask fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 aqua oval 3-4 oz. medicinal bottle fragment, embossed [Ph]"ILIADE'[Iphias], contact mold (1850s-1880)
2 aqua square/rectangular medicinal bottle fragments, side panels, opalized
2 aqua cylindrical 5 1/2 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, contact mold (1856-1880)
1 clear square/rectangular medicinal bottle fragment
1 light aqua oval bottle, opalized
3 pale aqua large cylindrical bottle fragments, opalized
2 very pale green oval (?) bottle fragments, opalized
24 aqua bottle/jar fragments, curved
1 clear cylindrical jar fragment, sheared threaded lip
7 aqua cylindrical 5 1/2 oz. baking soda bottle fragments, embossed "RUMFORD" around shoulder, single banded collared lip, opalized (post 1867)
2 aqua cylindrical baking soda bottle fragments, embossed "RU"[?mford] around shoulder, opalized (post 1867)
2 clear non-lead cylindrical bottle fragments, contact mold (1818-1880)
1 clear small cylindrical bottle fragment, opalized
1 clear small cylindrical bottle fragment
7 aqua cylindrical quart canning jar fragments, contact mold (post 1861)
5 aqua cylindrical quart [Gem] canning jar fragments, ground threaded lip, contact mold (1867-1909)
1 clear cylindrical, vertically ribbed jar or bottle fragments, embossed "D. LINDEMANN & CO. N.Y." on base.
6 uranium octagonal tableware fragments, pressed
1 clear tableware fragment, embossed small dots on rim, curved, pressed
2 clear frosted (?) tableware fragments, curved, flared rim, opalized
2 clear globular lamp chimney fragments, opalized
34 clear non-lead tubular and globular lamp chimney fragments, large hand pressed fluted rim, freeblown
45 clear tubular lamp chimney fragments, small hand pressed fluted rim, freeblown
3 clear globular (?) lamp chimney fragments, freeblown
1 unidentified globular lamp fragment, sheared lip, pressed
1 unidentified white milk glass sheet glass fragment
103 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
8 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
75 clear sheet glass fragments
59 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved

Metal
1 cut 10d nail, T head, bent (post 1790)
1 cut 10d nail (post 1790)
2 cut 3d nails (post 1790)
1 cut 5d nail (post 1790)
1 cut 8d nail, T head (post 1790)
6 cut 8d nails, 1 bent (post 1790)
1 cut 6d nail (post 1790)
1 cut 4d nail (post 1790)
1 cut 4 1/2d nail (post 1790)
1 cut nail fragment, L head (post 1790)
1 cut 60d spike, bent
39 cut nail fragments, 1 bent (post 1790)
1 wrought 8d nail, rosehead
1 wrought 4d nail, rosehead
1 wire 6d nail (post 1890)
1 brass lamp burner
5 ferrous metal fine wire fragments
161 thin ferrous metal fragments, probably can
165 unidentified thin ferrous metal fragments
1 thin strap iron fragment
7 ferrous metal can fragments
2 ferrous metal bucket/can fragments, rim
1 ferrous metal bucket/can fragment, tin plated/galvanized, base
1 ferrous metal bucket/can fragment, tin plated/galvanized with bail ear attachment
1 tin fragment
2 ferrous metal bucket fragments
1 1/2 x 9/16 x 5/8" brass ferrule/collar
4 ferrous metal barrel bands
1 ferrous metal wire bail ear
1 ferrous metal bucket/pail bail handle fragment
1 1/16 x 4 1/2" ferrous metal wire fragment
1 ferrous metal bolt fragment
5 sheet iron fragments
1 brass sheet fragment
1 ferrous metal washer - 3/4 x 2"
1 1/16 x 1/4" brass harness rivet washer
1 sheet iron fragments, 7 x 3/12"
1 ferrous metal spoked wheel, 4 cm diameter
1 flat 1/2" coiled spring
1 thin ferrous metal wire fragment
11 thin steel strip fragments, some with brass clips
10 x 4" sheet iron fragment
5 corrugated tin/zinc fragments
1 zinc fragment
1 cast iron finial
2 brass electrical bulb sockets
1 fine brass screen filter
1 3 x 18 x 1/16" sheet metal
1 cast iron long fragment
1 ferrous metal wood chisel or file fragment
1 tin plated ferrous metal can fragment, "JA...FRENCH...
..PARIS
..SCRUD BRO (?)"

1 wooden straight razor with ferrous metal blade
1 ferrous disc type button with wire eye, leather (?) top/cover - 1.4 cm diameter
2 ferrous metal 4-hole sew through buttons - 1.7 cm diameter, 1.5 cm diameter
2 thin, round ferrous metal fragments, possibly wire
6 thin ferrous metal wire or straight pin fragments
1 round ferrous metal fragment with sheet metal attached
1 brass kerosene lamp burner
1 11/4 x 12" ferrous metal heavy chain link/railroad coupling (?)
1 brass grommet
1 ferrous metal pipe fragment, circa 2.5 cm diameter
1 ferrous metal L-shaped bracket-like piece with hole in one end and circular threaded piece attached
1 brass gas lamp collar with hole in one end
1 brass gas lamp burner
1 coiled strap iron fragment, 1.6 cm wide
1 ferrous metal finial (?)

Miscellaneous
4 roofing slate fragments
2 cork bottle stoppers
1 cork bottle stopper fragment
339 unmodified wood fragments
146 wood fragments, axed
105 end cut wood sticks and slivers
63 wood shavings, planed
2 wood knots, sawn
10 small wood fragments, sawn/cut ends
1 small piece of burnt wood
2 charcoal fragments, .4 grams
3 wood pole fragments, 1.8 cm diameter, cut marks
2 wood pole fragment, smooth exterior, 12.7 cm long
1 wood cask fragment, interior groove below butt rim, milled
3 small triangular sawn lumber end pieces
16 milled lumber fragments, 9.9-24.4 cm long
1 milled wood slat fragment, shin (?), shaved end, .63 cm thick
1 milled wood slat fragment
2 wood slat fragments, 1.6 x 1.89 cm
1 fine milled lumber fragment
1 lumber fragment, 7 cm long, sawn
1 tapered lumber fragment, 9.3-8.8 cm thick, 7.6 cm wide, 25.4 cm long, milled, sawn ends
1 rough milled wood slat fragment, 9 x 3.4 cm
2 small fine grained wood fragments, thin, cut
1 small rounded wood fragment, 1.27+ cm diameter, dove tailed end
1 entire wood cleat, two drilled holes, bevel cut opposing ends, 5.7 cm long, 3.8 cm wide, 1.6 cm thick
1 entire wooden sewing thread spool
1 entire hand made wooden dagger/knife, knife whittled, 22.8 cm long
2 wooden match sticks, hand made
26 wooden match sticks, machine made
6 charcoal fragments
1 slate pencil fragment, notched and carved on base
2 slate pencil fragments
1 hemp rope/twine fragment
1 shredded hemp fragment, 35 cm long
1 fireplace tile fragment
5 brown burlap fragments, loose tabby weave, gunny sack
1 dark gold silk tabby weave fabric fragment
1 gold silk (?) bias tape fragment, .8 cm wide, 20 cm long
1 dark brown (?) twill weave fabric strip fragment
7 dark brown and gold silk fabric fragments, gold checkered pattern
1 dark brown/gold twill weave wool fabric fragment, gold plaid pattern
2 dark brown wool twill weave fabric fragments
2 dark brown fine knit fabric fragments, hand stitched along edge
1 black silk twill weave fabric fragment
1 dark brown silk tabby weave fabric fragment
2 dark brown felt fragments
2 sedge-type grass basketry fragments
2 wood basketry fragments, red/orange painted
6 basketry fragments
1 black-brown celluloid (?) strip fragment, 1.9 cm wide
2 leather scraps
4 leather lady's shoe fragments, flat type, left foot, stacked heel, stitched/nailed
1 leather lady's shoe fragments, flat type, left foot, stacked heel, stitched/nailed, 9.5" long, near complete
4 leather lady's high top boot fragments, left foot, button top, worn heel, stitched/nailed
2 leather lady's boot or shoe fragments, low heel, worn heel, stitched/nailed
2 leather boy's boot fragments, right foot, "Buster Brown" type, over 9" long, eight sets of eyelets, toe scuffed out, worn heel, stitched/nailed
2 leather button top boot fragments, 4 holes each fragment, stitched
4 leather boot/shoe heel fragments
1 paper layered boot/shoe heel fragment
7 leather boot/shoe last fragments, stitched
1 leather boot lace (?) fragment, thin 17+ cm long
1 man's high top shoe, right foot, cut away on both ankle sides, hole in sole, worn heel, 25 cm long, machine stitched sole with repair nails
4 leather large button tabs, 5+ cm long, cut, stitched
1 pin stripe leather inner part of wallet (?), folded, 18.5 cm long, 9.6 cm wide, scored, no stitching
3 unidentified stitched leather strips
6 small cut leather end pieces
2 vulcanized rubber hose fragments (post 1839)
1 1/2 x 16" vulcanized rubber hose fragment (post 1839)
1 1 1/2 x 18 x 2" vulcanized rubber hose fragment (post 1839)
1 vulcanized rubber gasket (?) fragment
128 egg shell fragments
1470.2 grams oyster shell fragments
296 bone fragments, 2 sawed
1 tooth fragment
49 fish bones
153 fish scales
4 cinders
162 clinkers
224 coal fragments
16.7 grams mortar fragments
15.5 grams brick fragments
2.3 grams plaster fragments
1 black plastic sheet fragment
1 asphalt fragment
1 brown rubber fragment
1 rubber strip with punched holes
1 telegraph insulator pin
1 hard rubber hair comb fragment (post 1851)
1 black hard rubber fragment (post 1851)
1 wood (?) 4-hole sew through button, charred - 1.5 cm diameter
1 shell 2-hole sew through button -1.3 cm diameter
1 bone 4-hole sew through button, recessed center - 1.8 cm diameter

Feature 142, Privy, Level 3 (FS 104)

Ceramics
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, saucer, impressed "S" within elaborate scrollwork (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, molded body, chamber pot (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
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**Glass**
- 1 entire aqua cylindrical half pint baking soda bottle, embossed "RUMFORD" on base, single banded collared lip, opalized (post 1867)
- 1 entire aqua cylindrical half pint medicinal bottle fragment, embossed "5' on base, single banded collared lip, opalized (post 1858)
- 1 clear tumbler fragment, small arched heel panel, rayed base, pressed
- 2 clear lamp chimney fragments, ruffled rim, hand pinched lip, freeblown

**Feature 142, Privy Level 4 (FS 107)**

**Ceramics**
- 1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted, chinoiserie motif, large hollow vessel, possibly ginger jar
- 1 ironstone sherd, molded body, base fragment, possibly chamber pot (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
- 1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, base, large hollow vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

**Glass**
- 1 aqua cylindrical pint beer bottle fragment, embossed "H. ENGLEHARDT/ALEXANDRIA/VA" inside oval slug plate, "THIS BOTTLE NOT TO BE SOLD" on reverse, post bottom, opalized (circa 1880-1888)
- 1 green cylindrical mineral water bottle fragment, embossed "CONGRESS/WATER", "CONGRE" [ss & Empire Spring Co] over C monogram "SARATOGA, N.Y." on reverse, post bottom, contact mold
- 1 aqua cylindrical quart canning jar fragment, embossed "PAT DEC 17 61 RIES SEPT 1 68" around, "PATD NOV 26 1867" around "200" on base, post bottom, contact mold

**Feature 142, Privy Level 4 (NO FS)**

**Ceramics**
- 1 American Rockingham/Bennington tea/coffee pot lid, molded decoration, floral finial (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)

**Feature 142, Privy Level 4, Water Screening (FS 326)**

**Ceramics**
- 1 burned ceramic marble
- 1 hard paste porcelain marble - circa 1.7 cm diameter
- 1 refined white earthenware spall
- 7 hard paste porcelain sherds, underglaze blue hand painted, chinoiserie motif, ginger jar
- 3 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated, probably from ginger jar
- 4 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated
- 1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, unglazed exterior, rim of jar (?)
- 4 whiteware sherds (mend), overglaze black transfer print and gilt (?) rim band, saucer
- 16 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 hollow vessel rim, 1 burned, 1 flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 2 whiteware (?) sherds, undecorated, stained, plate
- 5 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
- 2 whiteware sherds, blue shell edge with beaded rim, oval bowl (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, blue shell edge (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, oak leaf pattern, bowl rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, floral pattern (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, paneled vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
- 1 whiteware sherd, flow black transfer printed (?), plate or platter
- 1 whiteware sherd, flow black transfer printed, plate or platter
- 2 American Rockingham/Bennington sherds, molded decoration, handle fragments (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
- 2 American Rockingham/Bennington sherds, molded decoration, Rebecca at the Well pattern, tea or coffee pot (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
- 1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd, molded decoration, hollow vessel with handle (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
- 2 American Rockingham/Bennington spalls, undecorated (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
- 1 yellowware sherd, blue annular decoration with brown and blue finger trailed slip decoration, hollow vessel (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1840-1930, Magid 1990)
1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 brown stoneware bottle

4 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, crock, 1 base
3 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed, crock, 1 base
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, jar rim, gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, hollow vessel

4 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherds (2 mend), salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, jar with lug handles
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, lug handle fragment
1 buff and gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, crock base
2 buff and gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, hollow vessel
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, crock, 1 base
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, jar rim, gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, hollow vessel
1 pinkish buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, jar rim
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, jug handle fragment
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, lug handle fragment

1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, crock, 1 base
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, lug handle fragment
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, lug handle fragment
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, crock, 1 base
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, lug handle fragment
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, crock, 1 base
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, lug handle fragment
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, crock, 1 base
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, lug handle fragment
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, crock, 1 base
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, lug handle fragment
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, crock, 1 base
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, lug handle fragment
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, crock, 1 base
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, lug handle fragment
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, crock, 1 base
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, lug handle fragment
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, crock, 1 base
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, lug handle fragment
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, crock, 1 base
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, lug handle fragment
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, crock, 1 base
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, lug handle fragment
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, crock, 1 base
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, lug handle fragment
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, crock, 1 base
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, lug handle fragment
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, crock, 1 base
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, lug handle fragment
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, crock, 1 base
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, lug handle fragment
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, crock, 1 base
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, lug handle fragment
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, crock, 1 base
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, lug handle fragment

1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, plate - 8" diameter, black printed maker's mark - "TRADEMARK
2 shields/crests
EDWARD CLARK" (1865-1887 Weatherbee 1985
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, plate, partial black printed maker's mark, plate - "...TUNSTALL CLARK" in banner

OPAQUE PORCELAINE" below
3 ironstone sherds, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
14 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 4 rims, hollow vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
10 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 4 rims (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, molded decoration, chamber pot (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, chamber pot rim (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, bowl rim (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherd, undecorated, flat vessel, burned (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
8 ironstone sherds, undecorated, flat vessel, 2 rims (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
5 ironstone sherds, undecorated, cup (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
7 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 9" plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
3 ironstone sherds, undecorated, plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
6 ironstone sherds, undecorated, saucer (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, lid (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, lid finial (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, molded body, panedted, cup (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, 1840-1855, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, molded body, hollow vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, molded body, paneled, saucer, partial black printed maker's mark, "H..." (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, 1840-1855, Miller 1992)
3 hard paste porcelain 4-hole sew through buttons with blue painted stars - 1.1 cm diameter

Glass
4 white milk glass 4-hole sew through buttons - 1 cm diameter
8 white milk glass 4-hole sew through buttons - 1.1 cm diameter
1 white milk glass 4-hole sew through button - 1.6 cm diameter
1 white milk glass 4-hole sew through button - 1.7 cm diameter
3 white milk glass 4-hole sew through buttons - 1.4 cm diameter
1 white milk glass 4-hole sew through button - 1.3 cm diameter
1 white milk glass 4-hole sew through button, with stamped radiating lines - 1.35 cm diameter
1 black glass 4-hole sew through button, recessed center - 1.1 cm diameter
2 green blackglass cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, embossed "ELLENVILLE GLASS WORKS./X" on base, contact mold
1 aqua cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, embossed "PAT"[ent] on shoulder, three section
1 green blackglass cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, contact mold (1842-1866)
17 green cylindrical champagne/wine bottle fragments, applied band lip
12 amber tapered cylindrical hock/wine bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 dark green cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, embossed "...ERC" [G/O] on base, contact mold
4 amber blackglass cylindrical spirits bottle fragments, brandy finished lip, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 dark honey amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
5 amber oval strap sided flask fragments, post bottom, opalized (post 1870)
2 aqua large oval flask fragments, opalized
11 honey amber square liquor or bitters bottle fragments, post bottom, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 Summer/Winter (?) historical flask (?) fragment
1 very pale aqua cylindrical half pint bottle fragment, embossed [Paten]"T" on shoulder, contact mold (1842-1861)
1 amber cylindrical bottle fragment, degraded
1 amber oval (?) bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 honey amber cylindrical bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
2 honey amber oval bottle fragments, thin, contact mold (1810-1880)
6 light amber cylindrical/oval bottle fragments, opalized
1 amber cylindrical bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 amber square/rectangular bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
11 dark green squat cylindrical mineral bottle fragments, embossed "CONGRESS & EMPIRE SPRING"/double outline "C", contact mold
1 light aqua cylindrical beer bottle fragment, embossed [Engl]"EHA"[rdt], opalized (circa 1880-1888)
3 aqua cylindrical pint beer bottle fragments, contact mold (circa 1870s)
3 aqua cylindrical pint beer bottle fragments, unembossed slug plate, post bottom, opalized (post 1875)
10 clear square perfumer bottle fragments, embossed [B]"AZIN..../...ILADELPHI...", diagonal mold seam, contact mold (late 1850s)
1 entire aqua rectangular 3 oz. medicinal bottle, single banded collared lip, no air vents (1870s)
2 entire aqua square 1 oz. medicinal bottles, embossed "MICHIELS/EYE SALVE", inverted lip, refired pontil, contact mold (1850s)
5 aqua rectangular medicinal bottle fragments, embossed [(Che]"MISTS/[New Yo]"RK", in side panels, Hedgeman & Co., snap case, diagonal mold seam, contact mold (1850s)
3 pale aqua rectangular 3 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, single banded collared lip, contact mold (1856-1880)
5 clear manganese oval pharmacy bottle fragments, embossed "...HAYS &...PHARMACISTS/7 DIVISION ST. N.", "W.T. & CO./6" on base, single banded collared lip, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
3 clear oval pharmacy bottle fragments, embossed "...NS/.."
3 clear rectangular medicinal bottle fragments, single banded collared lip, contact mold (1856-1880)
4 clear rectangular medicinal bottle fragments, opalized
9 aqua cylindrical 5 1/2 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, single banded collared lip, opalized (post 1856)
4 aqua cylindrical 5 1/2 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, single banded collared lip, contact mold (1856-1880)
6 very pale aqua cylindrical 5 1/2 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, contact mold (1856-1880)
1 aqua cylindrical 5 1/2 oz. medicinal bottle fragment, contact mold (1856-1880)
2 pale aqua cylindrical 5 1/2 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, contact mold (1856-1880)
1 aqua square/rectangular circa 3 oz. medicinal bottle fragment, single banded collared lip, contact mold (1856-1880)
1 aqua small rectangular/oval medicinal bottle fragment, single banded collared lip (1856-1880)
1 aqua cylindrical vial fragment, embossed "MEX"[ican Mustang Liniment] blown pattern mold (1849-1860)
3 clear square/rectangular medicinal bottle fragments, contact mold (1810-1880)
5 clear square circa 5 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, embossed "4" on base, contact mold (1860-1880)
1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment
1 pale green cylindrical bottle fragment, opalized
1 pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, thin, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 aqua cylindrical circa quart bottle fragment, worn
1 pale aqua cylindrical bottle or jar fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
3 clear oval/rectangular bottle fragments, opalized
2 aqua (ice) cylindrical bottle or jar fragments, opalized
1 clear oval circa 6 oz. bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
75 aqua cylindrical bottle fragments
4 aqua square/rectangular bottle fragments
3 clear cylindrical bottle fragments
1 clear oval/rectangular bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment, opalized
1 aqua cylindrical Rumford's baking powder or medicinal bottle fragment, contact mold (1858-1880)
3 very pale aqua cylindrical baking powder bottle fragments, embossed [Rum]["FO"] on base, opalized (post 1867)
2 aqua cylindrical 5 1/2 oz. baking powder bottle fragments, embossed [Rumford]"2" on base, contact mold (1867-1880)
5 pale green cylindrical 5 1/2 oz. baking powder bottle fragments, embossed [Rumford]"2" on base, contact mold (1867-1880)
12 very pale aqua cylindrical sample baking powder bottle fragments, embossed "R"["rumford"]"ORD", single banded collared lip, contact mold (1867-1880)
5 pale aqua cylindrical sample baking powder bottle fragments, embossed [Rumford]"D", single banded collared lip, opalized (post 1867)
4 clear non-lead cylindrical half pint culinary jar fragments, ground screw threaded closure, opalized (pre 1910)
1 aqua canning jar fragment, cup mold, contact mold (1860-1880)
3 aqua cylindrical canning jar fragments, embossed "PATd DEC 17.67 REIS SEP 1 68/PAT NOV. 26 1867" on base, Hero jar, ground screw threaded closure, post bottom, contact mold (1869-1909)
3 aqua cylindrical canning jar fragments, embossed "PAT NOV 26 67/PAT FEB 4 73" around "A 1" on base (1873-1909)
27 very pale aqua cylindrical canning jar fragments, embossed "THE GEM", screw threaded closure, contact mold (1869-1909)
1 very pale aqua/green cylindrical canning jar fragment, embossed "MILL"[ville Atmos]"PH..", contact mold
3 deep aqua cylindrical canning jar fragments, ground screw threaded closure (1856-1910)
4 aqua cylindrical canning jar fragments, embossed "SEPT" on base, Hero jar, opalized (1867-1909)
4 pale aqua cylindrical canning jar fragments, screw threaded closure, contact mold (1858-1910)
3 pale green cylindrical canning jar fragments, embossed "WT & C monogram, screw threaded closure, contact mold (1858-1910)
2 aqua cylindrical canning jar fragments, contact mold (1858-1910)
6 pale green flint glass cylindrical canning jar fragments, screw threaded closure, opalized
2 pale aqua cylindrical canning jar fragments, opalized
1 clear magnesia cylindrical barrel mustard jar fragment, blown pattern mold (pre 1850)
3 clear lead tumbler fragments, vertically paneled, pressed
5 clear large goblet (?) fragments, plain, pressed
2 clear goblet or small bowl fragments, horizontal diamond pattern, pressed
2 clear magnesia tumbler fragments, plain (pre 1860)
1 clear tableware or decanter fragment, diamond quilted pattern,
3 clear tumbler or lamp chimney fragments
146 clear unidentified glass fragments, curved
9 clear globular lantern globe fragments, heavy, thick glass, ground lip and base, stained black
11 clear oval tubular lamp chimney fragments, moderately thick glass, ground lip and base, black stained
5 clear oval globular lamp chimney fragments, thin glass, flared and fire polished lip, freeblown
54 clear globular (?) lamp chimney fragments, freeblown
2 clear lamp chimney fragments, small hand fluting on lip, freeblown
3 clear lamp chimney fragments, large hand fluting on lip, freeblown
76 clear globular (?) lamp chimney fragments, freeblown
98 clear lamp chimney fragments
577 potash/soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
61 clear sheet glass fragments
Metal

1 unidentified Vaseline glass fragment, pressed
1 6" galvanized stove pipe fragment with weather vent on top
1 ferrous metal railroad lantern top
6 thin ferrous metal (tin plated originally) plates, 1 with slot for rod - reflectors (?)
3 unidentified aluminum or zinc sheet fragments
1 3/4" ferrous metal square nut
2 1/16" iron rod fragments
4 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
2 tin plated/galvanized thin scrap metal fragments
1 ferrous metal wire fragment
1 ferrous metal strap iron fragment with rivets, 1/16 x 2 1/4"
192 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
32 tin plated can or container fragments
2 thin tin plated ferrous metal fragments
171 thin ferrous metal fragments, possibly can
2 corrugated tin (?) fragments
2 strap iron fragments
1 tin plated ferrous metal tube with spout
1 ferrous metal cooking utensil handle
27 thin steel/ferrous metal strips with brass clips
1 zinc (?) collar/washer
1 ferrous metal stove pipe fragment
1 cast grate fragment
1 cast iron oval collar
5 sheet metal fragments
1 brass wick adjuster (?) knob, stamped
1 cast angle iron fragment
2 ferrous metal tube fragments
3 corrugated ferrous metal fragments
1 brass eyelet
1 ferrous metal 4-hole sew through button - 1.8 cm diameter
5 sheet metal fragments
1 5/8" ferrous metal bolt fragment, threaded
1 ferrous sheet metal fragment, tapered trimmed or cut off end piece, 8.9 cm maximum width, bent over 7.6 cm long
1 roughly T-shaped rectangular ferrous sheet metal fragment, 15.9 x 22.22 cm, one nail hole, cut on all sides
3 roughly square ferrous sheet metal fragments, tin coated, circa 28 x 28 cm, cut edges
1 ferrous sheet metal fragment, 12 x 16 cm, crimped seam on one end, remaining three sides are cut
1 ferrous sheet metal fragments, roughly triangular, 19 cm maximum width, circa 28 cm long, end seams on two sides
1 non-ferrous sheet metal fragment, 18.4 x 24 cm, cut on all sides
1 squat circa half pint ferrous metal can fragment, crimped side seams, folded over rim, tin coated
1 ferrous sheet metal fragment, rolled end seam, circa 7.6 x 7.6 cm
1 ferrous sheet metal fragment, two cut edges, 8.9 x 15.2 cm
1 ferrous sheet metal fragment, two cut edges, 7.6 x 8.9 cm
1 ferrous metal screw cap
3 small ferrous sheet metal fragments
1 brass tube fragment
4 ferrous metal straight pins
1 ferrous metal straight pin fragment
1 fine steel wire fragment
1 copper wire fragment
3 thin ferrous metal rod fragments
1 brass strip, curved
1 cast iron roller bearing (?)/weight
1 tin plated ferrous metal can with blue paint
1 tin plated ferrous metal can, gallon size with red lead paint
1 aluminum/tin strip fragment
2 cut 10d nails, bent (post 1790)
1 cut 4 1/2d nail, bent (post 1790)
1 cut 4d nail (post 1790)
3 cut 6d nails, bent (post 1790)
6 cut 8d nails, bent (post 1790)
1 cut 2d nail (post 1790)
2 cut 20d nails (post 1790)
1 cut 12d nail (post 1790)
1 cut 9d nail, bent (post 1790)
3 large cut spike fragments
44 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
1 unidentified nail fragment

Miscellaneous
3 wax fragments
1 shell 2-hole sew through button - 1.4 cm diameter
1 black fabric covered wood/bone (?) domed disc type button, hand covered - 1.8 cm diameter
1 black plastic (?) bakelite/hard rubber monocle/lens, stamped "B & LOC", brass screws
2 black celluloid strip fragments, 2 cm wide (post 1869)
1 paper fragment, printed "...Parenthia Was in the service of...
33 leather scrap fragments
1 leather thong fragment, looped knot at end, permanently twisted in loop with crack through
leather, circa 90 cm long
1 leather man's large boot top, 28 cm long, 19 cm wide
1 leather boot strap, machine stitched, circa 14 cm long, 2.4 cm side
1 leather right shoe sole, 25 cm long, square toe, no heel
1 leather right shoe sole, 19.5 cm long, square toe, no heel
4 leather child's left boot fragments, 10 sets of eyelets on top, instep missing, 16.5 cm long,
rounded toe, worn heel
2 leather child's right shoe/boot sole, insole and heel quarter fragments, circa 14 cm long,
nailed heel, stitched sole
1 leather man's boot or high top shoe top fragment with row of 9 eyelets, machine stitched
4 lady's boot top "eyelet" row remnants (?), machine stitched oval button holes
2 leather woman's low heeled right shoe or boot sole fragments, scalloped toe tip and heel
quarter, 20.5+ cm long
1 leather shoe fragment (?), fine machine stitching on one edge, large machine stitching holes
on opposite edge
8 leather boot top remnants
5 leather shoe/boot heel fragments
1 leather shoe/boot sole remnant
1 leather lacing remnant, 20.5 cm long
1 leather backstay, 23 cm long
1 leather welt (?) remnant, 20.08 cm long
1 leather tack (?) fragment, thick, hand cut, punched hole
1 leather tack fragment, 7 spaced buckle holes, v-notch at one end, 3.3 cm wide, 32 cm long
1 unidentified leather fragment, thick, hand cut, semi-rectangular, 19.2 cm long, 6.5 cm wide
1 unidentified newspaper fragment
1 small number of strands of auburn human (?) hair
3 thin strips of bone (?)
1 2-hole sew through shell button - .8 cm diameter
1 black hard rubber comb tooth (post 1851)
1 cork bottle stopper
1 bone corset stay (?)
5 wood fragments, burned end/tip
1 wooden stake, over 28 cm long, carved and burnt on one end
1 wooden barrel or keg stave, 18.8 cm long, 4.8 cm wide
1 wooden barrel or keg stave end piece
5 cut lumber/furniture end pieces, cut on both ends
1 wooden lumber/siding fragment, 20.3 cm long, 7.6 cm wide, .76 cm thick, cut end
1 wooden lumber fragment, 2.54 cm thick, 5 cm wide, 20.3 cm long
1 wooden lumber end piece fragment, 13.33 cm long, 10.16 cm wide, 1.9 cm thick
1 wooden end piece fragment, .76 cm thick, 3.8 cm wide and 8.2 cm long, cut on both ends
1 wooden end piece fragment, .63 cm thick, 3.2 cm wide and 5 cm long, cut on both ends
66 milled lumber fragments
1 wooden lumber fragment with cut circular hole
1 wooden paint stir stick, 26.8 cm long
9 wooden rough milled slat fragments, for box, shingles, etc.
3 wooden dressed slat fragments, furniture, trim, etc.
3 wooden shovel/broom type handle end fragments
1 fine grained dark wood, furniture trim (?) fragment, scroll pattern, .76 cm thick
182 axed wood fragments
144 planed wood shavings, 14.5 grams
150 end cut or sawn wood slivers
1035 unmodified wood fragments, bark, sticks, twigs, etc.
2 wooden sewing thread spool
3 wooden sewing thread spool end fragments
1 wooden hard carved pistol butt, 11 cm long, nailed on ferrous metal plate
1 oval wooden hair brush back, handle missing, 13 cm long
1 wooden bucket/pot handle fragment, 9 cm long, 1.9 cm diameter
1 wooden peg fragment, .9 cm diameter, 2.8 cm long
1 wooden handle (?) fragment, over 19.5 cm long, .5 cm diameter, rounded end with dowel at opposite end
1 wood reed fragment, .7 cm diameter, 22 cm long, cut at both ends
43 wooden match sticks, machine made
1 wooden match stick, hand made
1 fine open weave cloth fragment
1 black silk (?) fragment
1 brown linen tabby weave fabric fragment, hand sewn running stitches
2 brown muslin tabby weave small fabric fragments
2 black/gold silk tabby weave fabric fragments, small diagonal stripes
3 gold silk tabby weave fabric fragments
3 fine gold silk fabric fragments
2 black felt fabric fragments
1 black/gold silk (?) basket weave fabric fragment
3 dark brown cotton (?) loose tabby weave small fabric fragments
2 dark brown wool fine knit small fabric fragments
1 dark brown wool loose tabby weave small fabric fragment
1 dark brown silk (?) fabric edge strip fragment
1 dark brown/gold silk (?) tabby weave fabric fragment, gold checkered pattern
1 rust cotton coarse basket weave fabric fragment
1 dark gold (?) tabby weave fabric fragment, badly encrusted
1 brown burlap loose tabby weave "gunny sack" fragment
.2 grams gold silk matted fibers
.8 grams brown cotton fibers
49 cobble fragments, discarded
58 pebbles, discarded
13 coal fragments
2193.2 grams oyster shell fragments
254 bone fragments
58 fish bone fragments
39 fish scales
116 egg shell fragments
1 coconut hull fragment
23 charcoal fragments
1 slag fragment
35 grams mortar fragments
2 flue liner/fire tile fragments?
1 brick fragment, 10 cm wide, 5.6 cm high
1 brick fragment, 5.5 cm wide
1 brick fragment, 10.5 cm wide, 5.5 cm high
1 brick fragment, 6.3 cm high
29.9 grams brick fragments
5.7 grams mortar fragments
623 cinders/clinkers
42 coal fragments
3 slate fragments
1 vulcanized rubber hose fragment (post 1839)
5 vulcanized rubber fragments (post 1839)
Feature 142, Privy, Level 5, Water Screening (FS 504)

Ceramics

2 kaolin pipe stem fragments
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, hand painted gilt decoration, saucer
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, molded decoration, toy cup or bowl
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, black enameled, unglazed
37 ironstone sherds, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
11 ironstone sherds, undecorated, plate or platter (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, 11" plate/platter (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, 10" plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
18 ironstone sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, lid (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, serving bowl (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, saucer (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
6 ironstone sherds, undecorated, cup (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, scalloped rim, pitcher (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, molded decoration, lid (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, chamber pot lid (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, molded handle, hollow vessel, probably pitcher 1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, molded body, paneled, cup (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1855, Miller 1992)
3 ironstone sherds, molded body, paneled, flat vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1855, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, molded body, paneled, plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1855, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, molded body, paneled, 8" plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1855, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, molded body, floral motif, plate, unidentifiable stamped maker's mark (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1855, Miller 1992)
3 ironstone sherds, molded body, lily of the valley (?) motif, flat vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1855, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, molded handle attachment, oak leaf, hollow vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1855, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, molded decoration, leaf motif, cup or small bowl (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1855, Miller 1992)
1 buff (?) bodied coarse earthenware sherd, brown mottled glaze
1 yellowware sherd, undecorated, bowl or chamber pot (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
1 whiteware sherd, green hand painted (?) decoration
1 whiteware sherd, polychrome hand painted, broad floral motif, cup or small bowl (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1860, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, polychrome had painted (?), saucer
3 whiteware sherds, polychrome hand painted and stamped/cut sponge, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1870, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, blue edge embossed, bead pattern, serving bowl (1820-1900+, South 1977)
2 whiteware sherds, blue shell edge decoration, 1 plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed, 1 from flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, multi-sided vessel with handle (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, probably willow pattern (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, flow blue decoration, flat vessel, 1 from plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1835-1870, Miller 1992)
6 whiteware sherds, violet transfer printed, 3 from oval vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, gilt rim band (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1890-present, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, gilt rim band, overglaze polychrome hand painted (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1890-present, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, partial purple printed maker's mark or pattern name, flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
19 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 burned, 1 from hollow vessel, 1 from bowl or chamber pot, 2 from flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, undecorated, cup (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, hollow handled vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
11 whiteware sherds, undecorated, plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, 9" plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, flat vessel, brown printed partial maker's mark "BRIDGWOOD &.." (Sampson Bridgwood and Son, Longton, Staffordshire, England, post 1885, Kovel and Kovel 1986:145)
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, brown glazed interior, salt glazed exterior with cobalt hand painting, 1 base of jug or jar, American Blue and Gray (1775-1900, Miller 1992)
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed with cobalt hand painting, hollow vessel, American Blue and Gray (1775-1900, Miller 1992)
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, hollow vessel, American Blue and Gray (1775-1900, Miller 1992)
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glazed interior and exterior
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear glaze, bottle
1 terra cotta flower pot fragment
1 redware sherd, mottled brown glaze, rim to small bowl (?)
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glaze, handled bottle
2 unidentified burned ceramic sherds
1 kaolin pipe bowl fragment
1 hard paste porcelain marble - 2 cm diameter

Glass
8 white milk glass 4-hole sew through buttons - 1 cm diameter
5 white milk glass 4-hole sew through buttons - 1.2 cm diameter
1 white milk glass 4-hole sew through button - 1.4 cm diameter
1 white milk glass 4-hole sew through button - 1.4 cm diameter
4 olive amber blackglass cylindrical liquor or ale bottle fragments, contact mold (1810-1880)
3 pale aqua cylindrical ale or beer bottle fragments, blop top, heavily opalized (1870s)
1 aqua cylindrical quart liquor or ale/beer bottle fragment, worn
1 olive amber blackglass cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, three section contact mold (1821-
1880)
4 citron cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, opalized
8 amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 dark honey amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)
9 red amber cylindrical whiskey bottle fragments, freeblown (pre 1860)
25 dark red amber cylindrical whiskey bottle fragments, tooled applied lip, improved pontil, three section contact mold (1833-1880)
1 honey amber oval liquor flask fragment, applied double collared lip, opalized (1850-1880)
10 amber oval half pint liquor flask fragments, post bottom, opalized
1 amber oval quart liquor flask fragment, opalized, contact mold (1820s-1880)
1 aqua oval pint historic liquor flask fragment, embossed "BALTIMORE" [Anchor] "GLASS WORKS" in banner, [Phoenix]/"RESURGAM" on reverse, post bottom (1850-1865)
7 dark aqua large oval flask fragments, embossed "BRIDG.../.IN...", stained/opalized
3 aqua oval quart (?) flask type bottle fragments, opalized
1 aqua oval quart flask type bottle fragment, opalized
3 green cylindrical mineral water fragments, applied brandy lip
1 peacock 8-sided umbrella ink bottle fragment, open pontil, etched (1840)
1 peacock cylindrical bottle fragment, opalized
3 aqua rectangular 5 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, embossed "RENOVATING/RESOLVENT"
in front panel, diagonal mold seam, opalized
10 orange amber cylindrical half pint (?) medicinal bottle fragments, embossed "HOSP. DEPT."
contact mold (1862-1865)
2 aqua rectangular medicinal bottle fragments, embossed "...OR" in side panel, contact mold
1. Aqua large rectangular medicinal bottle fragment, opalized
2. Light green rectangular medicinal bottle fragments, contact mold (1810-1880)
3. Entire aqua cylindrical 5 1/2 oz. medicinal bottle, embossed "2" on base, single banded collared lip, opalized (post 1858)
4. Entire aqua cylindrical 5 1/2 oz. medicinal bottle, single banded collared lip, opalized (post 1858)
5. Entire aqua cylindrical 4 1/2 oz. medicinal bottle, single banded collared lip, opalized (post 1858)
6. Aqua cylindrical 4 1/2 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, embossed double strike "2" on base, single banded collared lip, opalized
7. Aqua cylindrical 5 1/2 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, embossed reversed "4" on base, single banded collared lip, opalized (post 1858)
8. Aqua cylindrical 5 1/2 oz. medicinal bottle fragment, embossed "4" on base, opalized (post 1858)
9. Pale aqua cylindrical 4 1/2 oz. medicinal bottle fragment, single banded collared lip, opalized (post 1858)
10. Pale aqua cylindrical 5 1/2 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, single banded collared lip, opalized (post 1858)
11. Aqua cylindrical medicinal type bottle fragment, open pontil, freeblown, opalized (pre 1860)
12. Entire aqua rectangular 4 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, single banded collared lip, opalized (1858)
13. Entire aqua rectangular 4 oz. medicinal bottle, embossed "COOK & CLEIGHTON/ALEXANDRIA, VA./DRUGGISTS" in side panels, tooled tapered lip, diagonal mold seam on base, contact mold (circa 1876/1877)
14. Very pale aqua small cylindrical medicinal bottle fragments, single banded collared lip, opalized (post 1858)
15. Aqua medicinal bottle fragment, tooled double collared lip (circa post 1880)
16. Pale aqua cylindrical 2 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, single banded collared lip, three piece contact mold, opalized (post 1858)
17. Aqua cylindrical medicinal type bottle fragment, open pontil, freeblown, opalized (pre 1860)
18. Entire aqua square/rectangular medicinal bottle fragment, diagonal mold seam on base, opalized (pre 1860)
19. Clear non-lead cylindrical 4 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, single banded collared lip, three piece mold, opalized (post 1858)
20. Clear square medicinal bottle fragments, opalized
21. Clear square medicinal type bottle fragment, opalized
22. Honey amber square/rectangular bottle fragment, opalized
23. Amber square/rectangular bottle fragment, opalized
24. Light aqua square/rectangular bottle fragments, opalized
25. Aqua cylindrical circa quart bottle fragments, opalized
26. Aqua cylindrical circa pint bottle fragments, opalized
27. Pale aqua square/rectangular bottle fragment, opalized
28. Very pale aqua square/rectangular bottle fragment, opalized
29. Cylindrical 3-4 oz. bottle fragment, unidentified color, opalized
30. Very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, contact mold (1810-1880)
31. Clear cylindrical bottle fragment, embossed "...", opalized
32. Clear small cylindrical bottle fragment, three piece mold, opalized (post 1821)
33. Light green bottle fragment
34. Clear bottle fragment, tooled single banded collared lip, opalized
35. Clear square/rectangular bottle fragments, opalized
36. Aqua cylindrical bottle fragments
37. Clear bottle stopper fragment, diamond quilted pattern, stained, tapered with horizontal bands, pressed
38. Aqua cylindrical quart canning jar fragment, embossed "G7 PA..." on base, stained/opalized
39. Pale aqua cylindrical quart canning jar fragments, embossed "THE G"[em], contact mold (1867-1909)
40. Pale aqua cylindrical quart canning jar fragments, embossed [The] "GE"[m]"HGW", stained (1867-1909)
41. Very pale aqua cylindrical canning jar fragments, embossed "M...", worn (post 1862)
42. Clear cylindrical canning jar fragments, screw threaded closure, opalized
43. Aqua cylindrical canning jar fragments, opalized
44. Clear bowl or bowl lid fragments, diamond quilted pattern, sawtooth pattern, pressed
45. Clear goblet (?) fragment, plain, pressed
46. Clear tumbler fragment, interior arches pattern, pressed
47. Clear tumbler fragments, paneled, pressed
48. Small tumbler fragment, pressed
6 aqua tubular lamp chimney fragments, sheared base, freeblown
3 clear tubular lamp chimney fragments, sheared base, freeblown
1 clear magnesia lamp chimney rim fragment, large hand pressed petal pattern, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 clear lamp chimney rim fragment, hand pressed petal pattern, freeblown
10 clear lamp chimney fragments, small top, freeblown
11 clear tubular (?) lamp chimney fragments, fire polished lip and base, freeblown
17 clear globular lamp chimney fragments, freeblown
101 clear lamp chimney fragments, thin, blown
3 clear oval lamp chimney fragments, black stained, sheared lip, freeblown
19 clear heavy globular lantern globe fragments, black stained, ground lip, pressed
937 soda/lime soda windowpane fragments, opalized
18 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
90 soda windowpane fragments (pre 1864)
8 lime soda windowpane fragments (post 1864)
156 unidentified clear glass fragments
1 unidentified clear bottle or tumbler (?) fragment, black stained
1 unidentified clear glass fragment, large cylindrical vessel, opalized
17 unidentified clear glass fragments, black stained
1 unidentified clear glass fragment, heat melted
1 unidentified puce (?) glass fragment, curved, black stained
1 unidentified cornflower glass fragment
1 unidentified aqua glass fragment, heat melted
20 unidentified glass fragments
1 unidentified color glass button, inset and shank missing, opalized, pressed - 1.9 cm diameter
1 unidentified color glass 4-hole sew through button fragment, fluted rim, 3 cm diameter, pressed
Metal
1 brass pin, two tubular bars across a circle
1 brass 4-hole sew through button, stamped design - 1.6 cm diameter, possibly trouser button
1 brass eyelet
1 brass button eye (?)
1 brass eye fastener, from hook and eye
2 brass (?) straight pin fragments
1 brass straight pin fragment
4 small brass tack (?) fragments
1 door case lock fragment
1 ferrous metal file fragment
1 4-hole sew through ferrous metal button - 1.6 cm diameter
9 ferrous sheet metal fragments
8 ferrous sheet metal fragments, possibly stove pipe
113 thin ferrous metal fragments, some tin plated
40 thin unidentified ferrous metal fragments, possibly can
52 tin plated ferrous metal can fragments
348 ferrous metal can fragments, 1 stamped with "3...OS..", 1 with pull ring
1 entire can - circa 10 cm diameter
1 ferrous metal can fragment, circa 1 gallon
5 lead fragments, probably solder from can
1 tin plated can fragment, stamped "JNO. T. LEWIS & CO.
FIRST QUALITY
PHILADELPHIA"
1 ferrous metal can (?) fragment, perforated
1 tin sheet metal fragment, triangular, cut
1 tin plated ferrous metal can with pour spout
2 tin plate pipe (?) fragments
3 sheet iron scrap fragments, 1 tin plated
9 sheet iron scrap fragments, tin plated
183 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
1 tin collar
1 thin ferrous metal bowl or basin fragment
1 1/2 diameter round stock fragment
2 ferrous metal stove pipe collars
1 stove pipe section
1 ferrous metal handle fragment, possibly from large spoon or frying pan
4 strap iron fragments
3 thin ferrous metal strips
1 oval small ferrous metal tab (?)
4 ferrous metal wire fragments
140 steel/ferrous metal strips with brass clips
5" cast iron wheel (?) rim
1 ferrous metal rivet band, 1/16 x 2 x 14"
1 unidentified brass fragment
1 unidentified steel fragment
1 ferrous metal threaded rod, 8 1/4" long
1 lead scale weight, 21 gram
1 pewter fragment
1 embossed brass collar/decorative strip
1 brass shoulder (?) buckle
1 thin brass strip
9 thin copper (?) wire fragments
1 wrought 12d nail, bent
3 cut 8d nails, 1 T head, 2 bent (post 1790)
5 cut 7d nails (post 1790)
2 cut 9d nails (post 1790)
2 cut 4d nails (post 1790)
2 cut 5d nails, 1 bent (post 1790)
1 cut 6d nail (post 1790)
1 cut 1 1/2d nail (post 1790)
1 cut nail fragment, T head (post 1790)
1 cut 30d nail (post 1790)
2 cut 16d nails (post 1790)
1 cut 12d nail (post 1790)
3 cut 10d nails (post 1790)
64 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
2 ferrous metal wood screws

Miscellaneous
1 4-hole sew through shell button - .8 cm diameter
1 wooden sewing thread spool fragment, machine made
1 wooden clothes pin, 12.1 cm long, flat top, machine made
99 wooden match sticks, machine made
9 wooden match sticks, hand whittled
1 entire wooden paddle shaped stir stick, 13 cm long, 2 cm wide at tip, hand whittled
31 charcoal/burnt wood fragments
1 wooden dowel fragment, milled, 1.2 cm long
1 wooden dowel fragment, 9.3 cm long
1 wooden dowel fragment, .8 cm diameter, 8.9 cm long
1 wooden strip fragment, .3 cm wide x 7.9 cm long
1 wooden strip fragment, .63 cm wide, 28.2 cm long
1 wooden strip fragment, .9 cm wide x 9.1 cm long
1 bamboo strip fragment, .3 cm wide x 17.8 cm long
1 wooden mouse trap trigger (?)
1 wood slice with drilled hole, 4.7 cm diameter, .8 cm thick
1 entire oval wooden end cap, 3 cm long, 2 cm side
3 wooden circular end cap fragments, 3.5 cm diameter, 1.2 cm thick
1 wooden keg butt (?) fragment, with cut nail, 20 cm partial diameter, milled
1 entire wooden shim, 1.9 x .95 cm x 7.6 cm
181 axed wood fragments
1 entire fire wood fragment, 29 cm long, sawn and chopped
144 planed wood shavings, 19.5 grams
101 wood fragments, cut or sawn ends
1 wooden tool handle fragment, rounded end, 2.5 cm diameter, 43 cm long, cut groove at end, machine made
1 wooden tool handle (?) fragment, less than 2.54 cm diameter, 6.3 cm long, warped
1 wooden lumber fragment, 3 cm x 7.6 cm x 25.4 cm, cut at both ends, rough milled
1 wooden lumber fragment, 1.27 cm x 2.8 cm x 35.6 cm, diagonal end cut, rough milled
1 wooden siding fragment, .63 cm x 8.25 cm x 33.5 cm, milled
1 wooden box or furniture top fragment, .95 cm thick, 7.6 cm wide, 14.29 cm, rounded (?) end, milled
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1 entire wooden furniture brace (?), center notched wood with drilled hole and hand whittled dowel, 1.6 cm x 4.4 cm x 44.4 cm, fine milled
2 wood trim fragments, two nail holes, 1 cut nail, 1.27 cm x 12.7 cm x 22.2 cm
1 entire wood slat, .32 cm x 1.27 cm x 14.29 cm, cut at both ends, milled
1 wooden slat fragment, .63 cm x 3.8 cm x 16.3 cm, rough milled
11 wooden slat fragments, milled
1 entire wooden plank, four nail holes with cut nail fragments, 2.54 cm x 16.5 cm x 29.2-31.7 cm, rough milled
1 small end cut wood framing fragment
6 wooden lumber end cut fragments, sawn
5 wooden lumber end cut fragments, sawn or cut
54 wooden lumber or furniture fragments, milled
1338 unmodified wood fragments, twigs, sticks, bark, etc.
1 bone corset stay (?)
2 bone weaving spacers (?)
1 cork bottle stopper
1 leather tack/harness (?) fragment, 5.7 cm wide, 42 cm long, crude, rivet holes with punched "three leaf clovers"
1 leather small girl's right high top shoe fragment, nine lacing holes, toe out and sole missing, stitched and nailed, 17.5 cm long, 12.3 cm high
1 leather boy's right shoe/boot, eight lacing holes, foot of sole worn/missing, machine stitched, 22.5 cm long, 16 cm high
2 leather very small boy's left high top boot fragments, pull on tabs and lacing holes around top, back separated off, 18.5 cm long, over 24 cm high
1 leather man's slipper/sole fragment, machine stitched, 13 cm long, 12 cm wide
1 leather man's square toe right boot fragment, heel, quarter and backtop missing, some wear on sole and toe, 28.3 cm long
1 leather man's left high top boot, worn out sole, inside instep cut out, 26 cm long, circa 39 cm high
1 leather shoe/boot tongue (?) fragment, cut edges with machine stitching across bottom, 10.5 cm long, 8.8 cm wide
2 leather woman's boot last fragments, scalloped edges, lacing holes strip attached, fine machine stitched
1 small leather star, crude, hand cut, 4.5 cm diameter
1 leather man's left boot fragment, side stitching an pull on tabs missing, worn sole and heel, 27 cm long, 36.2 cm high
1 leather riding crop fragment, leather stitched over wood, 50+ cm long, leather end strips missing
1 leather shoe upper fragment, nine eyelets, machine stitched, 17 cm long x 17.5 cm wide
1 leather man's right boot/shoe fragment, toe missing, worn sole and heel, leather reinforcements on sides of instep, 26.5 cm long x 15 cm high
1 leather boy's/man's right shoe sole fragment, square toe, nailed, worn heel, 24.3 cm long
1 leather large man's high top shoe fragment, heel missing, most of sole missing, sides cut out for re-use of leather, 29.5 cm long
2 leather man's boot top fragments, hard, inflexible leather
1 leather square toe shoe sole fragment
1 leather child's shoe toe fragment, machine stitched
1 leather woman's shoe vamp fragment, machine stitched scallops, large oval stitch holes, 9 cm wide, circa 14 cm long
6 leather boot/shoe quarter fragments
4 leather, boot/shoe eyelet row fragments
2 leather boot/shoe welt fragments
2 leather boot straps, 22.5 cm long
5 leather shoe sole fragments
1 leather shoe sole, rounded toe, part of heel portion missing, circa 25 cm long
5 small leather strips with machine stitching
1 leather fragment
2 leather fragments, punched or oval machine stitching
18 leather scraps, machine stitched
2 leather fragments, punched holes
2 leather strips, 1 6.4 cm long, 1 12.1 cm long
5 vulcanized rubber hose fragments (post 1839)
1 vulcanized rubber fragment with circles cut out (post 1839)
1 vulcanized rubber fragment, cut (post 1839)
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9 thin vulcanized rubber fragments (post 1839)
1 vulcanized rubber (?) gasket - 3" diameter
1 black hard rubber hair comb fragment (post 1851)
1 hard rubber (?) ring fragment
5 dark brown wool fabric fragments
1 brown fine woven twill fabric fragment
1 brown fabric fragment, wide weave, deteriorated
1 brown cotton fabric fragment
3 black felt fabric fragments
3 dark brown/black felt fragments
3 dark brown tabby weave cotton bias tape fragments
1 dark brown cotton twill weave fabric fragment, hand stitching along end seam, clothing
1 dark brown wool, loom finished edge fabric fragment
4 dark brown wool knit weave fabric fragments
4 dark brown wool tabby weave fabric fragments
6 dark brown cotton tabby weave fabric fragments, encrusted
3 dark brown cotton bias tape fragments, 1.5 cm wide
1 black/gold silk fabric fragment, gold stripes
1 dark brown/gold silk twill weave fabric fragment, gold stripes
1 small black silk fabric fragment
1 gold silk thread fragment
3 dark gold crocheted trim fragments
1 black thread fragment, 15.5 cm long
1 gram black thread/fiber fragments
1 unidentified fabric fragment with leather attached
3 textile trim fragments, crocheted gold thread around base core
1 hemp cordage fragment, 2 ply twisted, 5 cm long
1 hemp cordage fragment, 2 ply twisted, 4.5 cm long
2 hemp cordage fragments, multi-thread twisted, knot at one end, 13.5 and 14.5 cm long
2 hemp 4 ply twisted cordage fragments, 13.5 cm long and 15.5 cm long, knot in end
1 hemp cordage fragment, 3 ply twisted, 8 cm long
1 newspaper fragment - new
1 wooden cross-shaped object with drilled holes at each terminus
109 coal fragments
557 bone fragments
2 fish scales
183 fish bone fragments
51 egg shell fragments
2718.5 grams oyster shell fragments
3 freshwater mussel shells
1 gram mussel shell
1 bivalve
790 clinkers/cinders
1941.3 grams brick fragments
7 slate fragments, 2 burned
4 slate pencil fragments
1 coconut shell half, stem end, cut in half
90.6 grams plaster/mortar fragments
41.9 grams mortar fragments
127 cobbles, discarded
214 pebbles, discarded

Prehistoric
1 quartzite flake with cortex
1 quartz biface fragment

Feature 142, Privy, Level 5 (FS 105)

Ceramics
1 ironstone sherd, molded body, chamber pot (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, cup (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, tea or coffee pot lid (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, willow pattern, 5-6" plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
Glass
1 clear goblet fragment, pressed

Feature 142, Privy, Level 5 (FS 282)

Ceramics
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

Metal
1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment

Miscellaneous
7 bone fragments
2 fish scales
3 wooden match sticks
1 wood shaving

Feature 142, Privy, Level 5 (FS 166)

Glass
1 entire aqua rectangular 2-3 oz. medicinal bottle fragment, embossed "DR. SETH ARNOLDS/BASALM" on sides, flared lip, diagonal seam on base, contact mold

Miscellaneous
1 vulcanized rubber elbow or sleeve fragment, circa 10 cm circumference (post 1839)
1 vulcanized sheet rubber fragment, cut, 69.5 cm long (post 1839)

Feature 142, Privy, Level 6 (FS 283)

Glass
1 entire citron Union oval pint flask, applied double collared lip, post bottom, contact mold
1 entire aqua cylindrical 5 1/2 oz. medicinal bottle, single banded collared lip, contact mold (1858-1880)

Miscellaneous
1 entire wood drum stick with metal alloy handle, circa 35.5 cm long, broken

Feature 142, Privy, Level 6 (FS 103)

Ceramics
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 1 base, large hollow vessel, black printed maker's mark on base, lion and unicorn with crown and shield and "IRONSTONE CHINA J.F." below (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

Glass
4 aqua cylindrical pint beer bottle fragments, opalized
3 aqua cylindrical half pint medicinal or Rumford's baking soda (?) bottle fragments, single banded collared lip, embossed "8" on base, contact mold (1858-1880)
1 entire white milk glass 4-hole sew through button, 1.7 cm diameter

Miscellaneous
1 bone toothbrush type handle fragment, stamped "LONDON" elephant symbol "EXTRA FINE"

Feature 142, Privy, Level 6, Waterscreening (FS 506)

Ceramics
1 kaolin pipe fragment
2 yellowware sherds (mend), undecorated, large bowl fragment (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glaze, bottle
1 whitenware sherd, undecorated, partial black printed maker's mark - ....PC...
....M & Co..." (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds (mend), low embossed decoration, strawberry motif, saucer (1813-1900+, South 1977, 1850-1870, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, spout fragment ? (1813-1900+, South 1977, 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1977, 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, molded decoration, handle, pitcher or coffee/tea pot (1813-1900+, South 1977, 1840-1900, Miller 1992)

Metal
23 thin unidentified ferrous metal fragments, possibly can

Miscellaneous
3 cobbles, discarded
1 pebble, discarded
48.9 grams oyster shell fragments
**Feature 142, Privy, Level 6, Waterscreening (FS 505)**

**Ceramics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 kaolin pipe bowl, embossed, leaf (?) motif</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 kaolin pipe stem fragments, burned</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 kaolin pipe stem fragment, embossed</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 hard paste porcelain marble - 1.5 cm diameter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 hard paste porcelain marble - 2.2 cm diameter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 refined white earthenware sherds, 1 from flat vessel burned</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 buff and gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, hollow vessel</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed exterior with cobalt hand painting, brown glazed interior, hollow vessel</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, handle from toy vessel</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 soft paste porcelain sherd, overglaze polychrome enameled with gilt (?), flat vessel</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 yellowware sherds, undecorated, bowl (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930, Magid 1990)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 yellowware spalls, undecorated (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930, Magid 1990)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 yellowware sherd, brown, white and blue annular decoration (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1840-1930, Magid 1990)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 American Rockingham/Bennington sherds, undecorated (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd, molded decoration (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 redware sherd, mottled brown glaze</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 redware sherd, brown glaze, hollow vessel</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 1 from flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, cup (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, plate/platter (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, saucer (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 whiteware sherds (mend), undecorated, black printed maker’s mark - eagle with shield and &quot;STONE...PORCELAIN&quot; below Glasgow Pottery, started 1863, similar mark post dates 1876, Lehner 1988:173 - Kovel and Kovel say pottery started 1859 and similar mark postdates 1878 1986:26)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 whiteware sherds, undecorated, chamber pot (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, molded handle (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, small plate or saucer, illegible British registry mark on base (post 1842)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 whiteware sherd, blue shell edge, plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 whiteware sherd, red hand painted</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 ironstone sherds, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 ironstone sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, large hollow vessel base, probably chamber pot (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, large hollow vessel base, probably chamber pot partial black printed maker's mark - &quot;....ALEAS lion and unicorn ...TONE...D&quot; (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, bowl/basin rim (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, bowl/basin rim, stamped &quot;...EDWARDS............HALL ' on rim (James Edwards of Dale Hall, used this stamp on other dishes, circa 1851, Edwards operated from 1842-1851 and later with son until 1882, Wetherbee 1985)&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 ironstone sherds, molded decoration, chamber pot (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, chamber pot (?) (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, 8” plate, partial black printed marker’s mark - &quot;...UFUS DAVIS.. CRISTALE...&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 ironstone sherd, molded decoration, paneled, plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1855, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, embossed decoration, fig with leaves, bowl (registered by J. Wedgwood 1856, Wetherbee 1985:87)
2 ironstone sherds, embossed decoration, leaf motif, pitcher (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1850-1870, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, embossed decoration, Lily shape, 1 from saucer (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1850-1870, Miller 1992)
4 ironstone sherds, embossed decoration, saucer (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1850-1870, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, embossed (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
4 ironstone sherd, edge embossed, 7" plate (possibly Bordered Hyacinth pattern by W. Baker & Co. 1839-1932, Wetherbee 1985:108)

Glass
1 heavily opalized glass marble - 2.2 cm diameter
1 white milk glass 2-hole sew through button - 1.65 cm diameter
1 white milk glass 2-hole sew through button - 1 cm diameter
2 white milk glass 4-hole sew through buttons - 1.1 cm diameter
2 white milk glass 4-hole sew through buttons - 1.2 cm diameter
1 white milk glass tapered ball type button, ferrous metal wire eye attachment - 1 cm diameter
1 white milk glass tapered ball type button, ferrous metal wire eye attachment - 1 cm diameter
1 white milk glass 4-hole tapered dome type button, ferrous metal wire eye attachment - 1.1 cm diameter
1 black amethyst 2-hole button, pleated rim - 1.3 cm diameter
4 olive amber cylindrical pint ale bottle fragment, applied brandy lip, three section contact mold (1830-1880)
1 olive amber cylindrical pint ale bottle fragment, three section contact mold (1830-1880)
1 aqua cylindrical pint beer bottle fragment, embossed [Engleha]"RDT"/[Alexand]"RIA", opalized
1 amber blackglass cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 amber blackglass cylindrical bottle fragment, stained
11 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, contact mold (1810-1880)
6 amber tall cylindrical brandy/wine bottle fragments, applied band lip, freeblown (to 1880 if improved pontil)
13 olive amber cylindrical bottle fragments, opalized
2 green cylindrical bottle fragments, freeblown (pre 1860)
12 dark aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, embossed "ROCK..", opalized
23 amber oval pint flask fragments, applied double collared lip, post bottom, contact mold (1855-1880)
7 honey amber oval pint strap sided flask fragments, opalized
4 amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 amber cylindrical bottle fragment, three section mold (post 1821)
10 citron cylindrical bitters (?) bottle fragments, embossed "S/.RS", opalized
6 aqua cylindrical bitters bottle fragments, embossed "J. WALKERS/VB" on base, rolled lip, contact mold (1810-1880)
7 amber cylindrical bottle fragments
1 entire teal cylindrical mineral water bottle, embossed "HATHORN SPRINGS/SARATOGA, N.Y.", applied brandy lip, post bottom, contact mold (1863-1865)
4 aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, embossed "P." vertically, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 teal cylindrical bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 aqua cylindrical cira pint bottle fragment, opalized
1 peacock cylindrical bottle fragment
1 dark aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, opalized
1 clear cylindrical cira quart bottle fragment, opalized
1 aqua medicinal bottle fragment, embossed "$..ILA.." vertically, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 aqua rectangular 3.5 oz. medicinal bottle fragment, embossed "R.R./RADWAY"[New York] Entered According Toj"ACT OF CONGRESS", contact mold (1852-1880)
2 aqua rectangular medicinal bottle fragments, embossed [Radways]"CON""GRESS", opalized (1852-1880)
2 aqua rectangular 4 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, embossed "PHILADA" on side, applied tapered lip, open pontil, blown pattern mold (pre 1860)
4 aqua rectangular 5-6 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, embossed "DR. SANFORDS", applied
tapered lip, contact mold (1840-1880)
1 aqua rectangular 2 oz. pharmacy bottle fragment, embossed "COOK & CHEIGHTON/ALEXANDRIA, VA", hinged base, snap case (pre 1877)
5 aqua rectangular 3-4 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, applied tapered lip, hinged base, snap case (1850-1860)
1 aqua rectangular medicinal bottle fragment, applied double collared lip, opalized (1850-1880)
3 aqua oval half pint medicinal bottle fragments, opalized
1 aqua square/rectangular medicinal bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 pale green small cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, embossed [Big]"ELOW", chilled iron mold (post 1882)
1 aqua very small cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 aqua rectangular paneled medicinal bottle fragment, opalized
1 aqua square/rectangular medicinal bottle fragment, unidentified embossing, opalized
1 aqua square/rectangular medicinal bottle fragment, opalized
1 aqua very small square medicinal bottle fragment
3 aqua very small square medicinal bottle fragments, contact mold (1810-1880)
14 olive amber cylindrical medicinal bottle fragments, embossed "U"[S.A. Hosp. Depl], applied double collared lip, contact mold (1862-1865)
1 aqua cylindrical 5 1/2 oz. medicinal bottle fragment, single banded collared lip, opalized (post 1858)
2 entire aqua cylindrical 5 1/2 oz. medicinal bottles, single banded collared lip, opalized (post 1858)
1 aqua multi-sided medicinal bottle fragment, opalized (post 1840s)
1 aqua multi-sided medicinal bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
2 aqua multi-sided medicinal bottle fragments, contact mold (1840-1880)
1 aqua small cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, post bottom
41 aqua cylindrical 4 1/2-5 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, single banded collared lip, contact mold (1858-1880)
3 clear square medicinal bottle fragments, embossed mortar and pestle/..."VA", opalized
5 clear oval medicinal bottle fragments, thin, opalized
1 clear non-lead oval medicinal bottle fragment, opalized
1 clear oval medicinal bottle fragment, thick, opalized
6 clear oval strap sided medicinal bottle fragments, opalized
1 clear oval strap sided medicinal bottle fragment, thin, opalized
1 clear rectangular/oval medicinal bottle fragment, opalized
1 clear medicinal bottle fragment, single banded collared lip
2 clear square medicinal bottle fragments, opalized
1 clear medicinal bottle fragment, rolled lip
3 clear vial/test tube fragments, rounded base, thin, blown
6 clear 4-5 oz. bottle fragments, opalized
3 clear straight sided bottle or jar fragments, single banded collared lip, opalized
1 aqua cylindrical quart bottle or jar fragment, rough pontil, contact mold (1810-1860)
205 aqua cylindrical bottle fragments
1 aqua square/rectangular relish/pickle jar (?) fragment, cathedral (?), contact mold (1810-1880)
1 entire aqua paneled rectangular relish jar, applied single banded collared lip, rough pontil, contact mold (1810-1860)
4 pale green cylindrical quart straight sided jar fragments, sheared wide mouthed lip, thick, freeblown (pre 1860)
6 pale green cylindrical quart jar fragments, thin, freeblown (pre 1860)
4 aqua cylindrical quart canning jar fragments, worn
2 pale aqua cylindrical canning jar fragments, embossed [Mliv]"LLE", opalized (post 1861)
1 aqua cylindrical quart canning jar fragment, embossed [P]"ATd JAR", opalized
3 pale aqua cylindrical quart canning jar fragments, embossed "MAS"[on 1]"MPR"[oved], shoulder seal closure, opalized (1868-1908)
2 very pale aqua cylindrical quart canning jar fragments, embossed [Mason]"IMP"[rov]"ED", opalized (1868-1908)
3 pale aqua cylindrical quart canning jar fragments, embossed "M"[ason], lip seal closure, opalized (1862-1908)
1 pale aqua cylindrical canning jar fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
2 clear cylindrical 1/4 pint packers jar fragments, embossed "NUMSEN-BALTIMORE" around "B" on base, single banded collared lip, opalized
1 clear tumbler fragment, vertical ribbing, pressed
1 clear tumbler fragment, thin vertical ribbing, black stained, pressed
1 clear tumbler fragment, large oval (?) pattern, pressed
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1 clear tumbler fragment, plain, pressed
3 clear tumbler fragments, oval panel pattern, black stained, pressed
1 clear oval bowl (?) fragment, Oak leaf variant pattern, serrated rim, pressed
1 clear tableware fragment, wide thick ribbing, curved, pressed
1 white milk glass squared column tableware or lamp base fragment, black stained, pressed
2 soda/lime soda windowpane fragments
1 pale aqua cylindrical/tubular bottle or lamp chimney fragment, thin, blown
5 clear magnesia globular lamp chimney fragments, freeblown (pre 1860)
10 clear magnesia globular lamp chimney fragments, fire polished lip, ground base, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 clear globular lamp chimney fragment, black stained, flared lip, freeblown
1 clear lamp chimney fragment, ground base, freeblown
1 clear square lamp chimney (?) fragment, black stained, ground lip, blown pattern mold (pre 1860)
106 clear lamp chimney fragments, thin, blown
1 clear cylindrical lantern globe fragment, black stained, fire polished lip, thick, blown
1 clear magnesia cylindrical lantern globe (?) fragment, fire polished lip, thick, blown (pre 1860)
16 unidentified clear magnesia glass fragments, curved (pre 1860)
19 unidentified clear glass fragments, black stained
65 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved
1 unidentified glass fragment, heat melted
1 unidentified clear/red flash glass fragment
2 unidentified cobalt glass fragments, curved
417 soda/lime soda windowpane fragments, stained/opalized
17 clear sheet glass fragments
1 ruby red sheet glass fragment

Metal
27 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
2 cut 2d nails (post 1790)
1 cut 3d nail (post 1790)
1 cut 4d nail (post 1790)
1 cut 6d nail, bent (post 1790)
3 cut 8d nails, 2 bent (post 1790)
1 cut 10d nail (post 1790)
2 cut 12d nails (post 1790)
1 ferrous metal tack
1 brass decorative plate/escutcheon for furniture or chest, drilled hole in center
1 brass plated Federal cuff button, Eagle motif, stamped "Schylkill Mfg. Co." (Civil War)
1 ferrous metal wood screw, gimlet point (post 1846)
1 cast iron ornament, heart motif
225 unidentified ferrous metal fragments, possibly can
67 ferrous metal can/thin sheet metal fragments
3 ferrous metal bucket/can bail handle fragments
4 ferrous metal wire or bail handle fragments
5 ferrous metal sheet fragments
43 thin steel/ferrous metal strip fragments, some with brass clips
2 ferrous metal can fragments, tin plated
18 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
1 ferrous metal container/pipe fragment, riveted, 12 cm diameter
1 ferrous metal strip with two drilled holes
5 thin ferrous metal fragments, galvanized/tin plated
1 tin foil fragment
1 silver (?) tableware handle
2 riveted strap iron fragments
1 tin plated small pipe with flange - 1.7 cm diameter
1 cut ferrous metal staple, possibly for door latch
4 thin sheet metal fragment
1 ferrous metal butt plate and side plate for gun stock
1 4-hole sew through ferrous metal button - 1.7 cm diameter
1 ferrous metal buckle
1 brass eyelet
1 ferrous metal (?) straight pin
1 ferrous metal rivet, 3/8 x 3"
4" diameter lead ring/collar, threaded

**Miscellaneous**

1 2-hole sew through shell button - 1.4 cm diameter
1 4-hole sew through shell button - .8 cm diameter
1 hard rubber (?) lady's hair comb
2 cork bottle stoppers
1 wooden sewing thread spool fragment
1 wooden 4-hole sew through button - 1.8 cm diameter
3 burned wood/charcoal fragments
1 brown painted wood knob or finial - 1.2 cm diameter
1 wooden clothes pin fragment, 13 cm long, rounded head, machine made
1 wooden end cap fragment, 3.2 cm diameter
1 entire wooden disc fragment, 4 cm diameter
3 wooden brush fragments, round, 5.8 cm diameter
101 wooden match sticks, machine made
2 wooden match sticks, hand made
7 wooden match sticks, used
1 fire wood fragment, 27.3 cm long, sawn and chopped
1 wooden kindling fragment, 20 cm long
1 wooden small tree trunk fragment, sawn and notched, circa 26 cm long
1 tree limb or sapling with seven horizontal saw marks, 33 cm long
1 wooden hand tool handle fragment, circa 2 cm diameter, rounded with chopped end, 15.5 cm long
1 cane chair bottom fragment, woven circular design, 19 x 7 cm
1 wooden bent wood furniture (?) fragment, flat bent, 2 cm wide
1 wooden box or furniture fragment, sawn end, cross cut marks, two nail holes, fine milled
2 blue painted lumber fragments
1 wood trim fragment, 1.27 cm thick, routered groove on one side, diagonally cut ends, milled
1 blue painted lumber fragment
1 wooden sapling fragment, used as pole or stake, axed end, 3 cm diameter, 40 cm long
1 wooden shim or wedge (?) fragment, tapered mill sawn end piece, 2.5-5 cm thick
1 wooden end cap fragment
12 cut lumber end pieces, milled/sawn
1 wooden stick fragment, sharpened on one end, 13 cm long
52 milled lumber fragments
742 planed wood shavings, 37.1 grams
169 axed wood fragments
1 wood fragment, two nail holes, 14 cm long, 1.9 cm thick
65 end sawn or cut wood fragments
1 hollow wooden *"reed", cut end, .5 cm diameter, 5 cm long
862 unmodified wood fragments, bark, sticks, twigs, etc.
2 "handfuls" of grass fragments
7 leather fragments, 3 cut
4 leather fragments, machine stitched
1 leather shoe sole, 24 cm long, 7 cm wide, 2.5 cm stacked heel, rounded toe
1 leather man's left low top boot, large hole in sole, outer ankle/side cut off, circa 29 cm long
1 leather woman's low heel shoe sole and heel, circa 25 cm long
7 leather boot/shoe heel fragments
1 leather eyelet row, 4 eyelets
1 leather welt seam strip, 9 cm long, machine stitched
1 leather strip fragment, circa 39 cm long, 1.1 cm wide
3 leather fragments, unidentified stamped pattern, scalloped edges, fine machine stitching
1 leather fragment, grained, overhand stitching along edge
1 leather heel, small woman's or child's
1 large marble fragment, 364 grams, probably part of dresser top or mantle - 4 cm thick
1 large vulcanized rubber plug - 16.5 cm diameter (post 1839)
38 thin vulcanized rubber fragments (post 1839)
1 vulcanized rubber fragment (post 1839)
1 vulcanized rubber fragment, circular holes cut out (post 1839)
2 vulcanized rubber pipe plugs - 18 cm diameter (post 1839)
1 vulcanized rubber hose fragment, 7.6 cm long (post 1839)
3 black silk (?) fabric fragments
2 gold silk fine tabby weave fabric fragments
1 dark brown linen (?) warp faced twill weave belt end, machine stitched black bias tape edge
1 black cotton (?) belt facing (?) fabric fragment
1 dark brown cotton tabby weave pocket
3 dark gold silk loose fine knit stocking (?) fragments
1 black/gold cotton tabby weave fabric fragment, small diamond pattern
3 black silk tabby weave fabric fragments
1 dark gold silk tabby weave fabric fragment
1 dark brown cotton warped faced twill fabric fragment, machine stitched seam
2 black cotton threads, .1 gram
5 dark gold (?) threads, .3 gram
3 brown burlap "gunny sack" fragments
1 bone weaving spacer, 4.6 cm long
47 cobbles
83 pebbles
7 slate fragments
6086.97 grams brick fragments
36 coal fragments
618 clinkers/cinders
237 bone fragments
80 fish bone fragments
22 fish scales
35 egg shells
2181 oyster shell fragments
784 grams mortar fragments, shaped/molded
364 grams firebox tile fragments
12.5 grams mortar/plaster
2 mussel shells

Feature 142, Privy, Level 7 (FS 284)

Ceramics
2 American Rockingham, Bennington sherds, molded decoration, bases (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, hollow vessel

Metal
1 brass hand bell

Miscellaneous
1 sawed cow bone

Feature 142, Privy, Level 7 (FS 97)

Ceramics
1 redware jar, clear glaze, leather thong around neck
1 ironstone double handled urn or jar, lidded, molded body, leaf motif (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, handle fragments, molded decoration, probably from above (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 American Rockingham, Bennington lid, finial missing, molded decoration, leaf motif, sugar bowl (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)

Glass
1 amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, applied tapered collared lip, opalized (pre 1880)
1 amber cylindrical quart liquor bottle fragment, embossed "WHITNEY GLASS WORKS", dimpled base, three section mold (1821-1862)
1 olive amber blackglass cylindrical liquor bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 entire aqua 12-sided medicinal bottle, single banded collared lip, diagonal seam on base, contact mold
1 entire aqua cylindrical half pint medicinal bottle, single banded collared lip, contact mold (1858-1880)
1 clear cylindrical 2-3 oz. medicinal bottle fragment, opalized
1 aqua rectangular medicinal bottle fragment, applied tapered lip (pre 1880)
1 aqua medicinal bottle fragment, applied single banded collared lip (pre 1880)
1 aqua cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, dimpled base, opalized (post 1840)
1 entire aqua cylindrical 4 oz. medicinal bottle, single banded collared lip, post bottom, three section mold, with contents
2 clear magnesia cylindrical bottle fragments, opalized (pre 1860)
1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 aqua square/rectangular bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 aqua cylindrical (?) bottle fragment, opalized
5 clear cylindrical bottle fragments, freeblown (1820-1860)
1 clear magnesia cylindrical bottle fragment (pre 1860)
2 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 clear lamp chimney fragment, ruffled, hand pinched lip, freeblown

**Miscellaneous**
1 wood flat disc bottle seal fragment

**Feature 142, Privy, Level 7 (FS 110)**

**Ceramics**
1 American Rockingham, Bennington lid, finial missing, molded decoration, leaf motif, teapot/sugar bowl (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)

**Feature 142, Privy, Level 7 (FS 325)**

**Ceramics**
1 kaolin pipe bowl fragment, undecorated
2 yellowware sherds, molded decoration, large bowl (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
4 American Rockingham/Bennington sherds, molded decoration, hollow vessel, 2 base of tea pot (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd, molded decoration, greyhound head, handle (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd, molded decoration, greyhound body, handle (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd, molded decoration, dog body, hollow vessel (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
3 American Rockingham/Bennington sherds, molded decoration, tree/oak leaf motif, hollow vessel (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
2 American Rockingham/Bennington sherds, undecorated, flat vessel (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
11 American Rockingham/Bennington spalls, undecorated (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
1 buff and gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, jar, stamped "TH & Co.", possibly Hugh Smith & Co., circa 1825-1831 (Magid 1990:27)
4 buff and gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, hollow vessel, burned (American Blue and Gray, 1775-1900, Miller 1992)
1 buff and gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, hollow vessel
4 buff and gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, hollow vessel (American Blue and Gray, 1775-1900, Miller 1992)
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware spalls, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted (American Blue and Gray, 1775-1900, Miller 1992)
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, floral motif, crock lid (American Blue and Gray, 1775-1900, Miller 1992)
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, floral motif, probably lid (American Blue and Gray, 1775-1900, Miller 1992)
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, hollow vessel
1 buff/yellow bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed and cobalt hand painted exterior, brown glazed interior, hollow vessel
2 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, hollow vessel (American Blue and Gray, 1775-1900, Miller 1992)
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown (?) salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, large crock base
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glazed exterior, unglazed interior, stamped "RZ.", probably bottle
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glazed exterior, unglazed interior, probably bottle
1 buff bodied coarse earthenware sherd, brown glazed
1 redware spall
11 redware spalls, clear glazed
1 redware sherd, clear glazed, hollow vessel
2 redware sherds, clear glazed, hollow vessel base
3 redware spalls, brown glazed
3 redware sherds, brown glazed interior and exterior, large bowl
1 hard paste porcelain small leaf shaped handled vessel, gilt rim band
1 entire hard paste porcelain teapot, molded body, toy
7 hard paste porcelain sherds, underglaze blue hand painted, chinoiserie motif, ginger jar
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, underglaze blue hand painted
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1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, possibly toy plate
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, saucer
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, molded decoration, hollow vessel
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, overglaze hand painted, handle fragment (?) 
2 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, overglaze gilt and polychrome enameled
"...WILS...
with floral (?) design below, multi-sided vessel
1 soft paste porcelain sherd, undecorated
1 soft paste porcelain (?) sherd, molded decoration, flat vessel 
3 soft paste porcelain (?) sherds, overglaze polychrome enameled, floral motif, saucer
2 soft paste porcelain (?) sherds, overglaze polychrome enameled, flat vessel
32 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 2 rims (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
12 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 1 rim, hollow vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
13 ironstone sherds, undecorated, flat vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
6 ironstone sherds, undecorated, saucer (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
4 ironstone sherds, undecorated, chamber pot rim (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, bowl (?) rim (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
4 ironstone sherds, undecorated, plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, 8" plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, 9" plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
5 ironstone sherds, undecorated, 7" plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, bowl rim (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
9 ironstone sherds, undecorated, cup (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
3 ironstone sherds, molded decoration, basket pattern with leaves, small pitcher or creamer (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, molded, egg cup (?) (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, molded decoration, hollow vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, molded body, cup (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, 1840-1855, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, molded decoration, paneled, chamber pot (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1855, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, molded decoration, paneled, saucer (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1855, Miller 1992)
3 ironstone sherds, molded decoration, paneled, pitcher (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1855, Miller 1992)
4 ironstone sherds, embossed decoration, Lily shape, philodendron leaves, flat vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1850-1870, Miller 1992)
3 ironstone sherds, embossed decoration, Lily shape, philodendron leaves, cup (1813-1900+, South 1977;1850-1870, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, embossed decoration, berry or floral motif, saucer (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1850-1870, Miller 1992)
4 ironstone sherds (mend), embossed decoration, small floral motif, 7" plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1850-1870, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds (mend), embossed decoration, small floral motif, 7" plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1850-1870, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, embossed decoration, small floral motif, 7" plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1850-1870, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, embossed decoration, unidentifiable motif, saucer (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1850-1870, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, embossed decoration, unidentifiable motif, flat vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1850-1870, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, embossed decoration, floral motif, flat vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1850-1870, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, embossed decoration/molded, chamber pot (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, unidentifiable stamped British registry mark with "T & R Boote" (1842-1964, Kovel and Kovel 1986)
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1 ironstone sherd, black printed partial maker's mark, shield with lion and unicorn and "ROYAL PATENT IRONS BURGESS GODDA." (circa 1870, Wetherbee 1985)

1 ironstone sherd, black printed partial maker's mark - "PR.

1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, flat vessel, rim (1820-1900+, South; Miller 1992)
15 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South; Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, molded decoration, handle (1820-1900+, South; Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, molded decoration, chamber pot (1820-1900+, South; Miller 1992)
4 whiteware sherds, undecorated, chamber pot (1820-1900+, South; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, chamber pot lid (1820-1900+, South; Miller 1992)
43 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South; Miller 1992)
7 whiteware sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South; Miller 1992)
8 whiteware sherds, undecorated, flat vessel (1820-1900+, South; Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, undecorated, cup (1820-1900+, South; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, serving bowl (?) (1820-1900+, South; Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, plate, base (1820-1900+, South; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, partial back printed maker's mark, eagle with cartouche below (1820-1900+, South; Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, plate (1820-1900+, South; Miller 1992)
7 whiteware sherds, undecorated, 9" diameter plate (1820-1900+, South; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue shell edge decoration with beaded rim, bowl (1820-1900+, South; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue shell edge decoration, large flat vessel with multi-sided rim (1820-1900+, South; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed, flat vessel (1820-1900+, South; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, violet transfer printed (1820-1900+, South; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, partial violet printed pattern name, flat vessel
1 whiteware sherd, blue, green and white annular decoration, mug/tankard (1820-1900+, South; 1830-1875, Miller 1992)
1 agateware door knob
1 hard paste porcelain 2-hole sew through button, brown glazed - 1.3 cm diameter
1 kaolin pipe stem, burned, stamped "GALL"
1 kaolin pipe bowl and stem fragment (2 pieces), molded decoration
3 kaolin pipe bowl fragments
1 clay (?) marble, striated - 1.4 cm diameter
1 hard paste porcelain marble, unglazed - 1.8 cm diameter

Glass

2 white milk glass 4-hole sew through buttons - 1 cm diameter
1 white milk glass 3-hole sew through button - .75 cm diameter
4 white milk glass 4-hole sew through buttons - 1.2 cm diameter
2 white milk glass 4-hole sew through buttons - 1.8 cm diameter
1 white milk glass domed button, shank missing - .7 cm diameter
15 amber cylindrical quart liquor bottle fragments, embossed "WHITNEY GLASS WORKS" on base, tapered collared lip, inside screw threads, three section contact mold (1861-1880)

7 amber cylindrical quart brandy bottle fragment, applied band lip, freeblown (pre 1860)
21 honey amber cylindrical quart brandy bottle fragments, applied band lip, freeblown (pre 1860)
10 citron cylindrical quart liquor bottle fragments, applied tapered collared lip, contact mold (1861-1880)
12 olive amber cylindrical quart liquor bottle fragments, embossed [Patel]"NT" around shoulder, three section mold (1842-1861)
9 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragments, opalized
15 aqua oval pint historical flask fragments, embossed "UNION"/Clasped hands inside shield/Eagle on reverse, applied band lip, post bottom, opalized (1865-1870)
5 amber oval pint flask fragments, embossed "H" on base, heavily etched
2 honey amber oval (?) flask (?) fragments, etched
19 olive amber blackglass cylindrical pint ale/porter bottle fragments, wire bail and metal stopper, short tapered collared lip, kick-up, refiled pontil, three section contact mold
(1821-1880)
14 olive amber blackglass cylindrical pint ale/porter bottle fragments, kick-up, refired pontil, three section contact mold (1821-1880)
1 olive amber blackglass bottle fragment, refired pontil, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 olive amber bottle fragment, kick-up
1 amber square/rectangular bottle fragment, embossed "...JP..", opalized
1 honey amber cylindrical bottle fragment
24 amber cylindrical bottle fragments
34 olive amber cylindrical bottle fragments
2 green cylindrical cider/mineral water bottle fragments, embossed ".../HOL...", opalized
10 peacock cylindrical bitters (7) bottle fragments, rolled lip, contact mold (1810-1880)
8 green cylindrical circa pint bottle fragments, applied single banded collared lip, opalized
6 aqua rectangular 4 oz. pharmacy bottle fragments, embossed "DAVIS & MILLER/DRUGGISTS/BAL" [timed] "ORE" in side panels, short single banded collared lip, refired pontil, contact mold
1 entire aqua rectangular pharmacy bottle, embossed "PEEL & STEENS/ALEXANDRIA, VA.", short single banded collared lip, diagonal mold seam on base, contact mold (circa 1860)
1 clear oval 2-3 oz. pharmacy bottle fragments, embossed "W.D. HUDSON/DRUGGIST/LEXANDRIA, VA., opalized (circa 1880-1890)
4 pale aqua rectangular paneled medicinal bottle fragments, contact mold (1850s-1880)
1 aqua rectangular paneled medicinal bottle fragments, contact mold (1850s-1880)
3 aqua oval 4 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, opalized
2 pale aqua multi-sided medicinal bottle fragments, hinged mold, contact mold (1840s-1860)
8 pale aqua small multi-sided medicinal bottle fragments, opalized (post 1840s)
3 aqua cylindrical 4 1/2-5 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, single banded collared lip, contact mold (1858-1880)
1 aqua cylindrical 4 1/2-5 oz. medicinal bottle fragment, sheared lip, opalized (pre 1860)
1 clear cylindrical 4 1/2-5 oz. medicinal bottle fragment, sheared lip, opalized (pre 1860)
3 clear magnesia cylindrical 4 1/2-5 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, single banded collared lip, opalized (1858-1860)
1 clear non-lead cylindrical 4 1/2-5 oz. medicinal bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 entire aqua cylindrical 4 1/2-5 oz. medicinal bottle, single banded collared lip, opalized (post 1858)
35 aqua cylindrical 4 1/2-5 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, single banded collared lip (post 1858)
1 entire dark aqua cylindrical 12-14 oz. tonic/medicinal bottle, rolled lip, post bottom, contact mold (1840-1880)
2 aqua cylindrical pint medicinal bottle fragments, applied single banded collared lip, contact mold (1840s-1880)
1 aqua cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, short single banded collared lip, opalized
3 pale aqua cylindrical 3-4 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, opalized
1 aqua cylindrical medicinal bottle fragments, embossed "[Philat]"DA", opalized
1 aqua small cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, worn
1 aqua small cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment
1 aqua small cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, rolled lip
1 aqua small cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, flared lip, opalized
1 aqua small cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, applied single banded collared lip (pre 1880)
1 pale aqua cylindrical circa 3 oz. medicinal bottle fragment, applied single banded collared lip, contact mold (1840-1880)
1 pale aqua medicinal bottle fragment, applied single banded collared lip, opalized (pre 1880)
1 pale aqua small cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, flared lip, opalized
1 pale aqua medicinal bottle fragment, inverted lip (pre 1860)
1 aqua medicinal bottle fragment, applied double collared lip (pre 1880)
1 clear small cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, hinged mold, opalized/worn (pre 1860)
1 clear medicinal bottle fragment, slightly flared lip
1 clear very small cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, single banded collared lip, opalized (post 1858)
2 clear very small cylindrical medicinal bottle fragments, rolled lip
1 clear medicinal bottle fragment, single banded collared lip (post 1858)
2 clear medicinal bottle fragments, rolled lip
2 clear small oval medicinal bottle fragments, opalized
2 clear oval medicinal bottle fragments, opalized
3 clear oval/square medicinal bottle fragments, opalized
7 clear rectangular medicinal bottle fragments, opalized
1 entire aqua cylindrical 4-5 oz. medicinal type bottle, sheared lip, post bottom, contact mold
   (1840-1880)
1 entire clear cylindrical 3 oz. perfumer type bottle, flared lip, opalized
6 puce cylindrical 3-4 oz. bottle fragments, embossed "Lyon's P"/"OWD"/"er", inverted lip, open pontil, four piece contact mold (1850-1860)
1 light green square/rectangular pickle bottle (?) fragment
12 aqua square/rectangular pickle bottle (?) fragments, opalized
10 aqua cylindrical sauce bottle fragments, vertically ribbed, post bottom, contact mold
   (1850s-1880)
2 aqua cylindrical pickle/relish bottle fragments, thin rolled lip, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 aqua cylindrical pickle/relish bottle fragment, rolled lip with cork, opalized
2 aqua cylindrical pickle/relish bottle fragments, rolled lip, freeblown (pre 1860)
2 aqua cylindrical 1 1/2-5 oz. baking soda bottle fragments, embossed "RUMFORD's" around shoulder, single banded collared lip, opalized (post 1867)
3 aqua cylindrical jar fragments, wide mouth with cork stopper, applied band lip, mold blown
   (pre 1880)
6 aqua canning jar fragments, embossed "MA'SON'S/IMPROVED", ground screw threaded closure, opalized (1868-1908)
4 pale aqua cylindrical canning jar fragments, lip seal, ground screw threaded closure, chilled iron mold (?)
13 aqua cylindrical quart canning jar fragments, chilled iron mold (?)
1 clear cylindrical jam jar (?) fragment, sure seal closure, opalized
1 amber umbrella ink bottle fragment, rolled lip, hinged mold, contact mold (1840s-1880)
1 pale aqua cylindrical bottle or jar fragment, embossed "."/"MOS." or "."/"SOW."., opalized
3 aqua cylindrical pint bottle fragments, opalized
1 aqua cylindrical quart bottle fragment, three section contact mold (1821-1880)
1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment
3 aqua cylindrical quart bottle fragments
2 pale green cylindrical bottle fragments, opalized
1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, rough pontil (pre 1860)
1 aqua square/rectangular bottle fragment, beveled edge, opalized
1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, embossed "TRADE...IV...M.", opalized
1 clear square cube bottle fragment, snap case, contact mold (1850-1880)
1 clear bottle fragment, thin rolled lip, opalized
79 aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, opalized
299 aqua cylindrical bottle fragments
5 aqua square/rectangular bottle fragments
14 clear cylindrical bottle fragments
1 clear wine goblet fragment, undecorated, pressed
1 clear wine goblet fragment, Buckle pattern, pressed (1870s?)
1 clear goblet base and stem fragment, knob stem, pressed
2 clear goblet base, stem and bowl fragments, knob stem, pressed
7 clear tumbler fragments, vertical oval ribbing, pressed
1 clear tumbler base fragment, undecorated, pressed
1 clear magnesia flip glass base fragment, pressed (pre 1860)
10 clear tumbler fragments, oval paneled pattern, stained, pressed
1 clear tumbler fragments, oval paneled pattern, pressed
1 clear tumbler fragment, McGoun's patent, pressed (post 1848)
2 clear tumbler fragments, raised large vertical ribs, pressed
1 clear tumbler fragment, triangular arches, pressed
3 clear multi-sided tumbler fragments, paneled, pressed
2 clear tumbler fragments, interior ribs, pressed
2 clear tumbler or jam jar fragments, ribbing at heel, raised band on lip, pressed
2 clear tumbler (?) fragments, fine vertical ribbing, black stained, pressed
1 clear large bowl (?) fragment, sawtooth pattern, pressed
1 clear large vase/bowl/lamp shade fragment, ruffled rim, opalized
2 aqua tray or bowl fragments, Daisy and Button pattern, pressed (circa 1885)
7 clear small bowl fragments, ribbed pattern, black stained, pressed
1 clear tableware fragment, unidentified pattern, rounded, pressed
1 clear tableware fragment, unidentified snowflake pattern, rounded, pressed
1 clear tableware rim sherd, pressed
4 clear magnesia bottle/dresser jar fragments, four ornate panels, ground wide mouthed lip,
opalized, mold blown (pre 1860)
1 clear lamp chimney fragment, large pressed petal pattern, hand pressed lip, freeblown
2 clear lamp chimney fragments, medium pressed petal pattern, hand pressed lip, freeblown
2 clear lamp chimney fragments, small pressed petal pattern, hand pressed lip, freeblown
13 clear tubular lamp chimney base or lip fragments, sheared, freeblown
4 light green tubular lamp chimney base or lip fragments, sheared, freeblown
7 clear lamp chimney base or lip fragments, fire polished, freeblown
9 clear globular lamp chimney base or lip fragments, flared, freeblown
1 clear globular lamp chimney base or lip fragment, fire polished, freeblown
4 clear lamp chimney fragments, medium pressed petal pattern, hand pressed lip, freeblown
2 clear cylindrical lamp chimney base fragments, sheared, freeblown
1 clear cylindrical lamp chimney base fragment, freeblown
456 clear cylindrical lamp chimney fragments, freeblown
2 clear magnesia lamp chimney (?) fragments, opalized (pre 1860)
11 clear globular lantern globe fragments, black stained
2 clear globular lantern globe fragments, opalized
544 unidentified clear glass fragments, curved/cylindrical
1 unidentified clear/red flash glass fragment, curved
2 unidentified aqua glass fragments, heat melted
1 unidentified white milk glass fragment
72 unidentified glass fragments, black/yellow stained
2 soda/lime soda mirror fragments
3 clear mirror fragments
1 entire thermometer inset in ornate copper/brass hanger, stamped, 15 cm high and 2.2 cm wide
417 soda/lime soda windowpane fragments, stained
1 lime soda windowpane fragment (post 1864)
1 clear/red flash sheet glass fragment
1 unidentified glass fragment, heavily opalized

Metal
1 copper disc, drilled hole in center - 2.35 cm diameter
1 ferrous metal 4-hole sew through button - 1.5 cm diameter
1 brass and ferrous metal two piece 4-hole sew through button, radiating lines - 1.6 cm diameter
1 brass ring - 1.85 cm diameter
1 flat brass ring/bezel - 2.5 cm diameter
1 brass teaspoon bowl, probably was silver plated
1 58 caliber lead three groove minie ball, waxed (federal issue)
1 circa .50 caliber lead two (?) groove minie ball
1 copper Spencer casing base
1 copper .22 caliber shell case
1 lead .22 caliber slug
1 lead .32 caliber (?) slug
1 ferrous metal wheel - 3.5 cm diameter
1 ferrous metal wheel - 4.3 cm diameter
1 ferrous metal wheel - 4.5 cm diameter
1 brass pin (?) fragment
8 brass straight pins
2 ferrous metal straight pins
4 small brass eyelets
1 brass eyelet with leather attached, leather has stitching holes
6 brass eyelets with leather attached
1 brass wire ring
1 brass finial (?)
1 brass flat disc, ribbed on edges, three holes - 4 cm diameter
1 brass thimble, crowned, slightly flattened - ca. 1.5 cm diameter
1 brass clothing snap or button top - 1.5 cm diameter
1 brass button, embossed pear and grapes, molded sew through attachment - 1.7 cm diameter
1 thin brass/copper disc, rope in circle around edges, star in center, stamped
"FOUR"[G/C/Q]..."UE"...[L/W]..."N"..."8" - 3.3 cm diameter, button face/seal/bottle cap (?)
1 brass dome type General Services button
1 wrought nail fragment
1 cut circa 2d nail with wire attached, bent (post 1790)
1 cut 2d nail (post 1790)
3 cut 3d nails (post 1790)
3 cut 4d nails, bent (post 1790)
2 cut 5d nails (post 1790)
5 cut 6d nails, 1 bent (post 1790)
4 cut 8d nails, 2 bent (post 1790)
1 cut 7d nail (post 1790)
2 cut 9d nails, 1 bent (post 1790)
1 cut 12d nail, bent (post 1790)
1 cut 30d spike
6 cut nail fragments
9 unidentified nail fragments
1 wire 3d nail/tack
1 cut ferrous metal tack
2 brass tack heads
1 ferrous metal/steel strip with drilled hole
1 steel sheet metal fragment
6 thin ferrous sheet metal fragments, galvanized/tin plated
36 ferrous metal can fragments
218 unidentified thin ferrous metal fragments, possibly can
92 thin unidentified ferrous metal fragments
4 thin ferrous metal strip fragments
1 thin rectangular ferrous metal fragment, may be part of a box or square can
2 ferrous metal cap fragments
1 tin foil fragment
3 ferrous metal bail handle fragments
3 ferrous metal wire or can seam fragments
1 thin brass strip with clips
1 thin ferrous metal strip with rolled edges, corrugated in center, tin plated/galvanized
1 ferrous metal strap fragment
1 ferrous metal buckle (?) fragment
1 sheet metal fragment, 4 x 20"
1 sheet metal fragment, 8 x 14"
1 iron rod fragment, 1 1/2" diameter, 12" long, bent into eye on one end
87 thin steel strip fragments, some with brass clips
1 ferrous metal lag screw, 1/4 x 2".
2 strap iron fragments, 1 with rivets
21 ferrous sheet metal fragments, possibly bucket
1 galvanized bucket fragment
1 sheet metal scrap fragment
1 thin ferrous metal lantern (?) fragment, galvanized
1 strap iron fragment
1 ferrous metal flat washer
1 ferrous metal bolt head

Miscellaneous
1 horn cuff link or shirt stud (?)
1 lady's tortoise shell comb fragment
1 bone strip fragment with beveled edges
2 black hard rubber ladies hair comb fragments (post 1851)
1 black hard rubber lady's comb (?) fragment (post 1851)
1 hank of human hair, auburn, .4 grams
1 hank of human hair, dark brown, .1 grams
5 fiber fragments, horse hair (?), black
1 4-hole sew through shell button, radiating lines - 1 cm diameter
4 4-hole sew through shell buttons - .8 cm diameter
1 4-hole sew through shell button - .9 cm diameter
1 4-hole sew through shell button - 1 cm diameter
1 4-hole sew through wooden or bone button - 1.3 cm diameter, burned/stained
1 4-hole sew through wooden or bone button - 1.5 cm diameter, burned/stained
3 cork bottle stopper fragments
5 vulcanized rubber fragments (post 1839)
7 vulcanized rubber fragments, thin (post 1839)
5 vulcanized rubber hose fragments (post 1839)
22 leather fragments
6 leather fragments, machine stitched
1 leather man's boot/shoe toe
1 leather man's boot/shoe quarter
1 leather man's right boot, top missing, moderately high heel, circa 26 cm long
5 leather man's right high top boot fragments, square toe, circa 26 cm long
3 leather man's left boot sole, insole and heel fragments, circa 26 cm long
1 leather boot strap, folded, 11 cm long
1 leather woman's shoe sole and heel fragment
3 leather boot/shoe stacked heel fragments
3 leather small boot/shoe heels
7 leather boot/shoe sole fragments
5 leather boot eyelet rows
3 leather boot/shoe quarter fragments
3 leather boot/shoe welt fragments, 1 is circa 36 cm long, machine stitched, 1 is 5.9 cm long
1 leather shoe lace fragment, 26.3 em long
1 leather thong, knotted along length and spliced and knotted together at end, circa 55 cm long.
1 leather thong fragment, thin, knotted at end, circa 20 cm long
1 gold silk fragment
1 woolen cloth fragment, loosely woven, bias tape (?)
1 slate pencil fragment
14 dark brown felt fabric fragments
8 dark brown wool tabby weave men's trousers fragments
1 dark brown wool (?) fabric fragment, fine, loose woven, knotted
1 very fine gossamer gold silk fragment
1 black/gold silk fabric fragment, diagonal gold stripes
3 black silk twill (?) fabric fragments
1 black/gold silk twill (?) fabric fragment, checked diamond pattern
1 green (faded black ?) silk fabric fragment
1 gold silk (?) twisted cord fragment, circa 50 cm long
1 dark gold cotton fabric fragment
1 dark gold cotton (?), mesh fabric fragment
1.1 grams dark gold cotton (?) threads, matted
1 gram gold cotton (?) threads, matted
1 gold cotton (?) crocheted trim fragment, circa 43 cm long
1 black fabric covered rubberized trim (?) fragment
1 pencil lead fragment
1 wooden lead pencil fragment, .6 cm diameter, 10.5 cm long
1 wooden cutlery handles
2 wooden cutlery handles
1 wooden ax handle, split, 72.6 cm long, machine made
1 wooden clothes pin, flat top, 11.5 cm long, machine made
1 wooden clothes pin fragment, rounded top, 15 cm long, machine made
316 wooden match sticks, machine made
1 wooden match stick, hand made
12 wooden sticks, burnt end
5 charcoal fragments
1 wooden end cap fragment, 1.5 cm thick
2 wooden bent wood furniture (?) fragments
1 wooden barrel stave, 19 cm long, 5 cm wide
1 wooden bung (?), 4.5 cm diameter, circa 2.5 cm thick
1 wooden bung (?), 2 cm diameter, circa 3.5 cm thick
1 wooden lid fragment or barrel butt fragment, rounded edge, circa 27 cm diameter
1 wooden trim (?) fragment, 95 cm thick, 1.27 cm wide, 24.5 cm long, nail/screw hole at rounded end
1 wooden block fragment, 7.9 cm long, .95 cm thick, 2.54 cm wide, screw or nail hole in center
1 cut tree limb/sapling fragment
1 thin sliced wooden knot, circa .32 cm thick
1 wood paneling (?) fragment, blue paint, .32 cm thick, 8.2 cm long
1 wooden framing fragment, 1.9 cm thick, milled and routered grooves
1 wooden framing fragment, grooved along edge, milled and routered
1 wooden half round trim fragment, 1.6 cm diameter, 11.4 cm long, sawn on both ends
1 wooden ornamental dowel fragment, 7.6 cm long, 1.2 cm diameter, rounded with lengthwise drilled hole, wheel turned
1 wooden ornamental dowel/finial fragment, 8.5 cm long, 1.1 cm diameter, squared with rounded ends, wheel turned
1 wooden rounded finial fragment, circa 3 cm diameter, 3.5 cm long, wheel turned
1 lumber fragment, crudely hand cut/trimmed on one side, 1.27 cm thick, 26.7 cm long
1 wooden end piece, sawn, diagonal and straight cut, 1.27 cm thick, 3.8 cm long
1 wooden end piece, sawn, 3.2 cm x 12.7 cm
1 wooden end piece, sawn, 3.5 cm x 8.9 cm
1 wooden end piece, sawn, .95 cm x 4.44 cm
1 wooden end piece, sawn, 1.6 cm x 2.54 cm
12 wooden end piece fragments, sawn
1 wooden shim, 7.6 cm long, 1.27 cm at butt
1 wooden shim, 5.4 cm long, 1.27 cm at butt
1 wooden shim, 9.8 cm long, 3.8 cm at butt, diagonal cuts from rounded pole
1 wooden wedge, 17.8+ cm long, 2.54 cm thick, diagonally cut
1 wooden trim end piece, cut, rounded ends, 8.6 cm long, 3.8 cm wide, 2.54 cm thick
43 wooden slat fragments, milled
2 milled lumber cut end pieces
201 wooden lumber/furniture fragments, milled
1 wooden tongue and groove lumber fragment, end cut, 6.3 cm wide, .32 cm thick
207 wood fragments, cut/sawn ends
1128 wooden planed shavings, 72.2 grams
621 wood fragments, axed
2 wooden drilled end plug fragments, 1.8 and 4 cm diameter
1 sapling trunk fragment, sawn end, 43.2 cm long
2085 unmodified wood fragments, sticks, barks, twigs, etc.
1 wooden kindling fragment, 22 cm long
1 wooden sewing thread plug fragment
1 wood fragment with brass tacks
12,904.3 grams brick fragments
1 fire tile fragment, burned
24.2 grams plaster fragments
1309 clinkers/cinders
120 coal fragments
52 slag fragments
2 slate fragments
655 bone fragments
2782.5 grams oyster shell fragments
325 fish bone fragments
605 egg shell fragments
193 fish scales
1 coconut hull fragment, cut with knife or cutlass
1 elm (?) leaf, 8 cm long
106 cobbles
419 pebbles

Feature 142, Privy, Level 8 (NO FS)

Metal
1 50d wrought spike
1 unidentified nail fragment

Feature 142, Privy, Level 8 (FS 167)

Miscellaneous
1 entire wooden clothes pin (peg type), 132 cm long, machine made
1 wooden clothes pin half (peg type), 132 cm long, machine made

Feature 142, Privy, Level 8, Water Screening (FS 324)

Ceramics
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment, curved, small round mouthpiece
1 kaolin pipe bowl fragment
3 American Rockingham/Bennington sherds, molded decoration, pitcher (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
2 American Rockingham/Bennington sherds, molded decoration, base of hollow vessel (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
2 American Rockingham/Bennington sherds, molded decoration (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
7 American Rockingham/Bennington sherds, undecorated (1812-1900, Miller 1992; 1845-1900, Magid 1990)
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glazed exterior, hollow vessel
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glazed exterior, unglazed interior, probably bottle
2 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, hollow vessel
3 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherds, salt glazed exterior, brown glazed interior, cobalt hand painted, hollow vessel
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, American Blue and Gray (1775-1900, Miller 1992)
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, possibly jar or bottle
1 gray and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, hollow vessel, jar (?)
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted, lid
5 gray bodied coarse stoneware spalls, salt glazed
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware spall, salt glazed, cobalt hand painted
1 coarse buff paste earthenware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel
1 yellowware sherd, undecorated (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
1 yellowware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel rim (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
1 yellowware sherd, undecorated, chamber pot rim (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
1 yellowware sherd (?), mottled brown decoration
3 redware spalls
1 redware spall, clear glazed
1 redware spall, brown glazed
1 agateware door knob fragment
3 hard paste porcelain sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, black glazed/overglaze enameled
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, brown overglaze enameled
1 hard paste porcelain marble, hand painted, brown lines - circa 2 cm diameter
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, toy cup
4 soft paste porcelain (?) sherds, overglaze polychrome enameled, floral motif, stained, saucer
1 soft paste porcelain (?) sherd, undecorated, stained
1 ironstone sherd, molded decoration, floral motif, lid finial (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, low relief embossed decoration, Lily shape, cup (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1850-1870, Miller 1992)
8 ironstone sherds, low relief embossed decoration, Lily shape, saucer (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1850-1870, Miller 1992)
4 ironstone sherds, molded decoration, basket pattern, hollow vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, molded decoration, chamber pot (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
45 ironstone sherds, undecorated (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
10 ironstone sherds, undecorated, flat vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, unidentifiable partial stamped maker's mark (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, unidentifiable black printed maker's mark - "...CHINA" and lion and unicorn, flat vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, brown printed partial maker's mark - shield with "...FRENCH T.P.W." (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
3 ironstone sherds, undecorated, plate or platter (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, chamber pot lid (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, cup or bowl rim (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel base (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, saucer (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, chamber pot rim (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
3 ironstone sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel (may be from chamber pot above, similar paste and glaze) (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel, bowl (?) (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
8 ironstone sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, 8" plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, 10" plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, small bowl rim (?) (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, edge embossed, plate/platter (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
4 ironstone sherds, edge embossed, floral motif (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, edge embossed (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue shell edge, octagonal serving dish (1820-1860, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue shell edge, plate or platter (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, floral motif, flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed, plate, partial blue printed makers mark or pattern name cartouche (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, violet transfer printed, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, violet transfer printed (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1875, Miller 1992)
8 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed, calico-like pattern, shallow serving bowl, paneled rim (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
6 whiteware sherds, blue transfer printed, calico-like pattern (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, unidentified blue decoration
2 whiteware sherds, single red painted line
45 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, egg cup (?) (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, molded decoration, basket weave, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
10 whiteware sherds, undecorated, plate/platter (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, 9" plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, 8" plate (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, undecorated, saucer (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
5 whiteware sherds, undecorated, flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, undecorated, platter (?) (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, cup (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, pitcher (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
13 whiteware sherds, undecorated, chamber pot (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
3 whiteware sherds, undecorated, hollow vessel with handle (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
7 whiteware sherds, undecorated, large handle fragments, chamber pot/pitcher, etc. (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
2 whiteware sherds, black hand painted (?), floral motif, gold/copper luster rim band
1 entire whiteware jar with lid, undecorated, sealed (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, green scalloped shell edge (1780-1830, South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992)
5 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated, molded handle
1 hard paste porcelain 4-hole sew through button, blue painted stars - 1.1 cm diameter

Glass

1 white milk glass 4-hole sew through button - 1.4 cm diameter
1 white milk glass 4-hole sew through button - 1.6 cm diameter
4 white milk glass 4-hole sew through buttons - 1.1 cm diameter
1 white milk glass 4-hole sew through button - 1.5 cm diameter
2 white milk glass 4-hole sew through buttons - 1.2 cm diameter
1 white milk glass 4-hole sew through button - .85 cm diameter
1 cobalt multi-faceted button, faced shank - 1.8 cm diameter
2 citron cylindrical bottle fragments, embossed "HAMP...", contact mold (1850s-1880)
5 dark citron cylindrical bottle fragments, embossed "...MITH...", contact mold (1840s-1880)
7 green cylindrical bottle fragments, freeblown (pre 1860)
2 citron (?) cylindrical bottle fragments, opalized
4 olive amber cylindrical quart liquor bottle fragments, applied brandy lip (lopsided), three section contact mold (1821-1880)
12 olive amber cylindrical quart liquor bottle fragments, embossed [P]"AT"[ent] around shoulder, applied brandy lip, three section contact mold (1842-1861)
11 olive amber cylindrical quart liquor bottle fragments, embossed "PATENT" around shoulder, applied brandy lip, three section contact mold (1842-1861)
11 olive amber cylindrical quart liquor bottle fragments, applied brandy lip, three section contact mold (1821-1880)
17 olive amber cylindrical liquor bottle fragments
1 amber blackglass cylindrical quart liquor bottle fragment, refired pontil, kick up, contact mold (1810-1860)
2 honey amber cylindrical quart liquor bottle fragments, embossed "P"[atent] around shoulder, three section contact mold (1842-1861)
1 amber liquor stopper and lip fragment, embossed "PAT/JAN./1861" on stopper, inside screw thread, tapered collared lip (post 1861)
4 aqua oval historical flask fragments, Eagle/Banner, stained
5 amber Union oval liquor flask fragments, applied double collared lip, contact mold (1850s-1880)
4 amber oval strap sided liquor flask fragments, contact mold (1860s-1880)
1 amber oval liquor flask fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 aqua oval flask fragment, opalized
24 peacock cylindrical bitters (?) bottle fragments, embossed "...BIT...ERS/...ON ST./P", contact mold (1810-1880)
5 amber cylindrical pint tonic/ginger ale bottle fragments, cup mold, opalized (post 1860)
1 honey amber cylindrical bottle fragment, opalized
8 dark honey amber cylindrical bottle fragments, opalized
1 dark honey amber cylindrical bottle fragment, three section contact mold (1821-1880)
2 amber cylindrical bottle fragments, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 amber cylindrical bottle fragment, stained
1 red amber cylindrical bottle fragment, stained
2 red amber bottle fragments, contact mold (1810-1880)
5 aqua cylindrical pint ginger ale/medicinal (?) bottle fragments, embossed [C]"HARLES.../SON & C).H" vertically, etched
2 aqua cylindrical beer or ginger ale bottle fragments, applied blop top lip, opalized
1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, embossed "B."., opalized
2 aqua cylindrical pint bottle fragments, opalized
2 aqua cylindrical quart bottle or jar fragments, opalized
7 aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, black stained
4 aqua small cylindrical medicinal bottle fragments, flared lip, stained
1 aqua multi-sided medicinal bottle fragment, hinged mold, contact mold (1840s-1860)
4 aqua small multi-sided medicinal bottle fragments, stained (post 1840s)
3 aqua small multi-sided medicinal bottle fragments, opalized (post 1840s)
2 aqua multi-sided medicinal bottle fragments, etched (post 1840s)
1 pale green cylindrical circa pint medicinal bottle fragment, applied single banded collared lip, freeblown (pre 1860)
1 aqua 1 1/2 oz. cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, single banded collared lip, stained (post 1858)
1 aqua square/rectangular medicinal bottle fragment, applied single banded collared lip (pre
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Mold/Mark/Decoration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 aqua cylindrical 4 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, applied single banded collared lip</td>
<td>aqua</td>
<td>4 oz</td>
<td>contacted</td>
<td>mold (1840s-1880)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 aqua cylindrical 4 1/2-5 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, sheared lip</td>
<td>aqua</td>
<td>4 1/2-5 oz</td>
<td>opalized</td>
<td>contact mold (1810-1860)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 clear 4 1/2-5 oz. cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, opalized</td>
<td>clear</td>
<td>4 1/2-5 oz</td>
<td>post 1858</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 aqua 4 1/2-5 oz. cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, single banded collared lip, opalized post 1858</td>
<td>aqua</td>
<td>4 1/2-5 oz</td>
<td>post 1858</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 aqua rectangular medicinal bottle fragment, embossed &quot;ENTd AC[ording]TO ACT&quot; [of]&quot;CONGRESS&quot; (Radway's Ready Relief), opalized post 1852</td>
<td>aqua</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 aqua cylindrical medicinal vial fragments, embossed &quot;&amp; PERKINS&quot; /[Pro]&quot;PRIETERS&quot; /[Mrs.]/&quot;WINSWOL's&quot; /[Soo] &quot;HING SYRUP&quot;, hinged mold, opalized (early 1860s)</td>
<td>aqua</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 aqua rectangular medicinal bottle fragments, embossed [Dr. Sanford's Li]&quot;VER&quot; /[Invig]&quot;ORAT&quot; [or], &quot;NEW YORK&quot; in side panel, contact mold (1840-1880)</td>
<td>aqua</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 aqua rectangular medicinal bottle fragments, embossed &quot;GENUINE/FLUID EXTRACTS&quot; /[Phil]&quot;ADELPHIA&quot; on side panel (Hemboldt's), hinged mold, opalized (1862-1880)</td>
<td>aqua</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 aqua rectangular medicinal bottle fragment, embossed &quot;SARSAPARILLA&quot; on side panel, contact mold (1850s-1880)</td>
<td>aqua</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 aqua/pale aqua square/rectangular medicinal bottle fragments</td>
<td>aqua/pale</td>
<td>square/rectangular</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 aqua cylindrical 4 1/2-5 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, single banded collared lip, opalized post 1858</td>
<td>aqua</td>
<td>4 1/2-5 oz</td>
<td>post 1858</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 entire aqua cylindrical 4 1/2-5 oz. medicinal bottle, single banded collared lip, contact mold (1858-1880)</td>
<td>aqua</td>
<td>4 1/2-5 oz</td>
<td>contact mold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 entire aqua cylindrical 5 1/2 oz. medicinal bottle, embossed &quot;P&quot; on base, sheared and ground lip, post bottom, opalized (1850s)</td>
<td>aqua</td>
<td>5 1/2 oz</td>
<td>opalized</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 entire aqua cylindrical 3 oz. medicinal bottle, single banded collared lip, three section mold, opalized post 1858</td>
<td>aqua</td>
<td>3 oz</td>
<td>three section</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 entire pale aqua cylindrical 2 oz. medicinal bottle, embossed &quot;M&quot; on base, applied single banded collared lip, four section contact mold (1850s)</td>
<td>pale</td>
<td>2 oz</td>
<td>four section</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 clear cylindrical 2-3 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, single banded collared lip, filled with mortar/cement (?)</td>
<td>clear</td>
<td>2-3 oz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 aqua cylindrical half gallon medicinal bottle fragments, applied single banded collared lip, rough pontil, freeblown (1850s)</td>
<td>aqua</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 pale aqua small cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, single banded collared lip (post 1858)</td>
<td>pale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 aqua small cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, single banded collared lip</td>
<td>aqua</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 aqua small cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, open pontil (pre 1860)</td>
<td>aqua</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 aqua small cylindrical medicinal bottle fragments, post bottom</td>
<td>aqua</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 aqua small cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, improved pontil (1832-1860)</td>
<td>aqua</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 aqua small cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, etched</td>
<td>aqua</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 pale aqua small cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, three section mold (post 1821)</td>
<td>pale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 very pale aqua cylindrical medicinal bottle fragments, freeblown (pre 1860)</td>
<td>very pale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 clear non-lead oval medicinal bottle fragments, contact mold (1810-1880)</td>
<td>clear</td>
<td>oval</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 clear oval medicinal bottle fragments</td>
<td>clear</td>
<td>oval</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 clear medicinal bottle fragments, single banded collared lip (post 1858)</td>
<td>clear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 clear medicinal bottle fragment, rolled lip</td>
<td>clear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 clear magnesia small cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)</td>
<td>clear magnesia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 clear magnesia cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, freeblown (pre 1860)</td>
<td>clear magnesia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 clear magnesia cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment (pre 1860)</td>
<td>clear magnesia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 clear cylindrical medicinal bottle fragment, three section mold (post 1821)</td>
<td>clear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 clear cylindrical 3-4 oz. medicinal bottle fragments, opalized</td>
<td>clear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 clear cylindrical bottle fragments, opalized</td>
<td>clear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 cylindrical bottle fragments, black stained, inverted lip (pre 1860)</td>
<td>clear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)</td>
<td>clear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 clear square/rectangular bottle fragments, contact mold (1810-1880)</td>
<td>clear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle fragments, contact mold (1810-1880)</td>
<td>clear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 clear magnesia cylindrical bottle fragments, hinged mold, opalized (1815-1860)</td>
<td>clear magnesia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 clear magnesia cylindrical bottle fragment (pre 1860)</td>
<td>clear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 clear cylindrical bottle fragment, hinged mold, opalized (1815-early 1860s)</td>
<td>clear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 clear non-lead cylindrical bottle fragments, contact or chilled iron mold</td>
<td>clear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 clear cylindrical bottle fragments, opalized</td>
<td>clear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 aqua cylindrical pint bottle fragment, opalized</td>
<td>aqua</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. aqua cylindrical quart bottle fragment, oval label space shadow, opalized
2. aqua square bottle fragment
3. aqua cylindrical quart bottle or jar fragment, opalized
4. aqua cylindrical bottle or jar fragment, opalized
5. light aqua cylindrical bottle or jar fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
6. 209 aqua cylindrical bottle fragments
7. 55 aqua cylindrical/oval bottle fragments, opalized
8. 199 clear cylindrical/curved bottle fragments
9. 6 pale aqua cylindrical canning jar fragments, embossed "Mason's", ground screw threaded closure, opalized (post 1862)
10. 2 clear cylindrical paneled packer’s jam type jar fragments, pressed
11. 2 clear cylindrical relish type jar fragments, everted lip, freeblown (pre 1860)
12. 3 aqua ribbed sauce bottle fragments, contact mold (1850s-1880)
13. 1 entire clear square 2 oz. perfumer bottle, embossed "X. BAZIN/PERFUMER/PILA" vertically, flared lip, stained (late 1850s-1887)
14. 3 clear small 2 oz. cylindrical/oval perfumer (?) bottle fragment, opalized
15. 1 entire aqua umbrella ink bottle, sheared lip, deep refined pontil, opalized (1840s-1860)
16. 1 entire clear rectangular circa 4 oz. medicinal or extract bottle, embossed "BPM" in ring around neck, rolled lip, opalized
17. 1 clear glass fragment, embossed "...N 3" around lip finish, ground lip
18. 1 clear eight-sided tumbler fragment, stained, pressed (post 1848)
19. 10 clear tumbler fragments, arched panels, opalized, pressed (post 1848)
20. 2 clear tumbler fragments, arched panels, stained, pressed (post 1848)
21. 1 clear tumbler fragment, arched panels, pressed (post 1848)
22. 3 clear tumbler fragments, vertically ribbed, pressed (post 1848)
23. 1 clear non-lead tumbler fragment, plain, pressed
24. 1 clear lead tumbler fragment, plain, pressed
25. 2 clear goblet fragments, thumbprint pattern, stained, pressed (post 1840s)
26. 1 clear goblet fragment, Ashburton pattern, pressed (1840s-1880s)
27. 1 clear wine goblet fragment, Buckle pattern, pressed
28. 1 clear magnesia flint glass (?) fragment, pressed (pre 1860)
29. 1 clear flip glass (?) fragment
30. 5 tableware fragments, icicle (?) pattern, black stained, pressed
31. 1 opalescent tableware lid fragment, unidentified raised ornament pattern, rounded, pressed
32. 1 uranium tableware handle fragment, pressed
33. 1 bowl fragment, plain, black stained, rounded, flared rim, pressed (1840s-1850s)
34. 1 multi-sided bowl fragment, Lyre and Gothic Arch pattern, black stained, flared rim, pressed (1840s-1850s)
35. 1 clear small oval bowl lid fragment, Oak Leaf variant pattern, serrated rim, pressed (1840s-1850s)
36. 1 clear bowl lid fragment, diamond hatched pattern, rounded, plain rim, pressed (post 1850s)
37. 1 clear tumbler (?) fragment, unidentified pattern, pressed
38. 1 clear globular lamp chimney fragment, flared and fire polished lip, freeblown
39. 1 clear tubular lamp chimney fragment, freeblown
40. 1 clear tapered lamp chimney fragment, fire polished lip, freeblown
41. 4 clear globular lamp chimney fragments, flared and fire polished lip, freeblown
42. 3 clear tubular lamp chimney fragments, flared and fire polished lip, opalized
43. 1 clear globular (?) lamp chimney fragments, fire polished, freeblown
44. 1 clear globular lamp chimney fragment, flared lip, black stained
45. 3 clear tubular lamp chimney fragments, fire polished, freeblown
46. 1 clear tubular lamp chimney fragment, fire polished, freeblown
47. 1 clear globular (?) lamp chimney fragments, fire polished, freeblown
48. 4 clear tubular lamp chimney fragments, sheared base or lip, opalized
49. 2 clear tubular lamp chimney fragments, sheared base or lip, freeblown
50. 2 clear tubular lamp chimney fragments, sheared base or lip, stained
51. 1 clear tapered lamp chimney fragment, sheared base or lip, opalized
52. 1 clear manganese lamp chimney fragment, fire polished lip or base, freeblown (1880-1915)
53. 6 yellow encrusted tubular lamp chimney fragments, sheared base or lip
54. 430 clear lamp chimney fragments, freeblown
55. 6 clear globular lantern globe fragments, black stained
56. 6 unidentified clear magnesia glass fragments (pre 1860)
57. 92 unidentified clear glass fragments
58. 60 unidentified glass fragments, curved, black stained
59. 1 unidentified clear (?) glass fragment, heat melted
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2 unidentified white milk glass fragments, heat melted
2 unidentified clear glass fragments, large cylindrical/curved, freeblown, opalized
1 unidentified glass fragment, heavily opalized
331 soda/lime soda windowpane fragments, stained
1 clear sheet glass fragment

**Metal**

3 brass straight pins
1 brass straight pin fragment
3 ferrous metal straight pin fragments
1 pewter (?) disc with two embossed fishes, swimming in different directions
1 brass pocket watch case - 5.2 cm diameter
1 brass shield shaped clasp, possibly from woman's purse
1 brass screen fragment
1 small ferrous metal bead or collar - .4 cm diameter
1 small white metal chain link - .3 cm diameter
1 lead seal or stamp
1 lead pipe clamp (?) fragment, 9.5 cm long, 125.3 grams
1 ferrous metal flat iron handle (?)
1 ferrous metal hinge
1 ferrous metal teaspoon bowl
1 ferrous metal 4-hole sew through button - 1.4 cm diameter
14 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
10 thin sheet iron fragments, tin plated/galvanized
1 ferrous sheet metal fragment, cut
3 unidentified thin ferrous metal fragments, tin plate or galvanized, may be part of a box
2 thin ferrous metal fragments, tin plated or galvanized, box or can
1 strap iron fragment with rivet
1 thin ferrous metal rectangle fragment, tag?
1 ferrous metal canteen fragment, 16.8 cm diameter
47 ferrous metal can fragments
19 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
1 tin foil fragment
2 thin ferrous metal strip fragments
1 ferrous metal wire bail
2 stamped, tin plated stove pipe collar fragments
1 thin ferrous metal pipe (?) fragment
1 ferrous metal bar fragment
4 ferrous metal wire fragments
1 ferrous metal fragment, possibly part of a hook
1 ferrous metal 3/4" pipe fragment or collar, threaded
2 cast iron fragments
33 thin ferrous metal/steel strips, some with brass clips
1 ferrous metal no. 9 wire fragment
1 ferrous metal shim (?)
2 ferrous metal wood screws
1 railroad spike
1 wrought 40d spike
1 wrought 7" spike
1 ferrous metal 5/8" square nut
2 cut 2d nails (post 1790)
2 cut 3d nails (post 1790)
5 cut 4d nails (post 1790)
1 cut 4 1/2 d nail (post 1790)
4 cut 5d nails (post 1790)
2 cut 6d nails (post 1790)
5 cut 8d nails, 2 bent (post 1790)
1 cut 9d nail (post 1790)
2 cut 12d nails, 1 bent (post 1790)
51 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
4 unidentified nail fragments

**Miscellaneous**

1 bone handle, 11.2 cm long, sharpened or worn to a point on end, stamped "Baltimore" on one side, F or P "RO.." on other
1 3-hole (?) shell button - .85 cm diameter
1 hank of auburn human hair, .5 grams
1 hank of dark brown human hair, .1 gram
1 cocklebur, in with hair
1 4-hole sew through shell button - 1 cm diameter
1 entire bone weaving spacer, 7 cm long
1 entire bone weaving spacer, 7.4 cm long
1 bone weaving spacer fragment, 5.3 cm long
1 entire cork bottle stopper
18 vulcanized rubber fragments (post 1839)
1 black rubber hair comb (post 1851)
1 black hard rubber comb tooth (post 1851)
1 brown 4-hole sew through button - 1.3 cm diameter
1 entire leather man's right shoe; hole in toe, toe part of sole missing, machine stitched and nailed sole, worn heel, lacing eyelets, 26 cm long
1 entire leather man's right boot, toe worn out, frayed heel, side seams gone, nailed heel and sole, 28+ cm long, 47 cm high
1 leather woman's left shoe sole and heel, fabric covered quarter, nailed heel, nailed and stitched sole, 22.5 cm long
1 leather woman's shoe sole and heel, rounded toe, nailed heel, stitched sole, 22.5 cm long
1 leather woman's right shoe sole and vamp, wing tip toe, heel missing, machine stitched, 24 cm long
1 leather child's boot/shoe top, 6 eyelets
1 leather boot strap, machine stitched, 26.5 cm long, 2.5 cm wide
2 leather shoe eyelet hole rows, machine stitched, 10.5 and 13 cm long
3 leather shoe sole fragments
2 leather shoe heel lift fragments
1 leather belt or strap fragment, one punched hole, 6 cm long, 3.2 cm wide
1 leather shoe vamp fragment
1 leather shoe/boot outsole fragment
1 leather boot/shoe heel fragment
1 leather cord fragment, squared, circa 28.8 cm long
1 leather strip, .4 cm wide, 5.5 cm long
1 leather welt fragment, 8 cm long
1 leather fragment, cut, triangular, 14.3 cm long, 1.4-4 cm wide
3 leather fragments
1 clump rust colored threads
1 brown woolen cloth fragment and threads
1 black thread fragment
1 woolen (?) cloth fragment, loosely woven, bias tape or wick
2 cotton (?) cloth fragments, bias tape
1 dark gold silk belt or wide ribbon fragment, 6 cm wide, 14.8 cm long, finished edges
1 gold silk ribbon fragment, 2 cm wide, 9 cm long, finished edges
1 gold silk ribbon fragment, 2.2 cm wide, finished edges
4 gold silk fine tabby weave fabric fragments
1 gold bias tape or fabric strip fragment, 2 cm wide, 27 cm long
1 gold elastic band (?) fragment, .6 cm wide, 12.3 cm long
1 gold elastic band (?) fragment, 12.5 cm long
11 black silk fabric fragments, encrust
1 black silk fabric
1 brown silk fabric belt/sash (?) fragment, finished edges, 6 cm wide
1 black taffeta (?) fabric strip fragment, 1.5 cm wide, 13 cm long
2 dark brown cotton fabric fragments, large stitching holes
3 dark brown cotton twill weave fabric fragments
3 brown cotton twill weave fabric fragments
2 brown cotton fine twill weave fabric fragments
2 brown cotton warp face twill weave fabric fragments
1 gold cotton fine tabby weave fabric fragment
2 dark gold cotton twill weave bias tape (?) fragments, 2.2 cm wide
1 tan cotton tabby weave fabric fragment, thin
1 dark brown wool knit weave fabric fragment
1 dark brown wool twill weave fabric fragment
2 dark brown linen tabby weave fabric fragments, machine stitched seam scraps
2 black felt fabric fragments
5 dark brown felt fabric fragments
2 brown felt fabric fragments
3 black linen (?) fibers with thin black rubber inset, machine stitched, trim/fringe decoration
1 brown fiber clump, fabric (?)
1 clump of medium brown human hair
2 small handfuls of auburn human (?) hair
1 wooden dowel, sharpened on one end, pencil (?), burned/stained
6 wooden sewing thread spool fragments
1 wooden furniture leg end piece fragment, circa 6.35 cm thick, rounded end, hand cut groove for slat
1 entire wooden clothes pin, 12.5 cm long, rounded head
1 entire wooden clothes pin, 13 cm long
1 entire wooden clothes pin, rounded head
1 wooden tool or broom handle end fragment, circa 2 cm diameter
1 entire small wooden rounded button or trim piece, domed, 1.4 cm diameter
4 wooden end cap fragments, .8 cm high, machine made
1 wooden small handle fragment, possibly from fan, circa 1 cm diameter
94 wooden match sticks, machine made
1 wooden bucket handle fragment, 9 cm long, 2 cm diameter, wheel turned
1 wood fragment, burned end
1 wooden stick or dowel fragment, hand cut ends, 9.5 cm long
1 wooden handle (?) fragment, tapered, 3.8 cm diameter, 15.2 cm long
1 wooden half round trim fragment, 1.6 cm diameter, 10.1 cm long, milled, cut end
2 wooden molding strip fragments, 3.8 cm wide, routered
1 entire wooden furniture (?) piece, two wood joiner pegs at each end, 1 straight sawn end, opposite end diagonally sawn, milled
20 wooden sawn lumber end fragments, milled
1 wooden sawn lumber end fragment, 3.8 cm thick, 7 cm wide, milled
1 wooden sawn lumber end fragment, 2.54 cm thick, 8.2 cm wide
1 wooden sawn lumber end fragment, 2.54 cm thick, 6.3 cm wide
1 wooden sawn lumber end fragment, 1.27 thick, 4.44 cm wide, milled
1 wooden lumber fragment, 2.54 cm wide, .63 cm thick, milled
1 wooden sawn end piece fragment, 2.22 cm thick
1 wooden sawn lumber end fragment, .32 cm thick, 6.3 cm wide, milled
103 wooden lumber/furniture fragments
17 wooden slat or shingle fragments
1 wooden slat fragment, broken off at drilled hole, .63 x 2.22 cm
121 wood fragments, cut or sawn ends
4 wooden plug fragments, drilled
633 wood fragments, axed
878 wood shavings, planed, 46.6 grams
1120 unmodified wood fragments, bark, twigs, sticks, etc.
1 wooden chunk, battered end, circa 6.35 cm long
1 entire wooden bung or plug, cut and shaved from tree limb or sapling, 4.5 cm long, 3.2-4 cm diameter, hand shaved
1 matted wood fiber clump (cedar type bark fibers), 2.9 grams
1 matted wood fiber clump, .2 grams
2 burned wood fragments
9 wood fragments, blue paint or mineral residue
2961.5 grams brick fragments
1 unidentified concretion
1 unidentified tube fragment
257.9 grams mortar fragments
111.7 grams mortar (?) fragments
260 coal fragments
620 clinkers/cinders
1 slate fragment
128 fish scales
36 fish bone fragments
137 egg shell fragments
456 bone fragments, 5 sawed
2 tooth fragments
1556.3 grams oyster shell fragments
120.7 grams clam shell fragments
.2 grams mussel shell fragments
264 cobble and pebble fragments, discarded

Feature 142, Privy, Level 8 (FS 108)

Ceramics
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, calico type motif, bowl (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)

Glass
1 puce blackglass square tobacco bottle (?) fragment, snap case, contact mold (1815-1860)
1 entire aqua cylindrical medicinal vial, embossed "MRS WINSWOLD'S SOOTHING SYRUP/CURTIS & PERKINS/PROPRIETORS", rolled lip, diagonal seam on base, opalized (pre 1880)
1 entire aqua cylindrical half pint medicinal bottle, embossed "1" on base, single banded collared lip, opalized (post 1858)
1 entire aqua cylindrical 3-4 oz. medicinal bottle, flared lip, post bottom, opalized
1 entire aqua rectangular 2-3 oz. medicinal bottle, paneled, single banded collared lip, opalized, some contents

Block 3, West Extension, Feature 142, East Half, 0-1.5' B.S. (FS 77)

Ceramics
1 yellowware sherd, undecorated (1830-1940, Miller 1992; 1830-1930?, Magid 1990)
1 terra cotta/redware sherd, unglazed, flower pot
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, overglaze possibly silver luster annular decoration, vase
2 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherds (MEND), brown glaze, bulk ink bottle, stamped "VITREOUS STONE BOTTLE WARRANTED NOT TO ABSORB J. BOURNE PATENTEE [Denb]Y & CODNOR PARK .... NEAR DENBY"
Generally a date of 1817-1841 for bottle (does not say and sons), it is not marked with "EX" indicating excise tax was paid which was required between 1817-1834 so may be 1834-1841 (Hussey 1986)

Glass
1 clear manganese cylindrical pint beer bottle fragment, embossed "ROBERT PORTNER BREWING CO/ ALEXANDRIA, VA" around TRADE/RIVOLI/MARK inside diamond, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
1 aqua cylindrical half pint medicinal bottle fragment, single banded collared lip, contact mold (1860-1880)
1 aqua cylindrical bottle fragment, cup mold, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 very pale green cylindrical vial fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)
1 white milk glass square/rectangular bottle or jar fragments, pressed
1 clear goblet base fragment, rayed base, pressed

Metal
1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment
2 ferrous metal square can fragments

Miscellaneous
1 unidentified leather fragment
1 leather heel fragment
3 bone fragments
1 coal fragment

Block 3, West Extension, Feature 142, East Half, 1.5-4.5' B.S. (FS 106)

Ceramics
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, cup (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, circa 9' plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, low embossed decoration, unidentifiable motif, plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1850-1870, Miller 1992)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, bottle neck (?)

Glass
1 light green cylindrical half gallon bottle fragment, contact mold (1818-1880)
1 entire light green cylindrical half pint sauce bottle fragment, embossed "WORCHESTERSHIRE SAUCE" around shoulder, "LEA & PERRINS" vertically, "JD/4/8" on base, tooled sauce lip, cup mold, contact mold (1877-1920)
1 entire light green cylindrical 3/4 pint, food bottle fragment, applied single banded collared lip, dimpled base, three section mold
1 aqua cylindrical canning jar fragment, embossed "PAT'D DEC 17'61 REIS...TD NOV 2"
1 entire aqua cone ink bottle, embossed "3" on base, rolled lip, opalized (post 1860)
1 unidentified yellow chemical stained glass fragment, large diamond quilted pattern, flat, pressed

**Miscellaneous**
1 child's left high top shoe, eyelet holes, machine stitched, nailed sole and heel, loose tongue, 18.5 cm long
1 leather knife sheath (2 pieces), one piece is 23.5 cm long and one piece (incomplete) is 18 cm long

**Block 3, West Extension, Feature 142, East Half, 1.5-4.5' B.S. (FS 79)**

**Ceramics**
2 hard paste porcelain sherds (mend), undecorated, saucer
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated, plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, saucer, black printed maker's mark - bell with crossed U.S. flags and eagle atop (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 gray bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glazed bottle lip and shoulder, probably from Bourne bottle in FS 77
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, polychrome hand painted, broad floral motif, hollow vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1860, Miller 1992)

**Glass**
3 aqua square pickle bottle fragments, applied rolled lip, circular kick up, opalized (1860s-1890)
2 entire aqua cylindrical half pint medicinal bottles, single banded collared lip, cup mold, opalized (1880-1930)
1 aqua cylindrical half pint medicinal bottle fragment, single banded collared lip, opalized (post 1858)
2 very pale aqua bottle fragments
1 white milk glass tableware fragment, vertically ribbed, curved, handle fragment (?), pressed
1 white opalescent lamp shade fragment, paste mold (?)

**Miscellaneous**
1 chicken bone

**Block 3, West Extension, Feature 142, East Half, 1.5-4.5' B.S. (FS 81)**

**Ceramics**
1 redware sherd, mottled brown interior glaze, hollow vessel
2 ironstone sherds (mend), molded decoration, large bowl or basin (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, 10" plate (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, flat vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)
1 whiteware sherd, molded decoration, oriental motif, pink wash on interior, yellow wash on exterior top and brown wash on exterior bottom, jardiniere (?)
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)

**Glass**
1 entire amber oval half pint banded flask, tooled double collared lip, post bottom, opalized (1860-1870s)
1 light green cylindrical quart bottle fragment, contact mold (1810-1880)
1 entire clear manganese rectangular 4-5 oz. pharmaceutical bottle, embossed "J.D.H. LUNT/DRUGGIST/ALEXANDRIA, VA", "PAT...13/87" on base, tooled single banded collared lip, cup mold, chilled iron mold (1887-circa 1890)
2 aqua jar lid fragments, embossed TRADEMARK MASON'S IMPROVED-REGISTERED MAY 23 1871" around "CFJ" monogram, stamped (1877-1908)
1 clear manganese rectangular medicinal/extract bottle fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1915)
2 pale aqua oval (?) bottle fragments, opalized

**Miscellaneous**
2 chicken bone fragments

**Block 3, West Extension, Feature 142, West Half, 4.6' B.S. (FS 91)**

**Ceramics**
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer printed (?), leaf motif, hollow vessel, bowl
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, overglaze polychrome transfer print, figures in clown suits, child's plate
Glass
1 entire aqua square half pint pickle bottle, tooled rolled lip, opalized (1880s)

Miscellaneous
1 black hard rubber comb, 18 cm long (post 1851)

Block 3, West Extension, Feature 142, West Half, 5' B.S., Feces Interface (FS 101)

Ceramics
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, platter (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, plate, burned, partial black printed maker's mark - could be any number of manufacturer's most of which post date 1880

Glass
1 amber cylindrical gallon or squat cylindrical liquor (?) bottle fragment, contact mold (1850s-1880)
1 clear oval banded flask fragment, stained (1870s)
1 aqua cylindrical soda bottle fragment, embossed "...ING" vertically, cup mold, opalized
1 entire aqua cylindrical 3/4 pint food bottle, embossed "C..& CO. 189" on base, applied rolled lip, three section mold, imported (?)
1 clear lead celery vase (?) fragment, footed, pressed
2 clear lamp base and fount fragments, ribbed stem, globular fount with ground opening, pressed
2 potash windowpane fragments (pre 1864)

Miscellaneous
1 wood crate type slat fragment, 5 3/8" long x 1/3" thick (incomplete), hand cut

Block 3, West Extension, Feature 142, circa 5.6' B.S. (FS 93)

Glass
1 clear cylindrical half pint jam jar fragment, interior flutes, tin lid closure, pressed

Block 3, Trench between Trench 6 and Trench 4, Feature 142, Black Fill Feature (FS 52)

Ceramics
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, saucer, burned (1813-1900+, South 1977; 1840-1900, Miller 1992)
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, saucer, burned

Metal
1 cast iron toy/miniature coal hod
5 unidentified ferrous metal fragments
1 brass 1 1/2" washer or bushing
1 unidentified nail fragment
3 cut nail fragments (post 1790)
1 cut 60d nail/spike (post 1790)

Miscellaneous
1 slate fragment